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Editor’s Note

After a break of ten years, the Yearbook of Polish Foreign Policy has been

published again by the Polish Institute of International Affairs (PIIA). This is the 

way it should have been for this whole time, but shortly after its debut, the

previous PIIA was put into liquidation. After a short period in the wilderness, it

has returned to its proper and—as one might believe—safe harbour. This

happened due to the fact that the Diplomatic Academy of the Ministry of

Foreign Affairs—the previous publisher of the Yearbook—now forms part of the 

Institute. It should be stated here that this publishing instability and the lack of

any long-term prospects at times did not affect negatively the content quality of

the Yearbook. It is known, however, how—in the case of periodicals—important

such stability is for the final effect. It gives a chance to prepare each of the

volumes in a systematic and comprehensive way, to have a more stable team of

authors (analysts of the Institute), better marketing and distribution as well as

allowing more attractive forms of communication of knowledge concerning

Polish foreign policy to be introduced.

For Polish foreign policy, the so-called interesting times seem to have no

end. The year 2005 and early 2006 were not only the time of some international

problems, especially in Europe, to become more sharp (like problems with the

EU Constitution Treaty and its many various outcomes, the case of the Northern

gas pipeline, more assertive tones in the policy of Russia). There have been

significant changes in Poland itself (new president, new government,

announcements of key changes in different areas of state policy). Some time

must pass for the new ruling establishment to become part of the European

policy and to develop Poland’s bilateral contacts. Irrespective of arguments and

polemics at home, Polish foreign policy has enjoyed the privilege of admirable

continuation of its major directions. We may find this continuity on the pages of

the publication we are honoured to present to our new and current readers of the

Yearbook.

Roman KuŸniar
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I.

The Basis of Polish Forei gn Policy





Government Information on the Polish Foreign Policy in 2005
(presented by the Minister of Foreign Affairs, Prof. Adam Daniel Rotfeld,

at the session of the Sejm on 21st January 2005)

Mister President,

Mister Prime Minister,

Mister Speaker,

Members of the House,

I take the floor with certain anxiety and diffidence. For it is the first time that 

I stand on this rostrum as the newly appointed Minister of Foreign Affairs. What 

is more, I am to present to the House the priorities and tenets of Polish foreign

policy prepared under your leadership, Mister Speaker, when you were

executing the office of the Minister of Foreign Affairs with such success. 

My address opens the fourth and last annual debate on foreign policy during

this term of the Sejm. We have entered an election year. That is significant, since 

the clear line formerly separating domestic and international affairs has become

blurred in our times. I mention this, because I would like to explain in the

beginning that it is not my intention to become involved in any way in the

pre-election campaign. The national interest of the Polish State obligate us to

treat external policy and its instrument—diplomacy—in a way transcending

party lines. I wish to ensure optimum effectiveness of our actions and continuity

in all the undertakings initiated by Minister Krzysztof Skubiszewski in the

autumn of 1989, and advanced over the next 15 years by his successors—

Andrzej Olechowski, W³adys³aw Bartoszewski, Dariusz Rosati, Bronis³aw

Geremek and W³odzimierz Cimoszewicz.

Mister Speaker,

Members of the House,

With those assumptions in mind, I wish to present a list of priorities on the

agenda of our foreign policy. 

First, we shall continue consolidating our place in the European Union as a

responsible state, for which the Common Foreign and Security Policy and the

European Security and Defence Policy is a platform, on the one hand, for

seeking a balance of interests, and on the other—for overcoming the still

existent divisions and preventing new ones. We shall strive for a European

Union budget for the years 2007–2013 that meets Poland’s interests. It is our

goal to ensure the highest possible allocation for the policy of cohesion and

agricultural policy for the new member states—so that the new budget
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accelerates the levelling of differences in the development of EU states. We shall 

seek to attain political compromise on the New Financial Perspective in June

2005. That is a difficult task. However, we hope that the negotiations will be

marked by good will, without tactical delays and playing for time.

Second, as a member of the North Atlantic Alliance and the European Union 

we shall seek a new opening in the relations of the whole West with Ukraine.

The democratic breakthrough that occurred in that country has met with the

understanding and support of all responsible political forces in Poland. We shall

do everything to ensure that this breakthrough gains the appreciation and

recognition of the community of the democratic states of the West. After all, it is

an event of historic proportions, comparable to the European “Autumn of the

Nations” in 1989. The reforms in Ukraine require support, and its shift towards

the Euro-Atlantic structures—reciprocation. Acting bilaterally, we wish to

extend the essential assistance to the new president and government of Ukraine,

and to share our experiences in developing and consolidating democratic and

pro-European transformation. In particular, we shall seek to it that the European

Union raises its relations with Ukraine to the level of Strategic Partnership and

opens the prospect of integration, while advocating NATO offer of a

Membership Action Program.

Third, we shall foster the privileged character of our relations with the

United States. A president friendly to the Polish cause will stay in the White

House for another four years. The government realizes that the special character

of the Polish-American political relations has not been fully translated to all

other areas of relations. There has been an improvement on economic issues and

military cooperation—and we intend to maintain this trend. But things are not as 

good when it comes to the waiver of visas for Poles travelling to the United

States. It would be irresponsible to promise a rapid breakthrough on this issue.

We shall do everything to accelerate the momentum of changes that would meet

the expectations of Polish society. As a new member of the European Union and

a tested ally of America, we shall strive over the coming weeks and months to

revive the spirit of the Transatlantic community, and to erase the memory of the

grievances that hindered cooperation on both sides of the Atlantic over the last

two years. 

 Fourth, after the elections in Iraq, we intend to elaborate—with the new

government of that state and our allies in the stabilization coalition—a new

formula of Polish engagement in Iraq. The elections in Iraq are an indispensable

element of normalization, even if the conditions for holding them will not be

perfect everywhere. Still, I am confident that they will bring positive changes.

10 Yearbook of Polish Foreign Policy 2006
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They will enhance the legitimacy and authority of the government, cooperation

with Iraq’s neighbours will improve, and the internal security structures will be

able to assume greater responsibility for the situation in that state. The present

Polish Military Contingent will be reduced. The relevant decisions that have

been taken will not undermine our capacity to fulfil our tasks. We intend to make 

further reductions, at the same time facilitating the assumption of responsibility

for the security of Iraq—by the Iraqis. But neither we nor anybody else should

harbour any illusions: normalization of the situation in Iraq will take years and

will require active support by the international community. For many reasons,

Poland should not shirk participation in that joint endeavour, though our

contribution may take different forms. Our presence in Iraq is likely to be of an

increasingly civilian—rather than military—nature. Increasingly, it will be Polish

companies—rather than troops—that will facilitate the stabilization of Iraq. 

Fifth, our priorities include seeking jointly with the government of the

Federal Republic of Germany a future-oriented formula of relations between our 

states—a formula, that would finally put a closure to the burdens of the past and

open qualitatively new prospects for the development of relations between Poland

and Germany. In recent months we have managed to realise some significant

achievements. Let me recall that the German Chancellor has unambiguously

declared a lack of support of the German government for individual property

claims that could be made by citizens of the Federal Republic of Germany. The

newly-appointed plenipotentiaries of the foreign ministers of Poland and

Germany for bilateral cooperation, have initiated their activity. We must take a

sober view—free of illusion—of the problems in relations between our states.

Such matters are not resolved by a single act, or some magic formula. It is a

process. The Polish government is under an obligation to care for the interests of 

the Polish state and its citizens, mindful not only of the coming months or years,

but of future generations—with an awareness of the historic perspective of that

task. We shall strive to secure Polish interests, cooperating constructively, in the

spirit of European partnership, with the government of Germany. 

Sixth, the government shall spare no effort to ensure that Poland as host and

organizer of the III Summit of the Council of Europe—an organization that has

integrated democratic states of our continent for over fifty years—performs that

role well. Let me remind you that the Summit meeting will take place in Warsaw 

in May of this year. It is our ambition that the Warsaw summit should elaborate

the future tasks of that important European institution, becoming an opportunity

for deep reflection on the state of the architecture of security and cooperation in

Europe, and in Euro-Atlantic relations. Also, we would like the Polish
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presidency of the Visegrad Group to revive the sense of joint action, primarily in 

the framework of the European Union. Finally, we want to leave a good

impression of the Polish presidency of the Council of Baltic Sea States. We shall

also continue our active involvement in the work on the reform of the United

Nations, presenting our vision of a New Political Act of that organization in the

21st century. 

Seventh, we want the coming months to change the way we think about

Poland’s possibilities of action in areas out-of-Europe. The government issued a

political signal for such an approach with the adoption last November of a

comprehensive strategy addressed at the developing countries. We would like to

see the adoption and implementation of a Law on cooperation for development,

and the creation of the appropriate organizational structures. 

Eighth, Polish foreign policy has the task of attaining objectives serving the

Polish economy and Polish companies. The economic transformations, privatisation

and significant liberalization of trade require corresponding changes in the

structures of Poland’s foreign representation. That means continued integration

of the resources and instruments of foreign policy in the Ministry of Foreign

Affairs and in the diplomatic missions. That goal should also be served by the

launching of the planned Polish Agency for Economic Promotion. The

economization of Polish policy—despite considerable departmental resistance— 

is necessary and requires substantial acceleration in 2005, in view of Poland’s

participation in the common commercial policy of the EU and the need to shape

the EU policies in the interest of the Polish economy. 

Honourable Members,

The challenges that Polish foreign policy has had to face in recent months,

have caused—apparently for the first time—divisions on our political scene.

Oftentimes, this Chamber has witnessed heated disputes over such issues as the

Constitutional Treaty for Europe, or the Polish presence in Iraq. This indicates,

first and foremost, that the development of the international situation poses

questions that often do not have one simple and easy answer. However, I do not

share a commonplace view that this is supposed to mean the end of national

consensus over the main themes and tasks of Polish foreign policy. That claim

has been refuted by the conduct of the Polish people and unity of action of

Polish politicians over Ukraine. That issue confirmed the truth that when we

speak with one voice—we are effective in pursuing our national interests. It

would be harmful for our common interests if the fundamental issues of Polish

foreign policy were to become entangled in short-term electoral calculations.
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It is my ambition to ensure the continuity of all the processes that serve

Poland well and were launched by my predecessors. The new political alignment 

and the new government are likely put their own imprint on foreign policy.

However, the issues of fundamental importance to Poland, to its security, should

be continued. For this to happen, it is essential to hold a thorough debate on

questions that are of fundamental significance to Poland and its foreign policy.

Hence, it is necessary to recall some elementary concepts and issues, axioms of

sort, to refresh the way they are understood. I believe this debate will mark a

substantial contribution to this process.

Members of the House, 

On 1 May 2004 Poland became a member of the European Union. It is too

early to make a full evaluation of that historic event. Still, one thing is beyond

dispute: our entry into the Union has conclusively discredited many false

predictions, fears and concerns that were prevalent in Poland and abroad.

It has turned out that the accession of Poland and nine other states did not

undermine the political cohesion of the European Union. Poland did not become

—as had been claimed—a “Trojan horse,” and we did not need to be taught on

how to be good Europeans. The events in Ukraine demonstrated something quite 

contrary: that there are situations in which it is worthwhile to listen to Poland

very closely and that Poland’s actions enhance the prestige of all Europe. 

Members of the House,

Our membership in the European Union has become a tangible stimulus of

Poland’s development. We have received the first EU funds and more

importantly—are making good use of them. No one has lost on our entry into the 

EU. Everyone has benefited. The best example of that is the improved situation

of our farmers—the social group on behalf of which most concerns were

expressed in connection with Poland’s EU membership. Our national identity

has not been undermined. We still live in our own country, though now it is

modernizing faster. There is a natural and quite pronounced need for a frank

public debate on the vision of Europe that we desire and our place in it. This is

so, because the next few months will bring intensive discussions in all the

member states on the vision of Europe, its future development, its boundaries

and identity in a globalized world. An inspiration or a catalyst to launch such a

debate has been the process of ratification of the Constitutional Treaty,

discussion on the New Financial Perspective, the question of Turkey’s future

membership, and—what is also, or even more significant from the Polish point
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of view—an elaboration of concrete conditions and a date for opening of the

accession negotiations with Ukraine. 

Our agenda today not only includes the issue of ratification of the

Constitutional Treaty, but also ways of boosting public support for our

membership in the EU. Ahead of us is the debate preceding the constitutional

referendum. The sovereign decision we take will not only have crucial impact on 

the future development and shape of the European Union. It will constitute a

kind of test of Polish aspirations. 

Members of the House,

The Constitutional Treaty signed last year is more of a conclusion,

systematization and rearrangement of earlier decisions, than a road map to the

future. However, rejection of the Treaty by Poland would doom our country to

self-isolation, and at best—to revival of the idea of a Europe of “two speeds,” or

a Europe of a “hard core” and a periphery. The greatest weakness of the Treaty is 

its language; a search for a compromise formula is often expressed in a

bureaucratic jargon, a lingo of civil servants addressing other civil servants.

Treaties written by representatives of 25 states are rarely simple, clear and

legible. However, it is a Treaty that despite all its flaws—rooted in its

compromise nature—duly takes into account Polish interests.

At the same time, it is the point of departure for defining our vision of

Europe’s future. We speak of a Europe that is in solidarity as well as cohesive,

efficient and effective. For that reason, implementation of the Lisbon Strategy

will be of key importance to Poland—today and tomorrow. It is a project that

provides for strengthening Europe’s competitiveness in the process of globalization,

first and foremost, through investment in knowledge, new technologies and

innovative technical, economic and organizational solutions. 

It is in the Polish interest for the European Union to be an important subject

of international relations, partner-like in political relations and competitive on

the global economic scene. The rivalry on the global stage is on the rise. It poses

a strategic challenge to all the European states, including the largest ones. It is

ever more difficult for them to compete on their own against such powers as the

United States, or China or India, both growing in strength. Only as one can

Europe face the new reality effectively. The casting of Europe in a strategic

dimension is in accordance with the Polish national interests. From that

perspective, further enlargement of the EU eastward is to the advantage of

Poland and the European Union as a whole. 
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Our membership in the European Union has shifted the focus of our

diplomatic activity. Increasingly, the most important objective is to promote our

interests and win the support of EU partners for our goals. We have

demonstrated that we can be tough campaigners in pursuit of our goals, without

losing sight of the interests of the entire EU. We have not let any one put us in

the corner, nor have we sunk into self-isolation. We neither want to—not should

we—move on the margins, or only use the brake, or focus on damage control.

The brakeman can only reduce the speed of the joint journey, but he certainly

has no influence on its direction. We want to be, and are, an active subject of EU

policy, with growing influence of the shape of Union decisions. 

Members of the House,

A key question is on the agenda—and it merits serious discussion: with

whom and in what way do we want to pursue our interests inside the European

Union? Our strategy envisages three basic areas of contacts. First, we cultivate

close contacts and collaboration with our strategic partners, mainly Germany

and France, and also Great Britain—with which we share the same appreciation

of the significance of the Transatlantic relations. Second, we nurture close ties

with the states of our region, particularly members of the Visegrad Group. And

finally, third—we seek good relations and cooperation with all Union partners,

with whom we share interests on specific issues. In other words, we are not

inclined to creating durable coalitions within the EU, but define our position on

a specific matter and look for allies, whose approach is similar or close to our

position. We firmly and unequivocally reject the concept of a “European

Directorate” or a “hard core” of Europe. And any way, there is no tendency

today to revive those concepts. The spirit of European cooperation is good. 

Members of the House, 

Our membership in the European Union has induced us to examine our

bilateral relations in a new light. This applies in particular to our main European

partners—Germany, France, and also Great Britain. 

The relations with Germany were in recent months and years the subject of

many, occasionally emotional debates—usually in reaction to the activity of

various political circles in Germany. It is understandable that Polish-German

relations—also today, after the enlargement of the European Union—have

significance that transcends bilateral relations, with a dimension that is not only

historic and determined by the past. To optimize our policy, we need to answer

the following question: how do these relations impact the implementation of

our—that is Polish and German—broader aspirations, both in the context of the
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whole Europe, and in the Transatlantic dimension. From the Polish point of

view, those relations can and should be an instrument and a key lever of our role

in Europe. We would like to build a new model of Polish-German relations that

would be firmly rooted in the European and Transatlantic context. Close

cooperation of Poland and Germany is particularly needed to dynamise the

policies of Western and Euro-Atlantic institutions addressed to our neighbours in 

the East, that is Eastern Europe. A joint Polish-German document, which

ministers W³odzimierz Cimoszewicz and Joschka Fischer presented in

Luxemburg last year, could become the foundation of new EU policy toward

Ukraine. Other areas of Polish-German cooperation include the future of the

Transatlantic relations, and also the political and defence identity of Europe.

 This cooperation must be based on respect for the equality of the partners.

We recognize the role of Germany in the European construction; we hope that on 

the other side of the Oder River, too, the negative stereotypes of Poland—also in 

social perception—will be replaced with an image of a friendly and helpful

neighbour. Such a future-oriented model will not become the basis of policy

unless past problems—which are again introducing elements of distrust,

uncertainty and destabilization into Polish-German relations—are closed once

and for all. Our relations require explicit declarations and clear decisions by all

the main political forces and parties in Germany. The future of the relations

between our peoples must not be determined by those who are forever stranded

in the past. We believe in the power of our arguments. They are historically

justified and have a strong legal basis. We should discard complexes and not be

guided by emotions in our policy toward Germany. Our position meets with

understanding and a will for cooperation on the part of the Federal President,

Chancellor and Minister of Foreign Affairs.

Mister Speaker,

Members of the House, 

The year 2005 marks the 60th anniversary of the end of World War II. For us, 

it also means the 60th anniversary of the return of the Western Territories to the

Homeland. We have gained sufficient distance and historic perspective to reflect

deeply on the responsibility for the war, its consequences and its presence in the

contemporary awareness of states and societies. It is the Polish role to safeguard

the historic truth, to resist its distortion and falsification.

Allow me, Mister Speaker, to make a short digression at this point. I believe

the time is ripe, 60 years after the end of the war, for the elementary truth about

what really happened in occupied Poland to come to the awareness of the
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representatives of the media in the community of the democratic states—in

Europe, the United States and Canada—about who was the aggressor, the

occupier, who built the death camps and murdered people there, and who was

persecuted, subjugated and subjected to the German, Nazi policy of

extermination. It was in Polish territories that the Germans created the largest

camps of annihilation, where—alongside the Jewish people—Poles and members of 

other European nations were murdered on a mass scale. A few days from now,

on 27th January—marking the 60th anniversary of the liberation of the Nazi camp 

of Auschwitz-Birkenau—the leaders of almost 40 nations will come to attend

ceremonies in remembrance of those murdered at the site of that death camp.

Today, a few days before the ceremonies that will focus the attention of the

whole world, I call on representatives of press organizations, the Association of

Polish Journalists and other organizations representing the Polish media, to

address—independently of the appeals, corrections and diplomatic

representations of the Polish MFA—a letter to their colleagues, and partner

organizations of journalists around the world , telling them that the thoughtless

or intentional use of the term “Polish death camps” is insulting and shameful. It

not only conceals the truth about the perpetrators of that crime, but slanders our

nation, which was the first victim of the criminal practices of Nazi Germany. 

Mister Speaker,

Members of the House, 

Our relations with France. I do not have to explain what a crucial role in

building the European identity has been played by that country. France is a

leading foreign investor in Poland. That creates a favourable basis for further

development of an enhanced partnership. The climate of our mutual relations has 

improved perceptibly. The best illustration of this was the recent visit to Poland

by the French Minister of Foreign Affairs, Michel Barnier. Let me put this

succinctly: our mutual intentions concerning the future of Europe are much

closer than is being presented in the press, commentaries and political debate. 

The question occasionally appears whether the Weimar Triangle has not

exhausted its political potential. The answer is simple: institutions of this kind

have proved themselves and constitute a useful platform of political cooperation

and discussion on European problems. We shall particularly count on an active

role of France in the development of the EU’s relations with our Eastern neighbours.

We put high value on our partnership with Great Britain. We are linked by a

community of views on many European and global issues. In the recent period,

the British government has been active and imaginative in co-shaping the
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mechanisms of European cooperation, particularly including questions of

defence policy, security and common foreign policy. That has made it easier for

us, as well, to formulate our European policy. British policy illustrates the theory 

that states have greater impact on shaping the future of Europe when they take

positions on issues of key and central significance—than when they distance

themselves from important issues, relegating themselves to the periphery of

European politics. We hope for tight cooperation with Great Britain, particularly

in creating a modern model of the Transatlantic relations—relations between

America and Europe—which is of crucial significance to our security.

Members of the House,

The state of the Transatlantic relations—as all relations between states—is

not a value granted once and for all. Therefore, those relations must be an object

of our constant care and concern. Today, the main issue is to discard any

grievances and prejudices left behind by the differences over the intervention in

Iraq. I note with satisfaction that there is political will on both sides of the

Atlantic to restore a good climate of collaboration. However, the problem does

not boil down to the climate and atmosphere of the Transatlantic relations. Joint

action is the order of the day. 

From the Polish point of view, the new consensus in the Transatlantic

relations should concern two strategically important areas. First, we are talking

about a joint response of the West to the democratic breakthrough and

pro-Western aspirations of Ukraine, and also about a common political line

toward the other partners in the East of Europe. Second, we need a closer

Transatlantic partnership in the so-called Broader Middle East. That is

particularly necessary for reviving the Israeli-Palestinian peace process, assuring 

international backing for the normalization of the situation in Iraq, and also to

attaining lasting and comprehensive resolution of the problem of Iran’s nuclear

program. Transatlantic collaboration on all these issues would guarantee that

appropriate ways and means are applied to effectively resolve these problems.

Let me add, that chances for new openings are appearing with regard to all these

issues. 

 When we speak of the Transatlantic relations, we should recognize that

differences of view on both sides of the Atlantic are a normal development.

However, the new approach signifies that Europe and the United States will

seek—in a partner-like way—a common denominator, showing respect for each

other’s interests. In the context of Iraq, it is possible to ascertain—after two

years’ experience—that neither is America capable of getting everything done
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by itself, nor is the temptation of playing the role of a “counterbalance” to the

United States a constructive option for some Europeans for succumbing to. At

the same time, we must be ready for a serious debate on the structural model of

the Transatlantic relations. That particularly concerns the role and place of

NATO.

 The engagement of the Alliance in Afghanistan, and also in the training of

troops in Iraq, is an expression of a completely new strategic role of the

Alliance. We have given backing to this new quality, though it is Poland’s

priority to maintain the classic function of the Alliance as an instrument of

collective defence. We support the selective globalization of NATO’s

stabilization activity, because such a role of the Alliance finds practical use in

the modern world. In the view of the United States, it is the key function of

NATO as a global force. That is so, because Europe is no longer perceived in

America as a potential target of armed aggression on a mass scale, requiring

American protection and guarantees, but as a partner of the United States in

confronting global threats. NATO must be an instrument of such global

partnership. Otherwise, it will wither away, and the interest of the United States

in the Alliance will become problematic. That, in turn, would herald the

beginning of the end of America’s presence in Europe. 

 I do not have to add that Poland should be—and is—interested in

maintaining the presence of the United States in Europe and its role as a peculiar

European power. For, the presence of America in Europe introduces an

unquestionable value added. That manifests itself, first and foremost, in Eastern

Europe, South Caucasus and Central Asia. 

We, in Poland, are aware that our close—even privileged—relations with the 

United States are not an alternative to our engagement in European integration.

We ask ourselves this question: how can we take advantage our particularly

close relations with the United States to improve the Atlantic relations overall?

Our commitment to improving the Transatlantic relations will not be credible

unless it is coupled with an equally strong commitment to the development of

European cooperation.

The prestige of Poland in Washington is today higher than at any time in the

past. This prestige is our new asset and a priceless value, even if it is a value that

cannot be measured. Let us be frank: other countries spend years striving to have 

such relations though without success. The kind of position that we have in the

United States is not gained through lobbying. That prestige has gained in

significance since our entry into the European Union. Our relations with the
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United States are important primarily because only America is in position to

extend security guarantees to Poland—in their most credible version. This factor 

must not be underestimated even in the present situation, when the horizon is

fortunately clear of any threats to our security. 

Mister Speaker,

Members of the House,

The triumph of democracy in Ukraine, attained by peaceful means, is a great

achievement of millions of Ukrainians. It is also our Polish success. The

mediation of President Aleksander Kwaœniewski—who won the support of

European Union representatives for the cause, the engagement of numerous

Polish politicians, the activity of Polish parliamentarians above party lines, the

involvement of Polish Euro-deputies and thousands of young election

observers—these and other actions contributed to an auspicious resolution of the 

crisis, and constitute an important investment for the future. The mass solidarity

of Poles with democratic Ukraine is a good point of departure for a breakthrough 

in the relations between our societies. Relations at presidential levels are

important, but it is the people who will determine the future of our states. In the

recent weeks and months, the Ukrainians and Poles have shown utmost political

maturity and proper understanding of the raison d’état. And because of that, we

shall spare no effort to create solid and at the same time practical foundations for 

the development of mutual relations at the level of societies, so that the change is 

tangible for millions of the citizens of our states on both sides of the border. 

I wish to express the conviction that Ukraine and all Eastern Europe have

permanently returned to the agenda of important issues that occupy European

and Transatlantic institutions. We must translate this into a positive revaluation

of the present policies of the West toward our neighbours, and in particular—to

elaborate a realistic and substantial “opening package” for the reformist team in

Kiev. The myth that our Eastern neighbours were incapable of meeting Western

standards of democracy and human rights has been debunked. Also, the theory

has been challenged that the nations in that part of Europe belonged to the

sphere of another civilization and culture, to another “zone of influence.”

Finally, the myth has been invalidated that the societies in that part of Europe

were mired in apathy, and were incapable of building a civil society on their

own. The earlier events in Georgia, and the orange revolution in Ukraine, have

forced politicians to reassess their views and opinions based on prejudices and

stereotypes. 
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Members of the House,

The state of affairs in Belarus—with which we share a common

border—causes understandable concern in Poland. We support the democratic

and pro-European aspirations of that country’s society. Together with our

European and Transatlantic partners, we are trying to co-shape the policy of the

West in such a way so as to ensure full solidarity with the democratic and

freedom tendencies in Belarus. We are not forgetting about Moldova, either, and

the need for a greater engagement of the West in solving the conflict in

Transdniestria.

Members of the House,

Relations with the Russian Federation are of key importance to Polish

foreign policy. Let us make this clear: our involvement in what happened in

Ukraine was not directed against Russia. Our engagement was motivated by

support for fundamental values—and not by a play of interests. It was important

for us to make sure that the sovereign will of the people was expressed in

Ukraine. No foreign plot was involved. In fact, we deeply believe that what

happened in Ukraine is in the interest of Russia. Never in its history, had Russia

as many supportive and friendly states on its Western border as it does today. We 

would like Russia to have the closest and strongest possible ties with Europe, the 

North Atlantic Alliance and the European Union. I have in mind not only—and

not primarily—ties in the form of networks of oil and gas pipelines, though such

links are very important. However, as concerns Poland and Europe—it is the

common standards of democracy, freedom of the press and human rights that are 

the most important factors of consolidation and security, at the same time

constituting a common denominator. A stable, prosperous and democratic Russia 

will be a much more important centre of influence in the whole post-Soviet

space than if it followed a policy based on anachronistic concepts of the

so-called multipolar “zones of influence” Furthermore, Russia’s relations with

the democratic Western institutions should not be a zero-sum game either. The

modernization of Eastern Europe and the prospective integration of Ukraine,

Moldova, and also Belarus, with Euro-Atlantic and European institutions is in

the common interest of a democratic Russia and the West. 

For Poland, our membership in the European Union also offers an

opportunity to build a new platform of bilateral relations with Russia. We shall

spare no effort to make progress in resolving many outstanding problems. A

certain experienced Finnish politician advised that one should seek enemies who 
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are far away, and friends who are near. It would be desirable if our two countries

were guided by that in their mutual relations. 

Members of the House,

A new challenge for Poland is our participation in the joint discussion on a

new vision of relations in our immediate region after the enlargement of the

European Union. Accordingly, it would also be worthwhile in our internal

debate to consider the place and role of regional policy within the overall tasks

of foreign policy. 

Cooperation in the framework of the Visegrad Group, the Central European

Initiative and the Council of Baltic Sea States has enhanced the identity of

Central Europe and ensured stability in the whole region. After our accession to

the European Union, but even 2 or 3 years before its enlargement, some of our

partners expressed doubts as to the point of preserving the sub-regional

structures. Our view on this matter is different. What is more, we have managed

to use concrete initiatives—including those connected with our current

presidency of the Visegrad Group—to define the needed direction of the

evolution of cooperation in the region, so that its desirability and usefulness is

convincingly manifested. This also concern to the Regional Partnership

launched in 2001—which affiliates the states of the Visegrad Group, as well as

Austria and Slovenia. Our partners have had an opportunity to become

convinced that Poland does not treat the region as a base for its political

ambitions at the EU forum. Nor do we make pretensions to playing the role of a

regional leader. We have other goals: we want to use our prestige and position in

the European and Transatlantic family to promote the interests of the region. 

The enlargement of the European Union and NATO, the total change of the

geopolitical picture of Europe, and also the emergence of new challenges, has

altered the context of action of the whole institutional construction in Europe—

and not only of the sub-regional links. These institutions must determine a new

sense for their existence. That, too, is a task for our policy.

Members of the House,

We would like the May summit meeting of the states of the Council of

Europe in Warsaw to generate a specific vision of the future and place of that

organization in the context of other European structures. The point is to ensure

that the visions being elaborated by the respective institutions, such as the

Council of Europe or the OSCE, are coherent visions. For, those institutions

require total reconstruction. It is especially important to eliminate the overlap

and duplication of actions, as well as institutional rivalry. We should counteract
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the tendency of the respective organizations to focus on their own internal

problems. And let us not delude ourselves that one-off solutions or miracle cures 

are possible. 

At the turn of January, Warsaw will host another session of the Warsaw

Reflection Group, which affiliates distinguished analysts and researchers from

Europe and North America. It will have the task of preparing a report on the

complementarity of the European structures. It is most important not to lose any

of the normative, political and operational achievements of the institutions

functioning in Europe. The matter is urgent. It is the case, because the last OSCE 

Ministerial Council in Sofia demonstrated how the natural identity crisis of that

organization may be exploited for the pursuit of particularistic political goals.

This is how we perceive the attempts to restrict the activity of that organization

in the human dimension. Such an approach is short-sighted and may lead to

effects that are opposite to what was intended. For our part, we are considering a

constructive, joint search for new solutions. The appearance of new challenges

and asymmetrical threats, such as international terrorism, proliferation of

weapons of mass destruction and new phenomena, such as failing or failed

states, highlights the need for a redefinition of the global international order. In

shaping Polish foreign policy, we act on the assumption that effective

multilateralism is the key to ensuring world peace and stability. We shall make

every effort to preserve and strengthen the multilateral institutions of global

management, particularly the United Nations.

In this context, reform of the UN is the most urgent matter. In autumn of

2002 the Polish Minister of Foreign Affairs, W³odzimierz Cimoszewicz, pointed 

out the need to restructure the UN. At that time, he put forward the initiative of

elaborating a New Political Act for the United Nations for the 21st century.

Changes were necessitated by the fact that while the system of world security is

dynamic, the structures remain static. In effect, that leads—first of all—to a

conceptual inadequacy of the organization. The UN often lacks the means to

counteract new types of threats and resolve new problems. The issue is that for

many years now the major conflicts have been emerging inside states, rather

than in the relations between them. On the one hand, the international

community usually expects the UN to intervene quickly and effectively, and on

the other—the Organization does not possess suitable norms, procedures and

instruments. 

Secondly, it is a case of political inadequacy, which means that the alignment 

of forces inside of the organization does not reflect the actual balance of power
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in the world. Thirdly, there is institutional inadequacy, which causes United

Nations bodies and officials to work in an ineffective and outdated way. 

The Polish initiative, therefore, was a comprehensive vision of UN reform.

We proposed that a draft of the changes be prepared by a Group of Independent

Personalities. As known, the Secretary General established such a group over a

year ago and it presented its report last December. The year 2005 will test the

capacity of the United Nations, and especially its member states, to take action

for reform. The scheduled high-level meeting on the anniversary of the

Millennium Declaration should bring political consensus on the package of

changes. The question is: Will it deliver? The question remains open. There is no 

simple answer.

In its commitment to changing the UN, Poland does not pursue any hidden

goals. We are not demanding a permanent seat on the Security Council, we are

not advocating institutional change. We are acting on the assumption that first,

you have to identify the problems, define a new mandate of the Organization

—and only then deliberate on the institutional changes. Our approach is guided

by the interests of the international community; we are moving beyond regional

parochialism. Our initiatives primarily comprise an intellectual contribution; it is 

an attempt at innovative, creative thinking. 

Members of the House,

A serious domestic debate should be devoted to the future profile of Poland’s 

political, military and economic engagement in a global set of relations. I am

referring to Poland as a state that—through its accession to the European

Union—has entered a new system of international relationships, of which the

Union is a collective subject. Stanis³aw Wyspiañski wrote with a sense of irony

in “The Wedding”: “The whole damn world can take up arms, provided Poland’s 

countryside remains at peace with no alarms.” That is not and must not be the

motto of Polish foreign policy in our times. Security has become truly

indivisible, and threats to our national security may originate in exotic and

highly remote regions. Therefore, it is the imperative of Polish foreign policy to

seek national security in the framework of international security, in cooperation

with other states. Our role in Iraq should be examined from precisely that point

of view. 

The problem is that the demand for such difficult and costly roles to be

played by NATO and European Union is not likely to diminish. NATO is

militarily engaged in Afghanistan and expects that Poland, among others, will

also make active contribution. The European Union is establishing battle groups. 
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The humanitarian disaster in South-East Asia points to the need for remodelling

the concept of such groups, so that they will be able to deliver effective

international relief in such crisis situations. The situation in Sudan also indicates

the need for such actions. Therefore, we face the need of drafting a sensible

doctrine of international engagement of our military forces in similar operations. 

We are talking mainly about humanitarian interventions. That kind of Polish

involvement will require broad public understanding. 

Until now, the obvious though relatively recent postulate that we should

transform ourselves from a country that was helped by others into a country

helping those in greater need, could have sounded as an empty, abstract

declaration. The tragedy in Asia has demonstrated how important it is for Poland 

to join relief efforts and show solidarity. Helping those who are weaker, poorer,

afflicted by disease, hunger and disasters should henceforth change our

sensitivity and awareness, but it also should have its organizational and financial 

dimension. 

Mister Speaker, 

Members of the House,

Poland’s entry into the EU structures and policies necessitates a

reassessment of our relations with non-European states and a redefinition of our

place in the global system. Europe is increasingly perceived as an entity. We

should be influencing the shape of the EU policy toward the non-European

regions. We have certain advantages: we have never been a colonial state, we

have a developed network of missions, numerous communities of Polish

expatriates, as well as a large pool of experts and researchers. Our greatest

weakness and restriction are the modest resources at our disposal. You cannot

pursue an active policy without adequate funds.

The government’s recently-adopted strategy toward the non-European

developing states is a signal of political will, and of the need for action. It is an

important signal, since it is of a concrete and systematized character. This

strategy goes beyond general declarations. It is a task for years to come. The

rank, significance and attractiveness of such partners as China, India, Pakistan,

Malaysia, Thailand, Indonesia, some Arab states, the RSA, Nigeria, Angola,

Brazil, Argentina, Chile, Mexico and many others, will continue to rise. In order

to take advantage of the opportunities provided by Poland’s participation in

global processes, we must consistently modernize our system of management of

foreign policy instruments. 
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Members of the House,

The fact that many Poles, people with Polish roots live abroad is part of our

national identity. Over the past years, we have built a comprehensive

government strategy of cooperation with expatriate Polish communities. There is 

a proven mechanism for the realization of that policy. Some issues here deserve

special attention. That particularly applies to the assistance for Poles in the East,

who often find themselves in a difficult material situation. That applies to the

implementation of the Polish minority postulates in Lithuania. That also applies

to the possibility of self-fulfilment of the cultural identity by Poles in Germany. I 

wish to take this opportunity to express my appreciation and thanks to both

houses of parliament for their help, assistance and active work with the Polish

expatriate communities. 

Mister President, 

Mister Premier,

Mister Speaker, 

Members of the House,

The balance sheet of foreign policy in recent years has been impressive. The

accession to the European Union crowned many years of efforts and opened a

new chapter in the history of our state. We have built a strong position in the

Transatlantic relationship, and high prestige in Europe. The changes in Ukraine

have opened new opportunities for our policy in the East. We have started

actively moving into areas outside of Europe.

The international environment in which we operate is exceptionally

unpredictable and unstable. The situation is prone to dynamic changes. That

sharpens the dilemmas we face and complicates the search for the right

responses. 

I have attempted today to focus the attention of the Members of the House

on these fundamental dilemmas, tasks and priorities. Many states face similar

challenges. And in today’s world, the only effective response to most

international problems is a collective response. 

In conclusion, allow me to repeat my conviction that the effectiveness of our

foreign policy is largely determined by the following elements: continuity and

consistency, and also recognition of the national interest above party lines—

which is reflected by the joint or convergent positions of the main political

forces on the goals and tasks of foreign policy of fundamental significance to the 

state and nation. 

Thank you for your attention.
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ROMAN KU•NIAR*

The Uncertain World of 2005

The year 2005 saw continued uncertainty both in global relations and—

probably even more so—in European politics. The continuing war in Iraq and

the failure of the efforts to stabilize Afghanistan affected the situation

throughout the Broader Middle East. While there were no spectacular terrorist

acts, which could attest to success in preventing these threats, the doctrine of

“long war” against international terrorism proclaimed by the U.S. indicates that

a victory on this front is not at hand. All of this had to affect the overall

international climate and diverted attention from the genuine, profound

international problems, which are already a source of instability of the global

order, and are likely to be an even more important source of these problems in

the future. The major powers were increasingly confident that military might

was central to safeguarding their interests and their spendings on armaments

rose accordingly.

At the same time, Poland’s international security environment looked good:

the country was secure. A confirmation of this assessment could be found in the

fact that “security” was not mentioned among the eight priority goals of

Poland’s foreign policy for the year 2005 in the prime minister’s policy speech;

this has happened for the first time since 1990. That notwithstanding,

international cooperation in solving economic and social problems of the world

remained in short supply. The United States, tied up in the Iraq war, could not

lead the world nor did it propose any solutions acceptable to others. The

situation of Europe, or to be more precise, of the EU, which found itself in an

impasse both internally and in relations with the world outside after the

referendum failed in the two countries, was hardly better. The evolution of the

situation beyond the eastern frontier of the EU met with varying assessments and 

expectations: from hope (the changes in Ukraine), through lack thereof (Belarus) 

to uneasiness (Moscow’s growing assertiveness, worsening of its attitude toward 

Poland). The developments of the year 2005, which reflected broader

phenomena and more durable trends, confirmed that nothing is given for ever in
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public life, including international life. One has to earn their position and protect 

their interests all the time, and realize that every choice one makes has a price.

Poland had an opportunity to experience it on several fronts (U.S., Russia,

Germany), although there is not much to indicate that the awareness of Polish

politicians increased in this regard. 

Europe Hits an Impasse

Unexpectedly, the year 2005 (after 2004, which was a success year for the

EU, with the enlargement big bang and the adoption of the final text of the

Constitutional Treaty) turned out to be a bitter experience for the Union, if not

for Europe at large. The reason was the rejection of the Constitutional Treaty in

the referenda in France and in the Netherlands in late May and early June of

2005. Despite the fact that a number of EU states ratified the Treaty, it had to be

ratified by all the member states in order to come into force. However, France

and Holland announced that they were not going to repeat the referendum. The

outcome of the referenda and such declarations appeared to seal the matter. This

was a big setback, all the more so, as the Treaty was widely promoted to be a

milestone of the process of European integration, a step that was to guarantee the 

cohesion of the whole structure for decades to come, and to give the European

Union the tools needed to play a significant international role. The blow was all

the worse as the Treaty was rejected by the founding fathers of the Community,

the countries of the “old Europe,” which traditionally were very committed to

the process of building the unity of the continent. The fiasco of the Treaty in

those countries sent ripples across Europe, an effect comparable, mutatis

mutandis, with what happened in the world post-9/11. Similarly as the terrorist

strike against New York and the U.S. response to it laid bare the ills and

antagonisms present in the world and helped to understand them better, this

rejection of the Treaty vividly highlighted problems that had been plaguing

Europe for quite some time already. However, for various reasons they were

ignored; in particular, they were not mentioned by name. Part of them were

actually responsible for the fiasco of the Treaty in France and the Netherlands,

notwithstanding the fact that this Treaty had nothing to do with them. 

One such problem are the growing doubts about the purpose of European

integration at a time when EU states and societies are finding it even harder to

cope with difficulties they tried to address precisely by moving away from

deeper integration (the Constitutional Treaty symbolised that policy line) and

opting for the protection of their interests on a national scale. Such attitudes are

sometimes termed—not always accurately—as populism or national egoism,
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although frankly, there is no good word to describe this new socio-political trend 

observed in Europe. The political elites of European states, which readily accuse 

the so-called Brussels of bureaucratic and technocratic excesses causing an

erosion of democracy, contribute in no small measure to the emergence of such

attitudes. They urge others at the EU forum to pay attention to the voices,

worries and anxieties of the people, but they refuse to follow that very advice in

their home countries, arguing that this would be a populist action, or heeding the

demands of the masses. The arrogance of the elites consists in the fact that at

first they ignore real social fears and problems (unemployment, immigration),

and once these problems come to the surface (the emergence of extreme political 

currents, lost referenda or elections), they caution against populism. But giving

in to populists is a no-go: the role of the elites is to lead, not to listen to the

“angry masses.” European politicians can also be perfidious in other ways: they

blame the introduction of unpopular reforms or the taking of some decisions on

EU requirements (pointing the finger at Brussels), which is part of the reason for 

popular opposition to the Union.

European politics is plagued by the already widely acknowledged crisis of

political leadership, understood as the lack of politicians who do not swim with

the tide, are attached to their principles, can propose visions that appeal to the

people (albeit without unrealistic promises), but who at the same time are able to 

talk to society (de Gaulle often serves as a good example at this junction). The

problem rests not so much with the politicians, who are not what we would like

them to be, but with the nature of present-day political life and democracy

(where the media play a role, too), which does not provide an opportunity for the 

emergence of a class of politicians worthy of the name.

The fears surrounding the consequences of European integration (even if

they are just alleged consequences), populist moods and egoistic postures, the

weakness of political leadership (these, incidentally, appeared the main reasons

for the rejection of the Constitutional Treaty in the French and Dutch referenda)

were among the reasons why it was also possible to sense a lack of certainty

regarding the further course of the process in 2005. The doubts also concern the

socio-economic model of the united Europe. Some critics have begun to blame

that model for the problems some European societies have faced adjusting to the

requirements ensuing from globalisation processes. The abandonment of that

model does not appear to be easy or justified (after all, it is hard to lower the

standard of living to equal the level of less developed countries, in order to be

able to compete with them on price). The adjustment processes will have to

come. However, given the present state of social consciousness, the inevitability
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of these processes triggers a dislike of “Europe” in some people: in some,

because these processes are indispensable (the conservative current), and in

others, because they defend the costly so-called European social model (the

neo-liberal current), as if it really existed. From the economic point of view the

European Union countries may not be doing as well as expected, especially

when compared to the impressive growth rates posted by China or India or to the 

U.S. economy, which is again gaining momentum, but the situation does not

look nearly as bad as some critics insist when they complain that the European

societies are lazy, insufficiently mobile, not ready for sacrifice and only

interested in consumption, i.e., in reaping the benefits of the attained level of

development. In terms of competitiveness or productivity (the average value of

goods produced by one employee during one hour) the European countries

continue to place among the world leaders. The economy of the EU was

displaying signs of entering a growth phase, albeit at a relatively low level

(approximately 2%). 

The shock caused by the fiasco of the Treaty and the ensuing erosion of

“faith in Europe” was a blow to the theses, advanced for some time, about the

EU playing a global role. Over several preceding years, Europe was swept by a

tide of conferences and publications whose common denominator was “Europe

as a global power/actor.” However, after the constitutional fiasco, this proposal,

while legitimate for some reasons and even rightly regarded as a sine qua non of

Europe’s survival in the new international order, became but a mirage that can be 

dismissed with a shrug of the shoulders. Another reason why the legitimate

international ambitions of the Union will have to wait is the fact that Europe has

begun to have problems with its own identity, without which there can be no talk 

of a “global actor.” The identity problems are rooted  in the dispute over the

language of the preamble to the Constitutional Treaty. The inclusion of a

provision about the Christian legacy of Europe as an important component of

that identity was blocked. This was (is) not a barren dispute. The difference

between civilisational identity and the identity determined by economic (the

market) and political (democracy) parameters is immense and has serious

implications, including political ones.

With its huge potential of tension and instability, and regarded as one of the

factors responsible for the rejection of the Treaty in both countries precisely

because of its fundamental significance for the question of identity, is nowadays

the problem of migrations, or indeed mass immigration to EU countries,

especially from Africa, the Middle East and Asia. This concerns in particular the 

influx of Islamic population. Both the scale of this immigration and the inability
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of Muslims to accept not only European values, but even the provisions of law

which to some extent follow from these values, are beginning to present a

serious threat to Europe’s cultural identity and, consequently, its social cohesion. 

The problems with the assimilation of Muslims are connected with the

availability of jobs and the susceptibility to fundamentalist and extremist

currents, including ones that support terrorism.  Finally, they are articulated

through the open contestation of the principles and customs in the host country,

displayed by a considerable proportion of the immigrant population. The

October-November rioting in France was an example of the kind of contestation, 

which poses a growing threat to the internal security of some European

countries. This lead to a surge of anti-Islamic sentiment, occasionally articulated 

in a manner as infantile as the publication of the caricatures of the Prophet in

European papers, which inevitably boosted the spiral of distrust and accusations

and yet enhanced the potential of the question of Islamic immigration to Europe

to generate new conflicts.

All these problems are related to the aggravating demographic crisis in

Europe (occasionally referred to as a population catastrophe or demographic

suicide of Europe). The maintenance of the present trends will lead to an

increasingly rapid depopulation of Europe or, in other words, the replacing of

the native European population by immigrants. This could pose a challenge to

the survival of Europe in the civilisational sense over the next 100 to 150 years.

It is also an economic problem, considered fundamental by some. The objective

is to preserve the present level of social security for the aging population of

Europe. In these circumstances, only a workforce brought in from outside

Europe will be able to secure adequate funds. The reason is that the Europeans,

whose life expectancy grows longer, simply do not want to have children who

could earn the money for their future pensions. For the time being, Europe is not

able to respond to these social problems. Its only reaction is revealed by means

of various fears and fearful attitudes affecting the process of European

integration. Europe is beginning to feel the consequences of its excessive

openness to outsiders in the past, but due to the demographic crisis it can ill

afford a radical departure from the practice of accepting all-comers, irrespective

of the reasons that drove them here, their readiness and ability to become

Europeans, or their true attitude towards Europe.  

The question of the identity of Europe (the EU) also manifested itself in

2005 in the marked growth of the disinclination to further expand the European

Union. This happened just as the Europeans came almost face to face with the

prospect of Turkey’s (the announcement of the start of admission negotiations in 
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October 2005) and Ukraine’s admission to the EU. The admission of these

countries appeared to exceed the present and imaginable future capability of the

organisation to admit more members and to continue the integration process.

However, the views on the admission of the two countries to the Union were

quite diversified, from strong support to one of the countries and equally strong

objections to the other, to support for or opposition to both of them. These views

were an additional bone of contention in the European discourse on the state and 

future of European integration. The Europeans began to realise the

consequences of rushing the integration process. The 2004 expansion big bang

was not even digested and before long it will be necessary to carry out the

excessively optimistic undertakings to admit two more countries in 2007, i.e.

Romania and Bulgaria, whose readiness for membership falls visibly short of the 

desired level, and there are already other countries knocking on the EU door,

namely the former Yugoslav republics, which have to be rewarded for having

stopped to fight with one an other (and invest in their stability in this manner).

This was not the logic of the previous enlargements. New members were

admitted because they upheld the European values, norms and standards and

because they wanted to participate in the community programme of European

unity. Membership was not a price nor was it a preventive measure (e.g. against

the spread of Islamic fundamentalism or a return to the zone of Russian

influence). The emerging meaning of the successive admissions and their

implications for the essence of the European process, different than in the past,

could not but arouse opposition, or at least provoke a reflexion over the whole

European integration. This situation was not always properly understood in

Poland. One could ignore it, but this had no impact on that situation. Just the

dissonance between the Polish and the West European approach to European

integration got worse.

The impasse in which the European Union has found itself adversely

affected the development of Poland’s bilateral relations with the key member

states. After the fiasco of the Constitutional Treaty, the European Council

proclaimed the so-called time for reflexion in June 2005. The search for an

answer to the question about the future fate of the Treaty also affected relations

between the member states. For some governments the Treaty was worth

salvaging, while others did not hide their satisfaction with its fiasco, all the more 

so as it came about thanks to the efforts of the French and the Dutch. The

differences of opinion on this matter did not help to improve the climate of

Poland’s relations with Germany or France. The replacement of Schröeder, who

was strongly criticised in Poland, by Angela Merkel by no means heralded a
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return to the air of trust and cooperation that characterised these relations until

the crisis triggered by the war in Iraq. This could hardly be offset by contacts

with the United Kingdom for which Poland has never been an important or

lasting policy factor. The fact that we allowed the Anglo-Saxons to exploit us in

the Iraq war could be a source of satisfaction for the British, but this did not

make them feel committed to treat Poland in a serious way. A spectacular proof

of it came during the lacklustre British presidency of the EU (second half of

2005), in the closing state of negotiations on the New Financial Perspective

(London’s proposals were the least favourable from the Polish point of view);

one poignant example was the notorious e-mail from the British Ambassador to

the Ministry of Foreign Affairs, in which he regarded Poland, with the peculiarly 

wry British sense of humour, as a former colony of the British Empire. After the

change of government in Spain in 2004, Poland had to put to rest its plan to

establish a “strategic partnership” with that country, partnership that was to be

based on the involvement in the Iraq war, special bonds with the United States

and the reluctance to strengthen the EU. The change of government in Italy

meant that also that country left the war coalition (Prodi’s Italy has announced a

“return to Europe”), although it has to be admitted that Berlusconi’s Italy was

not a good candidate for establishing a “strategic partnership” with Poland

either. 

United States—European Union: No Breakthrough

The troubled European Union and its quarrelling member states were not

able to achieve a breakthrough in their relations with the United States. The

other side was not capable of such breakthrough either. Both in the U.S. and in

Europe, there was growing awareness of the failure of their policies of the recent 

years, although it was still not the time for reaching conclusions. The United

States suffered a defeat in Iraq, even if it tried to retain military control over that

country with immense determination, which could serve a worthier cause. Its

defeat consisted in the fact that the mission, which accompanied that military

intervention, got compromised. Even if the American people and a part of the

international community could live with the falsehood of the original rationale

for the war (WMD, terrorism) as it was outweighed by the benefits of ridding

Iraq of Saddam Hussein, the destructive and cruel course of the operation, the

fact that it is dragging on and on, and the chaos which it let loose, and in

particular the absence of any prospects of the establishment of democracy in the

disintegrating country or of any impact in the form of the spread of democracy

in the so-called Broader Middle East, ultimately stripped that war of any
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legitimacy in the eyes of the world, including European, public opinion. The

support for the Iraq war also disappeared in the United States. Even so, that war

was the centrepiece of the second term of G.W. Bush in the White House, which

started in January 2005. The administration focused on the striving to achieve a

victory in Iraq, despite the fact that the chances of it were more and more

illusory as time went by, and wasted time trying to convince the American

public that the war was a just war. Already during the first year of the second

term, support for President Bush dropped to a record low level in U.S. history,

but the incumbent’s sole war strategy amounted to repeating a mantra about the

need to “stay the course,” because victory is near. Towards the end of 2005, the

administration unveiled a peculiar doctrine of a “long war.” It was referring to a

war against international terrorism, of which the war in Iraq was allegedly a part. 

The “long war” had no designated time span or geographical limits—it was

essentially a perennial and global war. This translated into a continuation of

confrontation with the countries or regions perceived by the United States as

unfriendly from the point of view of American interests, and an attempt to

preserve the polarisation of the international community according to the

conformity of its attitude to terrorism with what the U.S. desired, or rather with

how the U.S. defined that attitude and tried to propagate it.

The need to concentrate diplomatic efforts, maintain significant military

presence and commit major financial resources to the Persian Gulf and

Afghanistan, where the situation remained tense, forced the Bush administration

to exercise restraint as regards the use of force in other parts of the world or

against other countries (even though President Bush repeated that the military

option against Iran was “at hand” all the time). However, this involvement in

practice prevented the U.S. from having its part in solving other important

international problems. Even the activity in an area as important as preventing

the proliferation of weapons of mass destruction, especially nuclear weapons,

the means of production of such weapons and delivery systems, was perceived

solely as a means of pursuing American interests, not as an effort to further

international security. The correctness of such understanding of U.S. actions is

confirmed by the question of the transfer of nuclear technology to India, which

joined the nuclear weapons league several years earlier over violent opposition

on the part of the United States (sanctions), but at present, due to the Chinese

factor, is a close partner of the Americans in this area, although this does not

stop the U.S. from threatening to use force against other countries, should they

try to lay their hands on such weapons. 
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The absence of American leadership was felt not only in the world, but also

in the Atlantic Alliance. Without that leadership, the Alliance was stagnant from

the strategic point of view, even if that did not prevent it from discharging of its

ongoing responsibilities, the number of which was growing all the time. Despite

the unresolved dispute between the advocates of the concept of NATO as the

“global cop” and those who supported its traditional role (collective defence,

trans-Atlantic community), the Alliance kept widening its role and mission. In

addition to the stabilisation mission in Afghanistan, which had to be

strengthened rather than being scaled down due to the continued lack of stability 

in that country, and the training mission in Iraq, there is the humanitarian aid

mission in Pakistan, preparations for the operation in Darfur, the discussions on

the preservation of peace in the Middle East and efforts to secure the cooperation 

of the so-called contact countries from other parts of the world (e.g. South

Korea, Japan, Australia)—all of which pointed to a crawling globalisation of the

Alliance, never mind the position of the traditionalists. Also the transformation

of military capacity was done with that in mind; this concerns in particular the

development of NATO rapid reaction force. The line of evolution of the

Alliance, pushed by the Anglo-Saxons and backed by Poland, has quite a few

strategic and political implications, which were not discussed, however, because

of the absence of a good political climate in the wake of discord over the war in

Iraq. While those other disputes were slowly being forgotten, some distrust and

lack of “cordiality” lingered on, despite the goodwill visit paid by President

Bush at the NATO Brussels headquarters in February 2005. More important

issues, such as the admission of Ukraine to the Alliance or a new strategy

concept, will not likely be tackled before 2007. The 60th anniversary of the

Washington Treaty is approaching. The NATO summit to be held in Riga in

2006, will focus more on technical issues than on strategy. 

Both the position taken by Poland with regard to controversial problems of

the European Union and the support for the Anglo-Saxon vision of the Alliance,

or finally, Prime Minister Kazimierz Marcinkiewicz’s declarations regarding the

consent to the installation of components of the US Missile Defence programme

(MD) on Polish territory, contributed to the fact that Poland was perceived first

of all as a close and unconditionally loyal ally of the United States rather than a

state preoccupied with its strategic interests with the European Union. This was

not only the outcome of an evolution of the environment in which Poland exists,

but also of a Polish contribution to that evolution. 
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Erosion of Central Europe—Differentiation of Eastern Europe

The same logic appeared to govern the evolution of the situation in the

region to which Poland belongs, or at least that part of which that once

constituted the post-communist East-Central Europe. After the double

enlargement (EU and NATO), the year 2004 saw the end of Central Europe in

the geopolitical sense, the Central Europe that was revived—with a Polish

contribution, among others—in the early 1990s, with the emergence of the

region’s nations from the post-communist zone. Even just before the double

enlargement, analysts in East-Central European countries argued whether

Central Europe could survive as a geopolitical entity, whether the Visegrad

Group will not disintegrate, or what role will be assigned to it, and also what was 

going to happen to the Central European Initiative. At that time, the usefulness

of these structures also post-2004 was confirmed, but it was routine

confirmation only. However, the situation evolved differently. The countries that 

got admitted to the EU and NATO quickly became part of the “membership

landscape,” the appeal of which consists in the fact that countries search for

partners using their interests, not regional location, as the main criterion, unless

the two happen to match. However, this does not apply to the countries of the

East-Central European region, each of which soon went its own way and if there

are any indications of a subregional community of interests, they concern the

position vis-B-vis Ukraine or Russia (but even that does not necessarily apply to

the Czechs or Hungarians). This is only natural although from the Polish point of 

view it produces certain consequences. After 1989, Poland worked hard to

promote regional cooperation, which in addition to enhancing a sense of its own

worth within broader European geopolitics, was also designed to strengthen its

international position. Poland felt as a regional leader in a sense, and for a while

was treated as such by other countries of the region, all the more so as it sought

to take the interests of regional partners into account in its initiatives. This began 

to change even before 2004, when Poland began to place more and more

emphasis on close ties with the United States, while other countries of the

region, without ignoring the importance of relations with the U.S., focused on

the pursuit of their interests in Europe; they were neither willing nor able to

“stabilise” the situation outside Europe, side by side with the Americans.

Imperceptibly, Poland ceased to be the leader of the remaining countries of the

region. To some extent, it continued to serve as a point of reference for them, but 

it lost any influence it had over them. The previous partners preferred to pursue

their European goals rather than to risk maintaining close ties with a country that 

evidently took a different view of important issues of European integration.
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East of Poland’s borders the situation hardly looks better. There, too, Poland

was seen more often as a U.S. ally rather than an agent implementing the

Union’s Eastern policy, assuming, of course, that such thing exists. This was

demonstrated in particular by the evolution of the situation in Ukraine. Poland’s

involvement in Ukrainian affairs was often presented by Polish politicians as

acting hand-in-hand with the Americans (and was perceived as such in

Moscow). Meanwhile, both the European Union as a whole and individual big

EU member states displayed far more caution, which was due not only to a

pro-Russian stance, but also to the lack of faith in the long-term survival of the

Ukrainian reforms as well as to fears that it would then be necessary to look after 

Ukraine, even offer it membership, which is something the Union was not ready

for, whether politically or mentally. Besides, Ukraine’s future remains uncertain

and it is to be expected that Russia will be using all forms of past dependence of

that country (as a component of the former USSR) to keep in check or reverse

the pro-Western orientation of Ukraine, including the “punishing” of the

countries which will act to keep alive the policy line which started with the

“orange revolution;” needless to add, this applies to Poland in the first place.

Fortunately, the unfavourable—from the Polish point of view—developments

in Belarus evoked a more pronounced reaction in the other EU countries.

Belarus’s slipping from authoritarian to totalitarian rule could not be ignored by

Europe. This was not just a question of geopolitics, within the framework of

which some countries would be ready to respect Russia’s interest, but a question

of the emergence of a political dinosaur in the centre of Europe, right next to the

EU border, which understandably forced the Union to react to it, even if it lacked 

effective tools for changing that situation within a short period of time. The

advancing “fossilization” of Belarus increases, on the one hand, the likelihood of 

a generational, pro-European Belarussian revolt in the future, while on the other, 

it produces a peculiar structural dependence of that country on Russia, the

emergence of a situation in which a formally sovereign Belarus will de facto be a 

part of the Russian Federation (similarly as it was part of the USSR once).  

In 2005 it was easy to see a “tectonic fault” separating Russia from Europe.

Not only did Russia turn out to be a separate geological formation, but with

Putin at the helm, it wanted to stay that way and use it as a cornerstone of its

international identity. During the last several months, Russia ceased to conceal

its authoritarian and nationalist leanings. The curbing of domestic political and

economic freedoms was accompanied by growing Russian assertiveness in

external relations, both with the European Union and the United States. The

most pronounced shift was the chilling off of relations with Poland. The way in
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which Russia behaved vis-B-vis Poland was a demonstration: see how a country

can be treated if it pursues a policy that Russia regards as being spearheaded

against its interests. It did not take long for Russia to issue Poland a bill for its

Prometheism. Its Policy towards countries such as Poland caused three kinds of

problems at once: historical, geopolitical and energy ones. In the case of Poland,

this concerned disputes over the interpretation of World War II, the place of

Ukraine and Belarus in Europe, the Baltic pipeline, which under decisions

passed in 2005, is to be built by a Russian-German consortium (and is to be an

element of an energy supply line linking Russia with the EU countries, but

bypassing Poland). The way Moscow handled the energy matters made an

impression that Gazprom was taking over the responsibilities of the Ministry of

Foreign Affairs of the Russian Federation. Capitalising on the steep growth of

global demand for raw materials and especially fuels, Russia decided to use its

resources as an instrument of enforcing respect for its interest both among its

closest neighbours and for consolidating its bargaining position vis-B-vis the

U.S. and the EU. The Russian politicians’ thinking is that this allows them to

ignore completely the interests or strivings of smaller countries, which means a

return to the vulgar Realpolitik style. Therefore, taking into account the whole

set of elements determining the dynamics of the geopolitical situation in Eastern

Europe and the objectives of Poland’s and Russia’s policies, there was nothing in 

2005 to herald an early change in Russia’s attitude towards Poland and,

consequently, an improvement in bilateral relations. This was confirmed by the

fact that there were only ephemeral symptoms of a slight thaw in relations when

Minister Sergei Yastzhembski, an adviser to President Putin, visited Warsaw in

February 2006.

Global Issues and UN

At this junction it is worth pointing to several of the various trends and

problems making up the global dimension of the international environment that

are particularly interesting from the Polish perspective. Starting with the process 

that has been wreaking havoc with the international order for close on two

decades, meaning globalisation, it can be said that the year 2005 did not see any

development that could suggest any changes modifying the essence of that

process. In the economic dimension, its development proceeds along the rules

adopted in the mid-1990s (the Washington consensus). Despite the fact that for

several years, experts as well as many politicians have been emphasising the

need of some form of political control over globalisation, no major efforts that

could serve the attainment of that goal have appeared. Similarly, it would be
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hard to identify any major efforts aimed at slowing down the process of social

stratification that accompanies it or any protective actions of global proportions.

The inevitability of this process, the impression that it is impossible to influence

its course, as well as the undeniable benefits it brings, have eroded somewhat the 

strength of protests against it, articulated at alter-globalist demonstrations and

meetings. This did not, presumably, follow from greater acceptance of the

international order that was itself influenced by globalisation processes, but

precisely from the need to look for more effective forms of exerting an influence 

on that order. From this point of view the recent period could be regarded as

“pause for thought.” This could also be seen in the lower intensity of that

terrorist activity which could be regarded as an extreme form of opposition to

Western domination or U.S. hegemony. Terrorist actions proved to be rather

ineffective and the countermeasures were increasingly successful; besides—and

most importantly—terrorist acts did not meet with the approval of those on

whose behalf they were allegedly launched. 

The fears of the big boys of the present international order were confirmed

by their intensified activity aimed to avert the risk of proliferation of weapons of 

mass destruction, in particular nuclear weapons. We witnessed the parallel

evolution of two trends in this regard in the recent months. One consisted in

actions aimed at closing the loopholes in the existing non-proliferation regimens

or the introduction of new, informal and complementary systems. In addition

diverse actions were launched with a view to discouraging the potential

“latecomers” from acquiring such weapons. A peculiar political and strategic

cordon sanitaire surrounding North Korea remained in place. Nonetheless, the

focus of interest and efforts shifted last year to Iran, which publicly announced

that it was not only going to carry on its programme of development of nuclear

energy for peaceful purposes, but also intended to enrich uranium to

weapons-grade. It was not so much the launch of a nuclear programme by Iran as 

the nature of its political system that determined the assessment of this decision:

its militant and scandalous remarks regarding Israel and anti-US sentiment

(since the toppling of the pro-Western Shah Reza Pahlavi in 1979). Iran’s actions 

elicited not only intensive multilateral diplomatic activity (IAEA, EU), but also

overt threats uttered by the United States, which openly declared that it did not

rule out the use of military force against Iran.

The second tendency with regard to the non-proliferation of nuclear

weapons is the refusal of the big powers (especially the United States) to take

any steps of a disarmament nature, e.g. those envisaged by the NPT of 1968. To

add insult to injury, the Americans applied double standards in this regard. I am
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of course referring to the 2005 agreement on the provision of nuclear technology 

signed by the U.S. with India—no coincidence there, to be sure. 

This brings us to another important matter, which received more and more

attention as the year 2005 grew older, namely, the emergence of a new alignment 

of forces in Asia. And it is not just the matter of continued growth of China’s

power, but also the rather unexpected appearance of India on the Asian

geopolitical scene and its accession to the globalisation process in perhaps the

most spectacular way, namely, in the field of advanced communication

technologies and data processing. For the United States this became an

opportunity to treat India in the same way it treated China during the Cold War

against the Soviet Union, except that this time it is the “Indian card”

(a counterbalance to Chinese influence in the region). In this way, the whole

Asia has become the venue of more or less intricate Realpolitik pursued at

various levels—often with a hidden agenda, too—by such countries as China,

India, Russia, Pakistan, Japan, Iran and a motley block of Islamic and Arab

states, still with the dominant role of the United States. If one can speak of a

hidden agenda of strategy an diplomacy, in the case of Russia this consists on the 

one hand in carefully planned cooperation with the West (e.g. in the field of

combating terrorism, albeit only as far as it constitutes a direct threat to Russia),

and on the other, in more or less over juxtaposition of U.S. policies in Asia and

the Middle East.

In the context of all these geopolitical jockeying, shortages of raw materials,

problems with the non-proliferation of weapons of mass destruction, the

American “long war” (which, from U.S. perspective, overshadowed all other

matters), economic disparity and underdevelopment of many regions (for which

there appeared to be no hope), the huge international effort aimed at reforming

the United Nations could appear to be but an exercise in diplomacy. However,

the year 2005 saw the crowing of these efforts with the final document of the

summit meeting held on the occasion of the 60th anniversary of the United

Nations. The work on the reform (to which a Polish proposal contributed in a

significant way) was launched in the autumn of 2003. That was when Kofi

Annan appointed the High-Level Panel to prepare its main assumptions. The

Panel’s report and other documents became the cornerstones of an excellent and

truly far-reaching proposal for a reform presented by the UN Secretary General

in his March 2005 report. This report, in turn, became the subject of

inter-governmental works. Whenever governments are faced with the task of

reforming any of their multilateral institutions, they follow the “zero own

losses” rule, which means that reforms are welcome so long as they produce no
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damage to their own narrow interests, which typically involve just prestige and

occasionally also personal interests. This is what happened also on this occasion. 

The document that was adopted is only half-cooked. Some of its provisions

appear to be of fundamental importance, but there are also vital issues that were

not even mentioned in it. There are the immensely important decisions on the

adoption of the principle of “responsibility for protection” (a principle that is a

successor to the humanitarian intervention doctrine), the establishment of the

Human Rights Council (despite the opposition of the United States, Israel,

Marshall Islands and Palau) or the Peacebuilding Commission, which is to

address the problem of the countries that have collapsed or are on the verge of

collapsing. Unfortunately, it has not been possible to agree on anything in the

field of control over and limitation of armaments (chiefly due to U.S.

objections). Similarly, it was not possible to agree on a reform of the Security

Council, which is long overdue and indispensable for the credibility and

effectiveness of the actions of that body (the opposition of some permanent

members to various candidates for a seat on the Council). This was not the first

time that the very same countries that have been most vocal and radical in

criticising the United Nations, blocked a reform that would streamline the

operation of the Organisation. However, the problem is not limited to the

question of finding compromise formulas with regard to various aspects of the

structure and activities of the United Nations. The main reason is of a more

general nature: the factors responsible for the evolution of the present

international order diminish the role of states, with decisions concerning global

issues being taken increasingly often outside international organisations. The big 

powers (which reject the idea of democratisation of international relations) are

no longer concerned about the effectiveness or credibility of these organisations, 

and the increasingly powerful non-state entities, which appear to pose as

competitors of international institutions, are not interested in it either.
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MA£GORZATA BANAT, URSZULA PA££ASZ*

Poland in the European Union

The year 2005 was the first full year of Poland’s membership in the

European Union. After the first moments of euphoria ending many years of

efforts aimed at incorporating Poland into the group of EU members, the time

came to undertake activities to ensure Poland’s place in the group which would

correspond to its political potential. The year was of major importance for Polish 

society, which in spite of the generally favourable attitude to Poland’s

membership in the EU, demanded a clear confirmation—as opposed to mere

declarations—that benefits from membership were considerable and that Poland

would use effectively the opportunities and possibilities offered by the

membership. 

It was also a very important and difficult time for the whole European

Union. Its Member States had to prepare and agree upon financial plans for the

years 2007–2013, decide upon further enlargement (with regard to, inter alia,

commencement of negotiations with Croatia and Turkey), continue the process

of ratification of the Constitution Treaty and define actions aimed at increasing

the Union’s competitiveness and its ability to face the challenge of globalization

(the new version of the Lisbon Strategy as well as the reform of the Stability and 

Growth Pact were to serve the purpose). Moreover, in 2005 the EU had to

respond to such events as terrorist attacks in London or phenomena which

admittedly took place far beyond its territory, but in a tragic manner concerned

citizens of many Member States, e.g. the tsunami disaster.

The Treaty Establishing a Constitution for Europe 

After signing of the Constitution Treaty in Rome in October 2004 the

process of its ratification began. Most of the Member States assumed it would be 

ratified by parliaments. However, a large group of states decided to conduct

referenda on the issue. Notably, the group included not only those states which
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traditionally used referenda in similar cases, such as Denmark or Ireland, but

also France, Luxembourg, Spain, the Netherlands, Portugal and the United

Kingdom, where this form expressing consent for the ratification of institutional

changes in the EU had not been used or only very rarely. Among the states

which considered using the referendum were also Poland and the Czech

Republic.

Originally the ratification process proceeded smoothly. By May 2005, the

Treaty had been ratified by Lithuania, Hungary, Slovenia, Italy, Greece, Austria,

Germany and Slovakia (in the parliamentary manner) as well as Spain (in a

referendum). A breakthrough change took place after the referendum in France

on 29 May 2005, in which 54.68% of citizens voted against the Treaty (with a

turnout of 69.34%). Such a tendency in French society, resulting primarily from

the negative attitude towards the internal situation and the conviction that the

decision on the Treaty would adversely affect it, had persisted since March, in

spite of efforts undertaken by the French authorities to change this state of

affairs. Consequently, the result of the French referendum was not a complete

surprise, though until the very end there were hopes that it would be positive.

The situation was somewhat different in the Netherlands, where polls had for a

very long time indicated the advantage of the Treaty supporters, but finally

society rejected the document (over 61% of voters were against it, with the

turnout of over 63%). The results of the referenda in the two Community

founder states resulted in the stopping of the ratification process and forced the

heads of states and governments to take the decision to announce a “period of

reflection” for analysing the situation during the session of the European

Council on 16–17 June 2005. At the same time, since some of the Member

States, including Poland, supported the continuation of the ratification process,

the European Council passed a declaration leaving Member States free to decide

upon the continuation or suspension of the procedure, emphasizing also that the

ratification process should be continued as long as the Treaty establishing a

Constitution for Europe was not rejected by more than 5 Member States. The

Council decided also that in the first half of 2006 it would revaluate the process

of the Treaty ratification.

After the referenda in France and the Netherlands, by the end of 2005 the

ratification procedures had been implemented also in Latvia, Malta, Cyprus and

in Luxembourg (referendum). The ratification process also continued in

Belgium (voting over the Treaty was held in regional parliaments). 

During the summit in Hampton Court on 27 October 2005, heads of states

and governments decided that the Union should focus on solving the concrete
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problems of its citizens by deepening the cooperation in selected areas. There

prevailed an opinion that the problem of the Constitution Treaty could not be

solved without changing the atmosphere around European integration,

particularly in some of the fifteen Member States. 

From the beginning of 2005, the Polish government prepared for the

referendum,1 and until mid-June the public opinion was favourable towards the

Treaty, though by no means uncritical.2 In March, the Council of Ministers

adopted a resolution on submitting to the President of Poland the Treaty for

ratification and the Prime Minister filed the appropriate motion with the Speaker 

of the Sejm.3 On 1 June, a session of the Committee for European Integration

chaired by the Prime Minister as well as a consultation meeting attended by the

President devoted to the Constitution Treaty took place. A final conclusion was

that Poland would wait for decisions of the European Council, before ultimately

deciding upon the further ratification procedure (works in the Sejm commissions 

over the resolution were considerably advanced). A decision to keep on the

course towards the Treaty ratification was taken.4 Another consultation meeting

at the residence of the Polish president took place on 14 June. On 21 June, after

the session of the European Council, the so-called reflection group, including

inter alia outstanding personages of the world of science, gathered at the

president’s seat. After analysing the results of the session of the European
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1 See also U. Pa³³asz, “Koñcowa faza negocjacji nad Traktatem Konstytucyjnym—polska
perspektywa,” Polski Przegl¹d Dyplomatyczny 2005, No. 5. Most Poles believed that the Treaty 
might be ratified in the popular vote and that obtaining the necessary support in the parliament
would not be possible. Practically all political forces had a favourable attitude towards the idea
of the referendum, though the opposition objected to its date proposed by the government. On
the other hand, the government pointed out that due to the necessity of obtaining 50% turnout
threshold, combining the referendum with the parliamentary or presidential elections was
advisable.

2 The advantage of the Treaty advocates over its opponents decreased after the fiasco of the
referenda in France and the Netherlands, though until mid-June 2005 it still amounted to over
20% (among the respondents declaring they would participate in the referendum according to
CBOS). It was the turnout that seemed to pose the most significant problem.

3 Resolution of the government of 8 March 2005. In his letter of 9 March, to the Speaker of the
Sejm the Prime Minister indicated Article 90 of the Constitution of the Republic of Poland and
informed the Speaker that in the opinion of the government the most appropriate mode of the
Treaty ratification would be a national referendum, which could take place at the same time as
the first round of presidential elections, i.e. in the autumn of 2005.

4 On 10 June, during the meeting of presidents of the Visegrad Group states in Kazimierz Dolny, a 
joint declaration was agreed upon, stating “All Member States should express themselves on the 
Treaty. They should proceed with ratification at the pace they consider most appropriate in their
individual circumstances.”



Council and due to the suspension of the ratification procedures in other states

(particularly after the cancellation of the referenda in Denmark and Portugal),

the decision was taken to resign from the plan to organize the ratification

referendum in the autumn of 2005. Consequently the Sejm of the Republic of

Poland of the IV term did not include the item concerning the draft resolution on

the constitution referendum in the agenda of the 107th plenary session (5–8 July). 

In 2005 Poland did not use the possibility offered by Article 90 of its

Constitution and did not take the procedural decision on the choice of the

manner of ratification concerning the Treaty establishing the Constitution for

Europe. 

New Financial Perspective for the Years 2007–2013

In 2005, the most important issue for the European Union was the discussion 

over the New Financial Perspective. Already its first phase, initiated in February

2004 with a communication of the European Commission, entitled Building our

Common Future: Policy Challenges and Budgetary Means of the Enlarged

Union 2007–2013,5 showed how difficult it would be to reach a compromise

satisfying the interests and postulates of all the EU members. The debate was of

particular importance for the new Member States, as they needed the greatest

support from the EU budget for their cohesion policies and agriculture. Consequently,

from the beginning the negotiations were marked with clear discrepancy

between the interests of the net payers to the EU budget, i.e. the group of the

signatories of the “Letter of Six,” advocating limitations of spendings from the

EU budget, and states belonging to the so-called group of friends of cohesion

policy, i.e. the beneficiaries of the resources of the cohesion fund who wanted

the potential reductions in this area to be as low as possible. During the

Luxembourg presidency, after the first short technical stage, in March 2005 the

talks were moved to the political level (sessions of the EU General Affairs and

External Relations Council and COREPER II). The works on the technical level

resulted in a document which was to be the basis for further negotiations, the

so-called Negotiating Box. The main issue of conflict at this stage of the talks

was the general amount of funds for commitments in the EU budget for

2007–2013.
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10 February 2004, Building our Common Future. Policy Challenges and Budgetary Means of
the Enlarged Union, 2007–2013.



Apart from the works in the EU Council, informal bilateral and multilateral

consultations on various levels took place (e.g. meetings of ministers of foreign

affairs and ministers responsible for NFP). Poland actively participated in them.

Important forums of its activity were most of all the Visegrad Group and the

group of friends of “cohesion policy.” Following Poland’s initiative, the

Visegrad Group presented two non-papers on: maximum financial transfer from

the cohesion policy (the Group decided that the limit of 4% defined by the

European Commission should become one of the elements of political

arrangements) and financing the development of rural areas (the Group proposed 

returning to the practice according to which Member States could independently

decide what part of the cohesion policy allocation they could spend on the

Guidance Section and fishing).

Poland’s perspective in the negotiations focused on realizing the goals

included in the standpoint of the government on the New Financial Perspective

of 10 February 2004.6

The final version of the compromise negotiation package the Luxembourg

presidency presented during the summit of the heads of states and governments

on 17 June 2005. Both the proposed structure of the EU budget and the levels of

transfers corresponded to the Polish negotiation priorities. Funds for

commitments were decided at the level of 1.06% of GNP (which was lower that

the original proposal of the European Commission, but definitely higher than

that proposed by the signatories of “the Letter of Six”). The volume of the cuts

in the areas of most importance for Poland, i.e. in the cohesion policy and

Common Agricultural Policy7 was limited. In addition, support for the five
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6 Poland’s strategic goals: protection against the cuts regarding goal 1 of cohesion policy (section
1b) in the poorest regions and Member States of the EU, protection against cuts in agricultural
policy (section 2); ensuring that the reform of the own funds system, including the change in the
correction mechanisms, should not adversely affect Poland’s long-term net position (both in the
years 2007–2013 and after the year 2013). Strategic goals of complementary character: ensuring 
funds for the protection of the EU external border (section 3); ensuring adequate funds for the
cooperation with eastern neighbours of the EU (section 4); introducing into section 1a
instruments which comply with the convergence criterion regarding the needs of Member States 
with lower development level (protection against fund cuts for mobility programmes in
education) increasing the level of integration between the new and old EU states; funds for the
development of rural areas not being included in the calculation of the 4% limit, of the Fisheries
Fund and the financial resources of the ERDF for financing the European neighbourhood policy.

7 According to the final version of the Negotiating Box Poland was to be allocated funds for
commitments at the amount of € 93.6 billion, which made Poland the leading net beneficiary of
EU assistance.



poorest Polish voivodships was granted, i.e. for lubelskie, podlaskie,

œwiêtokrzyskie, podkarpackie and warmiñsko-mazurskie. However, the proposal 

of the Luxembourg presidency was not accepted. The United Kingdom, Spain,

Finland, Sweden and Holland were against, whereas Italy and Denmark

abstained from voting.

Consequently, the United Kingdom, chairing the works of the EU in the

second half of 2005, faced an enormous challenge. On the one hand, it had to

reconcile the various interests of all Member States, and on the other adopt an

objective attitude towards the problem which was a bone of discontent between

the British and the other Member States, i.e. the British rebate. Regrettably, the

first period of the British presidency (during which no formal negotiations on

the NFP took place—there were only bilateral negotiations on the issue) saw no

significant progress in reaching a compromise. The first draft appeared as late as

5 December 2005, several days before the session of the European Council. It

did not comply with the main postulates of Poland. The British proposed a

considerable reduction in the funds for new Member States, they did not include

the reform of states’ own resources, with the British rebate among them. Before

the session of the European Council the Polish government took diplomatic

steps to convince Member States, the British presidency and the European

Commission to adopt its standpoint.

The New Financial Perspective occupied most attention in all talks with the

EU partners conducted in this period by the government representatives and the

Polish prime minister. On 1 December 2005 in Budapest the meeting of the

prime ministers of the Visegrad Group and the British prime minister took place. 

A draft of the joint letter of the Visegrad Group prime ministers had been

prepared in which the importance of the solidarity principle as the basis of the

EU operation was emphasized and a postulate was put forward that there should

not be questioned the fact that the funds from the EU budget for new Member

States are important for the modernization of the whole Union. On 15 December

2005, immediately before the summit of the European Council, a letter of the

ministers of foreign affairs of Poland and France was published, presenting the

priorities of the two states. The letter definitely contributed to strengthening the

position and role of Poland in the last stage of the negotiations conducted during

the Council sessions. The arrangements made among the main EU partners did

not bring the final solutions in the planned timeframe. Only on the second day,

17 December, a compromise was reached among all Member States. Spendings

from the EU budget were decided upon at the level of 1.045% GNP along with

limitations regarding the British rebate. Thanks to the high level of allocation
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from the cohesion policy, Common Agricultural Policy and other community

policies, Poland became the largest beneficiary of the Union budget (it will

receive 10.5% of the whole Union budget, i.e. approximately 13 billion euro a

year). The Polish government also obtained the consent to maintain a special

fund supporting five poorest Polish regions. At the same time, the volume of the

assistance increased by over 303 million euros8 as compared with the decisions

of June 2005. In the years 2007–2013 the volume of the funds allocated from the 

EU budget to the Polish rural areas will amount to approximately 26 billion

euros (direct payments, development of rural areas, agricultural pensions).

Poland will have easier access to the funds of the cohesion policy. During the

first four years of the New Financial Perspective being implemented

(2007–2010), the period in which the resources of the Cohesion fund can be

used will be prolonged from three to four years. Another significant benefit is

the fact that the level of co-financing was raised to 85% of the value of projects

from the structural funds, which means that the own contribution of the project

leaders can be lower. Moreover, in the cases of beneficiaries who are not VAT

payers, the costs of the tax will be refunded from the EU budget, which will

decrease the burdens on the Polish national budget and the budgets of territorial

self-governments. Poland will also be able to use the resources of the structural

funds to support the housing construction industry. 

Lisbon Strategy

An important event of 2005 was the mid-term revision of the Strategy made

at the session of the European Council on 22–23 March in Brussels. It was based 

on the reports of the High Level Expert Group for Lisbon Strategy9 and the

European Commission.10 The Council summed up the debate on the priorities

and took decisions regarding the shape of the Strategy in the next several years.

Two areas were regarded as priorities: employment policy and economic growth

with respect for the principle of sustainable development. A lot of attention was

devoted to the issues of knowledge and innovativeness as the main factors of

sustainable development. The main goal in the B+R sector remained unchanged: 
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8 Growth from 577 to 880 million euros.
9 Report of November 2004 Facing the Challenge. The Lisbon Strategy for Growth and

Employment, prepared by a group of 13 experts chaired by the former prime minister of the
Netherlands, Wim Kok; including inter alia Professor Dariusz Rosati.

10 Report of 2 February 2005 Working Together for Growth and Jobs. A New Start for the Lisbon
Strategy.



reaching the level of expenditure on research and development equal to 3% of

GNP. The necessity to increase the role of innovativeness in eco-technology was 

indicated. Recommendations were made regarding the intensification of the

activities which should be taken at the community, national and local levels and

the involvement of all the entities which could influence the implementation of

the Strategy. The “Youth Pact” proposed by France, Germany, Spain and

Sweden was adopted. There was introduced a new mechanism of implementing

the Strategy and reporting the progress of the works, based on a three-year cycle, 

increasing the responsibility of Member States for the achievement of the

assumed goals. Appointing national coordinators for the Lisbon Strategy was

proposed. From the beginning of the discussion on the Strategy, Poland played

an important role in it. The Polish standpoint towards the mid-term review of the 

Lisbon Strategy, adopted by the government on 15 March 2005, was presented

in a coherent manner at the sessions of all the EU bodies. Thanks to that, most of 

the Polish postulates were included in the conclusions of the European Council.

The postulates comprised: 

– direct refer ences to the cohes ion policy as one of the main instrum ents of

the Stra tegy implem enta tion;

– star ting effor ts to make the 7th Framew ork Programme benef ici al for all

the Member States;

– includ ing all the SMEs, not only high tech nol ogy enterp rises of the sector, 

in the innovat ion policy;

– emphas isi ng the key import ance of SMEs for accele rat ing the econ omic

growth and employm ent in the Europ ean Union and increa sing the compet iti -

veness of the EU econ omy agai nst other highly deve lop ed econ omi es of the

world;

– contin uat ion of the works aimed at simplif ying the commun ity law;

undert aki ng activiti es address ed to persons expos ed to social exclus ion, includ -

ing persons with low educ ati on, in order to help them find employm ent.

From the beginning, Poland supported the ideas of reforms to the system of

programming the activities taken at the national level in order to implement the

Strategy more effectively and better coordinate economic and employment

policies. It was also in favour of reporting these issues in a single integrated

document. Consequently, it approved of the Integrated Guidelines Package,

adopted at the session of the European Council on 16–17 June 2005 and the

concept of the three-year National Reform Programmes based on the guidelines

packages, but presenting national priorities and strategies of their implementation.
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The preliminary Polish draft of the National Reform Programme for the years

2005–2008 was prepared as early as in the summer of 2005 and presented for

social consultations (according to the recommendation of the European

Council). However, due to the parliamentary elections in Poland, its final

version was adopted only on 27 December 2005. After that, the Programme was

submitted to the European Commission. 

In 2005, the Republic of Poland participated also in the discussion on

legislative proposals belonging to the canon of realization of the Lisbon Strategy 

goals, including the Directive on Services, the REACH system (registration,

evaluation, issuing permits and introducing the applicable restrictions regarding

chemicals), 7th Framework Programme for competitiveness and innovation (CIP

2007–2013). 

Poland also actively participated in the discussion on the simplification of

the community law and the principles of setting it up including the evaluation of

the effects of the regulations and the methodology of measuring the related

administrative costs. Consequently it supported the efforts of the subsequent

presidencies, particularly the British one, to accelerate the implementation of the 

Better Regulation initiative. It also supported the agreements included in the

conclusions of the Competitiveness Council and the ECOFIN regarding the

schedule of works for the next several years as regards the initiative. 

The informal session of the European Council in Hampton Court on

27 October was one of the most important events in 2005. Poland actively

participated in the debates preceding the summit. The Polish government

performed a detailed analysis of the communication of the European

Commission11 and shared the opinion of the Commission concerning the

challenges which the EU had to face with regard to globalization in such areas as 

the power policy, migrations, demography, investment in research and

development, scientific cooperation and security in its broad sense. Poland

supported the Commission’s appeal to the Member States to modernize their

social security systems in such a manner so as to effectively motivate citizens to

take up employment. However, the fact that the Commission’s communication

failed to mention the appeal to finish the works on the directive regarding

services in the internal market, raised the concern of the Polish government.
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11 Communication of the European Commission European Values in the Globalized World—
Contribution of the European Commission to the October Meeting of Heads of State and
Government, Brussels, 20 October 2005.



Poland was consistent in its opinion, presented both before and during the

summit, that in order to live up to the tasks generated by the progressing

globalization, it was necessary to finish the construction of the uniform market

and use the opportunities offered by the subsequent stages of EU enlargement.

To sum up, it should be noted that the year 2005 was marked by Poland’s

intensive activity regarding the realization of the Lisbon Strategy goals. To some 

extent, it was the product of the political agenda of the EU, but also it largely

resulted from the priorities of the subsequent governments not only in the

European policy, put also in economy and social issues. Since the specific

characteristics of Lisbon Strategy implementation process requires joining the

competencies of the national states and the Community, Poland presented a

constructive standpoint in the discussion, manifesting both the due care for its

own interests and flexibility, which is the fundament of cooperation in the EU. 

Directive on Services in the EU Internal Market

In 2005 on the forum of the Competitiveness Council and in working groups 

there was one of the most important initiatives discussed—the draft of the

Directive of the European Parliament and the Council on services in the EU

internal market. The Luxembourg presidency focused on the technical matters,

whereas the British dealt with the most politically sensitive issues of the

directive. The draft of the services directive was the main controversy during the 

session of the European Council in March 2005, especially due to the position of 

France, which connected the creation of the internal market of services with the

necessity to maintain the European social model (included in the conclusions of

the Council). In June 2005, the Council acknowledged the report on the progress 

of works on the draft and confirmed the intention to continue them. Poland was

in the group of states supporting the most liberal draft of the directive and those

which presented a negative attitude towards the report of the Euro deputy

Evelyne Gebhardt, the rapporteur of the Committee on Internal Market and

Consumer Protection (IMCO) in the European Parliament. Evelyne Gebhardt

proposed changes in many key provisions, e.g. regarding the country of origin.

In Poland’s opinion, the changes would make the liberalization of the services

market impossible in practice.12 
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In November 2005 Poland, concerned with the increasingly polarized

positions of the Member States resulting in the slower pace of the works in the

EU Council, sent to the British and Austrian presidencies as well as to the

European Commission a letter of support for the draft of the directive and an

appeal to accelerate the works on it. It also supported a similar initiative of

Lithuania.

On 22 November 2005, the voting on the draft of the directive took place

during a session of the Committee on Internal Market and Consumer Protection.

The deputies voted largely in compliance with the suggestions of the European

People’s Party Group (EPP-ED). As a result, the Committee decided that the

country of origin principle would be maintained, but it would be named

“freedom to provide services.” Amendments were also introduced in the part

regarding the establishment of enterprises and in the provisions concerning

administrative cooperation. The following were excluded from the directive:

games and betting transactions, healthcare services, audiovisual services, tax

services and non-economic services of general interest. Services of general

interest of economic nature were left in the directive. The Committee did not

vote on Article 23 (healthcare services) as well as on Articles 24 and 25 (issues

of administrative burdens connected with delegation of employees) of the

directive draft.

The results of the voting in the Committee were gladly accepted by Poland

and other states supporting the directive, as its main goals and assumptions had

been preserved. The country of origin principle was maintained and the number

of services excluded from the directive was limited. Consequently, it was a clear

success of the states supporting the liberalization of the services market, with

Poland among them.

Agricultural Policy

In 2005, the Common Agricultural Policy was dominated by works on the

sugar market reform. The discussion on the changes began in June, after the

European Commission presented the legal proposals concerning the reform.

Poland took a critical standpoint: the goals of the reform were regarded as right,

but the indicated manners of achieving them seemed unacceptable. Under

pressure exerted by Poland and other new Member States, the Commission as

early as in September presented a draft of amendments thanks to which the states 

applying the so-called SAPS system could grant sugar compensation payments

only to farmers growing sugar beets. Many attempts were taken to develop a
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joint, beneficial for Poland, standpoint regarding the reform. This resulted, inter

alia, in the October letter of ministers of agriculture of 11 states. Ultimately,

however, Poland did not support the compromise regarding the changes to the

sugar regime, adopted in November. 

In 2005, a discussion also took place on negotiations on the WTO forum,

regarding in particular agricultural issues. Talks on the EU standpoint presented

by the European Commission in the WTO were also conducted among Member

States, resulting in a joint letter of 14 Member States on the WTO negotiations.

Poland was a signatory of the letter. 

In November 2005, the Russian veterinary and phytosanitary authorities

imposed a ban on the imports of the Polish animal and plant products. Poland

took diplomatic steps, also towards the EU institutions, in order to gain support

for starting Polish-Russian negotiations aimed at explaining all the objections of

the Russian side and the consequent lifting of the ban on export. 

Free Movement of People

In 2005, Poland monitored the situation in the labour markets of the EU

Member States. Its diplomatic activities and actions taken on the EU forum

focused on promoting positive experiences of the Member States which had

opened their labour markets (Ireland, Sweden and the United Kingdom). In

February, the Polish prime minister Marek Belka sent a letter to the President of

the European Commission J.M. Barroso, in which he suggested earlier

preparation of the Commission report on the temporary solutions applied to the

free movement of people. One of the effects of the Polish efforts was the

Commission’s announcement regarding the publication in January 2006 (even

before the shortest, two-year interim period elapsed) a communication containing

information helpful for Member States in taking decisions on maintaining or

eliminating the limitations. Before that, on the basis of the Communication of

the European Commission on Social Agenda of 9 February 2005, a high level

group was appointed, consisting of Member States representatives. The task of

the group was to evaluate the influence of the EU enlargement on the mobility of 

the EU citizens and the functioning of the interim periods with regard to free

movement of people. The results of the group’s works were to be the basis for

the Commission communication. 

An important issue in terms of access to the labour markets of the EU

Member States was the discussion on the draft of the directive of the European
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Parliament and the Council on the recognition of professional qualifications.13

Voting on the adoption of the directive during a session of the Council on

Employment, the representative of the Polish government also made a

declaration for the record regarding the necessity to return to the discussion on

the specific regulations regarding Polish nurses and midwives. Efforts were also

taken in the talks with the European Commission to recognize the legal and

formal possibility of amending the conditions of recognition of the Polish nurses’

and midwives’ professional qualifications. Upon deciding that such possibilities

were offered by Article 9 of the Accession Treaty, formal consultations with the

Commission began. Following the suggestions of the Polish nursing community, 

the Polish government decided to take action against the directive in the

European Court of Justice. 

Freedom, Security and Justice

In the area of justice and internal security, the European Union focused on

developing its abilities to combat terrorism. In December, the European Council

adopted the European Union Counter-Terrorism Strategy14 and the strategy of

combating radicalisation and recruitment into terrorism,15 as well as the Action

Plan complementing the strategies.

The UE Council also began the implementation of The Hague Programme,

adopting on 3 June 2005 an action plan for the next five years.16 This was

supplemented by the EU Action Plan on Drugs for 2005–2008. Moreover, a

strategy regarding internal actions in the areas of justice and security,

complementing The Hague Programme was adopted. The strategy is to ensure

better coordination of the activities taken by the EU towards third states with the 

activities taken within the EU on such issues as preventing terrorism, combating

organized crime or migration movement management. 

In the area of migration policy most attention was devoted to the crisis in the

Mediterranean basin, resulting from the mass inflow of illegal immigrants. A
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strategy of combating illegal immigration on the southern EU border was

developed in cooperation with the states of northern Africa. During a session of

15–16 December 2005, the European Council adopted the Commission

communication of 30 November entitled Priority actions for responding to the

challenges of migration and approved a document annexed to the conclusions of 

the presidency, entitled Global Approach to Migration: Priority actions focusing 

on Africa and the Mediterranean. The positions of Poland, Germany and

Lithuania were taken into account regarding the migration being a basic element

of the EU relations with many third states, including those in the neighbouring

regions of the EU (states of Eastern and South-Eastern Europe, which Poland

wanted to be included in the group, and the Mediterranean basin). The necessity

of allocating appropriate financial resources to the related policies was noted

too. The document emphasised that the EU would strengthen cooperation on

migration with all those states in the spirit of partnership and would take specific 

characteristics of those states into account. 

In 2005, negotiations with Russia on short-term visas for citizens of Russia

and the EU were ended by signing an agreement. The negotiations with Ukraine

began regarding a similar understanding.

Poland ended the adaptation process indicated in the Council Regulation

(EC) 539/2001. In spite of intense diplomatic efforts, the United States, Canada

and Australia were not persuaded to eliminate the visa obligation for citizens of

Poland. In 2005, the issue was an important element of the discussion between

the EU and Canada. In the joint declaration adopted on 19 June 2005 during the

EU-Canada summit in Niagara-on-the-Lake the two sides undertook to continue

the dialogue on the subject. Nevertheless, in spite of the high level of activity of

Poland and other new Member States as well as the involvement of the European 

Commission, neither the United States nor Canada decided to lift the visa

obligation. Only the Australian authorities—in response to Poland’s lifting the

visa obligation for Australians—on 1 November 2005 introduced visa

arrangements for citizens of new EU Member States. According to the new

regulations, persons who have confirmed air travel reservation to another

country, do not leave the transit zone and their stay in the airport does not exceed 

8 hours are not obliged to have a visa.

A considerable success, resulting from the lobbying action conducted by the

Polish authorities, administration and diplomacy, was the EU Council taking the

decision in April 2005 to place the seat of the European Agency for the

Management of Operational Cooperation at the External Borders of the Member

States of the European Union (Frontex) in Warsaw. One of the most important
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tasks of the EU is developing uniform standards of protecting the external

borders of the Union as soon as possible. Poland intends to play an active role in

this project. 

Common Foreign and Security Policy 

Stronger and more dynamic cooperation with its eastern neighbours was a

priority for Poland in 2005. Poland acts to promote the European

Neighbourhood Policy, e.g. by making the policies concerning various regions

distinct within the Policy. It was most active in discussions on developing the

so-called eastern dimension of the Neighbourhood Policy as a mechanism which 

would coordinate activities within the policy along with manners of using its

instruments and platforms of regional cooperation. Poland supported the

development of long-term relations between the EU and the states of Eastern

Europe with pro-European aspirations, particularly Ukraine and Moldova. It also 

strove to continue talks on the relations between the EU and Belarus as well as

on the perspectives of the development of their mutual relations. 

Another very important aspect of the EU relations with its neighbouring

states was the discussion on the new European Neighbourhood and Partnership

Instrument, which as of 2007 is to replace all the present forms of supporting the 

states included in the European Neighbourhood Policy and Russia. Poland acted

to eliminate the imbalance of support which the EU plans to offer to individual

neighbouring regions.

In EU-Russian relations, the most important events of 2005 included

finalising (in May) the works on the agreement on the so-called four common

spaces of cooperation (and Russia accepted the concept of the spaces being

treated as a package) and ending the negotiations on the agreements regarding

visa facilitations and readmission (the EU negotiated to have both the

agreements enter into force at the same time). In the second half of 2005 the

European Union began talks with the Russian Federation on the future of the

mutual formal and legal relations after 2007. 

Poland actively participated in the process of establishing the strategic

partnership of the EU and Russia. Action plans in the “four spaces”: the

economy, internal security and freedom, scientific research, education and

culture, will be its basis in the near future. The largest importance was attached

to having the EU-Russian Federation cooperation based on the common values

applied in the Union. An important element of the cooperation was intensifying

the dialogue regarding the power sector. Representatives of Poland actively
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participated in the discussion on the possibilities of improving the conditions of

cooperation between the Kaliningrad Oblast and the EU. 

The new authorities of Ukraine elected in December 2004 unanimously

declared that Ukraine’s membership in the EU was their strategic goal. The

Union expressed its support for the foreign policy of that state, indicating at the

same time that it intended to cooperate with it mainly in the formula of

privileged partnership within the European Neighbourhood Policy. Already at

the session of the General Affairs and External Relations Council on 31 January

2005, the High Representative for the Common Foreign and Security Policy

Javier Solana presented proposals regarding cooperation between the EU and

Ukraine. The goal of the proposals was to lead to the Action Plan being

thoroughly used, to intensify and deepen mutual relations and to send a clear

signal on the part of the EU that there was a will to cooperate. Polish

representative to the session approved of the proposal of Javier Solana, but he

also emphasised that there was a necessity to make the EU offer more specific

and that financial resources of the TACIS programme should be allocated to

Ukraine. He also appealed for long-term goals to be specified. He expressed an

opinion that the offer presented might seem insufficient to the Ukrainian

authorities, and consequently it should be developed during the session of the

EU-Ukraine Cooperation Council already in February, immediately after the

next session of the EU ministers of foreign affairs.

On 21 February 2005, during the meeting of the General Affairs and

External Relations Council, the following obligations towards Ukraine were

undertaken:

– star ting consult ati ons on replac ing after 10 years the Part nersh ip and

Cooper ati on Agree ment with a broad er accord, based on the prio rit ies of the

Action Plan within the Europ ean Neighb our hood Policy;

– anal ysis of the possib ili ties of star ting closer cooper ati on in forei gn policy 

and secur ity; 

– deepen ing trade and econ omic relat ions;

– support for Ukrai ne’s effor ts to join the World Trade Organ iza tion;

– ensur ing Ukrai ne’s status as a market econ omy state after settling the

controvers ial issues;

– suppor ting the process of unif ormi zat ion of law, inter alia by tech nic al

assis tance and twin cooper ati on.
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This was followed by the Cooperation Council adopting a detailed Action

Plan thanks to which the general goals included in the conclusions of the

General Affairs and External Relations Council could be implemented. Ukraine

was obliged to provide regular information on the progress of the Plan. EU and

Ukraine will jointly evaluate the progress—for the first time—in September

2005. 

At the sessions of ministers of foreign affairs, representatives of Poland drew 

attention to the fact that general proposals included in the conclusions draft had

to be translated into specific projects, as this would be a signal for the Ukrainian

society that the EU was open to cooperation. They emphasised the need to

develop cooperation at all levels and increase EU technical assistance in the

implementation of Ukrainian reforms. On 15 March 2005, Poland presented to

Ukraine a rich offer of cooperation and expert assistance. The offer included

specific proposals regarding all areas of administration made by the authorities

of the individual Polish ministries, ready to provide the assistance of experts and 

share their knowledge and experience of the time when Poland introduced

reforms and prepared itself for membership in the EU. The proposals were

received with interest by the Ukrainian side (the cooperation programme is to be

made more specific in the process of bilateral contacts). In June 2005 the

Ministry of Foreign Affairs issued its approval to the pool of assistance funds

amounting to PLN 2 million within the programmes implemented by NGOs.

Poland also initiated cooperation between the states of the Weimar Triangle,

Visegrad Group and Ukraine.

Poland’s involvement in the resolution of the Ukrainian political conflict

clearly helped both the dynamization of the relations between the EU and

Ukraine, and strengthened Poland’s political position. Many Polish proposals

were included in the conclusions of the EU Council. From February to

December, when the EU-Ukraine summit took place, almost all decisions

included in the conclusions were implemented, i.e. negotiations started on the

agreement on visa facilitations and readmission, Ukraine was granted the status

of a market economy and the monitoring of borders with Transnistria began.17 

In 2005, efforts to break the stagnation in EU-Belarusian relations failed.

The conclusions of the EU Council, adopted in November, mainly thanks to
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Poland’s initiative did not lead to significant changes in the attitude of Belarus or 

in the EU policy. The success in this area involved increasing funds to support

civil society in Belarus and convincing the EU partners to treat the oncoming

presidential elections in this country as an event of special importance. Thanks

to the efforts and activity of the Polish minister of foreign affairs, the conclusions

of the Council session included a reference to the repressions against the Union

of Poles in Belarus, which was a considerable political success. Poland played

an important role during the session of the Council in February 2005,

strengthening its position as a state with a significant contribution to the shape of 

the eastern policy of the EU. A positive effect of Poland’s activity was the

increased EU interest in the situation in Belarus and the start of a debate on

activating the EU policy towards that state. Poland unanimously emphasised the

need to increase the pressure on the Belarusian authorities (visa sanctions) and

the necessity to present an offer of closer cooperation with the EU at the same

time (European Neighbourhood Policy, visa facilitations for representatives of

the civil society). 

The European Commission continued its activities within the European

Neighbourhood Policy. The preliminary stage of implementation of the Action

Plans in Ukraine and Moldova was positively evaluated. In the second half of

the year, the Commission, having the mandate of the Council, began

consultations on Action Plans with Georgia, Armenia and Azerbaijan.

In relations with Moldova the most important events of 2005 included: the

appointment of a special EU representative for Moldova, commencing the EU

BAM Moldova/Ukraine operation and Union’s participation in five-party

negotiations on resolving the conflict in Transnistria.

As regards the EU relations with the Transcaucasia states, starting

consultations on Action Plans was of major significance. The problem in the

bilateral Cypriot–Azeri relations and the consequent arrangement regarding

Action Plans being blocked by Cyprus resulted in the discussion being delayed

for several weeks. However, the compromise proposals of Poland helped break

the impasse, as they were supported by the EU Member States and resulted in

the decision to start the consultations with three states of the region at the same

time. 

In 2005, the EU intensified its activities towards Central Asia. In the

summer, a special EU representative for Central Asia was appointed. The Union

took a very decided standpoint towards the events in Andijan, demanding the

consent of Uzbekistan for international investigation and introducing visa
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sanctions as well as an embargo on deliveries of weapons. The dialogue with

Kyrgyzstan developed well. As regards Kazakhstan, Poland raised the issue of

including the state in the realization of the projects of Caspian oil deliveries to

Europe (via the Odessa–Brody pipeline). 

Upon accession, Poland actively joined the EU policy towards

Mediterranean states and Middle East. In 2005, the 10th anniversary of the

Barcelona Process was celebrated. Poland’s efforts focused on having a

comprehensive analysis conducted with regards to the actions taken towards

deepening the cooperation of the EU with partners in this part of the world.

Poland also supported the idea of developing the EU Action Plans for

Mediterranean states included in the European Neighbourhood Policy. However, 

the November summit in Barcelona did not result in a breakthrough in the EU

relations with Mediterranean partners. 

Poland actively participated in the EU development policy, contributing to

the fulfilment of international obligations of Doha, Monterrey and Johannesburg.

There increased Poland’s participation in the EU works undertaken to

develop relations with the states of Africa, the Caribbean and the Pacific, inter

alia under the Cotonou Agreement. Poland supported activities aimed at

supporting the cooperation with the states of the African Union and the African

subregional organizations such as ECOWAS (Economic Community of West

African States), IGAD (Inter-Governmental Authority on Development), SADC

(Southern African Development Community) or EAC (East African

Community). The cooperation offers Poland a chance to increase its economic

growth and security as well as its importance in the international arena. 

In the Common European Security and Defence Policy, Poland’s challenges

of 2005 included its participation in the creation of EU combat groups and

attempts to ensure the compatibility of projects involving the groups and NATO

Response Forces. Poland actively supported the close cooperation between the

EU and NATO already at the early stages of the works in order to promote the

possibility of developing joint standards and concepts of development for both

units. 

In the scope of developing the civilian crisis response capabilities of the EU

Poland continued works on increasing its participation in reconnaissance and

monitoring missions as well as in large-scale operations. 
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EU Enlargement

The year abounded with important events regarding the EU enlargement

process by subsequent states. On 25 April, in Luxembourg ministers of foreign

affairs of the EU, Bulgaria and Romania signed the Accession Treaty. Thus the

negotiations regarding the terms of membership of the two states in the EU were

ultimately ended. At the same time the states faced the necessity to prove their

full readiness for the membership. This will be controlled by the European

Commission on an ongoing basis in regular monitoring reports and with the use

of the so-called monitoring tables. The Commission’s recommendations will be

of primary importance in 2006 when the EU takes a decision on the date of

Bulgarian and Romanian accession to the Union. The so-called safeguard

clauses introduced to the Accession Treaty are to be an additional element

motivating the Candidate Countries to accelerate the adaptation process,

particularly in the areas of such importance as justice and home affairs or

preparation for the functioning in the EU internal market.18 

Poland’s activity in the area of the EU enlargement in 2005 focused on

opening accession negotiations with Turkey and Croatia. 

One of the important prerequisites of the decision of the European Council

in December 2004 on determining the date to start the accession negotiations

with Turkey was the declaration of the latter that it was willing to sign—even

before the opening of the negotiations—the Additional Protocol to the Ankara

Agreement (in force from 31 December 1995), under which a customs union

was to be established between the EU and Turkey. Signing the document was of

considerable political importance, as the Republic of Cyprus was also included

in it. On 28 March 2005 the Turkish government submitted a letter to the
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European Commission in which it declared its intention to sign the Protocol.

Turkey finally signed it on 29 July 2005 by exchange of letters. At the same

time, Turkey made a declaration to the EU regarding Cyprus. It firmly

announced that signing, ratification and implementation of the Protocol were not 

to mean Turkey’s recognizing the Republic of Cyprus in its present shape and

did not influence Turkey’s rights and obligations following from earlier

agreements regarding Cyprus. In response, the EU Member States during an

informal meeting of ministers of foreign affairs in Newport on 1–2 September

2005 decided to announce a counter-declaration, which took place on 21

September 2005, during a session of the Committee of Permanent

Representatives (COREPER II). The counter-declaration contained a provision

that recognizing all EU Member States was an indispensable element of the

negotiation process. The final decision on starting accession negotiations with

Turkey was taken by the General Affairs and External Relations Council on 3

October 2005, after a long discussion, following mainly from objections of

Austria, which demanded amendments in the documents specifying terms of the

negotiations. 

Starting accession negotiations with Turkey matches the Polish vision of EU 

enlargement, both due to the implications of the further integration process, and

to the historic importance of the event. It was clear that the negotiations would

be difficult because of the nature of the controversial issues between the Turkish

side and the EU, concerning inter alia the unsettled Cyprus problem, Greek-

 Turkish border conflicts, the unsatisfactory situation regarding respect for

human rights and the rights of national minorities in Turkey. Poland was against

obliging Turkey to satisfy additional requirements before opening the accession

negotiations, as it believed that problem issues should also be included in the

negotiations. 

In compliance with the conclusions of the European Council session of

December 2004, accession negotiations with Croatia were to start on 17 March

2005. However, on 16 March the Council of the European Union decided that

due to the state’s failure to fully cooperate with the International Criminal

Tribunal for the Former Yugoslavia (ICTY), conditions to start the negotiations

as scheduled were not satisfied. During the session on 22–23 March the European

Council took a decision to appoint a task group to monitor the cooperation of

Croatia with the Tribunal. On the basis of the opinion of Prosecutor Carla del

Ponte, expressed in a letter of 7 June, the EU Council decided in the conclusions

of the session of 13 June that the Intergovernmental Conference and accession
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negotiations would start under the condition that full cooperation of that state

with the Tribunal would be found. 

Poland emphasized that the process of Croatia’s integration with EU

structures would be a factor stabilizing the situation in the West Balkan region

and mobilizing neighbouring states of Croatia to strengthen democracy and

intensify internal reforms. Poland supported the decision of the Council pursuant 

to which the accession negotiations with Croatia may be started under the

condition of full cooperation of the state with the Tribunal. The actions taken by

the Croatian authorities, such as freezing the assets of general A. Gotovina, were 

regarded as positive. It was also noted that the EU policy pursued so far and its

consistence in maintaining the conditionality principle was beginning to bring

effects: persons charged with committing war crimes were left at the disposal of

The Hague Tribunal or reported to the Tribunal out of their own will.

Consequently, maintaining the EU standpoint was regarded as necessary,

particularly as the decision taken towards one state would influence the EU

relations with the whole of the region, as well as the pace and quality of the

changes taking place there with regard to the adoption of the European

standards.

Due to the positive evaluation presented on 3 October by Prosecutor del

Ponte, the EU Council took the decision to start negotiations with Croatia.

Poland supported the decision.

According to the European Security Strategy, the West Balkans remained a

priority area of the EU external activities in 2005. In the second half of the year

the Union took numerous decisions important for the future of the region:

opening accession negotiations with Croatia, granting the status of a Candidate

Country to the Republic of Macedonia, starting negotiations on the Stabilization

and Association Agreement with Serbia and Montenegro together with Bosnia

and Herzegovina. The progress achieved by those states was possible thanks to

the mobilization of their reforming efforts, stimulated with the “conditionality

policy” pursued by the EU in order to bring the states closer to the European

structures. 

Poland supported the EU activities leading to the EU integration with West

Balkan states (Albania, Bosnia and Herzegovina, the Former Yugoslav Republic

of Macedonia as well as Serbia and Montenegro), by, inter alia, implementing

the Action Plans for the states of the region adopted in 2004. Moreover, Poland

actively participated in the military and police missions in Bosnia and

Herzegovina, Kosovo, Macedonia and Albania.
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In recognition of its progress in the realization of the Ohrid Agreement and

the provisions of the Stabilisation and Association Agreement, Macedonia—

pursuant to the decision of the European Council of December 2005—obtained

the status of an EU Candidate Country. Poland supported the decision, which on

the one hand was to encourage Macedonia to continue the political and

economic reforms, strengthen its administration and adapt the national law to the 

EU legislation, and on the other, it was a manifestation of the EU policy towards

the West Balkans. 

In 2005, Albania continued negotiations regarding the Stabilisation and

Association Agreement as well as implementation of reforms according to the

recommendations of the European Partnership. In spite of the critical evaluation

issued by the Office for Democratic Institutions and Human Rights (ODIHR)

regarding the manner in which parliamentary elections in Albania were

conducted in July 2005, at the beginning of 2006 the European Commission

decided to recommend to the EU Council that the Agreement with Albania be

signed.

The EU was also involved in the affairs of Bosnia and Herzegovina. In

December 2005, amendments to the mandate of the special EU representative

for these states were introduced.

In the autumn of 2005 Serbia and Montenegro, thanks to the positive opinion 

of the European Commission, started negotiations regarding the Stabilisation

and Association Agreement. The main obstacle on their road to the EU is their

insufficient cooperation with the International Criminal Tribunal for the Former

Yugoslavia. The EU is preparing to increase its involvement in Montenegro,

which was indicated by the appointment of Ambassador Miroslav Lajèák at the

position of the personal representative of Secretary General Javier Solana, the

High Representative for Montenegro. The situation in Kosovo, on the other

hand, is becoming the most important element of the EU policy towards the

West Balkans.

*

*         *

The year 2005 was a difficult period not only for Poland as a new Member

State, but also for the whole European Union. Participation in debates on such

vital issues as the New Financial Perspective, the future of the Constitution

Treaty or the analysis of the Lisbon Strategy assumptions was an enormous

challenge for Poland, but also a confirmation that it is already capable of
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deciding on the most important issues of the Union and consequently of

influencing the development of the European continent and its well-being.

In the internal dimension the first period of membership should be primarily

evaluated in terms of the economic benefits, as they are particularly visible:

export has definitely increased along with the level of direct investment, the

Polish currency has became stronger and inflation has declined, which was

accompanied by an acceleration in the modernization process of Polish

companies. The situation improved for farmers and persons who seek and find

employment in the states which opened their labour markets for Poland, as well

as for students and scientists, who study and conduct research in the most

prestigious universities of the Union. The importance of Poland and of the

opinions expressed by Poland on the international arena also grew.

The societies of the “old” Member States have a somewhat different opinion

on the effects of the enlargement. In 2005, these states experienced serious

internal problems, which they often identified with the acceptation of the “new,”

less economically developed states. Consequently, the internal debate in the EU

had to concentrate on the elements which would ensure its effective functioning

in the new, broader group of members. In the discussion on the Lisbon Strategy

or the New Financial Perspective the issue of primary importance was realizing

one of the fundamental ideas of the European Union—also from Poland’s

viewpoint—i.e. the idea of solidarity. The difficult economic situation,

particularly in three large Member States: Germany, France and Italy, as well as

the recent political instability connected with the pre- and post-electoral periods

in several EU Member States did not make the discussion any easier. 

Also in international relations the year 2005 was full of events towards

which the European Union could not remain passive. Terrorism became

stronger, which could be observed after the attacks in Madrid and London, the

situation in the Middle East, Iraq and Iran, as well as in Africa, became more

serious. The European Union had to face such important problems as the massive

inflow of illegal immigrants, particularly from Africa, and fighting with the

effects of natural disasters. Nevertheless, it was in external relations that the EU

achieved the most, e.g. considerably improved transatlantic relations, successively

made the European Security and Defence Policy more operational, increased its

involvement in Asia and Africa, and created more effective mechanisms of

combating terrorism. Moreover, the EU took its decisions regarding the start of

the accession negotiations with Turkey and Croatia, which in the context of the

unfavourable atmosphere around the further EU enlargement was a

breakthrough event. 
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The most distinct example of the difficulties which the European Union

encountered in 2005 was the rejection of the Constitution Treaty in the referenda 

in France and the Netherlands. The fact that it occurred in two founder states

made the symbolic importance of this event even greater. Such a decision taken

by the societies of the two states was not so much an expression of their

unfavourable attitude towards the Treaty itself, but a reflection of a number of

disadvantageous phenomena connected with the economic situation and the

problems in the labour markets. A deepened discussion on the shape of the

European integration in the face of globalization proved necessary. The EU

leaders initiated the debate during the October summit in Hampton Court. 

According to the expectations of Member States, the year 2006 should be

marked with the European Union seeking ways to face the challenges of

globalization, improve the competitiveness of the EU economy and strengthen

its role in the world. Poland will actively participate in the efforts towards

achieving these goals, treating the power sector policy and the implementation

of the Lisbon Strategy as priorities. Due to the increasing scepticism regarding

further EU enlargement, Polish foreign policy will face the difficult task of

defending the pro-enlargement direction of the EU in the general debate on the

pace of the enlargement, its terms and the borders of Europe. Stimulating the

discussion on the future of the EU in Poland will require considerable effort,

particularly after the decision on prolonging the “reflection period” and the

formal prolongation of the Constitution treaty ratification. 

However, the Polish strategy of the EU membership in 2006 should be based 

on making the best possible use of the available financial instruments of the

Union, and promoting activities which strengthen the EU internal market, with

particular attention paid to the necessity of eliminating the existing barriers in

the free movement of people and services. 
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ROBERT KUPIECKI*

Major Aspects of Poland’s Security Policy

In 2005, the major directions of Polish security policy did not change. In the

trans-Atlantic dimension, significant priority continued to be given to

cooperation within the structures of NATO and the strengthening of the

partnership with the U.S. Thus, the participation of Polish soldiers in alliance

and coalition peace operations and in stability missions should be considered

from such a point of view. In the European arena, the role of the European Union 

has been strengthened, and particularly Poland’s activity within the European

Security and Defence Policy. However, as lengthy trans-Atlantic debates and

arguments had a negative impact on the quality of works within NATO and the

EU, it was objectively more difficult to carry out our security policy in its

institutional aspect. New opportunities for cooperation with our European

partners did emerge, however, in particular within the Weimar Triangle, the

Visegrad Group and with the Baltic states.

In general, conditions for the implementation of Polish foreign and security

policy were favourable. A relatively stable international environment was only

troubled by the activities of the Belarus authorities against their own citizens

(including the Polish minority) and the growing authoritarian nature of

Alexander Lukashenko’s rule that made it impossible to democratise the country 

and open it up to the world. Poland followed closely Russia’s foreign and

internal policy, including its activities within international organisations. We

were concerned in particular by the tough criticism addressed by Moscow

toward Organisation for Security and Cooperation in Europe. 

In late 2005, as the Russian-Ukrainian gas conflict came up, the problem of

the state’s energy security has re-emerged. It has been considered from two

different points of view: first, from the economic one (the structure of

commodity markets, security of the supply of energy and diversification of its

sources), second, from the point of view of cooperation between states

(including problems of the security of transit networks, trade routes and storage
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places, as well as the attitude and solidarity of countries when faced with the

behaviour of major energy suppliers using their export policy as an instrument of 

foreign policy). In the global arena, the problem has been exacerbated by the fact 

that most of the energy sources are controlled by non-democratic states. These

reasons, as well as the pursuit of solidarity by our allies in the EU and NATO,

were decisive in Poland submitting its concept of settling the area of energy

security in Europe. Its details will be developed in 2006.

In 2005, Poland continued to participate in the stability, military and civilian

missions of NATO, the EU and the UN, as well as in ad hoc coalitions. In this

period, however, plans of changing the form of our presence in peace operations

and modernising the Polish defence system began to take shape. The Strategic

Defence Review continued to be worked on, and it is to be finished in the first

half of 2006. Activities aimed at legal settling of crisis management issues were

undertaken, including improvements in mechanisms of coordination of

operations intended for counteracting threats of various kinds. There has been

announced the commencement of works on a new legal act—the act on national

security—as well as on updating the Strategy of National Security of the

Republic of Poland.

Poland continued to support mechanisms of conventional arms control,

coordinating its policy in this respect with its NATO allies. It participated in

OSCE activities and emphasised its own security interests within the United

Nations. Non-proliferation of weapons of mass destruction remained the subject

of our interest. Poland, supporting the traditional set of instruments of

non-proliferation within the United Nations system, clearly marked its presence

in new initiatives as well, e.g. in the Cracow Proliferation Security Initiative

(PSI). Three years of cooperation strengthened the position of our country as a

regional leader in the Initiative.

Autumn 2005 saw presidential and parliamentary elections from which a

new government emerged. President Lech Kaczyñski as well as the government

of Prime Minister Kazimierz Marcinkiewicz announced a general continuation

of strategic directions of the Polish security policy, though they prioritised

differently. The governmental programme distinguished the following areas as

its priority:

– equival ence, interd epe nden ce and mutual strengthe ning of Poland ’s

membersh ip in the EU and NATO with Poland ’s relat ions with the Unit ed States

(also via deve lopment of the stra teg ic dialogue),

– support for the NATO ambit ions of Ukrai ne,
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– partic ipa tion of Polish troops in the human ita rian mission in Pakis tan, as a 

test for the newly created rapid react ion forces of NATO,

– maint ain ing Poland ’s readin ess to partic ipa te in the US missile defence

system (MD), includ ing demons trati ons of inter est in the possib le inclus ion of

Poland in the system of radar detect ion and destruct ion of the enem y’s missil es,

– Poland ’s partic ipa tion in shap ing the EU’s Eastern policy,

– the future of our milit ary presence in Iraq,

– energy secur ity,

– deve lopment and modern isa tion of Polish armed forces, inter alia in the

aspect of their inter op er abi lity,

– prepar ati ons for new tasks to be undert aken by Poland in Afghan ist an as

part of the ISAF mission under command of NATO.1

The Trans-Atlantic Dimension

In the trans-Atlantic arena, Polish security policy focused on three major

problems.

Firstly, NATO membership. Poland made great efforts in strengthening

NATO as an effective instrument for the collective defence of its member states

and as a major forum for mutual consultations. Though an improvement in the

political climate in trans-Atlantic relations favoured such an effort, the work of

the Alliance lacked a deeper reflection on the role of NATO and the international 

tasks of the organisation in the present security conditions. In the past year, still

without a new strategy and adequate resources, without any form of reflection

about its cooperation with outside partners and its responsibility for global

security, the Alliance was involved in military operations reaching far beyond its 

area of responsibility. Apart from operations in Kosovo, Afghanistan and Iraq

that have been going on for some time, in 2005 a decision was made to

undertake a humanitarian operation in Pakistan and a mission of support for the

African Union in Sudan. Poland was one of the participants in all the missions,

though in each of them to a varying extent.

There is nothing strange, therefore, that in such conditions more and more

countries began to ask openly whose interests and what kind of threat are forcing 

them to participate in operations of a global scale. These dilemmas also resulted
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from the rapidly growing costs of participation in missions on areas distant from

NATO territory. In relation to all this, two major strategic visions of NATO’s

development were running through the discussions in the Alliance:

a global vision, according to which NATO is supposed to be a tool that

would promote stability, democracy and freedom outside the Euro-Atlantic area

(supported primarily by the US and the UK), and

a traditional vision, in which NATO is perceived as an organisation focused

on its present geographic area and, first of all, on missions of a military

character, which from the perspective of France and some other European

followers of this vision constitute a platform for constructive trans-Atlantic

cooperation. These countries would like to leave activities aimed at fostering

development and those related to so-called soft aspects of security, to the

European Union cooperating with the United States.

Poland also had those doubts. It shared the American vision of NATO—

though in a slightly more selective approach, considering costs and its own

limitations—as it had a similar perception of threats. When it comes to principle, 

however, Poland did not see any necessity of limiting the scope of the mission of 

the Alliance, seeing the source of their legitimisation in the decisions of the UN

Security Council or (in cases justified by requirements of collective defence) by

the North Atlantic Council. An agreement among allies sets out NATO’s

operational capabilities and it guarantees the joint implementation of their

decisions, without the necessity of using the organisation as a “toolbox” by

narrower “coalitions of the willing parties.” The option of using the Alliance

preferred by Poland is related to loyal, collective action. This is why the Polish

standpoint contains an appeal to deepen the cooperation of NATO with other

institutional partners, first of all the European Union. The purpose would be to

divide tasks better and to better harmonise modernisation efforts, necessary to

face the present security challenges.

On the other hand, the understanding that NATO does not have to have a

monopoly on all types of operations carried out without geographical

limitations, made our standpoint closer to those who contest the new vision of

NATO. The selection of areas of involvement and of the type of tasks

undertaken should be done through political discussion of interested states, a

rational division of tasks between other actors of the international stage and the

will to cooperate with external partners.

It does not seem highly probable that NATO would soon reflect on its new

strategic position. Objectively, the meetings of heads of states and governments
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planned for 2006 and 2008 could be a good opportunity for such a reflection.

Both of the meetings are intended to focus on key issues concerning the future of 

the Alliance. The topic of the first of them will focus on the transformation and

operations undertaken, and of the second one—on the external relations and

partnership. At both summits, basic conditions for a more decisive entrance of

NATO into the domain of more broadly defined policy and strategy should be

outlined. The most important practical achievements of the organisation should

also be summed up, which is perceived by the opponents of a prompt

commencement of the strategic debate as a necessary condition to agree upon a

new strategy concept. The second NATO summit will fall at the end of terms of

the presidents of France and the U.S., the two major protagonists of the trans-

 Atlantic dispute. It will also fall on the 60th anniversary of the establishment of

NATO, which should be an occasion for summaries, specifying plans for the

future and active public diplomacy. Thus, the upcoming events encourage

constructive thinking of a new strategy.

A major part of Poland’s activities within NATO was strengthening  ties with 

Ukraine. As a result, thanks to Poland’s efforts, to a large extent, the decision on

the commencement of an Intensified Dialogue with Ukraine for its membership

in the Alliance, was announced in April 2005. Such a dialogue precedes the

signing of the so-called Membership Action Plan (MAP) by Ukraine. There is a

chance that the relevant decision would be made in 2006 (after the March

parliamentary elections). This would mean in practice that Ukraine would be

granted a candidate status for NATO membership. The signing of the MAP

depends, first of all, on the consistent implementation of political reforms by the

new Ukrainian government and the will to continue and further develop its

present cooperation with the Alliance. Decisions made by the Foreign Ministers

of the NATO states on December 2005 confirm (though conditionally) the

plausibility of the sequence of events outlined above. Poland believes that if the

pro-Western direction of the Ukrainian politics is sustained, it will be possible to 

invite Ukraine to become a member as early as on the NATO summit in Lisbon

in 2008.

A second aspect of the Polish trans-Atlantic security policy is its

involvement in the global anti-terrorist campaign, in which the most important

task was Poland’s participation in efforts for the stabilisation of Iraq and in

operations in Afghanistan and Pakistan carried out under NATO auspices.

Poland continued to maintain its armed forces in Iraq and to command a

multinational division. A decrease in size of our contingent in Iraq at the turn of

2005  was due to improvement of security situation in the Polish sector and the
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government’s decision on changing the profile of Polish military presence in the

country. In the following months, a number of tasks related to the training of

local security forces will grow, and the number of traditional military tasks will

decrease. In 2006, strategic decisions on the scale of the Polish presence in Iraq

and on its character should be expected.

The operation of ISAF force in Afghanistan is considered to be a priority

mission of the Alliance and its major contribution to the anti-terrorist campaign.

In 2005, the scope of the mission was broadened to the Southern provinces of

the country. Poland maintained its symbolic share in ISAF (officers delegated to

operating the Kabul airport) and in a parallel coalition operation “Enduring

Freedom” (100-person engineering troops). Poland’s involvement in

Afghanistan will increase in 2007, when the takeover of command over ISAF

force by the command (which will be Polish at that time) of Multinational Corps

Northeast from Szczecin is planned. According to the primary plans, the Polish

mission in Afghanistan was to last 6 months, and around 700 of our soldiers

were to participate. At the end of 2005, however, the structure of this mission

was questioned as a result of a discussion on a new concept of command over

the Alliance forces. As a result, plans to increase the Polish presence in the

country remain in force, but the size of our contingent will change (decrease)

and, probably, the scope of its tasks as well.

In line with the decision of the Alliance, a part of the NATO Response Force

(NRF) was sent to tackle the effects of an earthquake in Pakistan on October 8,

2005. A Polish engineering company (139 soldiers) joined the Force. Its tasks

were the reconstruction of road and social infrastructure and providing

assistance to civilians. This mission had an innovative character and brought

experience that would prove important for NATO’s military transformation. It

demonstrated that there are new capabilities that stability mission troops should

possess, as well as broad opportunities for the use of the Alliance’s Response

Force. Moreover, it demonstrated that there exists a need for the Alliance—of

vital importance for Poland as well—to decide on how to finance such kinds of

activities. The approach that has been applied so far, the so-called “costs lie

where they fall” formula, means that costs should be incurred exclusively by the

countries, whose troops participate in the operations. Thus, there is a need to

create mechanisms of reimbursement of expenses for NATO operational needs.

A more general issue emerges from this background: the concept of the

future use of the NRF. In the opinion of some member states, including Poland,

the NATO Response Force should be treated as elite troops and be used solely in

complex large-scale anti-crisis operations. One-off humanitarian operations,
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such as the one in Pakistan, should be carried out in a different manner. The

troops, trained and prepared with a lot of effort and resources, should not be

divided and directed to participate in lesser-scale activities on an ad hoc basis

solely for the reason of being “at hand.” The paradox of the situation lies in NRF 

being the sole NATO force able to be moved rapidly and to undertake

operational tasks. Under the time-pressure, with the prospect of a humanitarian

disaster and human suffering and in case of expectations of the activity of the

Alliance, calculations in terms of expenditure and benefits are of lesser

importance. There is no doubt that a lack of decision on the above-mentioned

issues may lower the political readiness of member states to participate in further 

rotations of the NRF.

The third aspect of Polish Atlantic security policy is the development of

strategic relations in this respect with the U.S. Apart from Polish participation in

operations in Iraq, these relations included: regular political and military

consultations (among others, being a part of the strategic dialogue at the higher

level), the use of American models, advice and assistance funds in the

modernisation of the Polish armed forces and the dialogue on the American

missile defence project. In the latter case, no binding decision, neither in Warsaw 

nor in Washington, was made in 2005. Though there have appeared some signals 

that demonstrate the will to make a final decision on the issue of deployment of

this new element of the MD system in Europe by the end of 2006. They spurred

a public debate in Poland on the possible benefits and problems resulting from

Polish-American cooperation in this domain. A new area of systematic

cooperation with the U.S. is the prevention of the proliferation of weapons of

mass destruction. The initiatives, dispersed so far, have been brought together

within an action plan created under the auspices of a special group composed of

experts from both countries. 

Other Institutional Aspects of Polish Security Policy

Within the European Security and Defence Policy, issues that had a

significant priority for Poland were: an improvement in military and civilian

abilities in crisis response, involvement in the Balkans, EU-NATO relations and

the dialogue with Eastern Europe states (including with Ukraine).

2005 was the first full year of Poland’s EU membership, and thus in the

European debate on the EU’s role in international security policy. Most of the

topics mentioned above have been underway since 2004, when relevant

decisions were made. Issues of vital importance were the preparations to create a 
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Polish-German-Slovak-Latvian Battle Group and the building of an institutional

and legal base for a more extensive participation of our country in the EU’s

civilian anti-crisis operations. Much attention was paid by Poland to cooperation 

between NATO and the EU—both in the institutional dimension (political

dialogue and consultations) and in respect of harmonisation of efforts by the two 

organisations in the development of anti-crisis response capabilities—both

civilian and military.

2005 saw little developments in the latter issue. That has been the case since

the EU took over the Alliance SFOR mission in Bosnia and Herzegovina. In the

formal sense, this resulted from the veto of Turkey against the participation of

Cyprus and Malta in joint meetings of NATO and the EU which, officially, was

related to the fact that both countries did not conclude an agreement on the

protection of confidential information with the Alliance. That resulted in a

situation where full members of the EU could not participate in the meetings of

the two organisations. The real problem is deeper, though, and is related to the

interests of some of the European states, hostile to the idea of extending the

cooperation with NATO beyond the “Berlin plus” mechanism (at least until the

EU’s abilities in the domain of security and defence become established).

Numerous attempts to break the above-mentioned stalemate, undertaken in the

recent months, have  failed.

The NATO-EU operational cooperation in the Balkans, on the other hand,

where as part of the EU operation, Poland maintains a 250-strong military

contingent,  is going smoothly.

The harmonisation of the development of defence abilities of NATO and the

EU within the programmes they carried out in parallel, was supervised by the

joint Defence Capability Group. In 2005, works  on the establishment of the EU

liaison office with the European NATO headquarters and an Alliance liaison unit 

with the EU Military Staff, were finished. 

The cohesive and conflict-free implementation of the concept of EU Battle

Groups and the NATO Response Force will be of vital importance for their

future operational cooperation. This cooperation is also needed due to the

existence of similar problems of the two military structures, for example, in

respect of, the decision-making process on new operations or their financing.

A natural domain of the cooperation between NATO and the EU is

civil-military cooperation limited, however, by the above-mentioned formal and

political problems. Breaking the institutional stalemate in the mutual relations of 
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the Alliance and the EU is being called for by Poland, which is not interested in

any form of competition between these two organisations.

Poland invariably perceives the Organisation for Security and Cooperation

in Europe as an important centre of preventive diplomacy, of conflict-resolution

and stabilisation in the Euro-Atlantic area. Thus, it was traditionally active in all

the three operational dimensions of this organisation (political-military,

economic and human).

In 2005, a basic shape of the process called “the OSCE reform” was

outlined. Not all the participating countries, however, identified it with the

strengthening of the operation of this organisation. Poland actively participated

in programme discussions (including Warsaw hosting the members of the so-

 called high-level panel, working on guiding recommendations that preceded the

December decisions of Foreign Ministers). An important place where Poland

sought support for its standpoint in the OSCE case was the European Union. The 

core of Polish activities was to maintain the achievements of OSCE and strengthen

its operations in the so-called human dimension, comprising a broad scope of

undertakings related to giving support to the processes of democratisation,

promoting civic freedoms and the rule of law on the territory of the OSCE

countries. Poland cares about the autonomy of major OSCE mechanisms and

institutions being maintained, first of all of the Office of Democratic Institutions

and Human Rights (and maintaining its operating centre in Warsaw). It also tried 

to prevent the fact that the policy of budget savings, in line with the proposals of

more centralised operations of the organisation (which is to be a less expensive

solution than the present one) and contradictory demands of member states in

this respect, worsen the organisation’s ability to act.

The strengthening of the role of OSCE in the system of European security

institutions was also subject of particular concern for Poland in the previous

year. This issue constituted a main topic of discussion in one of the segments of

the May summit of the Council of Europe, held in Warsaw and dedicated to the

issue of improvement in relations between OSCE and the Council of Europe.

Major Functional Aspects of Polish Security Policy

A traditionally important element of the Polish security policy in 2005

constitutes our involvement in integrally related processes of conventional arms

control and disarmament and the development of confidence and security

building measures (CSBMs).
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As far as the ratification of the Adapted Conventional Armed Forces in

Europe Treaty (CFE) is concerned, the standpoint of our country and other

NATO states did not change. It depends on whether Russia fulfils its Istanbul

commitments of 1999, related to the withdrawal of its troops and military

equipment from the territory of Moldova and Georgia, or negotiates new

agreements on this issue with the authorities of these countries. The ratification

process has not begun and one should rather not expect a change in this situation 

until the CFE Review Conference, planned for May 2006.

Major activities undertaken by Poland in the domain of disarmament policy

and humanitarian law were:

– complet ion of the ratif ica tion proced ure of the Protoc ol 4, concern ing a

ban on the use of blin ding laser weapons, to the Conven tion on Prohib iti ons or

Restrict ions on the Use of Certain Conven tion al Weapons, 

– improvem ent of norms and stan dards of implem enta tion of this conven -

tion, partic ula rly when it comes to respons ibi lity for the breach of its provi sions

and handling mines of other types than anti-personn el ones and of the so-called

explos ive remnants of war,

– annou nci ng its readin ess to ratify the Ottawa Conven tion on the Prohib iti -

on of the Use of Anti-Personn el Mines and the commenc eme nt of relat ed intern -

al proced ures.

In the area of CSBMs, in 2005 Poland carried out its tasks stemming from

international agreements in force, first of all the Vienna Document from 1999. It

is also significant to note its presence in the implementation of the provisions of

the Treaty on Open Skies that provides for the execution of surveillance flights

over the territory of the states—parties to the treaty and the exchange of

information acquired via these flights.

In the area of the non-proliferation of weapons of mass destruction, the most

important issue for Poland was the further development of international cooperation

(particularly on the regional level) comprising, inter alia, the exchange of

information on threats related to this type of weapons and of experience related

to the national mechanisms of exports control. Poland actively participated in all 

major undertakings in connection with the issues of international organisations

(including the UN, NATO, the EU), in new initiatives carried out beyond these

organisations and within the framework of special agreements and control regimes.

In the domain of non-proliferation, Poland’s priority in 2005 was the

development and promotion of the principles of the Cracow Initiative. The role

of this initiative should be considered in three aspects. First, due to PSI, Poland
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could actively participate in one of the most promising undertakings in the area

of combating the proliferation of weapons of mass destruction. Second, the

Initiative was a significant platform for the development of the strategic

partnership with the United States. Third, it gave significant support to the

modernisation of national mechanisms of preventing illegal trade in and transit

of components for production of weapons of mass destruction. In the previous

year, Poland participated in all major works and exercises within the Cracow

Initiative.

Besides the initiatives that have been implemented for some time now in

bilateral cooperation (inter alia an agreement with Libya and Russia on

destruction of chemical weapons), there have emerged new ones. In cooperation

with Ukraine, we have undertaken activities aimed at launching the project of

destruction of the used missile fuel stocked in its territory (with Polish technology

used to this end). Poland has undertaken a non-proliferation cooperation with

Iraq by signing an adequate agreement with this country, and being the first state 

to do so.

In the domain of nuclear non-proliferation, the leading role, according to

Poland, belonged to International Atomic Energy Agency (IAEA), which

considered the solution of the problem of Iran’s nuclear program to be an issue

of vital importance. Poland was a participant at the Review Conference of the on 

the Non-Proliferation Treaty—NPT (no consensus reached), participated in the

activities of the Nuclear Suppliers Group (NSG) and the Zangger Committee. It

also gave its support to the rapid entry into force of the Comprehensive (nuclear)

Test Ban Treaty (CTBT).

Poland participated in the activities for the ban on production of biological

and chemical weapons (inter alia in the implementation of the provisions of

Convention on the Prohibition of the Biological and Toxin Weapons—BTWC,

and Convention on the Prohibition of the Chemical Weapons—CWC), for the

strengthening of control over the exports of goods and technologies used for

production of biological and chemical weapons within the Australia Group and

the control of national measures to monitor activities in the domain of biology

and biotechnology as well as for the exchange of good practice in this area. By 1

November 2005, Poland had chaired the Conference of the States Parties of the

Organisation for the Prohibition of Chemical Weapons (OPCW). At that time, it

commenced its two-year term in Executive Council of the OPCW. On the forum

of the First Committee of the UN General Assembly, Poland sponsored a

resolution on the state of implementation of the Convention on the Prohibition

of Chemical Weapons. It also took part in the activities of Missile Technology
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Control Regime (MTCR), consistently supporting the establishment of effective

mechanisms to control exports of ballistic missiles and related technologies. It

also continued its activities for the implementation of provisions of the Hague

Code of Conduct Against Ballistic Missile Proliferation (HCOC).

In the area of controlling the trade in arms and dual-use goods, Poland

focused on being active on the European Union stage and in specialised working 

groups for the issues of effective control over the exports of goods, technologies

and services of strategic significance. It is particularly important to mention its

participation in the works on the review of the Code of Conduct (UE) in the

exports of arms, in monitoring of introduction, observance and cancellation of

EU’s bans on exports of arms, as well as in coordinating the standpoints of the

member states in respect of conventional weapons (in other international

organisations). Poland was also active on the forum of the Wassenaar

Arrangement, protecting the interests of its own manufacturers and exporters of

special equipment.
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II.

Bilat eral Relat ions





ARTUR MICHALSKI*

Poland’s Relations with the United States

In 2005, George Bush began his second term as the President of the United

States. His presidency has been marked with a clear acceleration in the

development of Polish-American relations. The visit of the American President

in Warsaw in June 2001, three months prior to the tragic events in New York

City, Washington and Pennsylvania, can be considered a symbolic moment of a

new political opening, without precedence in the history of bilateral relations of

the two states.

Historical links between the two nations that span over many centuries, the

fascination of the Americans with the Solidarity ethos, and the Euroatlantic

aspirations of Poland, sealed by its membership of NATO constitute factors that

encouraged closer bonds between Poland and the U.S. The situation developed

after 11 September 2001, when Poland gave its full support to the American war

against terrorism through (among others) its participation in the NATO mission

in Afghanistan and in Iraq two years later, resulting in Poland becoming one of

the closest allies of the U.S. This is confirmed by an unusual intensity of

dialogue between the two countries (in the 3.5-year period after the visit in July

2002, President Aleksander Kwaœniewski made visits to the White House five

times—twice in 2005).

The February visit of President Kwaœniewski in Washington took place only

three weeks after George Bush had been sworn into office for his second term

and only two weeks prior to his first foreign visit in the second term. It made for

a significant, symbolic emphasis of the importance of bilateral relations and

placed Polish-American relations in a wider, trans-Atlantic context. Thus, a

major part of the discussion between the two presidents concerned such topics

as: effective involvement of Poland in Ukraine in support of the Orange

Revolution and the necessity of bringing new life to trans-Atlantic relations after 

a period of visible circumspection that evolved from different points of view

between the U.S. and some European countries on the war in Iraq. Poland has

become a visible partner in the trans-Atlantic dialogue, and very good relations
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with the U.S. strengthened its position vis-B-vis the European partners. This new 

quality of Poland’s political standing is obviously a result of close relations with

the United States. 

Political Relations

In late January, U.S. Vice President Dick Cheney visited Poland on the

occasion of the celebrations of the 60th anniversary of the liberation of the

German concentration camp Auschwitz-Birkenau. 

Poland also played a part in the agenda of the first foreign trip of Condoleezza

Rice, 66th U.S. Secretary of State (on February 5). Rice subsequently visited:

London, Berlin, Warsaw, Ankara, Israel, Rome, Paris, Brussels and

Luxembourg. The message of this visit was clear: the second term of the

presidency of George W. Bush was to make for a new opening in trans-Atlantic

relations. This visit was a successful introduction to the European visit of

George W. Bush in late February. Commentators on both sides of the Atlantic

agreed as to the fact that the European visit of the American President had a

significant impact on the warming in trans-Atlantic relations.

On February 9 in Washington, George W. Bush had a meeting with

Aleksander Kwaœniewski. Besides the international context (Ukraine, bringing

new life to transatlantic relations), the talks concerned the question of the visa

requirement for Polish citizens travelling to the U.S. A year earlier, during his

visit to the White House (in January 2004), Kwaœniewski firmly raised the issue

of the waiver of the visa requirement for Polish citizens. It strengthened the

intensity of Polish activities not only during talks with the representatives of the

American administration, but also in the Congress. This time, President George

W. Bush proposed to develop the so-called road map—a plan of activities that

would lead (in the future) to the inclusion of Poland in the Visa Waiver Program

(VWP), i.e. its inclusion in the group of states whose citizens may travel to the

U.S. without having to obtain a visa for tourist purposes for up to 3 months. The

road map, agreed upon between Poland and the United States, became a

template for similar documents concerning other countries (new member states

of the European Union) that demand the waiver of the visa requirement as well.

On 17–18 March, Jerzy Hausner, Polish Deputy Prime Minister and the

Minister of Economy, paid a visit to the United States. He had a meeting with,

among others, the Secretary of Commerce Carlos Gutierrez. The Minister of

Finance Miros³aw Gronicki and the Minister of Environment Jerzy Swatoñ

visited the U.S. as well (the former in 13–19 April, the latter in 14–22 April).
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On 31 May, the Minister of Foreign Affairs, Adam Daniel Rotfeld, had a

meeting with Condoleezza Rice in the Department of State and opened the

second round of the US-Poland Strategic Dialogue. This form of mutual contact

was started in autumn of 2004 in Poland. It provides for an exchange of opinion

on international issues of vital importance from the point of view of the two

states as well as an analysis of bilateral relations. During this meeting, the

Americans put forward information on the implementation of one of the points

of the road map—on qualifying the immigration offences of Polish citizens prior 

to 1989 as null and void (the so-called clean slate).

On 17–19 July, talks were held in the Pentagon with the participation of the

Polish Minister of Defence, Jerzy Szmajdziñski. President Aleksander

Kwaœniewski paid a visit to the U.S. on 11–17 September, where inter alia, he

had a meeting with California governor Arnold Schwarzenegger. Alongside this, 

Prime Minister Marek Belka had a meeting in Washington with, among others,

Vice President Richard Cheney and Secretary of Commerce Gutierrez (27–28

September). On 12 October, President Kwaœniewski paid his last visit to the

White House.

After the presidential elections in Poland, George W. Bush had a telephone

conversation with President-Elect Lech Kaczyñski and congratulated him on his

victory in the elections, inviting him to pay a visit to the White House early in

2006.

In early December, after the establishment of the new government following

the autumn parliamentary elections, the Minister of Defence, Rados³aw Sikorski, 

paid a visit to the United States and held talks with Secretary of Defense Donald

Rumsfeld. He put forward a series of proposals for the American government

aimed at supporting the process of modernisation of the Polish armed forces.

On 18–20 December, the Minister of Foreign Affairs, Stefan Meller, visited

the U.S., where he held talks with Secretary of State Condoleezza Rice and the

representatives of the Congress. He presented to Richard Lugar, a Republican

senator from Indiana, a proposal for development of a youth exchange program

under the auspices of parliaments of the two countries. Senator Lugar

demonstrated a lot of interest in the issue and promised to put forward an

adequate project regarding this matter.

On 29 December, President Lech Kaczyñski issued a decision—at the

request of the Prime Minister— to prolong the Polish military mission in Iraq by 

31 December 2006. 
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Military Cooperation

The military co-operation of Poland with the United States consists first of

all in joint operations in Afghanistan and Iraq. For a few years Poland has also

been a recipient of American military aid. In 2005, as part of Foreign Military

Financing programme (FMF), the U.S. granted Poland the sum of $65.5 million

and $2 million for military training within the IMET programme (International

Military Education and Training).

After the talks with President Kwaœniewski at the White House in February,

President Bush promised to establish a Solidarity Fund. One-off payments from

such a fund would be an expression of gratitude towards the countries that

acceded to the alliance operations in Iraq. According to preliminary calculations, 

Poland could have benefited by $100 million. As a result of lawmaking activities 

in the Congress, the amount proposed by the administration was reduced; in the

end, Poland was granted the sum of $57 million. Subsequently, the

administration made efforts to increase the amount by $11 million from the FMF 

fund, which was not used by other states.

In total, the U.S. financial aid for the Polish armed forces amounted to

almost $140 million.

Economic Cooperation and Trade

The year 2005 confirmed that Poland’s membership in the European Union

had a positive impact on trade and economic cooperation between Poland and

the United States, creating a better climate for American investments in Poland.

According to the data for the 12 months of 2005, trade volume reached

$4,244.4 million and was 9.5% higher compared to 2004. Polish exports to the

U.S. amounted to $1,839.6 million and were 3.6% higher than in 2004, the same

figures for imports being $2,404.8 million and 13.5%. The trade balance with

the U.S. in the relevant period was negative and amounted to $565.3 million, i.e. 

worsened in comparison to the relevant period of 2004 by about $221.4 million.

The following groups of products had a major share in Polish exports to the

U.S. in 2005: equipment and machinery (24.8%), base metals and related

products (13.5%), furniture (8.7%), consumer food (8.2%) and chemicals

(7.0%). The imports were dominated by: equipment and machinery (34.5%),

chemicals (16.9%), measuring equipment and tools (9.6%), aircraft and parts

(7.8%) and passenger cars (6.6%).
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For Poland the United States was—when it comes to trade volume—the 16th

greatest trade partner in exports and the 10th greatest trade partner in imports.

For the U.S., Poland was the 56th greatest trade partner in exports and the 62nd

greatest trade partner in imports.1 Poland, for the first time, became a supplier of

the American government. Pañstwowe Zak³ady Lotnicze “Œwidnik” began

shipments of elements for the F-14 fighter aircraft. Activities of American

investors in Poland accelerated. The value of investments exceeded $10 billion,

which gives the U.S. third place, following France and the Netherlands.

Ta ble

The lar gest Amer ican investm ents in Po land

Name of investor
Value in million 

dollars
Industry

Citigroup 1,300 banking and finances

Apollo-Rida Poland Lic. 1,300 construction, real estate

General Motors Corporation 1,010 means of transport

Enterprise Investor 914.5 capital funds

International Paper Company (IPC) 450.9 paper industry

General Electric Corporation 400
electrical equipment,

banking

Delphi Automotiv Systems 380 transport equipment

The Offset Programme

In 2005, the implementation of the offset agreement with Lockheed Martin

Corporation (LMC) accelerated. For the period from 18 March 2003 (the date of

signing of the Agreement) to 31 December 2005, the Committee for Offset

Agreements gave a positive evaluation of performance of the offset obligations

for the cumulated amount of $2,633.09 million. Direct offset obligations (carried 

out for the benefit of entities from the defence industry) amounted to $846.59

million, while indirect offset obligations (carried out for the benefit of other

entities than the ones classified as industrial defence potential)—amounted to

$1,786.50 million.
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Visas Issue

On 9 February 2005 presidents Aleksander Kwaœniewski and George W.

Bush reached an agreement on the road map related to gradual facilitation of the

movement of persons between Poland and the U.S., which anticipates a

prospective inclusion of Poland to the American visa waiver program. The plan

provides for:

– activiti es undert aken by the U.S., leading to delet ion from the Amer ican

statis tics of the records on illeg al work by Polish citiz ens on the U.S. territ ory

prior to 1989 (implem ented);

– commenc eme nt of a media campai gn in Poland, aimed at convin cing

Poles to respect Amer ican immig rati on laws (includ ing leaving U.S. territ ory

before the visa expiry date);

– a review of visa gran ting criter ia used by Amer ican consul ar offic es in

Poland;

– deve lopment in 2006 of the data on the number of Polish citiz ens that, in

2005, stay ed on U.S. territ ory after the visa expiry date;

– examin ati on of the possib ili ty to extend the Immig rati on Advis ory

Program at Warsaw airp ort to indirect flight passeng ers as well;

– an annual, joint review of the degree to which Poland fulfils the criter ia

for membersh ip of the Visa Waiver Program;

– co-oper ati on for the setting up of the criter ia of introd ucti on of biomet ric

passports in Poland;

– activiti es aimed at increa sing the number of Polish partic ipa nts in youth

and student exchange programm es.

On 9 November 2005 the Polish-American Consular Task Force Group

(CTFG), whose task is to implement in practice the adopted road map, began its

activities.

Irrespective of initiatives undertaken in the Congress, some state legislatures 

have adopted resolutions calling for the inclusion of Poland in the visa waiver

programme (copies of such resolutions are sent to the Congress). So far the

legislatures of the following states adopted such resolutions: Massachusetts,

New Jersey, Vermont, Pennsylvania, Connecticut, Maine, Nebraska, Ohio and

New York. Many social organisations, such as the American Jewish Committee,

expressed their support for the inclusion of Poland in the visa waiver

programme.
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The Image of Poland—Promotion Initiatives

Poland has strengthened its image as a trusted, reliable ally of the United

States. In relation to the warming of trans-Atlantic relations, results of various

opinion polls were given in the media concerning the attitude of selected

European nations towards the U.S.2 Polish society, in spite of a visible, slight

decrease in support, continues to be one of the most pro-American nations in the

world. Americans have begun to realise this fact.

Such events in 2005 as the 25th anniversary of the Solidarity movement, the

60th anniversary of the liberation of the Auschwitz-Birkenau concentration

camp, parliamentary and presidential elections and the death of John Paul II

resulted in the increase of interest in Poland among Americans and the presence

of Poland in the American media.

While the coverage of the celebrations of the 60th anniversary of the

liberation of the Auschwitz-Birkenau concentration camp was in general honest

and true, there have been a few unpleasant incidents of the use of the term

“Polish concentration camp” in the media. In most of the cases, intervention

carried out by the Embassy of Poland in Washington DC or the Polish

Consulates resulted in a disclaimer being published in the media. The term

“Polish concentration camps” continues to be used in the United States, though

as a result of intense activity on the part of the Polish diplomatic and consular

corps and of the dialogue with the Jewish diaspora in the U.S., the use of this

term has become noticeably limited. On the occasion of the liberation of the

Auschwitz-Birkenau camp, David Harris, Executive Director of the American

Jewish Committee, issued a statement in which he fiercely criticised the use of

the term “Polish concentration camps.”

The death of John Paul II was widely covered and commented on in the

media in the U.S. as throughout the world. For obvious reasons many Polish

themes appeared. The Pope’s role in the fall of communism was emphasised.

The largest American radio and TV stations, including CNN and Fox News, had

live coverage of prayer meetings, marches and other events that conveyed the

solemn atmosphere that reigned in Poland in late March and early April. In late

2005, films on the life of John Paul II, produced by famous American television

networks ABC and CBS, were aired.
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The 25th anniversary of the “Solidarity” movement was an occasion to

remember the significant role of this liberation movement not only in changes in

Poland, but also in the fall of communism and in altering the shape of Europe.

Polish posts in the U.S. organised occasional meetings, with the participation of

Lech Wa³êsa and others. The American public also saw two exhibitions: Roads

to Freedom and Poland on the Front Page.

Over the next year the Embassy of Poland in Washington DC made efforts

towards the restitution of works of art. In 2005, a sixteenth-century painting,

Portrait of a Courtier, also known as Portrait of Charles VIII by Jan Mostaert,

was recovered. The painting, a part of the collection of the Virginia Museum of

Fine Arts in Richmond, was handed over to the Czartoryski Museum in Cracow.

A second part of the collection of personal belongings of General Juliusz Zulauf, 

member of the Polish Legions and the defender of the Warsaw Praga in 1939,

returned to Poland as well. The personal belongings were handed over to the

National Museum in Poznañ and to the Warsaw Uprising Museum.  

*

*           *

Strategic advantages of close Polish-American relations are more and more

visible in the growing role of Poland on the international scene, and particularly

in Central and Eastern Europe, within the European Union (mostly in Germany

and France) or in its relations with Israel. Such a strengthening of the position of

Poland increases its chances for more effective activities aimed at the

modernisation of Ukraine, the support for democratic transformation in Belarus

and the development of good-neighbourly relations with Russia.
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TYTUS JASKU£OWSKI*

Poland’s Relations with Germany

A review of publications on Polish-German relations in 2005 might give the

reviewer an impression that they could only be described as bad. Political

relations were mostly dominated by the controversial issues regarding the

reconciliation process, the evaluation of the common, difficult history and

European policy issues. The divergences were deepened by the election

campaigns in both countries. It was supposed to justify a thesis on the

increasingly lower “compatibility of aspirations and strategy of both states” and

the consequent exhaustion of the format of “common Polish-German interests.”1

Some of the publicists also represented an opinion on a permanent change in the

German standpoint towards Poland. It allegedly took less and less notice of

Polish arguments, bringing Poland down to the category of an “inconvenient

neighbour.”2 Without denying the significance of all the differences that

occurred in 2005, it should be stated, however, that economic, cultural and

military cooperation between the Republic of Poland and the Federal Republic

of Germany was being intensively developed. A series of new bilateral

agreements were concluded. Common projects concerning EU neighbouring

countries were carried out. Both states made a huge effort to improve the climate 

of the mutual relations, which was fostered by the changes of governments in

Germany and in Poland. Thus, it would be unjust to state that relations between

the two states are nothing more than a “community of disputes.”

The year 2005—the first calendar year of the common membership of

Poland and Germany in the European Union—demonstrated that two factors

should be taken into account in an evaluation of the Polish-German relations.

First, that it is necessary to realize and accept the fact (particularly in Poland)

that—irrespective of the treaty basis and the hitherto achievements in the

cooperation, conflicts must exist in Poland’s relations with Germany, though
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they will vary in their intensity. They are a natural thing and will be an inherent

element in contacts not only between Poland and Germany. There exists a

substantial economic asymmetry between the two countries. They have different 

(and quite often very different) interests both within and outside the EU. Mutual

distrust and prejudices are still visible in their societies. Thus, it was an error to

expect that after the breakthrough of 1989 and later after Poland’s accession to

the EU, bilateral relations would be free from conflicts. Conflicts will persist and 

it seems that their number will grow, though some form of compromise, a

necessary condition of the functioning within the EU, should be an effect of

these conflicts.

The second factor was that there have been appreciated other dimensions of

cooperation beside the political one. Divergences regarding the European policy

or problems pertaining to history remain important. They should not, however,

have any influence over the current economic, border, cultural or environmental

cooperation. The whole of the mutual relations cannot be evaluated solely

through political conflicts, if at the regional level the cooperation is going on

smoothly and brings advantages to both partners.

Political and Economic Relations

The most important problem in the Polish-German political relations was

overcoming the dispute over the solidarity principle and its functioning within

the EU. The election campaign additionally exacerbated the dispute. Poland and

Germany, with different economic potentials as well as internal problems, took

different stands. The government of Chancellor Gerhard Schröder strove to

ensure maximum protection of Germany’s economic interests in the EU at the

expense of new Member States. It collided with Poland’s interests, as Poland

demanded financial support for itself and other new EU Member States. And

thus, when negotiating the New Financial Perspective 2007–2013, Germany

rejected the demand to increase its contribution from 1% to 1.24% of GDP. It

also demanded a reduction in structural funds for the new Member States.

Germany’s position was not accepted by the Polish government. This was

confirmed during a meeting of the Polish Prime Minister, Marek Belka, and G.

Schröder on 24 April 2004.3 Additionally, the negotiations were made even

more difficult by the Germany’s position regarding the directives on the free

movement of labour and the harmonisation of the tax system within the EU.
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These directives were supposed to protect the German labour market through

restrictions regarding the right of Polish citizens to perform some professional

activities in Germany (artisans, architects, medical staff) and by increasing tax

rates to a level that would make it unprofitable to relocate production from

Germany abroad (e.g. to Poland). However, as the directives were against the

interests of Member States possessing cheaper labour force and more attractive

tax rates than Germany, neither the directives were adopted nor an agreement

was reached (as effect of Germany’s opposition) on the New Financial

Perspective during the meeting of the European Council on 17 June 2005.4 

Besides the European policy, some of the divergences in the Polish-German

relations resulted from the German-Russian relations, and their economic

aspects in particular. While the fact that a representative of Poland was not

invited to the celebrations of the 750th anniversary of Kaliningrad in July 2005,

held with participation of the President of France J. Chirac, the President of

Russia V. Putin and G. Schröder, could only worsen the climate of Polish-

 Russian political contacts but—as such—it did not directly concern Polish-

 German relations. However it was the German-Russian economic cooperation

that did have some impact on the cooperation between Germany and Poland. On

8 September 2005, in Berlin, representatives of German corporations E.ON and

BASF and the Russian company Gazprom signed an agreement on the

establishment of a company that would build along the bottom of the Baltic Sea

a gas pipeline from Russia to Germany by-passing the countries of Northern and

Eastern Europe interested in the transit (Finland, Poland, Estonia).5

The construction of the pipeline, which violates Polish economic interests,

was described in many publications as complementing the image of the

Polish-German relations full of divergences and conflicts. Such an image is only

partly true, however. Both on the European policy level and in relations of the

two states with EU neighbouring countries, Poland and Germany cooperated on

many different platforms. Particular attention should be paid to a common

project of the Ministers of Foreign Affairs of the two states, Adam D. Rotfeld

and Joschka Fischer, regarding the support of democratic changes started by the

Orange Revolution in Ukraine. A preparatory meeting of the two ministers in

Warsaw on 3 March 2005 resulted in their joint visit in Kiev on 21 March 2005.
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The two politicians presented their idea of establishing a European Union

University in that city. An agreement on organisation of a system of training

courses for local administration officials was, on the other hand, a real

expression of support for the changes in Ukraine.

Joint activities of Poland and the Federal Republic of Germany within the

EU proved to be equally important. Both states cooperated to obtain beneficial

solutions in the Growth and Stability Pact. Due to these efforts, Germans do not

have to include the costs of reunification in their budget deficit, and Poles—the

costs of the pension system reform. During the meeting of the leaders of the

Weimar Triangle states in Nancy on 19 May 2005, the President of Poland,

Aleksander Kwaœniewski, and G. Schröder, jointly rejected the possibility to

start new negotiations on the Treaty establishing a Constitution for Europe. They 

also gave their support to the campaign for its adoption in the referendum in

France. On the basis of an agreement concluded in 2004, preparatory activities

for the EU Battle Group (which would jointly report to EU structures) to be

formed by Poland, Germany, Slovakia and—in a longer-term perspective—

Lithuania, were commenced in 2005. It is soon to be ready to carry out EU’s

peace missions. The effectiveness of such undertakings was proved by the fact

that in November 2005 a Polish-German-Danish staff of the Corps in Szczecin

was awarded a certificate of Full Operational Capability by the NATO

headquarters.6

Implementation of bilateral political initiatives was fostered by multiple

contacts between authorities on the government and parliamentary levels. One of 

the most noteworthy meetings was—besides the aforementioned meetings in

Warsaw (3 March) and Nancy (19 May)—the four-day visit of the delegation of

the Polish-German Parliamentary Group in the Bundestag (17 March) and the

meeting in Warsaw of the Foreign Affairs Ministers of Poland (A.D. Rotfeld),

France (Philippe Douste-Blazy) Germany (J. Fischer) and the British Minister

for Europe, Douglas Alexander. The goal of the meeting  was to discuss further

actions to be taken after the failure of the negotiations over the New Financial

Perspective on the June meeting of the European Council (27 June).

The joint Polish-German projects, initiated by the governments of both

states before the parliamentary elections in Poland and Germany, indicated that

there was a chance to solve the most controversial issues after the elections to

the Bundestag and the Sejm. It was quite probable in the light of the fact that
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during the election campaign the representatives of the Christian Democratic

Union (CDU)—the party whose candidate, Angela Merkel, took over as the

Chancellor of the new government—called for a change in the policy towards

Poland. Admittedly, they did not intend to do it at the expense of German

interests. The protection of these interests could not—according to the stand

taken by the CDU—be carried out without any proper consideration of the

position of neighbouring countries. 2 December 2005 saw an after-election visit

that was of key importance to the Polish-German relations. Angela Merkel met

with the new Polish Prime Minister Kazimierz Marcinkiewicz and the

president- elect Lech Kaczyñski. The German Chancellor announced that she

would take Polish interests into consideration when negotiating the New

Financial Perspective. She also guaranteed that the Baltic pipeline project was

“open to all interested parties.”7 

The statement by the German Chancellor resulted in concrete actions. Both

governments established a working group whose aim is to work on the Baltic

pipeline issue. Germany also gave its consent to the increase of their EU budget

contribution to over 1% of GDP and to €100 million of the assistance funds

accorded to Germany and being handed over to Poland. It helped to achieve a

compromise regarding the budget on the meeting of the European Council on 17

December 2005.

One of the elements that had an impact on the revival in the Polish-German

political contacts was economic cooperation. Germany, troubled by its budget

deficit amounting to €31.4 billion, agreed to the Polish proposal of an earlier

repayment of Polish debt to its creditors from the “Paris Club,” including the

Federal Republic of Germany. By virtue of an agreement concluded on 29

March 2005, the government of Poland paid back to Germany the amount of

€1.9 billion, of which €1.7 billion was the amount of debt to the German

government, and €0.2 billion was related to earlier liabilities towards German

exporters.8 

In spite of a slight decrease in the basic indicators, in 2005 Germany

remained the most important economic partner of Poland. The share of exports

to Germany in the total Polish exports amounted to 28.2% (decrease by 1.9%),

and of imports—24.7% (increase by 0.3%). The balance of the mutual trade

remained positive (€0.3 billion), though it decreased by €0.2 billion as compared 
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to 2004. In 2005, Polish exports to Germany amounted to €20.1 billion, and

imports—to €19.8 billion.9 

In 2005, Germany continued to be the fourth largest foreign investor in

Poland. The amount of investments is estimated at $10.1 billion. Notably, besides

6,000 German companies registered in Poland, 20,000 Polish firms have been

registered in Germany since Poland’s accession to the EU.10 Only in 2005 these

companies invested over €500 million in Germany. In spite of the limitations

regarding the access to the German labour market, in 2005 685,000 Polish citizens

could officially work there. At the same time, certain legal regulations of vital

importance have been introduced in order to make the mutual contacts more

efficient, e.g. the double taxation agreement, which entered into force on 1 January

2005, the protocol on protection of mutual investments concluded on 28 October

2005 or the agreement of 2 February 2005 between the Polish Ministry of the

Environment and the Federal Ministry for the Environment, Nature Conservation

and Nuclear Safety.11 In line with this agreement, Germany will fund projects

aimed at helping Polish borderline regions comply with the EU norms of

cleanliness of air and water.

The economic and political cooperation undoubtedly contributed to the

decrease in the number of the controversial issues in the relations between

Poland and the Federal Republic of Germany. It is a fact, though, that these

controversies remained clearly visible, particularly in the context of the

evaluation of the common history of both states.

Historical Issues in the Polish-German Relations

Similarly as in the previous years, in 2005 the climate of the Polish-German

relations was influenced by problems pertaining to the assessment of the

post-war history of the two neighbouring nations. These problems were mostly

expressed by the idea of establishing the Centre Against Expulsions in Berlin

and the activities of the “Prussian Claims Society” company.12 

While efforts made by the governments of both states to continue the

difficult task of reconciliation between the two nations should be appreciated, it
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needs to be stated, however, that the problem of relativisation of history will

remain an element negatively influencing the climate of the Polish-German

relations. No government, neither Polish nor German, has any right to ban filing

property claims in Polish and international courts, irrespective of whether there

is any chance of a ruling favourable to the “Prussian Claims Society.” Each such 

claim will raise apprehension in Poland and will make cultural—and possibly

also political—cooperation more difficult. It does not seem possible that the

Federation of Expellees should resign from building the Centre Against

Expulsions in a shape that would favour their own notions on World War II and

the post-war period. This project is a private initiative, it does not infringe upon

any binding legal regulations in Germany, and the stand taken by the German

government, favourable for Poland, means only that the Centre would not be

financed from the federal budget. This will merely slower the construction of the 

Centre, but will not stop it. Moreover, the expellees’ circles, traditionally linked

with CDU, will not resign from fund-raising activities or seeking political

support for their project. Consequently, strong support for cultural initiatives

that promote reconciliation between the two nations, as in 2005, seems an issue

of vital importance.

Cooperation in Culture and Science

The most important event in the cooperation between Poland and Germany

in the domain of culture was the inauguration of the celebrations of the

Polish-German Year that took place on 30 April 2005 in Berlin. The concept of

the undertaking came into being during joint governmental consultations of both 

states in 2003. The conclusion was drawn at that time that growing divergences

related to the Polish support of military operations in Iraq and the activities of

the Federation of the Expellees deepened the distrust and mutual prejudices

between the two societies. The situation was even more alarming as—with the

perspective of Poland’s near accession to the EU—the image of Poland in

Germany was mostly the result of unclear statements and stereotypes,

strengthened by the lack of sound and accessible information on Poland.13 

The aim of the Polish-German Year in Germany 2005/2006 was  to shape a

positive image of Poland and the Polish people in the German society by taking

advantage of the Polish accession to the EU, and in particular have the program
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of the Year reach the circles which know little about Poland or which promote its 

image based on stereotypes and prejudices. In the Polish-German

intergovernmental consultations some major events (i.e. the 60th anniversary of

the end of World War II and the 15th anniversary of the signing of the Treaty on

Good-Neighbourly Relations of 1991) and topical areas of the Year (politics,

science, culture and the economy) were set out and described in documents as

the “driving force” of the project. Nevertheless, the two governments decided to

decentralise the programme offer of the Year, thanks to which it would reach the

largest possible group of the potential participants. Altogether, over a thousand

events were planned in 50 German cities, of which 500 took place in 2005.14 

Presidents of the Republic of Poland and the Federal Republic of Germany,

Aleksander Kwaœniewski and Horst Köhler accepted the patronage of the

project. In a joint message issued on the occasion of the beginnings of the

celebrations they noted that the Polish-German year should demonstrate

cooperation between the two states and nations and make evident the great

number of mutual connections binding the societies of the two states. They also

expressed their belief that remembrance of the war and its victims must be free

from mutual claims and enumeration of emotional harms sustained and that the

memory joined us in our efforts to create a strong, peaceful and united Europe.15 

It is impossible to mention all the events of the celebrations of the Polish-

 German year, even in the most concise way. The list below must consequently

include only those which attracted the most attention: an exhibition in

Baden-Baden of collections from various Polish museums organised under the

auspices of the former German Chancellor, Helmut Schmidt; a countrywide

exhibition “Roads to Liberty” about the beginnings of the “Solidarity” trade

union; a music festival “Jazz from Poland” held in Leipzig; or “Radio

Copernicus,” organised by the University of Wroc³aw and the Berlin Academy

of Arts, which prepared, inter alia, an airing of concerts from the “Warsaw

Autumn” festival. An exhibition “Fantasy and Reality,” opened on 30

September 2005, presenting the work of three major representatives of the

German impressionism, Max Liebermann, Louis Corinth and Max Slevogt,

attracted a lot of publicity in Poland.16
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Celebrations of the Polish-German Year were not the only significant event in

the Polish-German cooperation in culture and science. Efforts made by

governments of the two states to improve the financial situation of the

Polish-German university of Viadrina in S³ubice and Frankfurt on the Oder, also

deserve some attention. A letter of intent, signed by secretaries of state in the

Ministries of Education of the two states on 25 July 2005, was to solve the

difficult financial situation of the university, attended by 5,000 students, 1,300 of

them from Poland. Both governments declared the will to establish a foundation

with the capital of €55 million, which is to support the financing of the university.

Poland’s contribution amounts to €5 million, and the German one—to €50

million. A decision was also made to invite France to the group of the founders.17 

Cultural events held independently of the Polish-German year were related

to a series of anniversaries in the Polish-German reconciliation process that fell

in 2005. And thus, on 21 September 2005, in Fulda, the solemn signing of a joint 

statement by Polish and German bishops took place. The statement referred to

the approaching 40th anniversary of the letter of reconciliation of the Polish

bishops to their German counterparts. Three days later, on 24 September, this

document was signed by the participants of the Plenary Meeting of the

Episcopal Conference of Poland in Wroc³aw. The statement said that the events

which had taken place in Poland, particularly the emergence of the independent

“Solidarity” movement, contributed to the development of relations between our 

nations. The bishops, with their will to overcome hatred and hostility between

the Polish and German peoples, had their own significant contribution in

overcoming the enslavement and division in Europe.

Celebrations of the 25th anniversary of the establishment of the Deutsches

Polen Institut in Darmstadt, which had made a significant contribution to the

reconciliation process, were also a very important event. Presidents of Poland

and Germany, representatives of authorities of the states of Hesse and

Rheinland-Palatinate as well as representatives of the scientific circles took part

in the celebratory meeting on 22 June 2005. President Horst Köhler emphasised

that since its very beginning the Institute had been a unique entity, similarly as

the persons working for it. The works of Professor Karl Dedecius and Countess

Marion Dönhoff, connected with the Institute, for the development of the good

neighbourly relations between the two states, were mentioned.18 
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The candidates’ contribution to the strengthening of the reconciliation

heritage of Poland and Germany was also the criterion for granting an annual

Polish-German award. The Ministers of Foreign Affairs of Poland and Germany

presented this award on 27 June 2005 to Professor Anna Wolf-Powêska and

Professor Klaus Ziemer for the entirety of activities of the institutes run by them: 

the Institute for Western Affairs  in Poznañ and the German Historical Institute

in Warsaw.

Symbolically, in terms of bilateral relations, the year 2005 was ended with a

session of a 12th Polish-German Forum, commenced on 7 December. The talks,

organised by the Centre for International Relations and the German Council on

Foreign Relations (DGAP), attended by the Polish Prime Minister, Mr

Kazimierz Marcinkiewicz, were held on the 35th anniversary of the signing the

Polish-German Treaty of 1970 on the basis of normalisation of mutual relations.

The subject of the forum was “Poland and Germany after the Elections—the

Road to an Effective Cooperation.” The speakers, among whom were the

coordinators for bilateral relations of the Polish and German governments, Ms.

Gesine Schwan and Ms. Irena Lipowicz, focused on problems and perspectives

of the Polish-German relations, the EU’s Eastern policy as well as Polish and

German activities aimed at overcoming the crisis that occurred after the rejection 

of the Constitution Treaty by the referenda held in France and the Netherlands.19 

*

*                *

The events that took place after the Forum had ended confirm the thesis on

the inevitability of the simultaneous occurrence of divergences and cooperation

in the Polish-German relations. Continuation of the celebrations of the

Polish-German Year and the cooperation of Poland and Germany on the

adoption of the New Financial Perspective did not contribute to the elimination

of all the divergences in bilateral relations. This can be illustrated by statements

by A. Merkel, who—in January 2006—demonstrated her support for the

continuation of the construction of the Baltic pipeline, the will to increase the

financing of the federations of expellees from the federal budget as well as her

objection to the German labour market being sooner open for Polish citizens.20
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Germany faces serious and socially unpopular internal reforms. Thus, it is

impossible to expect further development of Polish-German economic cooperation

if it is unfavourable from the perspective of the German interests. Ideological

closeness of the CDU and the expellees’ circles will also influence their

activities, inter alia due to a higher funding from the state budget. It does not

mean, however, that these divergences must have exclusively negative

consequences. An intensive cultural cooperation must bring about changes in

mutual perceptions and consequently an understanding of the Polish

apprehensions related to historical experience. Moreover, it seems that political

divergences, including those related to European policy (the labour market)

might be overcome, especially considering the fact that both states expressed

their readiness to reach a compromise. It allows for a moderate optimism in

assessing the prospective shape of the Polish-German relations.
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MARIUSZ KAZANA*

Poland’s Relations with France

As a result of Poland’s accession to the European Union and NATO,

Polish-French relations are becoming increasingly dynamic and deeply set in the 

international, primarily European, context. They involve direct contacts between 

Poland and France, their common goals within the European Union where

France is and will remain a key player, Transatlantic relations and the relations

of both countries with Russia. European matters and relations with third-party

countries also formed the common denominator of several misunderstandings

that occurred in bilateral relations, particularly from 2002. Both countries held

divergent opinions both on Iraq and on the shape of the European Constitution.

Poland considered the French authorities’ support for its demands at the EU

summit in Copenhagen (December 2002) to be insufficient, whereas France

viewed with discontent the Polish authorities’ pro-American attitude,

spectacularly confirmed by the decision to purchase the F-16 fighter aircraft or

the choice of American Boeing aircraft for LOT Polish airlines, which meant a

rejection of the French offers.

However, the developments of the last months of 2004, above all, the

intergovernmental seminar of 22 November, led to a visible improvement in the

atmosphere of mutual relations, which enabled to change the quality of the

political dialogue and to undertake pragmatic cooperation with regard to

European matters in 2005. The better atmosphere manifested itself not only in

political contacts, but also in the French response to the decision to purchase

Boeing aircrafts for LOT. Three years earlier, the choice of an American fighter

aircraft for the Polish air force provoked resentment among French politicians

and “protests” from French society. Poland was then accused of an

anti-European attitude and lack of commitment to the European integration

process, or even of acting as “America’s Trojan horse” in Europe. In 2005, the

reactions of the French to the decision to purchase Boeing aircrafts were much

more balanced and limited to expressing discontent during high-level political

talks.
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Thus, it seems that both in Poland and in France there has been a change of

attitude towards the partner and both countries put more emphasis on what they

have in common rather than what they are divided by. The French political class

gradually realized that Poland was becoming an equal partner. Without Polish

cooperation French influences in Central Europe might grow even weaker and

result in “a progressive erosion of the importance of France in the entire EU,

paradoxically with the concurrent enormous economic commitment and

continuing Polish sentimental attachment to French culture.”1

Did the change in attitude of the French towards Poland result purely and

only from our accession to the European Union? The fact that Poland joined the

EU was not as important as Poland’s conduct in the first months of our EU

membership. We were an active, committed partner with clearly-defined

priorities and objectives. This was proved in June 2005 during the session of the

European Council in Brussels when Prime Minister Marek Belka expressed

Poland’s readiness to surrender part of its funds from the new EU budget

proposal for 2007–2013, should it bring the member states closer to reaching an

agreement. Such a position adopted by the Polish delegation made a huge

impression on our European partners, including French President Jacques

Chirac. Furthermore, the United Kingdom’s criticism of the manner in which the 

proposal was prepared and presented weakened the conviction held by French

politicians and the public that Poland was leaning towards the UK. Thanks to its

attitude in the first year of its EU membership, Poland became one of the main

European partners of France. The climate of high-level political contacts

improved, the dialogue was intensified and new institutional mechanisms of

cooperation were established. The two countries entered a period of

“discovering each other” as partners in their bilateral relations.

The Impact of the Situation in France 
on Foreign Policy and Bilateral Cooperation

France is in a state of crisis that manifests itself in economic and social

problems. The lack of strong and distinct political leadership can be perceived

both in internal affairs and foreign policy. The situation in France in 2005 was

specifically marked by the campaign promoting the approval of the

Constitutional Treaty and the outcome of the referendum on this issue. At the

end of the year, riots in the suburbs of many French cities highlighted problems
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existing in the immigrant communities. Those events also exerted a strong

impact on the country’s activities in the domain of foreign relations, as the image 

of France and other European states became marred in the Arab world. Hence,

France had to strive with an even stronger determination to maintain and

develop bilateral cooperation—and above all, within the European Union—the

cooperation with southern countries from where the greatest number of

emigrants arrives. That took place at the cost of a smaller interest declared  for

other directions of cooperation, particularly the eastern one, so important for

Poland. The expectations held by North African countries with regard to

deepening their integration with the European Union also increased. Thus, the

countries of the Maghreb remained an important partner of France in its external

relations.

The informal commencement of the campaign before the 2007 presidential

elections also came into the picture. All those events influenced the level of

activity of the French foreign policy. French diplomacy was no longer as active

as, for instance, in 2003 when it conducted an effective offensive in the United

Nations aimed at rejecting American plans concerning Iraq. When the office of

the German Chancellor was assumed by Angela Merkel, strongly convinced

about the necessity to defend national interests within the EU, with a more

pro-Atlantic attitude and less enthusiastic about Vladimir Putin’s Russia, it

posed yet another challenge for French foreign policy. French doubts over the

opening of accession negotiations with Turkey were also directly linked with the 

internal situation in France. The French were deeply affected by the fiasco of the 

Euro-Mediterranean summit in Barcelona and experienced serious problems in

Africa, particularly in Ivory Coast. It cannot be forgotten that Paris was beaten

by London in the rivalry to organize the 2012 Olympic Games, which must have 

had an adverse effect on the morale of the society and the political elites.

The events on the internal scene and the challenges faced by French

diplomacy may have influenced the French authorities’ decision to initiate areas

of diplomatic activity that also included Central Europe. That may have been

one of the reasons why France became more open to Poland. It is also worth

noting that 2005 saw France take actions aimed at allaying the tensions in its

relations with the United States and a gradual transition to a pragmatic

cooperation, which may have also facilitated contacts with such partners as

Poland.
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Political Cooperation

In Polish-French political contacts, the year 2005 began on a very strong

note, i.e. a meeting of the Presidents of the two countries on 28 February in

Arras. The meeting was organized at the French initiative and modelled on the

regular consultations held for many years, at least once a year, between French

leaders and the most important partners in the European Union (Germany, Spain, 

the United Kingdom). It was preceded by a working visit of French Foreign

Minister Michel Barnier in Warsaw (13 January) and the participation of French

President Jacques Chirac in the ceremony commemorating the 60th anniversary

of the liberation of Auschwitz-Birkenau (27 January). Those two visits

confirmed that the direction of the changes in the Polish-French cooperation,

initiated in 2004, would be maintained in 2005.

During his stay in Warsaw, Michel Barnier stressed that the aim of his visit

was to “arouse a new enthusiasm in Polish-French relations”2 (the minister

returned to Poland to attend the 3rd Council of Europe Summit on 15 and 16

May). In his opinion, the cooperation between the two countries should be

continuously improved through dialogue and by way of overcoming difficulties

that occurred in the past. Among the fields of close cooperation, Minister

Barnier mentioned working on the 2007–2013 EU budget, public campaigns for

the adoption of the Constitutional Treaty, support for the transformations in

Ukraine, the political and economic reconstruction of Iraq and cooperation with

regard to combating natural disasters. France’s readiness to give new momentum 

to Polish-French relations was welcomed by Minister Adam Daniel Rotfeld who 

confirmed that Poland and France shared their position on key issues concerning 

bilateral and multilateral cooperation.

In Arras, talks were also held between ministers of foreign affairs, economy,

finance, labour, interior, agriculture and infrastructure. The summit was

concluded with a joint declaration on bilateral relations, European and

international issues, as well as a joint communiqué on Syria and Lebanon. The

most important message of the meeting, held under the banner of “finding each

other,” was the wish, expressed by both presidents, “to make every effort to

solve the arising problems in a spirit of good will and cooperation for building a
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Europe that will develop economically while upholding the principles of social

solidarity.”3

In the Arras Declaration, “both parties also confirmed their will to give the

Polish-French partnership a strategic character,” inter alia, by strengthening and

enriching the cooperation at the bilateral level as well as within the European

Union.4 They agreed that they would consult each other on key issues concerning

European integration, trying to work out similar or common positions and

undertaking initiatives. Both parties declared Common Foreign and Security

Policy as the best and most effective response that Europe could make to

contemporary threats and challenges, and called for “strengthening an effective

and balanced partnership with the United States.” France also expressed its

recognition of “Poland’s experience and importance” in shaping the European

Neighbourhood Policy and appreciated the Polish contribution to the

“revolution” in Ukraine. Furthermore, both countries emphasized their

“commitment to maintain and appreciate the European model of multifunctional

agriculture in line with the interests of agricultural producers and consumers.”

With a view to facilitating Poland’s entry to the Schengen zone, they decided to

expand cooperation in the field of border security and police training as well as

combating terrorism and international organized crime. Poland and France also

decided to expand bilateral military cooperation “aimed at achieving the

common goal, i.e. the consolidation of initiatives strengthening the European

Security and Defence Policy.” France noted with satisfaction Poland’s readiness

to join the European Gendarmerie Force. Lastly, both countries agreed that their

economic cooperation should be focussed on road infrastructure, road transport,

aviation, railways, energy as well as on new communication and information

technologies.

The Arras Declaration, unlike several Polish-French documents from

previous years, has an extremely balanced character as it mentions issues

important to both partners. For Poland, they included emphasizing its role in the

peaceful revolution in Ukraine, Poland’s contribution in shaping the EU’s

eastern policy and the will, expressed by both parties, to maintain a balanced

Transatlantic partnership; whereas issues important to France included Poland’s

declaration of its commitment to strengthen the European Security and Defence

Policy. It seems that one of the most significant provisions is the declaration
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concerning cooperation on European matters, particularly with regard to

consulting each other’s positions and joint initiatives. In many fields there can

be observed a convergence of Polish and French interests within the process of

European integration. In the future, both countries may be further drawn to each

other over the EU’s agricultural policy. Poland and France, with their strong

agricultural sectors, are interested in the continuation of assistance under the

Common Agricultural Policy, assuming that its indispensable reform will be

conducted. The Arras summit should also be seen as a clear signal confirming

the willingness of both parties to make “a new start” in Polish-French relations.

One thing seemed certain: the times of chilly relations between the two countries 

were over.

The outcome of the parliamentary and presidential elections in Poland did

not weaken the dynamics in Polish-French relations that had been developing for 

more than a year. What is more, these bilateral relations could also be seen as

inherent in the mainstream of ideas (such as the strongly accentuated public

concerns and the need for the authorities to focus on internal affairs, including

the defence of the broadly-understood national interest) that sealed the result of

the French referendum on the Constitutional Treaty. Paradoxically, despite the

criticism of the new Polish government often expressed in French press, the

resolute defence of national interests and emphasis of social issues may form the 

basis of good bilateral relations in the future. Such standpoint is in line with the

expectations of voters not only in France, but also across Europe, as evidenced

by the outcomes of the recent national referendums and elections.

Assessing the Polish-French political cooperation in 2005, it must be concluded

that no watershed event occurred. The atmosphere of high-level political contacts

improved and new instruments were introduced into the dialogue between the

two countries, above all summits attended by their presidents. However, there

was still no foundation for a real broadening of cooperation, i.e. there was a lack

of common interests and common vision of what the two countries want to

achieve together. The record of differences remained very long. Until the change 

of government in Poland, both countries held divergent views on the nature of

the EU’s economic policy: Poland called for the opening up of services and

labour markets, which was expressly opposed by the French authorities. Our

position in this respect was closer to the United Kingdom, which as a matter of

fact, Poland did not try to hide. Prime Minister Kazimierz Marcinkiewicz went

on his first foreign trip to London; the choice of this destination did not result

only from the fact the UK held the EU Presidency at that time. Ultimately,
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however, the “conflict” with the British over the new EU Financial Perspective

for 2007–2013 brought Warsaw closer to Paris by the end of 2005.

Although Poland and France were also divided by their attitude to the USA

as well as its role in the world and Europe, tensions arising in this regard were

lately significantly reduced when the French toned down their anti-American

rhetoric as a consequence of George W. Bush’s visit to Brussels (21 February)

and the attempt to reconcile the “old” and “new” Europe. Both countries also

had a different vision of the future of NATO. Poland, in favour of maintaining

NATO’s character of a military guarantor of the allied states’ security, saw the

need to adapt it, in the political and military aspect, to contemporary threats and

challenges, whereas France wished to reduce NATO’s role only and exclusively

to a defensive alliance.

European Issues

Polish-French cooperation in European affairs can be divided into two

decidedly different periods where the presidential and parliamentary elections in 

Poland mark a turning point. The post-election shift of focus in Poland’s

European policy influenced the nature and intensity of cooperation between

Poland and France.

As was the case in previous years, European affairs continued to be the focus 

of discussions between Polish and French politicians. One of the most important

issues under debate was the ratification of the Constitutional Treaty. The then

Polish authorities (that remained in power until the autumn elections) not only

looked at the French referendum with hope, but also supported French

politicians in their campaign for the adoption of the Treaty. Bilateral meetings,

e.g. the Polish-French summit in Arras, as well as the Weimar Triangle summit

in Nancy served that purpose. During the Arras summit, President Aleksander

Kwaœniewski spoke about the “particular significance of the outcome of the

referendum not only for the Poles, but also for all societies of the European

Union.”5 The French rejection of the Treaty and the ensuing crisis in the EU was

met in Poland with a feeling of anxiety over the future of the European

integration process. Initially, Poland and France shared the conviction that, after

introducing a few indispensable changes, it would be possible to put the Treaty

to the vote again or adopt its key provisions in a different form. However, the

new Polish authorities were less enthusiastic about supporting the Constitutional 
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Treaty than their predecessors as they believed that the Treaty would excessively 

limit the sovereignty of the members states. At the same time France rejected the 

possibility of putting the Treaty to the vote again or even introducing small

modifications to it.

Poland and France differed in their approach towards further EU

enlargement. Unlike in Poland, there is little public and political support for

further enlargement in France. Following the referendum on the Constitutional

Treaty, France introduced, at the initiative of President Chirac, a constitutional

rule under which a referendum should be held (after admitting Croatia)6 on each

subsequent candidate. Public sentiment and political views that dominated in

2005 practically rule out the possibility of admitting other states to the EU

following the accession of Bulgaria, Romania and Croatia. As for Ukraine, a

very important partner of Poland, the French side seems to opt for a strengthened 

partnership with this country rather than its possible EU membership. The

question of further EU enlargement may become a moot point in Polish-French

relations in the future.

The Poles counted on a favourable decision of the French authorities with

regard to opening their labour market and hoped that it would have a positive

influence on the attitude represented by other member states. A Polish-French

working group for the opening of the labour market to Polish citizens has been

active since 2004 (it was established on 22 November); its task has been to

search for a solution that would be acceptable to both countries. The issue has

regularly been a subject of high-level talks as well. (According to estimates of

the Polish Ministry of Foreign Affairs, approximately 700 thousand Poles went

to France in 2005.)

The pressure, particularly, from France and Germany, obstructing the

liberalization of the services market, aroused huge discontent in Poland. We

accused France, as well as some other member states, of reverting to economic

nationalism. Interestingly enough, after the government change in Poland and its 

first decisions and actions in the EU forum, Poland found itself among other

member states accused of implementing the principles of “economic

nationalism” in their policy. 
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The cooperation in the field of home affairs has developed very well for

many years. The year 2005 saw another visit of the French Minister of the

Interior in Warsaw (12 September). Nicolas Sarkozy and Minister Ryszard

Kalisz discussed, among other issues, the possibility of enlisting Poland in the

regular meetings of ministers of the interior of the five largest EU states

(currently G-5, G-6 after Poland’s accession), problems related to the EU’s

eastern policy, illegal immigration, terrorism and protection of the population

against contemporary threats. Besides, Sarkozy met the leaders of the Civic

Platform (Platforma Obywatelska—PO) party, which confirmed the developing

cooperation between the Union for a Popular Movement, the ruling party in

France, and PO. For Sarkozy, the visit in Poland was also an opportunity to

“present himself” as one of the most serious candidates for the presidential office 

in France in the 2007 elections. In this context, Sarkozy’s proposal to enlist

Poland in the regular meetings of G-5 seems to be even more important; this

gesture should be treated not only as acknowledging Poland’s role in the EU, but 

also as readiness to include Poland in the new European “engine” that would be

responsible for issues pertaining to the European integration. By the end of the

year, however, the French must have been alarmed by statements made by some

Polish politicians from the ruling coalition. Their scepticism about the European

integration process was reflected in evading the declaration of the Euro adoption 

date, which meant violation of our obligations under the Accession Treaty.

According to many French observers, such signals could be interpreted as the

Polish elites’ lack of interest in the process of deepening European integration.

In 2005, the positions held by Poland and France on the EU’s external

relations became more convergent. In Paris, unconditional support for Putin

dwindled and the French assessed the situation in Ukraine, Belarus, the

Caucasus, Moldova and Central Asia with more subtlety. The French-Ukrainian

relations gained particular momentum, which was very well received in Warsaw. 

Russia, however, remained France’s strategic partner in Eastern Europe. France

hoped that Russia would continue the process of modernization. The French

view the development of their strategic partnership with Russia also as a means

to strengthen the position of the EU as a “global player,” also in relation to the

USA. From the Polish standpoint, the French-Russian relations lacked a clear

and open discussion of such difficult problems as human rights, further

development of democracy or Russia’s attitude to its closest neighbours. At the

same time it must be emphasized that French public opinion demonstrated a

higher sensitivity to those issues than it was the case in other European

countries.
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Nonetheless, France observed our policy towards the EU’s eastern

neighbours with some unease, and this applied both to our involvement in

Ukraine and our bilateral relations with Russia. France was worried that the

Polish eastern policy might cross that “thin red line,” beyond which lurked the

weakened stability of the entire pan-European structure, something which our

European partner definitely would not have liked to happen. Thanks to Poland’s

success in Ukraine, however, we were more frequently perceived by the French

as a responsible and reliable partner contributing to the EU’s eastern policy.

The Common Foreign and Security Policy continues to pose a serious

challenge, but it also offers promising opportunities for Polish-French

cooperation within the EU. Poland sought to expand cooperation in this field,

calling for more effective actions and more consistent positions of the member

states. We supported increasing the CFSP budget and further institutionalization

of the cooperation, which was expressed in the proposals of appointing a

minister of foreign affairs and the European External Action Service, included in 

the Constitutional Treaty. This point of view was close to the French standpoint.

After the government change, Poland continued to call for more initiative and

higher consistency in external relations, particularly with our eastern

neighbours. At the same time our enthusiasm for equipping the EU with the

indispensable institutional mechanisms became weaker. 

After the French rejected the Constitutional Treaty in a referendum, French

politicians, not willing to lose the initiative in European affairs, put forward new

proposals. They did so for “internal purposes” (the 2007 presidential elections)

as well as “external” ones, with a view to influencing the directions of

development and the future institutional shape of the EU. President Jacques

Chirac presented a concept of a “Europe of projects” that would convince the

citizens about the effectiveness of EU policies and actions. These projects would 

be implemented only by countries that would desire a closer cooperation in the

so-called pioneer groups.7 Nicolas Sarkozy put forward another idea. For several 

months he has called for the establishment of the “European engine” that would

consist of Europe’s six largest countries: France, Germany, the United Kingdom, 

Spain, Italy and Poland. These proposals were met with interest in Poland, and

although they did not become a subject of a thorough debate, concerns about

maintaining the unity of the EU were voiced.
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Polish-French cooperation with regard to European affairs was crowned by

the December Council of Europe summit in Brussels. The debate over the new

European Union Financial Perspective for 2007–2013 not only demonstrated

that both delegations held convergent views in this field, but also showed the

strength and effectiveness of actions taken by Poland and France supported by

Germany. 

However, the question remains open whether and how long the

Polish-French alliance formed during the budget negotiations is going to last; all 

the more so, because the formation of this alliance was preceded by not very

favourable opinions about the new Polish government expressed by the French

media and politicians. An answer to this question can be found, above all, in

internal debates in Poland and France. Without a clear vision of the EU’s future

in either country, it will be difficult to define common interests and possibilities

of practical cooperation.

Economic Cooperation

Polish-French relations also encompass clear and calculable business profits. 

France continues to be the largest foreign investor in Poland, with French

investments until 2005 reaching €16 billion (including approx. €2 billion in

2005 alone). About 650 branches of French companies operate in Poland,

having created approximately 164 thousand jobs.8 The largest French investors

include France Télécome, Vivendi, Casino, Carrefour, Saint Gobin, EDF, Lafarge,

Alstom, Thales and Credit Agricole. Investments are mainly concentrated in

telecommunications (35%), industrial production and modern technologies (25%), 

commerce and services (22%), finance and insurance (6%), the construction and

hotel industry (5%) as well as farming and the food industry (5%).

Within eleven months in 2005, Polish-French trade increased by 13.2%, in

comparison with the analogous period in 2004, and reached €9258.1 million.

Poland exported €4413.7 million worth of goods to France, a 21% rise compared 

to the previous year, whereas French exports to Poland amounted to €4844.4

million, over 7% more than in 2004. The trade balance remained advantageous

to France and amounted to approximately €430 million (€1,097 million in

2004), which confirms the downward trend of the Polish trade deficit. It must
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also be noted that Poland’s trade with France was growing faster than with other

highly developed countries.9 

Cooperation in the Field of Culture, Science and Education

The death of John Paul II inspired an extraordinary interest in his life,

activity and, indirectly, in Poland.

From 1 May to 31 December 2004, the “Nowa Polska” (New Poland)

Cultural Season took place in France, the largest undertaking of this kind in the

history of the Polish-French cultural cooperation. Thanks to almost 800 cultural

events organized in 126 towns and cities in that period, a lot of French people

had an opportunity to learn about Polish culture. The results of this project will

surely be visible over the next few years. In 2005 the cultural cooperation was

not so intensive, however. France witnessed events commemorating the 25th

anniversary of the establishment of “Solidarity” and the 5th anniversary of the

death of Jerzy Giedroyc; in Poland, the Royal Castle in Warsaw hosted an

exhibition of French painting from 18th to the 20th c., entitled “Cienie i œwiat³a”

(Shadows and Lights) and inaugurated by French Minister of Culture Renard

Donnadieu de Vabres (19 March). 

Despite a relatively broad public response provoked by the Polish cultural

season in France, Polish culture is known only by a small section of French

society. Nowadays it is associated with just a few names of Polish artists such as

Krystian Lupa, Krzysztof Warlikowski, Roman Polañski, Andrzej Seweryn or

Krzysztof Penderecki. 

The development of cooperation can be observed in the field of science and

education. As far as the number of Poles studying abroad is concerned, France

takes second place in Europe. 83 joint projects have been implemented as part of 

the scientific and technical cooperation. The Polish-French European Research

Group, established in January 2005, is involved in tumour research. Furthermore,

talks began in 2005 concerning the mutual recognition of matriculation results

for graduates of French secondary schools with a Polish option and of Polish

bilingual secondary schools—the so-called Matubac, a binational diploma. In

September, there was opened at the prestigious Lycée Montaigne in Paris, the

fourth Polish section in France.
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The Weimar Triangle

The Weimar Triangle grew out of the Polish-German rapprochement and

when France joined in, it became an important and effective instrument for

Poland’s integration with the European Union. The most momentous event of

2005 was the 6th Weimar Triangle summit in Nancy (19 May), attended by

Presidents Kwaœniewski and Chirac as well as Chancellor Gerhard Schröder.

The agenda of the meeting was heavily influenced by the referendum on the

Constitutional Treaty to be held in France. The Polish president and German

chancellor gave their support to the French president in his efforts for the

adoption of the Treaty. Gerhard Schröder emphasized that “Europe needs

France” and, together with Aleksander Kwaœniewski, expressed his belief that

the French referendum would bring a positive result. Key issues discussed

during the talks in Nancy encompassed the new Financial Perspective for

2007–2013, the future of the Common Agricultural Policy, observing budgetary

discipline by EU member states (including the problem of the so-called UK

rebate), the European Social Model, the EU’s cooperation with Russia and

Ukraine, the situation in the Middle East (the peace process, Lebanon, Iraq), as

well as preparations for the United Nations summit (the Kyoto Protocol, the

reform of the UN, development aid). 

A month after the summit (27 June), the Foreign Ministers, Adam Daniel

Rotfeld (Poland), Philippe Douste-Blazy (France) and Joschka Fischer

(Germany), met in Warsaw. As it was the first meeting of ministers of the

Weimar Triangle members after Poland’s EU accession, after the rejection of the

Constitutional Treaty by France and the Netherlands, and after the fiasco of

budget negotiations in Brussels, the talks focussed primarily on issues connected 

with the Constitutional Treaty, the new Financial Perspective and the eastern

dimension of the EU’s foreign policy. The ministers agreed that the European

Union now faced some of the greatest challenges in its history, which resulted

from its enlargement and globalization processes. They also indicated a need for

joint actions of the Weimar Triangle members towards the EU’s eastern partners.

The trilateral, Polish-French-German cooperation represents a real

broadening and elaboration of bilateral contacts, an added value for all three

partners. In the future, the Weimar Triangle may work towards the creation of an 

influential “centre of political thought” where Polish-French-German initiatives

would be developed with regard to selected EU policies, e.g. the foreign and

defence policy or scientific cooperation. 
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Poland’s attachment to the concept of trilateral cooperation is a

manifestation of our acknowledgment of the role played by France and Germany 

in Europe as well as a practical example proving that Poland wishes to join the

mainstream of European integration.

*

*           *

The year 2005 saw an event, the significance of which goes beyond an

ordinary courteous gesture for Polish-French relations. Half an hour after the

announcement of the tentative results of the presidential elections, the French

ambassador handed Lech Kaczyñski a letter from Jacques Chirac, congratulating 

him and inviting him to visit Paris. It was the crowning event of the period of

“discovering each other,” when both parties made gestures manifesting their will 

to improve the bilateral cooperation. Thus, Poland and France began 2006

without serious disputes and problems, and more importantly, full of hope for

further cooperation on European affairs. The Poles should not expect any

breakthrough in the relations with France, but rather a continuation of what has

been and is best in them: close and pragmatic cooperation on equal terms and

based on mutual liking.

In recent years, when Poland opted for a decidedly liberal approach in its

internal policy and was drawn closer to the United Kingdom, it was difficult to

imagine the establishment of strong ties with the socially-oriented France. After

the presidential and parliamentary elections it seems that close cooperation is

more real today than in the past. However, its just one out of many elements

making up the extensive and multi-faceted bilateral contacts.

Poland needs an efficient European Union to a much larger extent than

France and other member states. France will manage without a consistent and

effective CFSP; Poland will not. If we want to influence our neighbours,

Ukraine and Belarus, which is in line with our national interest, we need the EU

and a common foreign policy. Without French backing, achieving this goal will

be very difficult.

Polish-French relations are rich thanks to their diversity. For centuries they

have encompassed close historical ties, high hopes, mutual liking and alliances,

but also distrust or aversion. The current bilateral relations between Poland and

France are predominantly shaped by the membership in the European Union.

Two years after its accession to the EU, Poland became a partner that cannot be

looked down upon and cannot be told that it “missed a good opportunity to

remain silent.” French leaders are slowly beginning to appreciate this fact,
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whereas in Poland we are aware that France belongs to the narrow circle of EU

decision-makers, which should be a sufficiently convincing argument for

seeking agreement. Even if French policy continues to be subordinated to

France’s superpower aspirations, it is worthwhile maintaining good relations

with this country, because our influence on the future of the European Union

depends on it, both with regard to the EU’s internal dimension and external

relations.

Over the last few years, we have had legitimate grievances against the

French on several occasions, but at the same we have not always pursued a

policy that could be defined as optimum with regard to France, i.e. a policy

based on an exact definition of our goals, thorough knowledge of the problem

and, at the same time, a feeling for French peculiarities. Perhaps just a little more 

effort would have made the difference to understanding the often irrational

opposition and get to know the sources of doubts and distrust. Fortunately, we

ought to regard this period as finished.

Foreign Minister Stefan Meller, addressing the Foreign Affairs Committee

of the French National Assembly during his visit to Paris (7 December), said that 

“the current Polish government is the most ‘francophone’ among all Polish

governments after 1989 since half of the ministers can speak fluent French.”10

This is an additional factor that may further improve Polish-French relations in

the nearest future. Since great politics consists primarily of direct interpersonal

contacts.
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ADAM EBERHARDT*

Poland’s Relations with Russia

Polish-Russian relations at the turn of 2005 were in a state of visible crisis,

standing out even against the background of basically cold relations of both states

within the previous 15 years. While Poland’s Euro-Atlantic aspirations were the

traditional controversial issue in mutual relations, together with other problems left

over from the past and a different perception of the issue of human rights, in autumn 

2004, at the time of the “Orange Revolution” in Ukraine, new controversial issues

emerged with full force that—in the foreseeable future—may have a fundamental

significance for the future of mutual neighbouring relations.

The involvement of Polish authorities in the solution of the political conflict

in Ukraine was recognised by Russia as an attack on its influence over the

territory of the Commonwealth of Independent States, which is of priority

significance to Russia. This interpretation seems to be confirmed by the words

of President Aleksander Kwasniewski in December 2004, who stated that “for

every large superpower [meaning the United States—A.E.], Russia without

Ukraine is a better solution than Russia with Ukraine.”1 This statement met a

disproportionately sharp reaction from President Vladimir Putin, who interpreted it

as an attempt to not only limit Russia in its possibilities to develop relations with its

neighbours, but even as a call to isolate it. The Russian president did not spare a

word of criticism towards Kwaœniewski and assessed the economic situation in

Poland with disapproval.2 The publicising by the Russians of the inappropriate

statement of the Polish president explicitly demonstrated that the success of Polish

foreign policy in Ukraine at the end of 2004 could have a negative impact on

relations with Russia in 2005.
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Political Relations

Early in the year, the Polish authorities explicitly intended to overcome the

circumspection that has grown up in relations with Russia. Foreign Minister

Adam D. Rotfeld, in his annual exposé in the Sejm on 21 January 2005

emphasised that relations with Russia have key significance for the Polish

foreign policy. “Our involvement in the events in Ukraine was not against

Russia. The reason for this involvement was the support of fundamental values,

and not a game of interests. (…) Relations of Russia with democratic Western

institutions should not be a zero-sum game. Modernisation of Eastern Europe

and the prospective integration of Ukraine, Moldova and Belarus with the

Euro-Atlantic and European institutions are in the mutual interest of democratic

Russia and the West”—he stated.3 

The visit of Vladimir Putin on the occasion of the celebrations of the 60th

anniversary of the liberation of the German Auschwitz-Birkenau extermination

camp (27 January) was an opportunity for an improvement in Polish-Russian

relations. It was planned that a day earlier both presidents would meet in

Cracow, and that—according to Rotfeld—“some misunderstandings would be

there clarified,” so normal partnership relations between Poland and Russia

would be brought back. Eventually, the Russian president came to Poland

directly for the celebrations. And though both sides gave assurances that the sole 

reason for this change was to be sought in very difficult weather conditions at

Balice airport, it is difficult to resist the impression that the snow was in fact

only a good excuse for the Russians. The two presidents held a short

conversation during their joint trip from Cracow to Oœwiêcim. Contrary to

previous announcements, the topic of the Ukrainian election was not discussed,

and the politicians managed to discuss the major economic issues only. The

hopes for improvement in Polish-Russian relations linked with Putin’s visit to

Poland, proved to be vain.

Only two weeks later, tension in the Polish-Russian relations increased

regarding the 60th anniversary of the Yalta conference. On 12 February, the

Russian Foreign Ministry issued a statement declaring that “it is a sin to

complain about Yalta,” as the Poles do. It criticised the “attempts to distort the

results of the Yalta conference” undertaken by the Polish media and emphasised

that it was in Yalta that the allied superpowers “confirmed their desire to make

Poland strong, free, independent and democratic.” The Russians also indicated
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that it was due to regulations in Yalta and Potsdam that Poland received

territorial acquisitions at the expense of Germany, and during the following

decades the Soviet Union supported the final recognition of the Polish-German

frontier.4 The Polish Foreign Ministry considered it groundless to issue a special

statement in this matter; only the Foreign Affairs Committee of the Sejm expressed

its indignation with the Russian statement. Minister Rotfeld, commenting the

affair, emphasised that Yalta is a symbol of the division of Europe into spheres

of influence, but at the same time he argued that it does not lie in the interests of

Poland to exacerbate its relations with Russia, and that a pragmatic and matter-

 of-fact tone should instead be introduced.5

Differences in the interpretation of the Yalta conference became a subject of

the first of history-related disputes that took place in Polish-Russian relations in

2005, a year with so many round anniversaries. These historic-related disputes

stemmed to a large extent from the fact that the present Russian authorities,

having their roots in the Soviet security structures, treat the references to the

Soviet period (including the Stalin era) as a vital element of the superpower

propaganda, both for internal and international use. This creates a situation in

which, paradoxically, no matter how much time has passed, the history of the

20th century becomes a more conflict-bearing element of Polish-Russian

relations than was the case in the 90s.

The next confirmation of this thesis was the decision of the Russian Chief

Military Prosecution, which on 3 March—contrary to its previous declarations

and to declarations of President Putin—refused to declassify the part of

investigation files of the 1940 Katyn massacre, conducted in Russia from 1990

to 2004. No permission was given to the Polish party to make authorised copies

of the declassified documents. In practice, these decisions made it impossible for 

the Institute of National Remembrance (Instytut Pamiêci Narodowej) to carry

out an independent investigation, whose aim would be to determine all the

perpetrators of the crime.6
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Polish authorities emphasised that they do not understand the premises for

the refusal of declassification of the documents related to the crimes of the

Soviet institutions of oppression from 65 years ago, even more so, because—

considering the passage of time—the case has only symbolic, not legal,

significance. “We do not intend to write the history anew, we only want the truth

about what happened to be full, and not falsified”—argued Minister Rotfeld.7 It

is worth quoting the opinion of the Marshal of the Sejm, Wlodzi mierz

Cimoszewicz, who did not exclude the intention to provoke a sharp reaction in

Poland and to distort everything that could happen in Polish-Russian relations in 

the near future, naming in this context the 65th anniversary of the Katyn

massacre and the 60th anniversary of the end of World War II.

It is difficult to determine explicitly whether the disputes over the evaluation 

of the Yalta conference or the declassification of the Katyn files were only a sign 

of a general trend in the policy of Russia towards history discussed above, or

were they in fact provoked to achieve some strictly political objectives. In any

case, the result was that the vast majority of the Polish political circles and

Polish society questioned the sense of the participation of President

Kwasniewski in the celebrations of the end of World War II in Moscow, planned

for 9 May.

Though the Polish president had declared his willingness to participate in the 

celebrations as early as in February, the public debate on this matter in Poland

was going on for three more months. Representatives of the government,

supported by politicians from mostly leftist circles (SLD, Samoobrona and PSL) 

argued that the presence of the Polish president would make it possible to

emphasise the Polish contribution to the victory over Nazism, and first of all,

would be a good opportunity to remind people that the end of the war did not

mean restoration of freedom for all countries. It was also emphasised that the

absence of the Polish president would not be understood by the international

opinion, would make the already difficult relations with Russia even more

complicated and would be used by Russia to undermine the image of Poland, or

even to isolate it on the international stage.8 The opponents of the participation

of the President in the celebrations, mostly from the rightist parties of the

opposition (PiS and—though less categorically—PO and LPR) feared that the
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celebrations would be used by the Russians to promote a distorted vision of the

historical past, and the presence of President Kwasniewski would be understood

as an approval of such a distortion.9 These fears gained in strength after it was

made public that Russia also sent its invitation to the last leader of the

communist Polish People’s Republic, General Wojciech Jaruzelski (as to a war

veteran). A part of the Polish political circles understood this action as a

provocation, supposing that Jaruzelski was honoured as a symbol of

consolidation of the Yalta order in Poland.

The ongoing discussions concerning the participation of the President in the

Moscow celebrations were accompanied by further tensions in bilateral

relations—this time they were related to the interpretation of the conflict in

Chechnya. On 8 March, the Russian authorities gave information about the

assassination of Aslan Maskhadov. Minister Rotfeld, giving his comment on this 

news during his lecture in Collegium Civitas in Warsaw, stated that the

assassination of the leader of Chechnya’s separatists, who had declared his will

to achieve a compromise, is “worse than a crime—it is a political error.”10 The

next day, the spokesman of the Ministry of Foreign Affairs, Aleksander Checko,

commented on this statement in almost the same words.11

Statements of representatives of Polish authorities, standing out explicitly

against the background of a toned attitude of other European governments, were

received by a lot of the Russian media with indignation.12 The Russian Minister

of Foreign Affairs, Sergey Lavrov, in his telephone conversation with Minister

Rotfeld described the Polish standpoint as anti-Russian, unacceptable and

incompatible with basic norms of relations between two states.13 The Russian

Ministry of Foreign Affairs accused Poland of having a distorted view of the

situation in the Caucasus and emphasised that it was Maskhadov who was
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directly responsible for terrorist attacks in Russia.14 The advisor to President

Putin, Sergey Yastrzhembsky, further developed this opinion stating that ”The

Polish political elite often perceives the present times from the angle of the past

and historical facts. Historical experience very often distorts the view of the

present.”15 Minister Rotfeld, relating to Russian accusations emphasised that his

intent was not to justify criminals or to relativise the threat of terrorism, but to

indicate the necessity to seek political means to solve the conflict in Chechnya.16

The credibility of the words of the Minister was by no means supported by

Anti-Russian demonstrations of pro-Chechen circles held in many Polish cities

after the assassination of Maskhadov, and particularly by the decision made only 

one week later, on 17 March, by the Warsaw City Council. Warsaw local

government made a decision about naming one of the roundabouts in the capital

after Dzhokar Dudayev, the first president of Chechnya, considered by Russians

a terrorist. Russian ambassador in Warsaw, Nikolai Afansyevski, regarded this

decision as anti-Russian provocation. The Russian Ministry of Foreign Affairs

also expressed its indignation with the decision of Warsaw authorities. It was

considered an insult to the memory of Russians who died in terrorist attacks and

an “actual sign of support for international terrorism.”17 The degree of

indignation on the part of the Russians was proved by the discussions held in the 

Moscow Duma about changing the name of the street where the Polish Embassy

has its seat, to the name of General Mikhail Muravyov, called “the Hangman,”

the suppressor of the 1863 Uprising, much hated in Poland. The Polish

government tried to minimise the significance of this incident and indicated that

it had no influence over the decision of local authorities.

Although further controversies, casting a shadow on Polish-Russian

Relations, did not influence President Kwasniewski’s change of decision

concerning his participation in the celebrations of the end of the war, they made

this visit much more difficult, even if there wasn’t any—not even the

slightest—basis to expect friendly gestures towards Poland from the hosts. At

the same time, the Polish debate concerning relations with Russia, dominated by

issues of prestige and symbols, fostered such expectations.
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The day before celebrations Aleksander Kwaœniewski emphasised that he

“was not going to Moscow to pay homage to those who were arresting Polish

patriots, who were transporting them to camps, who were killing them and

installed the Stalinist system of terror and enslavement,” but with his presence

he wished “to thank all those who were fighting with fascism, and were doing it

from the purest of reasons, who sacrificed their lives.”18 During the visit, apart

from participating in the official programme, Kwaœniewski paid homage to

victims of the Communist totalitarianism. He visited the Donski Cemetery, the

Andrey Sakharov Museum and laid flowers at the Solovki Stone at Lubyanka

Square. He also emphasised that historic truth should make the foundation of

Polish-Russian agreement.

The presence of the Polish president in Moscow and the gestures he made

were not noticed by the Russian media, which were drawn to Gen. Jaruzelski,

distinguished inter alia by the Russian president with the jubilee Medal for “The 

60th Anniversary of Victory.” Vladimir Putin, speaking during the ceremony in

Red Square, did not relate to the post-war order in Europe and passed over the

contribution to the victory of Polish armed forces (the fourth—when it comes to

size—army of the anti-Nazi coalition), though he mentioned the activities of

German and Italian anti-Fascists. During the ceremony, President Kwasniewski

was given a seat in the rear row, which was interpreted by the Polish media as an 

attempt to humiliate the Polish president.

The celebrations of May 9 were evaluated unambiguously in Poland—the

speech of the Russian president was considered an insult towards Poland, an

unfriendly, irreverent action. Though Minister Rotfeld appealed not to pay too

much attention to the omission of the Polish contribution in the war, he also

admitted that the Moscow celebrations led to the worsening in Polish-Russian

relations. He stated that Poland was incapable of changing this state of affairs

since—as he declared—“the reasons of the cooling are beyond us.”19 Rotfeld did 

not exclude the possibility that it was a sign of purposeful activities intended to

limit the role of Poland in shaping the Eastern policy of the EU. Aleksander

Kwasniewski was also inclined to such an interpretation, while indicating

extremely directly the priorities of the Polish policy, “if the cooling in
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Polish-Russian relations is the cost of our involvement in the solving of the

Ukrainian crisis, I say this was worth doing it.”20

Shortly after the Moscow celebrations it seemed that relations between the

two states reached rock bottom, so it could only get better. Within one month,

two meetings were held between the two Foreign Ministers, Adam D. Rotfeld

and Sergey Lavrov—on 16 May on the occasion of the 3rd Summit of the

Council of Europe in Warsaw and on 10 June on the occasion of the session of

the Council of the Baltic Sea States in Szczecin. The meeting of a bilateral group 

of experts for difficult situations was held. There was not much information

issued on the effects of these meetings, which was explained by the Polish

minister as the wish of both parties to “cool down the temperature of emotions,

which are partly justified, and partly not.”21 Such declarations seemed to

indicate at least a lack of breakthrough in the Polish-Russian dialogue.

This was confirmed anyway by further controversies which arose in mutual

relations. Early in July they concerned the celebrations of the 750th anniversary

of Kaliningrad (Königsberg, Królewiec), to which Vladimir Putin invited the

leaders of France and Germany, Jacques Chirac and Gerhard Schröder. President 

Aleksander Kwasniewski made an assessment that the decision of not inviting

the high representatives of neighbouring Poland and Lithuania was “more than

an error,”22 and Foreign Minister Adam D. Rotfeld considered it a sign of “a

certain inferiority complex.”23 The Russians treated these commentaries as an

attempt to impose their own vision of the celebrations of the 750th anniversary of 

Kaliningrad.

Polish reactions towards the fact that Putin hosted in Kaliningrad his

“friends, and not neighbours” could be well considered exaggerated, though if

one looked at them against the political context of the time, they could be better

understood. Only a few days earlier there were commenced the activities for the

construction of the Northern Gas Pipeline at the bottom of the Baltic Sea, by

Russian and German enterprises and with clear political support of the
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authorities of the two states. The investment, being in fact a more costly

alternative to the construction of the second branch of the Yamal gas pipeline

anticipated so far, was evaluated in Poland as a political action, directed against

its energy safety. The Kaliningrad meeting was thus held at the time of particular 

sensibility to Russian-German projects that ignored Poland.

The level of tensions in mutual relations is indicated by the escalation of the

31 July incident in Warsaw, when a group of hooligans assaulted and mugged

three teenage children of Russian diplomats (and their friend, a Kazakh).

Russian authorities reacted surprisingly sharply to this event, not contenting

themselves with a note from the Polish Ministry of Foreign Affairs expressing

“heartfelt regrets” in relation to the incident. The Russian party did reject the

Polish thesis on the criminal and coincidental nature of the incident, seeing in it

the signs of russophobia, allegedly existing in Poland, and exacerbated by

politicians. The Russian Ministry of Foreign Affairs demanded from the Polish

party “official apologies” and called the Polish ambassador for a meeting. Even

President Putin himself got involved in this matter, describing the incident as an

“unfriendly act.”24 A wave of criticism towards Poland ran through the Russian

media, and unknown perpetrators even used stronger arguments. Within one

week (5–10 August) in the streets of Moscow a Polish diplomat, a technician at

the Polish embassy, a correspondent of the Rzeczpospolita newspaper and a

Russian employed as a driver in the Polish embassy were beaten up.

The reaction of Poland was much more balanced. Though it is difficult to

consider the attacks on the Polish citizens as coincidental events, Minister

Rotfeld expressly avoided any exceedingly unambiguous evaluation, hiding

behind the lack of evidence. He only stated with anxiety that bilateral relations

go “from bad to worse” and indicated the discrepancy between the assurances of

the Russian Ministry of Foreign Affairs and the reality, which is apparently

being shaped by forces striving to maintain the state of tension.

On 12 August, on the initiative of Poland, a telephone conversation between

the two presidents was held. Aleksander Kwasniewski stressed his vital interest

in overcoming the existing tensions. His call for “return to normalcy” in the

Polish-Russian relations was supported by Vladimir Putin.25 He condemned the

incidents of attack on Polish citizens. The day after, a meeting was held between

the Russian First Deputy Foreign Minister, Valery Loshchinin and the Polish
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ambassador in Moscow Stefan Meller. There has, however, occurred one case of

friction. The communiqué of the Russian Ministry of Foreign Affairs stated that

during the meeting “the hope was expressed that irrespective of the pre-election

combat in Poland, the increase of anti-Russian sentiment will be stopped,”26

while Ambassador Meller declared that the pre-election situation in Poland was

not discussed during the meeting at all.

The victory of Law and Justice party (Prawo i Sprawiedliwoœæ) in the

parliamentary elections and of Lech Kaczyñski in presidential elections received 

a cold reception in Russia. In commentaries, the alleged russophobia of the

leaders of the Polish right was mentioned. They were reproached for criticising

Aleksander Kwaœniewski for his participation in the Victory Day celebrations

and for the announcement of undertaking activities aimed at hindering the

construction of the Baltic gas pipeline. The Russian media also reproached Lech

Kaczyñski for being one of the initiators of giving the Warsaw roundabout the

name Dudayev.27 There were, however, some opinions formed, e.g. by the head

of the Foreign Affairs Committee of the State Duma, Konstantin Kosachov, that

though initially it was probable that the Polish-Russian relations would worsen

further, in the long term— paradoxically—the right may prove to be more open

than post-Communists to find an understanding with Russia.

The first statements and decisions of the new Polish authorities seemed at

the same time to confirm the Russian anxieties and not to cancel the existing

hopes. The day after the victory in elections, Lech Kaczyñski drew attention to

the lack of balance in the mutuality principle in the hitherto meetings of the

presidents of Poland and Russia and said—in a very determined way—that he

would visit Russia solely on the condition of an earlier visit of Putin in Warsaw.

The government of Kazimierz Marcinkiewicz explicitly stated that he would

carry out the program of relations with Russia “first of all through the EU

structures.”28 Moreover, there were also some announcements of activities that

triggered an undisguised discontent of the Russians—inter alia, the intent of
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Poland to participate in the American project of the missile defence system or to

declassify the Warsaw Pact files.29 

At the same time, the president-elect expressed his will to improve relations

with Russia. He even voiced an opinion in line with the viewpoint of Russian

commentators mentioned above, “It is possible that it is the centre-right side of

the political scene that may be a better partner for Russia. We have larger

consent to reach a compromise.”30 Next, in his address during the swearing-in

ceremony, the new Polish president expressed his opinion that there were no

objective reasons for which Poland and Russia could not enjoy good mutual

relations. A symbolic gesture of opening towards Russia was the appointment

for the Foreign Minister in the new government the hitherto ambassador in the

Russian Federation, Stefan Meller, who—two days after he had taken over the

new position, on 14 November, paid a visit to Moscow—a good-bye visit in his

old role, and a welcome visit in the new one.

Economic Relations

Taking into account the dynamics of increase in bilateral trade,

Polish-Russian economic relations in 2005 must be considered as good. The

trade exchange increased from $9,234 million in 2004 to $12,927 million (by as

much as 40%).31 The high trade deficit continued to be a permanent feature,

unfavourable for Poland—though the percentage increase in the value of exports 

and imports was on the similar level in 2005. In absolute figures this increase

meant a worsening of the negative balance of the trade exchange. It amounted to

$5,032 million, thus constituting as much as 43.5% of the whole Polish trade

deficit.
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Gazeta Wyborcza of 30 November 2005. See www.kprm.gov.pl/_i/dokumenty/solidp.pdf,
pp. 28, 31.

30 “To Jarek wygra³ wybory,” Newsweek of 24 October 2005.
31 See www.stat.gov.pl/dane_spol-gosp/ceny_handel_uslugi/index.htm; Polska 2005. Raport o stanie 

handlu zagranicznego, Warszawa, 2005, pp. 24–25. A visible increase in the dynamics of trade
exchange, expressed in USD (and in EUR) stemmed partly from appreciation of zloty and ruble
in 2005.



Ta ble

Tra de of Po land wi th Rus sia

Items

2005 2004 2005

in
million
PLN

in
million
USD

in
million
EUR

2004 = 100
structure in %

PLN USD EUR

Export
to

Russia
12778.4 3947.5 3160.3 122.8 138.9 137.4 3.8 4.4

Import
from

Russia
29105.9 8979.9 7211.4 123.8 140.5 139.6 7.2 8.9

Source: Obroty handlu zagranicznego ogó³em i wed³ug krajów I–XII 2005 (temporary data),
Central Statistical Office, www.stat.gov.pl/dane_spol-gosp/ceny_handel_uslugi/index.htm

The imports from Russia amounted in 2005 to $8,980 million, i.e. 40.5%

more than in the previous year. This was mostly a result of the visible increase in 

energy commodity prices (crude oil and natural gas), which had been

dominating in the structure of Polish imports from Russia for years (at the level

of 80%). Russia is the second—after Germany—supplier of goods to Poland,

and during 2005 its share rose from 7.2 to 8.9%. On the other hand, for Russia

the Polish market is ninth in terms of size, making for 3.6% of its exports.32

Exports to Russia amounted to $3,948 million and grew by 38% compared

to 2004. Russia is the sixth largest recipient of Polish goods—after Germany,

France, Italy, the U.K. and the Czech Republic. The structure by goods of the

Polish exports to Russia is diverse. These are chemicals, electric equipment,

products of the wood and paper industry, as well as food and agriculture

products. Russia’s share in Polish exports grew in one year from 3.8 to 4.4%.

Imports from Poland still make for a small share in Russian trade balance,

amounting to 2.8% and making Poland the 13th most important supplier of goods 

to Russia.

The increase of Polish exports to Russia was fostered by such factors as the

increase of Russian consumer demand resulting from increase in real income, a

further appreciation of the rouble stemming from the inflow of foreign

currencies for the exports of energy commodities and an improved variety of
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Polish goods (Polish enterprises are investing in Russia, create their own

distribution networks, they also export manufacturing components to that

market).33 It should be remembered, however, that before the accession to the

EU, a part of Polish exports to Russia went via the Baltic States (mostly

Lithuania and Latvia), which maintained simplified trade procedures with

Russia. In 2005, such intermediation was pointless.

 The increase of Polish exports to Russia was possible in spite of difficulties

in the access of Polish food products to the Russian market. In 2005, some of the 

Polish manufacturers were deprived of the possibility of exporting to Russia as a 

result of prolonged procedures of issuing Russian veterinary certificates for

enterprises from new EU member states. These delays stemmed from the

necessity for the Russian veterinary services to undertake controlling activities

in Polish dairies, poultry farms as well as meat and fish processing plants that

applied for permission to sell on the Russian market. The request to increase the

pace of issuing the certificates has been voiced—without much success—both

directly by Poland itself (the case was even raised by President Kwasniewski

during his short conversation with Vladimir Putin in January during his visit at

the celebrations of the liberation of the Auschwitz-Birkenau camp), and

indirectly via the EU.

Even greater difficulties emerged in late 2005, when the Russian Ministry of

Agriculture introduced a total ban on imports for most of Polish food products.

Since 10 November, the ban concerned the imports of meat, and since 14

November also vegetable products. The Russians justified their decision referring

to the infringement of Russian veterinary and phytosanitary regulations, being

mostly falsifications of export certificates by some Polish exporters. The banned 

goods made for around 8% of total Polish exports to Russia.

Poland admitted that some irregularities had, in fact, occurred in the exports

of food products. At the same time, it expressed its deep surprise both with the

decision itself and the way in which it was implemented. The sanctions—

according to the Polish Ministry of Agriculture—were disproportionate to the

offence, as the cases of falsification of export certificates were only incidental.

After having obtained the information about such a practice, the Polish

authorities undertook activities aimed at eliminating similar events. Russia

notified neither Poland nor the EU about the intent to introduce limitations,

which she was obliged to do by the memorandum on veterinary cooperation.
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The date of the introduction of the limitations could indicate its political

background, which was also suggested by Foreign Minister, Stefan Meller.34

The ban on imports of meat from Poland was introduced on the day when the

government of Kazimierz Marcinkiewicz asked the Parliament for vote of

confidence. The Russian party firmly rejected such an interpretation.

The Polish government appealed repeatedly to the Russian veterinary and

phytosanitary services and the Minister of Agriculture to abolish the ban as soon 

as possible, declaring its readiness to implement the Russian conditions (inter

alia an introduction of additional control procedures and a decrease in the

number of clearance points of exported food). In spite of all this, the dispute

went on in 2006. Losses of Polish manufacturers and exporters are evaluated at

around $27–28 million per month.

It seems that Polish-Russian political controversies had some impact at least

on the delay in solving the problem, if not on the introduction of export

limitations of Polish products itself. The year 2005 did not lack in other

symptoms of negative influence of politics on the climate of economic contacts

either. Problems with organising the Poland-Russia Economic Forum make a

good example. It was initially planned to be held with the participation of

presidents from both states in January in Cracow. It was finally cancelled,

however. And though during their meeting in January, Aleksander Kwasniewski

and Vladimir Putin unanimously proposed that the Forum be held in Petersburg

as early as in the first half of the year, the next months lacked in favourable

climate in mutual relations to carry out this proposal. During the whole year,

contrary to the announcements made by politicians, it proved impossible to

organise the first meeting of the Polish-Russian Intergovernmental Commission

for Economic Cooperation, appointed on the basis of the agreement of 2

November 2004, with the purpose to support the development of bilateral

economic relations. No progress was achieved in the works on the agreement on

the support and mutual protection of investments as well as on a new agreement

aimed at regulating the maritime transport on the Vistula/Kaliningrad Lagoon.

The parties were unable to reach an agreement in other economic issues as

well—such as the construction of the second branch of the Yamal-Europe gas

pipeline, the participation of Russian companies in the privatisation of the Polish 

energy industry, the establishment of a railroad terminal in Slawkowo and its
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linking to the Russian broad-track railroad network as well as the expansion of

Elblag-Kaliningrad road.

Cultural Relations

The major event in the Polish-Russian relations in the domain of culture in

2005 was the Polish Season in Russia—the largest (for many years) presentation 

of Polish cultural achievements, composed of an eight-month (from March to

October) cycle of around 30 events in Moscow, Saint Petersburg, Nizhny

Novgorod, Kazan, Yekaterinburg, Irkutsk and Sochi. The Polish Season was

preceded by a similar, though carried out more modestly, Russian Season in

Poland (November 2004–January 2005). Both events were held based on inter-

 ministerial agreement, and from Poland they were coordinated by the Adam

Mickiewicz Institute.35

An exhibition “Warsaw-Moscow/Moscow-Warsaw 1900–2000,” the largest

presentation so far of artistic relations between Poland and Russia in the 20th

century in the form of paintings, installations, posters, photographs and graphic

works by both Polish and Russian artists, enjoyed an undeniable success. Over

60 thousand persons visited the exhibition in the Zachêta Gallery in Warsaw.

The exhibition also met with the great interest of the Russian spectators, who

could see it in the National Centre of Contemporary Art in Moscow—a branch

of the Tretyakov Gallery.

As part of the Polish Season in Russia, such events were also held as, inter

alia, retrospectives of films of Krzysztof Kieœlowski and Jacek Bromski,

performances of Teatr Narodowy (the National Theatre), ballet performances of

Teatr Wielki (the Grand Theatre) from Warsaw and of Teatr Wspolczesny (the

Contemporary Theatre) from Wroclaw. In the Vsevolod Meyerhold Centre in

Moscow, which is one of the most important centres of avant-garde theatre in

Russia, Tadeusz Kantor Days were held and the achievements of the Polish artist 

were shown. The Russian audience could also see an exhibition—Me,

Gombrowicz, dedicated to the work of the writer, and an exhibition—Beyond

the Red Horizon, being a broad presentation of works of young artists from
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Poland and Russia. Krzysztof Penderecki gave a concert in Petersburg, and the

2nd Henryk Wieniawski Festival was held.

Polish cultural presence in Russia in 2005 was not limited solely to the

events of the Polish Season. Poland offered a lot in the field of literature as well.

The country was the honorary guest on the 18th International Book Fair (in

September) and a special guest on the 7th International Non-Fiction Book Fair

(in December). The two events are the most important fora of the so-called

ambitious book in Russia.

Unfortunately, the general political context of Polish-Russian relations had a 

negative influence on cultural relations as well. The most visible sign occurred

when the performances of the Bolshoi Theatre and The Stanislavsky Theatre

Moscow, which were to be given in Warsaw, Olsztyn and Lublin, were called

off. As organisers informed, the cause was little interest enjoyed, resulting from

“massive returns of tickets” directly after the Moscow Victory Day celebrations.

Irrespective of whether the given justification was true (or was just a good

pretext for the organisers to withdraw from the project), the incident had a

negative impact on the climate in Polish-Russian cultural relations. Polish media 

even mentioned rumours that the Polish Season in Russia might be closed by the

Russian party ahead of schedule.

2005 did not lack in positive gestures, in response to political controversies,

mostly on the part of Russian social organisations. The Russian PEN Club, in its

letter to Polish writers, expressed its warm feelings towards Poland and

criticised anti-Polish statements of Russian politicians as “adding bitterness and

consternation to traumas and errors that have accumulated for centuries.”36 The

Memorial organisation, whose aim is to document the crimes of the Communist

regime, called the Russian authorities to renew the investigation into the Katyn

massacre, and—on the initiative of the President of the Congress of the Russian

Intelligentsia, Sergey Filatov—a discussion evening was held in Moscow,

dedicated to the Katyn massacre, “Katyn—the great pain not only for Poland,

but for Russia as well.” The honouring of Natalia Gorbaniewska, a Russian poet

and social activist, and a Polish citizen at the same time, with the prestigious

Jerzy Giedroyc Award (granted by the editors of the Rzeczpospolita newspaper)

for her “many years of devoted activities to build friendship, trust and
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understanding (…) between Poles and Russians,”37 was a particularly symbolic

gesture.

*

*            *

Active cultural contacts and a decidedly visible increase of trade exchange

are practically the only positive aspects of Polish-Russian relations in 2005. In

the political area, mutual relations were characterised by a state of permanent

crisis, caused by the disputes concerning the interpretation of World War II (the

Katyn massacre, the Yalta conference, 9 May), the evaluation of the situation in

Chechnya, energy-related projects (the second branch of the Yamal gas pipeline

versus the Baltic gas pipeline) and the trade issues (veterinary certificates,

limitations of Polish imports). The high level of tension in Polish-Russian

relations was clearly indicated by the escalation and the political nature of the

hooligan incident of the attack on the children of Russian diplomats.

It seems that the high level of conflict in relations with Russia has a

permanent nature. Since the fall of Communism (irrespective of the history of

more distant ages) mutual relations remain both burdened by different views on

history and—much more importantly—contradictory as regards basic political

interests, concerning mostly the vision of the future of Central and Eastern

Europe. Because of these factors the announcements of a breakthrough (recently 

voiced by the Polish party after the visit of President Putin in Warsaw in January 

200238) did not come to pass. If there were some warm periods in the mutual

relations, this change was only temporary. 

Nothing seems to indicate any change in the near future. The cause for the

new wave of tension in Polish-Russian relations, observed in 2005, was

discrepancies of a basic significance for both states. They concerned the issue of

the direction of changes in Ukraine. And though there might be some hope that

the present circumspection in the relations between Poland and Russia as well as

their confrontational nature will give place to a more pragmatic cooperation, and 

some of the conflicts will ease, it would be difficult to expect that the key

controversial problem—one of contradictory visions of the development of the

common neighbourhood area—can be overcome.
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ANDRZEJ SZEPTYCKI*

Poland’s Relations with Ukraine

Just as the year 2004 was a trial period for Polish-Ukrainian relations, a test

to verify the credibility of the policy assumed by The Third Republic of Poland

towards Ukraine (a policy that was frequently subjected to criticism due to its

declarative character, ineffectiveness and excessive lenience towards the eastern

partner), the main task in 2005 was to take advantage of the outcomes of the

“Orange Revolution”: to strengthen the democratic transformations in Ukraine,

reinforce the strategic Polish-Ukrainian partnership and develop links between

the two countries, in multiple dimensions. Unfortunately, this task was

accomplished in part only, as a result of both the evolution of Ukraine’s internal

situation and the slump in the “revolutionary zeal” that characterized Poland’s

policy towards the eastern neighbour in the winter of 2004.

The Significance of the “Orange Revolution”

At the beginning of 2005, Polish-Ukrainian relations could be assessed as

very good. Poland took an active part in solving the political crisis that arose in

Ukraine after the fraud-ridden election of the 21 November 2004, and undertook 

actions to secure support of the western, mainly European, partners for its

efforts. The effects of the efforts were outstanding. Negotiations with the

participation of, among others, Aleksander Kwaœniewski, Polish President, and

Javier Solana, EU High Representative for the Common Foreign and Security

Policy, led to a compromise between the outgoing President Leonid Kuchma, his 

designated successor Viktor Yanukovych and the leader of the democratic forces 

Viktor Yushchenko. This resulted in a peaceful resolution of the crisis and the

victory of Yushchenko in the repeated second round of the presidential elections

held on 26 December 2004. The   engagement of Poland and the United States,

besides the mobilization of Ukrainian society and the superb organization of the

democratic faction, was one of the key factors that allowed the “Orange

Revolution” to succeed. Moreover, measures undertaken by Poland strengthened 
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its position in the European Union, enhanced the credibility of the EU common

foreign policy, and unified the majority of the Polish political class around the

common goal (democracy in Ukraine).1

Furthermore, it appears important that the Ukrainian crisis triggered a

reaction of the Polish society. In December 2004 over a half of the people in

Poland discussed the situation in Ukraine.2 In comparison to 2003, the number

of respondents who declared positive feelings towards the Ukrainians rose by

10% (from 19% to 29%).3 Thanks to the “Orange Revolution,” a completely

new picture of Ukraine started to form in Poland. It was based not only on the

traditional readings of “With Fire and Sword” by Henryk Sienkiewicz, the

memory of the Volhynia Tragedy of 1943 and loathing towards the “Russkies,”

but also on the events from Kyiv’s Independence Square and the anthem of the

“Orange Revolution,” “Razom nas bahato” (Together we are many). In the

winter of 2004, Warsaw, Cracow and other Polish cities witnessed

demonstrations in support of Ukrainian democracy almost every day. The

repeated second round of the presidential elections was monitored by about 3

thousand observers from Poland.4 The interest in the developments in Ukraine

and the support for the new authorities were substantially proved by the “Man of 

the Year” award granted to President Viktor Yushchenko by the Polish Wprost

weekly. Julia Tymoshenko, his ally from the “Orange Revolution” period, who

later became Prime Minister, was awarded the title “Person of the Year of

Central and Eastern Europe” by the Council of the 15th Economic Forum in

Krynica.

The Development of Bilateral Relations

Polish authorities believed that “mass solidarity of the Poles with the

democratic Ukraine is a good starting point for a breakthrough in the relations

between our nations” and emphasized that the bilateral relations could not be

reduced to contacts between the heads of State only. Therefore, they declared

Poland’s Relations with Ukraine
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their willingness to establish solid and, at the same time, practical, foundations

for “such a development of bilateral relations at the level of societies that will

result in a change tangible to millions of citizens” of Poland and Ukraine.5

The relations between the two countries indeed became closer, even if

contacts between the two presidents remained a key element in this

rapprochement. In January 2005, Aleksander Kwaœniewski participated in the

Presidential Oath of Office ceremony of Viktor Yushchenko who soon visited

Poland to attend the commemorative events on the sixtieth anniversary of the

liberation of the Auschwitz-Birkenau concentration camp. Afterwards, both

presidents took part in the summit of NATO leaders held in Brussels, where

Yushchenko was the only guest invited (February 2005), and in the funeral

ceremony of Pope John Paul II in Rome (April 2005). In April, the Ukrainian

President paid the first official visit to Poland, conducted talks with the

representatives of Polish authorities, inaugurated, together with his Polish

counterpart, the “Year of Ukraine,” and delivered a lecture at the Warsaw

University. The latter meeting was in a way an expression of gratitude for the

support Yushchenko received from Warsaw-based students during the “Orange

Revolution.” During Yuschenko’s visit the talks focused on the question of

opening the Polish Military Cemetery in Lviv (“Cmentarz Orl¹t Lwowskich”),

Ukraine’s accession to EU and the future of the Odessa-Brody pipeline. In

mid-May Viktor Yushchenko participated in the summit of the Council of

Europe held in Warsaw. A month later, Aleksander Kwaœniewski paid a one-day

visit to Kyiv, where he met the President of Ukraine and his Georgian

counterpart Mikhail Shaakashvili. Several days afterwards, the heads of Poland

and Ukraine took part in the opening ceremony of the Polish Military Cemetery

and the Memorial of the Ukrainian Galician Army Soldiers in Lviv. Between

June and July, two other meetings were held, first in Gdynia at the 8th

Polish-Ukrainian Economic Summit, and then in Jurata. In August, Yalta hosted

a meeting of the Presidents of Poland, Ukraine, Lithuania and Georgia. At the

end of the month, Yushchenko participated in the celebrations of the 25th

anniversary of the August 1980 Events in Gdansk, where he was welcomed with 

ovations, just like the leader of the Solidarity movement, Lech Walesa, and the

hero of the “Velvet Revolution,” Václav Havel. In the second half of November

Aleksander Kwaœniewski went on a farewell trip to Kyiv, where he was awarded 
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an honorary doctorate at the National University of “Kyiv-Mohyla Academy.”

Frequent contacts between the presidents of the two countries were supplemented

by the meetings of the prime ministers and exceptionally numerous conferences

between the ministers of foreign affairs.

The first outcome of the improvement of Polish-Ukrainian relations was the

continuation of the process of reconciliation between the two nations. This

process was started already during the tenure of President Leonid Kuchma. In

July 2003, the ceremony commemorating the sixtieth anniversary of the

Volhynia Tragedy was attended by both heads of State. However, the year 2005

witnessed two major events. During his April visit to Warsaw, Viktor

Yushchenko promised that the problem of the Polish Military Cemetery in Lviv

would be finally solved. For at least ten preceding years, this issue had had a

negative impact on the bilateral relations. The major obstacle was the attitude of

the local authorities in Lviv, which, who consequently rejected the consecutive

designs of the cemetery’s appearance. Poland’s position during the “Orange

Revolution” and the involvement of president Yushchenko, highly valued in

Lviv, in the settlement of the cemetery issue weakened the opposition of the

Lvivian councillors. In May a compromise was reached. The inscription on the

Tomb of the Unknown Soldier was agreed upon: “Here rests unknown Polish

soldier who gave life for his country.” The Ukrainians also consented to the

renovation of the tombs of the French and American soldiers who fought on the

Polish side. However, the councillors rejected the Polish demands concerning

the reconstruction of the stone lions and Szczerbiec, the Sword of Polish kings,

because they were perceived by the Ukrainians as symbols of the Polish

expansion.

In June the Lychakiv Cemetery in Lviv witnessed the opening ceremony of

the Polish Military Cemetery6 and the nearby Memorial of Ukrainian Galician

Army Soldiers. President Kwaœniewski stated then that the Military Cemetery, in 

the past a symbol of the conflict between the two nations, “now becomes a

symbol of Polish-Ukrainian reconciliation begun with the defeat of the

totalitarian system.”7 His Ukrainian counterpart stressed in turn that “there is no
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free Poland without free Ukraine. There is no free Ukraine either without free

Poland” and expressed his opinion that “the Ukrainian-Polish reconciliation is

becoming now the last stone to build the dome of peace and unity over Europe.”8

Also in June, the Greek Catholic bishops of Ukraine and the Roman Catholic 

bishops of Poland fulfilled the act of mutual forgiveness and reconciliation. The

act referred to the 1965 letter of Polish and German bishops. Beyond doubt, this

act was also prompted by the death of John Paul II.9 The letter was read out to

the congregations of both Churches during services officiated by Polish and

Ukrainian bishops first in Warsaw and then in Lviv.

Both events, the opening of the Polish Military Cemetery and the act of

reconciliation, were indubitably important steps toward the rapprochement

between the Polish and Ukrainian nations. It is worth pointing out, however, that 

these events were more significant for Poland, because the historical memory

remains an influential factor shaping the attitude of the Polish society towards its 

eastern neighbours, whereas for the Ukrainian elites, originating mostly from the 

Central and Eastern Ukraine, the past events in Polish-Ukrainian relations are

not particularly essential.

Cooperation in the Field of Foreign Policy

The cooperation in the field of foreign policy was an important element of

the Polish-Ukrainian relations. It encompassed mainly the support for Ukraine’s

European aspirations and the joint actions towards the countries of the former

Soviet Union. Poland supported Ukraine’s integration with the western

structures already in the previous years, but it was Poland’s accession to the EU,

and especially the “Orange Revolution,” that reinforced the credibility and

effectiveness of these actions. This fact was emphasized in January 2005 by the

then Minister of Foreign Affairs of Poland, Adam D. Rotfeld, in his speech

delivered before the Sejm, where he stated that transformations observed in

Georgia and Ukraine were bound to force the West to reconsider its policy

towards the post-Soviet republics. These transformations in fact denied the

stereotype that these countries cannot meet western standards in the field of
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democracy and human rights. “We will strive,” said the Polish Minister, “so that

the European Union raises the status of its relations with Ukraine to the Strategic 

Partnership level and opens the perspective of integration.” According to

Minister Rotfeld, it was essential that the EU defined clear conditions and

precise date for the commencement of the accession negotiations with Ukraine.10

In January, with the active participation of the Polish MEPs, the European

Parliament adopted a resolution in which it called upon the European Council

and the European Commission to redefine the policy towards Ukraine, consider

simplified visa procedures for the citizens of this country and immediately grant

Ukraine a market economy status. The European Parliament also reminded,

perhaps most importantly, that according to Article 49 of the EU Treaty the

organization should remain open to all European countries that meet the relevant 

criteria and requirements, including Ukraine.11 Poland made efforts to make its

European partners, especially Germany and France, interested in the situation in

Ukraine. In March, Minister Rotfeld and his German counterpart Joschka

Fischer visited together Kyiv; the French Minister of Foreign Affairs, Michel

Barnier, did not joint them. Both ministers promised support for the European

aspirations of Ukraine, although they expressed doubts as to whether at that time 

Ukraine should already raise the question of its EU membership. The initiative

of Rotfeld and Fischer, however, did not result in more common Polish-German

initiatives towards Ukraine.

Actions taken by the Polish government were supported by non- governmental

organizations. One should mention a number of analyses published by the Stefan 

Batory Foundation within the project “The Enlarged European Union and

Ukraine: New Relations”12 and the fact that the European Schuman Parade,

organized annually in Warsaw in May by the Polish Robert Schuman

Foundation, was held in 2005 under the banner of “Common Europe, Free

Ukraine, Friendly Germany.” Young people were entertained by the band

Greenjolly, the author of the anthem of the Ukrainian revolution “Razom nas

bahato,” and president Yushchenko, then visiting Warsaw, was supposed to be

the special guest at the festivities. Unfortunately he was absent at the parade due

to an illness. Actions taken by the Polish authorities and non-governmental
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organizations are justified by the conviction of the majority of Poles that

Ukraine should become a Member of the EU. In the spring of 2005, 75% of the

respondents were in favour of Ukraine’s accession to the European Union. This

number is substantially higher than in the “old” EU member states (41%) and in

most of the new member states (the Czech Republic—46%, Slovakia—62%,

Latvia—70%).13 About two thirds of Polish respondents believed that the close

cooperation between Ukraine and the EU was in line with the Polish interests,

mainly because closer relations between Ukraine and Russia (which seemed to

be the alternative), were perceived as definitely contrary to Polish interests.14

Despite Polish support for the Ukraine’s European aspirations, the issue is

not free from certain problems. The Ukrainians fear that Poland’s EU

membership can result in new barriers between the two countries, especially

with regard to economic cooperation. Initially, Poland did not take an

unequivocal stance regarding the date for the conclusion of the Association

Agreement between Ukraine and the European Communities. It was only the

new Polish Ambassador to Ukraine, Jacek Kluczkowski, who confirmed in

September 2005 that such an agreement could be concluded in 2008. Problems

also arose from the unstable political situation in Ukraine and inconsistent

European policy of the new authorities, which made it difficult for Poland to

promote its eastern neighbour in the EU.

Another common field of interest for Poland and Ukraine is the post-Soviet

area. During his election campaign, Viktor Yushchenko declared that under his

administration Ukraine would become the “locomotive that will draw Russia

and Belarus to the European Union,”15 whereas Aleksander Kwaœniewski hoped

that the “transformations that took place in Ukraine will also be beneficial to

Russia.”16 In 2005, however, the attention of Polish and Ukrainian authorities

focused on Belarus. Already in July, president Aleksandr Lukashenko expressed
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his concern that Poland and Lithuania want to bring about a “coloured

revolution” in Belarus and count on Ukraine’s support in this matter. This fear

was not entirely groundless. In early August, Ukraine and Moldova joined the

declaration of the European Union criticizing the “systematic and increasing”

repressive measures of the Belarusian regime against representatives of the civic

society, political opposition and the media. The declaration also condemned

actions directed against the Union of Poles in Belarus (ZPB), finding them in

breach of the obligations assumed by this country within the OSCE.17 The

Belarusian authorities regarded the stance taken by Ukraine and Moldova as

unfriendly. When the presidents of Poland, Ukraine, Lithuania and Georgia met

in Yalta in the middle of the month, they did not issue any joint declaration in

this matter. Nevertheless, according to Aleksander Kwaœniewski, they were in

full agreement that the Belarusian authorities should cease violating the rights of 

the Polish minority. In late August, following telephone consultations between

the Prime Ministers of Poland, Ukraine, Lithuania and Latvia, these countries

decided to establish a joint working group coordinating their policies towards

Belarus. The first meeting of this group, consisting of high-ranking officials and

diplomats, took place in the middle of September 2005. However, its activity has 

not produced any particular results so far.

It must be emphasized that the cooperation of Poland and Ukraine was not

directed exclusively against Lukashenka’s regime. In September, at the request

of president Kwaœniewski, Yushchenko sought to alleviate the tensions that

arose between Poland and Belarus in connection with the policy of the Belarusian

authorities towards ZPB. Furthermore, joint Polish-Ukrainian-Belarusian

initiatives were undertaken to solve the problems that, from the perspective of

Kyiv and Warsaw, divided Belarus and its neighbours, and to counteract the

isolation of this country in the international arena. These joint actions resulted in 

a trilateral meeting in Kyiv in late September 2005 between Jerzy Bahr, chief of

the Polish National Security Bureau; Hienadz Nievyhlas, secretary of the

Belarusian Security Council; Anatoli Kinakh, secretary of the Ukrainian Council 

of National Security and Defence; and Borys Tarasiuk, Ukrainian Foreign

Minister.
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Economic Cooperation

Even though Ukraine is not among Poland’s most important economic

partners, the cooperation of these two countries is developing dynamically in

this field. In 2005, Polish exports to Ukraine amounted to PLN 8.4 billion (a

12.6% increase compared to 2004), which situated this country in tenth place

among Poland’s trade partners. Imports from Ukraine were more than twice as

low and amounted to PLN 3.3 billion (a 14.5% decrease compared to 2004).18 In 

2005, on account of the volume of capital invested, Poland became the second

largest target country for Ukrainian investments in the world,19 whereas Polish

investments in Ukraine place our country among the top ten foreign investors

there.20 In June, during the 8th Economic Summit Poland-Ukraine in Gdynia, a

preliminary agreement on the purchase of Czêstochowa Steelworks by the

Industrial Union of Donbas (ISD) was signed in the presence of the president of

both countries. Thus the ISD won the two-year rivalry against the world’s largest 

steel producer, Mittal Steel. The Ukrainians not only offered to pay

PLN 1.252 billion for the Czêstochowa Steelworks, but also undertook to spend

PLN 440 million on investments and to finance a social package worth

PLN 800 million. The final agreement was concluded in July and in October the

Polish Minister of the Treasury gave the green light to the deal. Also in Gdynia,

an agreement was concluded on the sale of FSO car factory at Warsaw to the

Ukrainian AwtoZAZ company; FSO had already been exporting the majority of

its production to Ukraine in previous years. AwtoZAZ purchased 19.9% of FSO

shares, securing a majority of votes (84.31%) at the Annual General Meeting.

The controlling interest was sold for PLN 100 since FSO was in a difficult

financial situation. The Ukrainians undertook to retain the then employment

level (2,200 employees) until 2009, increase the production and release a new

car model in 2007. The deal was closed in November after the Ministry of

Interior and the Anti-Monopoly Office granted their approval.

Energy issues, primarily the relations with Russia and the future of the

Odessa-Brody pipeline, were an important element of Polish-Ukrainian relations 

in 2005. As far as the energy sector is concerned, Poland and Ukraine depend

heavily on Russia. The Odessa-Brody pipeline built in the beginning of this
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decade and planned to be extended to P³ock and, possibly, to Gdañsk, was

supposed to reduce the dependence. High quality Caspian Sea oil was to be

transported through the pipeline to Ukraine and other European countries. In

2003, however, the Ukrainian government decided that the pipeline would only

be used to transport Russian oil towards the Black Sea. The new Ukrainian

authorities, declared in turn their willingness to use the pipeline according to the

original plans. As a result, in April 2005, Poland, Ukraine and the European

Commission jointly decided to resume works on extending the Odessa–Brody

pipeline. International Pipeline Enterprise “Sarmatia,” a company established by 

Oil Pipeline Operation Company “PrzyjaŸñ” (PERN,) and its Ukrainian

counterpart, “Ukrtransnafta,” is to be responsible for the implementation of this

undertaking. The cost of extending the pipeline to P³ock is estimated at EUR 500 

million. Ukraine attaches great importance to the implementation of the project,

viewing it as an effective way to improve its energy security. On the Polish side,

however, there are certain doubts concerning the economic rationality of the

project. According to some commentators, Caspian oil would be more expensive 

than its Russian counterpart, because of transport costs, and its parameters do

not meet the current demands of Polish oil refineries. Furthermore, an investor

who would be ready to finance the extension of the pipeline, still has to be

found. Taking the above reservations into account, Marek Belka’s government

emphasized the necessity to include European partners in the Odessa-Brody

pipeline extension project and argued that the investment would primarily

increase the energy security of Western European countries, not Poland and

Ukraine. The present Polish government does not emphasize this “European

thread.” On their part, the Ukrainians declared that if the planned extension of

the existing pipeline to P³ock failed they would try to find an alternative

solution, e.g. transporting Caspian oil to the Baltic ports via Belarus and

Lithuania.

Poland and Ukraine are also transit countries for the majority of Russian

energy resources exported to Western Europe. Russia consistently tries to

diminish its dependence on other states with regard to the transport energy

resources. The Northern Pipeline that is to run along the bottom of the Baltic

Sea, connecting Russia and Germany, and whose construction began in

December 2005, will serve this purpose. The completion of the new pipeline will 

be disadvantageous to Poland and Ukraine. Firstly, Russia will be able to limit or 

suspend gas supplies to these countries without risking that it will affect gas

exports to Germany and other Western European countries. Secondly, Russia

will be able to reduce the volume of gas transported across Poland and Ukraine,
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which will bring them lower revenues from transit. The above-mentioned issues

provide yet another argument for a closer Polish-Ukrainian cooperation on

energy.

Other Fields of Cooperation

From March 2004 to March 2005 both countries celebrated The Year of

Poland in Ukraine. In February 2005, many Ukrainian towns hosted the music

and literature campaign, Andruchoid Plus, as part of the celebrations. In March

in Kyiv, the Sinfonietta Cracovia Chamber Orchestra played a concert and the

artists of the Grand Theatre in Warsaw staged “King Roger,” Karol

Szymanowski’s opera. In April 2005, during a gala concert at Warsaw’s Grand

Theatre, the heads of the two states inaugurated The Year of Ukraine in Poland.

On that occasion, President Kwaœniewski emphasized that “nothing creates

stronger ties between nations than culture” and praised the richness of Ukrainian 

culture: its Scythian and Greek roots, the heritage of Kyivan Rus, Taras

Shevchenko, Lesya Ukrainka and Ivan Franko.21 The programme of The Year of

Ukraine in Poland comprised numerous concerts of Ukrainian music, both

classical and popular, theatre performances and exhibitions. In September 2005

The Day of Ukraine was celebrated in Warsaw; among other events, a concert of

contemporary Ukrainian music and a presentation of Ukrainian cuisine took

place. In October, the Odessa Ukrainian Music and Drama Theatre named after

Vasyl Vasylko staged Sophocles’ Oedipus the King in Warsaw and Gdañsk. Also 

in October, an exhibition entitled “Ukraine—Poland. I can see you, you can see

me” was held at the Agricultural University of Cracow.

In 2005 in Sopot, the 18th Festival of Ukrainian Culture was organized by the 

Union of Ukrainians in Poland. The Festival aims at promoting the work of

amateur artistic groups of the Ukrainian community in Poland and the

neighbouring countries, as well as presenting contemporary professional artists

from Ukraine. The programme of the Festival included a concert of Polish and

Ukrainian bands that supported the “Orange Revolution” and the performance of 

a folk opera Fern Flower. The Festival was accompanied by various events such

as a screening of Cossack Mamai, the Ukrainian candidate for the 2003

Academy Award, and a concert of Orthodox music.
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In September 2003, the Polish Football Association and the Ukrainian

Football Federation decided to announce their joint candidacy as organizers of

the 2012 European Championship. Poland and Ukraine do not have many assets; 

suffice it to mention the poor condition of the transport infrastructure,

insufficient number of modern stadiums and hotels or the fact that Gdañsk and

Donetsk (where some of the matches would be held) are 1900 km away from

each other. Nevertheless, in November, the UEFA Executive Committee

qualified both countries to the final selection stage. This choice seems to be due

mainly to the activity of the Ukrainian Football Federation. The final decision as 

to who will organize the championships will be taken in December 2006.

Since 2001 Lublin has been home to the European College of Polish and

Ukrainian Universities established with the intention to transform it into a

Polish-Ukrainian university. This undertaking is supported by the authorities of

both countries. During the April visit of the Ukrainian president in Poland, it

was planed that the opening ceremony of the new university would take place in

June 2005, with the participation of Aleksander Kwaœniewski and Viktor

Yushchenko.22 In practice, however, the Polish-Ukrainian university has not

been established to this day. The creation of the State Eastern European High

School that would educate Poles and Ukrainians and be modelled on the

European University Viadrina in Frankfurt (Oder), has also been delayed. One of 

the reasons for this state of affairs is the opposition from the Polish Veterans’

Union and the League of Polish Families.

From Enthusiasm to Disappointment

Ukrainian experts acknowledge that Poland is currently “Ukraine’s only

ally” and the main, alongside Lithuania, advocate of its membership in the EU.

During his visit to Poland, the Ukrainian Prime Minister, Yuri Yekhanurov,

declared that Poland “is a strategic partner” of his country.23 It is difficult not to

notice, however, that a year after the “Orange Revolution” Polish policy towards 

Ukraine did not exhibit the same level of enthusiasm as in the end of 2004.

There are several reasons for that. Firstly, the Polish political class, and to a

certain degree, the Polish society, are disappointed with the current situation in

Ukraine. There is no doubt that the “Orange Revolution” has transformed
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Ukraine, but Viktor Yushchenko’s administration has not launched the ambitious 

socio-economic reforms, has not used the opportunity, created by the victory of

Ukrainian democracy, in the international stage, and has not undertaken

consistent actions towards a rapprochement with the Euro-Atlantic structures.

What is more, the policy of the government headed by Julia Tymoshenko has

had an adverse effect on the Ukrainian economic situation (Ukraine’s economic

growth in 2004 was 12.1%, whereas in 2005 it was only 2.4%24) as well as on

the interests of Polish investors. Without warning, in April 2005 the Ukrainian

government abolished all the privileges in the special economic zones where

approximately 70 Polish companies conduct their business. Representatives of

the Ukrainian authorities justified their decision with the necessity to ensure

equal treatment for all the economic actors and referred to the World Trade

Organization guidelines. In turn, the Polish entrepreneurs announced that they

would pursue their rights in a court of law. During 2005, Poland observed the

evolution of the difficult Ukrainian-Russian relations with concern, responding

with deep suspicion to any attempts of rapprochement between the two countries 

or rather normalization of their relations after the 2004 political crisis in

Ukraine.25 The disintegration of the “Orange Coalition” and the resulting

dismissal of Tymoshenko’s government (September 2005) was another huge

disappointment. Although the Poles expected that the Ukrainian democratic bloc 

would split, as it was the case with “Solidarity” in Poland, they were surprised

that the split took place so soon and that Yushchenko and Tymoshenko, who had

been allies until recently, engaged into such a violent confrontation with each

other.

Secondly, after the “Orange Revolution” the Polish-Ukrainian relations

entered, or rather should have entered, a new stage when the declarations about

the willingness to cooperate need to be turned into concrete actions. As president 

Lech Kaczyñski put it, “the strategic alliance with Ukraine should assume more

concrete forms.”26 In practice, however, both countries are short of ideas how to

achieve that.

Thirdly, Polish-Ukrainian relations may have been influenced by the change

of the people in power in both countries. Over the last ten years, the bilateral
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relations were shaped mainly by the presidents, Aleksander Kwaœniewski and

Leonid Kuchma. Regardless of the assessment of their policy, it seems probable

that Poland and Ukraine have to work out a new formula for their bilateral

relations due to the fact that, within less than one year, both of these politicians

ended their term in office.

The decreased interest in Ukraine is confirmed by statements made by Polish 

politicians and public opinion polls. In his inaugural speech delivered before the

Polish Sejm, the Prime Minister, Kazimierz Marcinkiewicz, did not even

mention Ukraine. He only declared that “Poland is keenly interested in

stabilization beyond our eastern border,” that “guarantees of energy security will 

take priority” in the policy of the new government (in this connection, the Prime

Minister mentioned the Brody-P³ock pipeline project), and that “Minister of

Culture and National Heritage will assume responsibility for such (…) fields as

preservation of historic landmarks, cultural education, books and book-reading,

or the preservation of Polish cultural heritage in the East [boldface by

A.S.].”27 According to opinion polls, fewer Poles declare positive feelings

towards Ukrainians (a fall from 29% at the end of 2004 to 23% a year later).28

Support for the Ukrainian efforts to join the EU also decreased: in March 2005 it 

was 77%, whereas in November it was 64%.29 Thus, the liking for the

Ukrainians, a consequence of the “Orange Revolution,” turned out to be

short-lived. It is worth mentioning that the majority of Poles who actively

supported the democratic transformations in Ukraine towards the end of 2004,

have now lost interest in what is happening in our neighbours country.

Grassroots initiatives that were conspicuous in November and December 2004

(e.g. the “Free Ukraine” (“Wolna Ukraina”) movement) have not succeeded in

becoming institutionalized, which would allow continuing support for the

transformations in Ukraine and the rapprochement between this country and

Poland.
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KRZYSZTOF BOJKO*

Poland’s Relations with the State of Israel

Factors Influencing the State of Relations until 2004

Owing to the eight-century heritage of a common past and the traumatic

memory of the Holocaust, relations between Poland and Israel have had a unique 

character from the very beginning of Israeli statehood. This was confirmed by

the fact that Poland was among the first countries to support the idea of creating

a Jewish State in the forum of the United Nations in 1948, it recognised Israel on 

the day of its declaration of independence (15 May 1948) and the two countries

established official diplomatic relations (19 May 1948).1

Breaking off the relations with Israel by the People’s Republic of Poland

after the Six-Day War of 1967 and the ensuing nearly twenty-year-long absence

of the Polish diplomatic mission in Tel Aviv had a very adverse effect both on

Polish-Israeli and Polish-Jewish relations in the following years. The

establishment of the Interest Section of the People’s Republic of Poland in Tel

Aviv in 1986 and the restoration of diplomatic ties at embassy level in 1990

admittedly led to the normalization of bilateral relations, but could not bring

about a breakthrough that would be manifested, for example, by a quick

improvement of Poland’s and Poles’ image in Israel. Throughout the 1990s, the

majority of Israelis held a traditional view of Poland through the prism of the

extermination of the Jews carried out on Polish territory, the responsibility of

some Polish citizens for the Holocaust,2 an unwillingness to resolve the issue of

returning the so-called Jewish property and the inveterate anti-Semitism of the
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Poles, particularly the disgraceful “anti-Semitism without Jews.” Israelis did

notice Poland’s gestures indicating its willingness to cooperate, e.g. during the

return (aliyah) of Jews from the Soviet Union to Israel in the early 1990s

(simplified transit procedures were introduced at Warsaw airport especially for

them); they did notice the Polish authorities’ care for places commemorating the

Holocaust victims, the willingness to resolve the question of returning Jewish

property (e.g. by passing the Act on the relationship between the State and

Jewish religious communities in 1997) and attempts at an amicable settlement of 

religious-based conflicts, including the conflict over the Carmelite convent and

the erection of crosses in the so-called gravel pit at the former Auschwitz-

 Birkenau death camp. All that, however, did not have any significant influence

on the image of Poland dominant in Israel during the first decade following the

renewal of bilateral relations.

A thaw between the two countries was signalled by the well-received visit of 

Polish Prime Minister Jerzy Buzek in Israel in November 1999 and the fruitful

talks he had with his Israeli counterpart, Ehud Barak. One of the results of that

visit was the announcement of the signing of a visa waiver agreement, which

met the needs of the increasing (from the late 1990s) private traffic between

Poland and Israel.

A real watershed in bilateral relations, however, was the year 2000 and the

pilgrimage of John Paul II to Israel between 20 and 26 March. Israelis were very

positively surprised by the Pope’s gestures towards Israel and Jews, which found 

its expression in the media coverage of the pilgrimage and referring to the Pope

as a “friend of Israel” by local commentators. What is striking, numerous articles 

and comments on the homeland of John Paul II appeared in Israel at that time;

the local media frequently interviewed “Polish Jews” who recalled their

long-standing friendly ties with Karol Wojty³a and pre-war Poland. In effect,

even before the Pope’s visit was over, for the first since the establishment of the

Jewish State, many Israelis, particularly the young generation, understood how

much Israel and Poland had in common.3 The visit that President Aleksander

Kwaœniewski paid to Israel and the Palestinian Authority shortly after the Pope’s 

departure (on 29 and 30 May) also had great significance for the Polish-Israeli

and Polish-Jewish rapprochement. Both the Polish President’s visit itself and the 
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talks he held in Israel, including talks with President Ezer Weizman and Prime

Minister Ehud Barak, were very well received by the local media.4

The improvement in Polish-Jewish relations was also indirectly influenced

by the consequences of the Second Palestinian Intifada (also known as the

Al-Aqsa Intifada) that broke out on 28 September 2000. Most Israelis saw that,

as the Intifada dragged on, Poland appeared to be one of the few European

countries, where anti-Semitic sentiments did not rise as they did in France,

Germany and the United Kingdom. No anti-Israeli disturbances occurred either.

The then state of Polish-Israeli relations was reflected by the friendly reception

of the Polish Minister of Foreign Affairs, W³adys³aw Bartoszewski, who visited

Israel (and the Palestinian Autonomy) only two months after the outbreak of the

Palestinian Intifada and remarked, referring to the situation in the region and the

time of his visit, that “a friend in need is a friend indeed.”5

Polish support for the United States during the campaign in Iraq in 2003, the

presence of the Polish military contingent in Iraq and Poland’s accession to the

EU in May 2004 were further factors that contributed to the final overcoming of

Israeli stereotypes about Poland. The efforts of the Polish authorities and the

activity of the Polish Embassy in Tel Aviv have also led to improving the image

of Poland and Poles in Israel. The consecutive visits of top-ranking officials

from Poland to Israel and the Palestinian Autonomy as well as return visits paid

by high-ranking representatives of the Israeli government are worthy of

particular attention. Poland’s close relations with the Palestinian National

Authority (representatives of Polish authorities usually go to the Palestinian

Autonomy after finishing their visit to Israel) as well as with other Muslim

countries have not had an adverse effect on Poland’s relations with Israel.

Paradoxically, the fact that Poland has managed to maintain good relations with

the Muslim world while participating in the Iraqi operation over recent years,

has been taken by the Israeli side as proof of the maturity and professionalism of

the Polish authorities, including the diplomatic service.6
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Political Relations

In 2005, progress could be observed practically in all fields: political and

economic relations as well as human contacts. The good state of relations is best

exemplified by the number and high level of mutual visits. Poland was among

the few states visited in 2005 both by the President and Prime Minister of Israel.

It is another thing that both visits took place on the occasion of ceremonies

commemorating the Holocaust held in Poland. Due to the election calendar in

Poland and the tense political situation in Israel connected with the withdrawal

of Jewish settlements from the Gaza Strip and part of the West Bank as well as

the split of the election coalition in Jerusalem, most of the high-level visits took

place in the first half of 2005.

On 26 January 2005, Israeli President, Moshe Katsav, came on his second

visit to Poland. He participated in the memorial ceremonies of the 60th

anniversary of the liberation of the former death camp Auschwitz-Birkenau. He

also took part in the opening ceremony of an international forum, “Let My

People Live!,” held at the Juliusz S³owacki Theatre in Kraków to commemorate

this anniversary. On that occasion, a courtesy meeting of Presidents

Kwaœniewski and Katsav took place at the Wawel Castle in Kraków. Aleksander

Kwaœniewski thanked the Israeli President for coming to Poland and emphasized 

that Moshe Katsav was a special guest at the commemorations ceremony of the

liberation of a camp that was a symbol of the Holocaust. Kwaœniewski also

informed the Israeli President that, following an agreement between the

authorities of Warsaw and the Polish government, the construction of a Museum

of the History of Polish Jews, commemorating more than 800 years of Jewish

presence and achievements in Poland, would soon begin. Besides, both

presidents discussed the state of bilateral political and economic relations as well 

as the international situation, also from the perspective of the Middle East peace

process and the stabilization and reconstruction of Iraq.7 Israeli commentators

pointed out the thorough preparation of the ceremony in Oœwiêcim (Auschwitz)

and Kraków as well as the excellent atmosphere of the meeting of the two

presidents. The spontaneous speech of Miriam Yahav (Merka Szewah before the 
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war), a former inmate of Auschwitz, born in Poland, but now living in Israel,

aroused great interest in the Israeli media, as was the case with the Polish

media.8

Only a few weeks later, on 15 and 16 March 2005, President Kwaœniewski

took part in the opening ceremony of the new museum edifice at the Yad Vashem 

Institute in Jerusalem and in a special session organized on that occasion,

entitled “Remembering the Past, Shaping the Future.” He was accompanied,

among other officials, by Minister of Foreign Affairs Adam D. Rotfeld, Minister 

of Education and Sports Miros³aw Sawicki, and Undersecretary of State at the

Ministry of Economy, Miros³aw Zieliñski. During his stay in Israel, Aleksander

Kwaœniewski met President Katsav and Prime Minister Ariel Sharon. The

politicians unanimously emphasized that Polish-Israeli relations were

developing very well. Among other positive developments, they mentioned the

increasing trade and Israeli investments in Poland and expressed their belief that

Poland’s EU-membership would contribute to a further expansion of economic

cooperation between both countries. Discussing the latest developments in the

Middle East, including the process of resuming the Israeli-Palestinian peace

dialogue, Kwaœniewski stressed that “Poland is ready to make a contribution to

this process in as much as it is possible within the EU.”

An important issue, raised during a special meeting with the local youth at

Yad Vashem (attended, alongside President Kwaœniewski, by the Ministers of

Education of the two countries, Miros³aw Sawicki and Limor Livnat) as well as

in the course of further talks between the ministers at the Israel Museum, was

broadening the formula of the visits of Israeli young people to Poland. The

question of expanding the economic cooperation between Poland and Israel was

discussed by Miros³aw Zieliñski with Deputy Prime Minister and Minister of

Economy Ehud Olmert, representatives of the Israeli Federation of Chambers of

Commerce and the local business. Foreign Minister A.D. Rotfeld, after his visit

to Israel (where he met Foreign Minister Silvan Shalom), participated in the

official opening of the Polish Diplomatic Mission at the Palestinian National

Authority in Ramallah (the mission has been functioning since January 2005).9
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Also in March 2005, a delegation of the City of Warsaw, headed by Mayor

of Warsaw Lech Kaczyñski, visited Israel. Lech Kaczyñski took part in a

symposium on investment opportunities in Warsaw, co-organized in Tel Aviv by

the Israel-Poland Chamber of Commerce, the Israeli Export Institute and other

institutions. The programme of the visit also included Kaczyñski’s meetings

with Deputy Prime Minister, Ehud Olmert, Minister of Jerusalem and Diaspora

Affairs, Tzachi Hanegbi, and leader of the Labour Party, Shimon Peres. The

Mayor of Warsaw also conducted talks with representatives of the authorities of

Jerusalem, Tel Aviv and Haifa. The visit was yet another opportunity to

familiarize the Israelis with the plans for the construction of a Museum of the

History of Polish Jews in Warsaw.10

On 5 May, Prime Minister Ariel Sharon paid a short visit to Poland, to attend 

the 15th March of the Living jubilee. After the ceremony at the former death

camp Auschwitz-Birkenau, Sharon met Prime Minister Marek Belka at Balice

airport, where the two government leaders discussed the state of bilateral

relations.11

Furthermore, several important visits of high-ranking military officials took

place later in 2005. In April 2005, Vice-Minister of Defence Janusz Zemke went

to Israel. The Polish delegation also included the Commander of the Armed

Forces, Lt. Gen. Edward Pietrzyk and the First Deputy Chief of General Staff,

Lt. Gen. Mieczys³aw Cieniuch. In mid-May 2005, Minister of Defence Jerzy

Szmajdziñski visited Israel and conducted talks with his Israeli counterpart,

Shaul Mofaz. Among other topics, the two politicians discussed the

implementation of the contract under which Poland was to purchase the Israeli

Spike LR anti-tank missile. Only a few days later, the Israeli Chief of Staff, Lt.

Gen. Moshe Ya’alon, came to Poland.12
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Another important event, particularly for veterans of the Polish Army who

now live in Israel, was the September 2005 visit to Israel, of the head of the

Office for Veterans and Repressed Persons, Minister Jan Turski, at the invitation

of the very active Association of War Invalids Against Nazism. Minister Turski

awarded Pro Memoria medals to a group of veterans of the Polish Army.

Economic Cooperation

After a few years’ of stagnation following the outbreak of the Palestinian

Intifada, the Israeli economy has been showing clear signs of recovery since

2004, exhibited by increased exports and imports as well as foreign investments. 

These developments have naturally influenced Polish-Israeli economic relations, 

as evidenced by a growth in trade from approx. $244 million in 2004 to approx.

$306 million in 2005. Polish exports amounted to approx. $120 million,

compared to approx. $91 million in 2004, whereas the imports from Israel

increased from approx. $153 million in 2004 to approx. $186 million in 2005.

The primary Polish products exported to Israel include metals, mechanical and

electric devices, foodstuffs, tobacco, beverages, cardboard, paper and furniture.

From Israel, Poland imports chemical industrial products, machines and devices, 

chemical articles and plastics.

According to Israeli data, Israeli companies have invested between 1 and 2

billion dollars in Poland in recent years. Since a large number of the investors

operate as foreign branches in other countries, also within the EU, their investments

are not registered as Israeli undertakings. Officially, Israeli investments in Poland

amounted to approx. $70 million in 2005. The major Israeli investors in Poland

currently include IT International Theatres and smaller companies operating in the

real estate market. Large indirect investments in Poland are also made by Kardan

and a well-known Israeli businessman, Rami Ungar (who purchases ships from the

Gdynia Shipyard).13

The economic cooperation between Poland and Israel was intensified in

2005 largely thanks to the conclusion, in 2004, of the offset agreement with an

Israeli firm Rafael concerning the purchase of Spike LR anti-tank missiles for

the Polish army. Representatives of the Israeli army and the world of business
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repeatedly emphasized in 2005 that they saw Poland as an important, long-term

partner among EU member states.14

Cultural and Scientific Cooperation and Cooperation at the Local Level

A very important aspect of mutual relations in 2005 was the ever closer

cooperation at the local level and in the field of culture and science. A significant 

role in this respect was played by the Polish Institute established in Tel Aviv in

2000. In 2005, in its own premises and at the Hebrew University in Jerusalem,

the Institute organized lectures for Israeli teachers and guides travelling to

Poland, as part of the “Poznaj Polskê” (“Get to Know Poland”) series. At the

Institute’s initiative and thanks to its support, many Polish artists and writers

visited Israel in 2005. The participation of Polish writers, including Pawe³

Huelle, Joanna Olczak-Ronikier and Renata Jab³oñska (the latter living in Israel) 

in the Jerusalem International Book Fair in February 2005 was an excellent

opportunity for the promotion of Polish culture in Israel. Almost at the same

time, on 8 and 9 February 2005, representatives of the Polish Tourist

Organization, Gromada Polish Tourist Cooperative and the City of £ódŸ took

part in the 11th International Mediterranean Tourism Market (IMTM) in Israel. In 

March 2005, the Polish Institute, in cooperation with the Givataim Theatre,

organized the fourth edition of the Jazz Festival attended by several dozen

jazzmen from Poland, Urszula Dudziak among them. A screening of films by

Jan Lenica, organized by the Institute in the spring of 2005 in Tel Aviv, also

attracted much attention. In November 2005, on the twenty-fifth anniversary of

Solidarity, the Institute organized the Polish Week whose programme included,

among other events, theatrical happenings.15

Another event important for the promotion of Polish culture in Israel in 2005 

was the premiere of Henryk S³awik—polski Wallenberg (Henryk S³awik: a Polish 

Wallenberg), a Marek Maldis and Grzegorz £ubczyk film (created under the

patronage of the presidents of Poland, Israel and Hungary). The premiere,

organized by the Polish Embassy in a Tel Aviv cinema Cinematheque on 5 July

2005, was attended by the authors of the film, members of the TV Polonia

management and film crew who came to Israel specially for that occasion.
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Alongside representatives of the Polish diplomatic mission in Tel Aviv, the

guests included Henryk Zimmermann, a wartime associate of the hero of the

film, as well as Polish Jews who were rescued by S³awik and currently live in

Israel.16

In April 2005, a delegation from the Israeli town of Daliat El Carmel visited

£ódŸ, and the mayors of the two cities, Jerzy Kropiwnicki and Akram Hassoun,

signed a twinning agreement. It was a result of the cooperation started by the

authorities of these two cities when a delegation of the City of £ódŸ, headed by

the mayor, Jerzy Kropiwnicki, visited Israel in 2004 (the visit was connected

with the observances of the 60th anniversary of the liquidation of the £ódŸ

ghetto, held in Israel and Poland).17

In relation to the fact that Poland assumed leadership in the Task Force for

International Cooperation on Holocaust Education Remembrance and Research

in 2005, Prof. Daria Na³êcz, director general of the State Archives and chair of

the Task Force from the beginning of 2005, visited Israel where she met Yad

Vashem chairman Avner Shalev and representatives of the Israeli ministry of

education. Among other topics, they discussed the problem of expanding the

curriculum concerning the Holocaust in both countries and the question of

resuming the activity of the joint Polish-Israeli Textbook Commission.

The most important event in bilateral relations in the second half of the year

was the second meeting within the Strategic Polish-Israeli Dialogue, initiated in

2004. During the meeting, held in Tel Aviv on 27 and 28 November 2005 and

attended, on the Polish side, by representatives of the academic circles and the

world of business, there were discussed the possibilities of intensifying

cooperation in the field of science and economy.

One of the recurrent issues raised in bilateral contacts in 2005 was the

necessity to introduce changes in the programme of Israeli youth visits to

Poland. Taking the scale of these visits into consideration (more than 20

thousand people annually), these “educational trips,” as they are called in Israel,

are an important factor shaping young Israelis’ opinions on the Holocaust and

contemporary Poland. Having regard to the above, the representatives of Polish

authorities called for broadening the formula of those visits to encourage more
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direct contacts between young Poles and Israelis. This issue, discussed in March

2005 during President Kwaœniewski’s visit to Israel, was the subject of further

direct talks between representatives of education ministries of both countries,

who declared, among others, the necessity to develop educational curricula for a

better understanding of the common history.18

Israelis observed the Polish parliamentary and presidential elections in

autumn 2005 with great interest. The most popular Israeli daily newspapers,

Yediot Aharonot and Haaretz, sent special correspondents to Poland (usually

Israeli media write about elections in other countries based on agency reports)

who regularly reported on the most recent developments in the elections.19

Prospects

The end of 2005 and beginning of 2006 abounded in political events both in

Poland and the Middle East. The disintegration of the election coalition in Israel, 

the establishment of a new party, Kadima, and lastly, the departures of Prime

Minister Sharon from the Israeli political stage and President Kwaœniewski from 

the Polish political stage, have not had the slightest effect on Polish-Israeli

relations. All the indications are that 2006 should be another good year in

relations between the two countries and societies. A new, positive tendency to be 

seen since mid-2005 is a renewed increase in tourist traffic, including

pilgrimages, from Poland to Israel (after a slump caused by the outbreak of the

Intifada). Considering the fast improvement of mutual relations, one can hope

that the influence of the emotional factor, resulting from the common but painful 

past will be diminishing in the years to come. The natural and everyday

character of Polish-Israeli relations should foster a further development of

contacts in every field.
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BEATA STOCZYÑSKA*

Poland’s Relations with Asia-Pacific Countries1

Although the Euro-Atlantic option still dominates Poland’s foreign policy, a

lot of attention is also devoted to developing contacts with the countries of the

Asia-Pacific region. The September 11th events demonstrated links between the

situation in the Euro-Atlantic area, to which Poland belongs, and the situation

outside Europe.

Countries of the Asia-Pacific region represent a varying level of economic

development. On the one hand, there is Japan—an economic superpower; China

—developing military potential and seeking a fuller economic integration with

the rest of the world; India—with its social contrasts, but at the same time with

huge economic capabilities; on the other—Singapore, Hong Kong and Taiwan— 

with important financial and investment markets; Malaysia, Thailand and

Indonesia—with export markets. Alongside the abovementioned states, there are 

countries struggling with the most basic problems, such as the Democratic

People’s Republic of Korea, Myanmar, Cambodia, Bangladesh, Mongolia. The

Oceania Zone, Australia and New Zealand form a separate group of states with a 

significant investment potential and export possibilities. The political and

economic situation in the countries of this region together with the social and

demographic processes at work have a direct impact on the rest of the world.

Political stability and economic development of the Asia-Pacific region lies also

in the Polish interests.

As a mid-sized Central European country with a market economy and a

membership in the EU and NATO, Poland is becoming a more and more

interesting partner, both politically and economically, for the countries of the

Asia-Pacific region. First of all it is perceived through its membership in the two 
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organisations. Poland participates in the elaboration of directions of the EU

foreign policy concerning this region, as well as in multilateral efforts for

sustaining peace and security and for reconciliation processes in regions of

tensions and conflicts (inter alia Afghanistan, the Indonesian province of Aceh,

Nepal, Sri Lanka, and the Korean Peninsula). It also contributes to the EU

dialogue with Asia-Pacific countries, among others, in ASEM (Asia-Europe

Meeting), dialogue with ASEAN, ASEAN Regional Forum and ASEF

(Asia-Europe Foundation). 

The Polish policy towards the countries of the Asia-Pacific region, also

within the EU, is marked with a priority of economic interests: intensification of

trade exchange, development of exports, favourable industrial and technological

cooperation, attraction of investment capital and seeking of alternative sources

of necessary imports. The EU membership gave Poland new tools to carry out its 

foreign policy in this region.

Bilateral Cooperation

In March 2005 a regional meeting of Polish ambassadors was held, at which

bilateral relations of Poland with Asia-Pacific countries were reviewed and

methods of better use of the EU instruments in the promotion and protection of

national interests in relations with countries of this region were discussed. In

November 2004 the Polish government adopted “The strategy of the Republic of 

Poland towards non-European developing countries,”2 in which priority

directions of activities in Asia were determined.

Diplomatic relations between Poland and the majority of the Asia-Pacific

region countries were established as early as in the 1940s (the People’s Republic

of China, Afghanistan, the Democratic People’s Republic of Korea) and in the

1950s (India, Japan, Indonesia, Vietnam, Cambodia, Burma, Mongolia, Nepal

and Sri Lanka); with others in the 1960s (Pakistan, Laos, Singapore) and in the

1970s (Australia, New Zealand, Papua New Guinea, Bangladesh, Thailand,

Malaysia, the Philippines). In 1989 diplomatic relations were established with

the Republic of Korea, in 1996 with Brunei, and in 2002 with East Timor.

Moreover Poland maintained diplomatic and consular relations with some of the

countries in the interwar period (China, Australia, Japan, the Dutch Indies).
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Poland has its own defined mechanisms of political, economic and cultural

cooperation with the countries from this region. These are: official and unofficial 

visits, including high-profile meetings and meetings at the ministerial level;

consultations of politicians and experts; trade missions; as well as an adequate

legal and treaty base. The cooperation with countries from the Asia-Pacific

region is carried out on the international stage within the framework of, among

others, the United Nations. An important element of this framework was constituted

by Poland’s involvement in the activities of the International Commission for

Control and Supervision in Indochina in the 1950s, and is now determined by

the participation (still in operation) in the Neutral Nations Supervisory

Commission for the sustaining of peace on the Korean Peninsula. 

Political Relations

The year 2005 witnessed many events of political, economic and cultural

nature in Poland’s relations with the countries of the Asia-Pacific region. In the

political dialogue, the interests of the Asian counterparts, besides bilateral issues,

focused on opinions of Polish politicians and experts regarding the situation in

Central and Eastern Europe, particularly in Russia, Ukraine, Belarus and the

Balkans, as well as the processes within the European Union and security issues, 

especially in the context of Iraq, Iran, the Middle East and Afghanistan. The

Asian partners have been sharing their opinions on Indian-Pakistani and

Sino-Japanese relations, the situation on the Korean Peninsula, in Afghanistan,

around the Taiwan Strait, in Burma, the Indonesian province of Aceh, Nepal and 

Sri Lanka. Evaluations and analyses of particular importance concerned the

integration processes in Asia and the role of China in these processes, particularly in 

ASEAN+3 (China, the Republic of Korea, Japan), the cooperation of ASEAN

countries with India and the establishment of a new East Asia Summit forum, as

well as the involvement of Asian countries in activities of ARF (ASEAN

Regional Forum), which is the only forum of such size (including the US, the

EU, Russia, China and Japan), where issues of security, non-proliferation of

weapons of mass destruction, war against terrorism and new threats in the

Asia-Pacific region are discussed.

In bilateral relations, Poland’s diplomatic focus fell on Northeast Asia. The

dialogue established between Poland and China after the visit of the President

Hu Jintao in Poland in 2004 was continued throughout 2005. Consultations at

the level of deputy ministers and directors of departments were held in Warsaw.

The Days of Polish Culture, organised in May and very well received by the

Chinese audience, were an important event in Polish-Chinese relations.
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After the visit of the Emperor and Empress of Japan in Poland in 2002, the

political dialogue at the highest level was developing. In January 2005 the Prime 

Minister Marek Belka paid a visit to Japan During which a joint communiqué

was issued. It concerned  the realisation of not only political undertakings

(dialogue at the highest level), but also economic (among others, a trilateral

cooperation with Ukrainian partners in energy issues) and cultural (preparations

for celebrations of the 50th anniversary of the restoration of diplomatic relations

between the two states) ones. The cooperation with Poland is a major element of

Japanese policy towards Europe, especially its central and eastern part, where

Japan seeks to increase its political and economic involvement. Since their

accession to the EU the countries of this region became particularly interesting

for Japanese investors. Very good relations between the EU and Japan are

confirmed by the progress in the implementation of the Action Plan for the

EU-Japan Cooperation, and the program 2005 Year of EU–Japan

People-to-People Exchange, in which Poland is very actively involved. An

advancing process of European integration makes Japan perceive the EU as an

indispensable ally not only in the area of economic, but also in political contacts.

The Republic of Korea is a traditionally important political, trade and

investment partner for Poland. An ongoing dialogue is carried out between

politicians of the highest profiles. Seoul hosted the International OSCE

conference, in which participated among others, the Polish Deputy Foreign

Minister, Piotr Œwitalski. Along with Sweden and Switzerland, Poland

contributes to the works of the Neutral Nations Supervisory Commission in

Korea. The last consultations within this commission at the departmental level

were held in 2005 in Bern. Poland is also a participant of the Korean Peninsula

Energy Development Organization (KEDO). In the discussion on bringing the

implementation of KEDO projects to a halt,  Poland supports the continuation of 

the works of this organisation, as it is a tool that allows the international

community to secure peace and stability on the Korean Peninsula.

India was the most important partner of Poland in South Asia. In 2005,

Poland officially supported this country’s permanent membership in the

reformed UN Security Council. In Warsaw political consultations of the deputy

ministers of both countries were held, during which major issues of bilateral

cooperation and regional matters have been discussed. During the meeting of

Polish ambassadors of the Asia-Pacific region, held in March in New Delhi, a

program of cultural exchange was adopted. Economic contacts between Poland

and India are developing in traditional industries, such as mining, energy and

defence sectors. In 2005, Indian Deputy Minister of Commerce and Industry,
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Ashok Jha, paid a visit to Poland, during which ways to expand the cooperation

were discussed, inter alia, through an agreement on economic cooperation. In

spite of the fact that India is one of the most important economic partners of

Poland in the whole Asian region (except the People’s Republic of China, Japan

and the Republic of Korea) a huge, unused potential still exists in this domain.

Since 2001 Poland has been actively participating in stability missions in

Afghanistan. Polish non-governmental organizations are also present there. In

2005 a discussion has began on the restoration of the Polish diplomatic post in

Kabul. In April this year, a special EU representative in Afghanistan paid a visit

to Poland. This visit was the first in the cycle of visits to ten new EU member

states. In his statements, he emphasised that among the new ten members, it is

Poland that demonstrates the biggest involvement in the reconstruction of

Afghanistan.

After the disaster in South and Southeast Asia, caused by the tsunami in

December 2004, Poland, together with other countries, took part in the activities

of the international community to help the affected countries. In 2005 Prime

Minister Marek Belka paid a working visit to Sri Lanka, where he handed over

financial aid for the victims of the disaster.

An intense political dialogue was carried out with Southeast Asian states.

This region gains in political and economic significance, as it is enjoying

sustained economic growth, an advancing integration of states around ASEAN

(ASEAN+3, EAS) and plays a particular role in maritime trade (The Malacca

Strait). The ASEAN countries are important political and economic partners for

Poland. Many years of effort helped Poland regain its earlier position of military

equipment exporter to these countries.

The year 2005 witnessed an exchange of visits of the highest profile between 

Poland and Southeast Asian countries. The Polish-Indonesian political dialogue

was particularly intense—Prime Minister Marek Belka visited Indonesia. Then

an inter-governmental agreement on granting a loan to Indonesia and an

executive agreement to contracts for the delivery of Polish arms and military

equipment were signed. In the area of economic relations, Indonesia is interested 

in going beyond the trade exchange and in establishing permanent cooperative

ties, inter alia in the area of technology transfer.

In July 2005 Prime Minister Marek Belka paid a visit to Malaysia. The visit

was a good opportunity to make an evaluation of the hitherto cooperation and to

outline its future directions. A few months later, King Yang—di Partuan Gong

XII Tuanku Syed Sirajuddin visited Poland. Economic cooperation plays an
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important role in the relations between Poland and Malaysia. This includes the

execution of the 2003 contract for the delivery of military equipment. There are

chances for further contracts and—as it is in the case of Indonesia—for undertaking

permanent cooperation in this domain, including technology transfers.

In 2004 the status of the director of the diplomatic post in Singapore was

elevated to the rank of ambassador. The Polish ambassador is performing the

function of a governor in the Asia–Europe Foundation (ASEF). In 2005 Prime

Minister Marek Belka paid a visit to Singapore. The most important field in

Poland’s relations with this country is economic cooperation. There are great

opportunities to carry out joint projects in the area of science and technology.

During the Prime Minister’s visit to Singapore, a Memorandum of Understanding

was signed concerning scientific and technological cooperation, inter alia in

biomedicine, electronics, IT and biochemistry. Attracting capital from Singapore is

of vital importance for Poland.

The Polish Prime Minister’s visits to the Philippines and Vietnam in 2005

were amongst the most important events in the agenda of contacts with

Southeast Asian countries, The signing of a readmission agreement with Vietnam

is particularly noteworthy. It is the first document of this kind between Poland and a

Southeast Asian state. In 2005 Vietnamese delegations, interested in the Polish

experience in building state and local administration and in the functioning of the

state’s tax system, visited Poland. The visit of Prime Minister Marek Belka to the

Philippines concerned economic cooperation. In 2005 Polish MPs also visited the

Philippines.

Poland continued to develop its political dialogue with Australia and New

Zealand. In 2005 Helen Clark, the Prime Minister of New Zealand, paid a visit

to Poland. Both Australia and New Zealand are interested in maintaining mutual

political and economic contacts, including those concerning trade and

investment. Development of these contacts is hindered by geographical distance

and the focus of Polish entrepreneurs on less distant markets where they can

operate more easily. New Zealand put forward a proposal to include Poland in its 

Working Holiday Scheme, which gives students from Poland and New Zealand

the opportunities to study and work. Poland is conducting an intense dialogue

with Australia on security issues.

Economic Relations

The lack of trade equilibrium is Poland’s major problem in economic

cooperation with the countries of the Asia-Pacific region. According to the
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Ministry of Finance, trade exchange with these countries in 2004 totalled $12

billion (and doubled in comparison with 2000), and in 2005 amounted to $14.2

billion. However, a large trade deficit with these countries has been sustained for 

a few years now. In 2004 the deficit amounted to $8.4 billion, i.e. almost 60% of

the total trade deficit of Poland, and in 2005 it equalled $10.3 billion, being 90% 

of total Polish deficit, of which 42% was the deficit in trade exchange with

China.

Trade. In 2005 Poland had the largest trade exchange with the following

countries of the Asia-Pacific region: the People’s Republic of China ($6.05

billion), Japan ($2.13 billion), South Korea ($1.62 billion), Taiwan ($976 million),

India ($564 million), Thailand ($ 449 million), Singapore ($440 million),

Malaysia ($424 million) and Indonesia ($360 million). In order to expand Polish 

exports, credit lines were opened for China, Vietnam and Indonesia.

The negative trade balance with China increases every year. No more than

0.3% of Polish exports is shipped there. The very low level of exports to China

and a significant trade deficit are typical of trade relations of CEE countries with 

China. These countries make a market for Chinese products, often of low quality,

manufactured with the use of less-advanced technologies and competitive in

terms of price, because of a low-cost labour force in China. The Chinese encourage

Polish economic partners to become interested in its interior provinces and in

Western China. These regions retarded in terms of technology and infrastructure

give Polish exporters an opportunity to enter a difficult Chinese market.

For a few years now Poland has had a trade deficit with Taiwan. According

to experts, there is a real possibility to increase trade exchange with the island.

Such institutions as the Polish Information and Foreign Investment Agency and

the Polish Chamber of Commerce have been undertaking activities aimed at

promoting Polish exports. Around 50 companies from Poland take part every

year in the Eurogate fair that has been organised in Taipei since 1999.

Hong Kong, considering its advanced economic integration with China, may 

become an attractive market for Polish manufacturers, especially for equipment

and machinery used in transport, mining, energy production (including engines

and turbines), environmental protection and the food industry.

The asymmetry in Polish-Japanese trade exchange increases. In 2000, the

Polish deficit amounted to around $1 billion, and in 2005 it totalled as much as

$1.8 billion. In terms of exports to the Japanese market, the following products

enjoy the largest potential: furniture, chemicals, food, wood and wooden

half-finished products, semiconductors and glass. In 2005 the Poland-Japan
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Energy Conservation Technology Centre was opened in Warsaw with an aim to

exchange experiences and to cooperate in the area of technical solutions for

saving electrical energy. Poland’s participation in the EXPO 2005 exhibition in

Aichi was a particularly important event in Polish-Japanese relations; the Polish

pavilion was very highly rated.

An opportunity for Poland to increase its trade exchange with the Republic

of Korea, for which the deficit amounted in 2000 to $600 million, and in 2005 to 

as much as $1.4 billion, are inter alia, exports of food products. The Koreans are 

interested in increasing exports of electronic goods to Poland.

Poland seeks to intensify economic contacts and trade exchange with India.

This country is one of the major markets of Polish investment exports, especially 

in the mining and energy sectors.

Singapore is a prospective economic partner. It is interested in increasing

trade exchange with CEE countries, particularly with Poland, mostly in

electronics. Poland’s exports to Singapore include: ships, chemicals, plastics,

equipment and machinery. The majority of these goods are not aimed at the

Singaporean market, but for re-export to other countries in the region, mostly

Indonesia, Malaysia, China, Thailand, Korea and Taiwan. A similar situation

occurs with products exported from Singapore to Poland—in most cases they are 

not manufactured on the island, but originate from all the countries of the Far

East.

Thailand is the fifth country on the list of Polish export markets in the

Asia-Pacific region. Poland exports primarily include: chemicals, equipment and 

machinery, animal products and base metals. It should be noted here that the

exporters are small- and medium-sized private companies operating without any

loan support from the government.

Vietnam is one of the so-called priority countries benefiting from the Polish

programme for development. The value of Polish exports to this country

increased in recent years as a result of a loan granted by Poland with the purpose 

of modernising the Vietnamese shipbuilding industry.

It should be noted that—apart from activities aimed at increasing exports of

Polish military equipment to Malaysia and Indonesia—there have been

established contacts between economy-related ministries of these countries and

Poland. As a result, trade exchange continues to develop.

Investment cooperation. According to the data of the Polish Information

and Foreign Investment Agency, in 2004 the Republic of Korea was eighth,
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Japan sixteenth and Australia twenty-sixth on the list of 35 biggest foreign

investors in Poland. 

In 2005, the total value of Korean investments in Poland amounted to ca.

$1.2 billion. The Daewoo Corporation continued to be the largest investor,

though other investors from the Republic of Korea became very active,

especially LG Electronics and LG Philips LCD, the capital involvement of

which was estimated at a few hundred million dollars.

New perspectives of investment cooperation with Japan have emerged.

Poland is carrying out promotional activities on the Japanese market aimed at

attracting larger direct investments from this country. According to the data

including the inflow of capital both directly from Japan and the companies

located outside its territory, the value of Japanese investments in Poland amounts 

to ca. $1 billion. Japanese investors show real interest in placing capital in all

CEE countries.

Other potential sources of investment originating from the Asia-Pacific

region can be found in Australia, Singapore, Hong Kong and Taiwan. Australian 

investments in Poland amount to ca. $180 million. The inflow of capital from

Singapore is estimated at over $70 million. Taiwanese investments are definitely 

weak. However, the investment cooperation of companies from Poland and

Hong Kong on third markets (capital from Hong Kong, Polish contracting) is

gaining in significance. Opportunities also exist for Polish companies to

participate as subcontractors or suppliers in investment projects of Hong Kong

companies.

In the recent years, investors from India have become more active in Poland, 

primarily in the steel, electronics and pharmaceutical industries.

Cooperation with Asian Countries within the Framework of the European

Union

The EU’s strategy towards Asia, adopted in September 2001 and entitled

“Europe and Asia: A Strategic Framework for Enhanced Partnership” describes

the state of mutual bilateral and regional relations3 as well as goals and tasks for

the future. The basic goals for the next 10 years are: establishing a sustainable

partnership and ensuring the active presence of the EU in this region. In view of

the events of the 11 September 2001, cooperation in combating terrorism
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became an issue of vital importance. As Chris Patten stressed it, Asian countries

are the EU’s natural allies in the process of strengthening global anti-terrorist

coalition. A preliminary assessment of the implementation of the strategy

indicated a need to strengthen the ties between the EU and Asia in such key

fields as: ensuring peace and security; trade and economic cooperation;4

cooperation in fighting poverty; increasing the role of societies in the dialogue

between Europe and Asia; building partnership in global issues (environment

protection, combating terrorism, organised crime and disease), inter alia via the

reform of the UN and a growing participation of Asian countries in the WTO.

There is also a need to strengthen the EU’s presence in Asia, which would be

carried out—among others—through the opening new representative offices on

the Asian continent.

The forms of European-Asian cooperation so far are as follows:

– EU-ASEAN dialog ue (the EU has a repres enta tion from all member

states);

– ASEM and the ASEF found ati on estab lished within its framew ork (all EU 

count ries partic ipa te);

– ASEAN Region al Forum, in which—apart from ASEAN and EU count -

ries (repres ented by the Troika)—the partic ipa nts are China, Japan, the Repub lic 

of Korea, the US, Canada, Russia, India, Pakis tan, Austral ia, New Zealand,

Mongol ia and Papua New Guinea;

– tradit ional bilat eral cooper ati on of the EU with Asian count ries (inter alia, 

every year a summit is held with China, Japan, India and the Repub lic of Korea

with the partic ipa tion of the EU Troika).

ASEM is gaining in significance in contacts between Asia and Europe.5

Every two years since 1996 the leaders of ASEM member states have been

meeting in a selected capital; Meetings at the ministerial level are held during

the year. The last summit, in which the new EU states and three ASEAN states

(Laos, Cambodia and Myanmar) took part, was held in October 2004 in Hanoi.
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The 6th ASEM Summit will be held in September 2006 in Helsinki. In 2005

Poland actively participated in political meetings and works of experts as well as 

in programmes and projects carried out as a part of ASEM and ASEF dialogue.

In May 2005 a meeting of Foreign Ministers of ASEM countries was held in

Kyoto. Poland, represented by Deputy Minister Jan Truszczyñski, put forward

an initiative called ASEM Diplomatic Academies Network. As part of the

programme, a seminar for young diplomats will be organised in Poland in 2006.

In June 2005 Minister of Culture Waldemar D¹browski participated in the

meeting of ministers of culture of ASEM states in Paris, and Minister of Finance 

Miros³aw Gronicki took part in the meeting of ASEM finance ministers in

Tianjin.

Poland was also active in the cooperation of the EU with ASEAN. In March

2005 in Jakarta Deputy Minister Bogus³aw Zaleski took part in the EU-ASEAN

ministerial meeting.

As a member of the EU Poland is using, in a more and more active way, the

new tools and discussion fora, to which it previously had no access, to exert its

own influence on the EU’s policy towards the Asia-Pacific region.
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III.

Poland ’s Activiti es 

at Intern ati onal Organ isa tio ns





JACEK GAJEWSKI*

Poland’s Regional Policy

The enlargement of the European Union has provided regional structures

with a strong impulse for action and created new opportunities. New tasks have

also emerged. Initially they were connected with the need to share experiences

on adaptation to EU requirements and hold consultations on the course of

accession talks, and later with the need to help establish a position for the new

members in the EU (opposing their marginalisation) as well as EU external

actions. Cooperation with non-EU countries and support for the membership

aspirations of some of them assumed great importance. However, the

consolidation of regional identity and the exploitation of regional potentials in

European policy remained the basic objective of these groups.

The past twelve months have been an important period in Polish regional

activity. Until the middle of 2005, Poland presided over the Visegrad Group and

Council of the Baltic Sea States. In January 2005 in Warsaw there was a meeting 

of foreign ministers of the countries belonging to the Regional Partnership. This

was a time to formulate a new profile for the work of these regional structures

following the enlargement of the European Union and review Poland’s activity

in these groups.

Regional Issues in Polish Foreign Policy Documents

In the broad sense of the term Polish policy in Central Europe and in

regional structures occupied an important position in the guiding documents of

the foreign policies of the governments of both Marek Belka and Kazimierz

Marcinkiewicz. In his report on Polish foreign policy tasks in 2005, read to the

Sejm on 21 January 2005,1 Foreign Minister Adam D. Rotfeld specified the

main objective of Poland’s presidency of the Visegrad Group—a renewal of the

sense of common action, especially within the framework of the EU. Our

partners in the Visegrad Group: the Czech Republic, Slovakia and Hungary, are

one of the three groups with which Poland will realise her EU interests (apart
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from cooperation with Germany, France, Great Britain and the remaining EU

member-states to whom we are joined by common interests in specific issues).

According to Minister Rotfeld participation in the debate on the future of relations

in Poland’s immediate neighbourhood following EU enlargement requires an

internal national debate concerning the “place and role of regional policy in

foreign policy tasks as a whole.” He described it as follows: 

“Cooperation in the framework of the Visegrad Group, the Central European 

Initiative and the Council of Baltic Sea States has enhanced the identity of

Central Europe and ensured stability in the whole region. After our accession to

the European Union, but even 2 or 3 years before its enlargement, some of our

partners expressed doubts as to the point of preserving the sub-regional

structures. Our view on this matter is different. What is more, we have managed

to use concrete initiatives—including those connected with our current presidency

of the Visegrad Group—to define the needed direction of the evolution of

cooperation in the region, so that its desirability and usefulness is convincingly

manifested. This also concern to the Regional Partnership launched in 2001—

which affiliates the states of the Visegrad Group, as well as Austria and Slovenia.

Our partners have had an opportunity to become convinced that Poland does not

treat the region as a base for its political ambitions at the EU forum. Nor do we

make pretensions to playing the role of a regional leader. We have other goals:

we want to use our prestige and position in the European and Transatlantic

family to promote the interests of the region. 

The enlargement of the European Union and NATO, the total change of the

geopolitical picture of Europe, and also the emergence of new challenges, has

altered the context of action of the whole institutional construction in Europe—

and not only of the sub-regional links. These institutions must determine a new

sense for their existence. That, too, is a task for our policy.”

A similar view of Poland’s regional activity is held by the new government,

which has decided to continue close cooperation with Central European

partners, among others, within the framework of regional groups. Prime Minister 

Marcinkiewicz spoke of this in his address to the Diplomatic Corps in Poland on

8 November 2005 and to the Royal Institute of International Affairs in London

on 24 November 2005.2 This was later confirmed by President Lech Kaczyñski

Jacek Gajewski
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on 10 January 2006: “As far as Poland’s neighbours are concerned, we attach

great importance to our cooperation within the framework of the so-called

Visegrad Group with the Czech Republic, Slovak Republic and Republic of

Hungary. I think that common interests connected with the fact that our

countries are part of the same region of Europe provide an excellent platform to

tighten our cooperation and develop it even further. Our historical ties primarily

with Lithuania, but also with Latvia and Estonia, and the interests we share with

these states, provide a good basis to enhance our cooperation within the EU

framework on matters that exceed the scope of the EU.”3 

It is worth recalling that the change of government led to the drafting of a

new report in the Foreign Ministry entitled ”Closing Report. The Archives of the 

Ministry of Foreign Affairs in 2001–2005 and Expected Challenges for the

Immediate Future.”4 In this report, a consolidation of Poland’s role in the region

and regional identity are considered one of the most important goals of Polish

foreign policy. The assessment of the Visegrad Group during this period

contained in the report talks of both a communion of interests and of a “certain

identity crisis” resulting from “the exhaustion of the hitherto catalogue of

strategic goals” following admission to NATO and the EU. The report confirms

that during the initial period of Poland’s membership of the EU, competitive

behaviour was manifested by other countries in the region, but this competition

was gradually neutralised thanks to an expansion of regional cooperation and

common activity within the EU. The report also talks of an intensification of

contacts with the Baltic and Nordic countries on EU and security issues as well

as on policy towards Russia and the remaining countries of Eastern Europe.

Cooperation in the Visegrad Group (V-4)

Poland continued to performe its role as the Visegrad Group’s Presidency in

the first half of 2005. Its prime objective was: “to preserve the Visegrad Group

as a regional forum of dialogue on European issues in accordance with the letter

and practice of the European Union.” The priorities were: consultations on the

EU New Financial Perspective for the period 2007–2013; cooperation in

adapting to the terms of the Schengen Agreement; participation in the

formulation and implementation of the EU Neighbourhood Policy; the launch of

the Visegrad Strategic Programme realised by the International Visegrad Fund;

and cooperation in energy, industry, the infrastructure and scientific research.

Poland’s Regional Policy
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Regarding political issues, especially in an EU context, the programme

called for further regular meetings of politicians and experts (chiefly from

foreign ministries and offices for European affairs) in order to improve the

Group’s consultative mechanism and lobbying potential. The subject of these

meetings was set forth in an EU agenda at the time. Regarding cooperation with

partners outsider the Visegrad Group (the”V-4+” formula), the aim was to

continue contacts with Benelux, the Nordic Council, Japan and Ukraine.5 Poland 

postulated a strong position for the International Visegrad Fund as an institution

that facilitates contacts between people and between NGO’s. It wanted the

emergence of a Visegrad Cultural Programme, which would facilitate joint

ventures within the Group itself and in the third countries. 

In the programme, the greatest importance in sector cooperation was given

to activities in: infrastructure and transport, regional development and spatial

planning, transnational cooperation and border protection, as well as

environmental protection. It was also planned to continue cooperation in defence 

and military issues, justice, scientific research, cultural exchange, education and

sport, and to develop contacts between institutions engaged in the protection of

patents, trade marks and intellectual property, state control and the promotion of

foreign investments. 

The most important event during the second final part of the Polish

presidency, and also the culmination thereof, was the meeting of Prime Ministers 

in Kazimierz Dolny on 10 June 2005. Three topics were discussed: the Group’s

regional role, its activity within the EU framework, and cooperation with

Ukraine. Joint political declarations were devoted to the last two topics. There

was discussed the Group’s possibility of acting by making use of the structures

of the EU and Council of Europe to formulate and implement resocialisation and 

education programmes for the Roma community in Central Europe. It was

agreed that the annual contribution to the Visegrad Fund would be increased to

€750,000. Poland’s presidency of the Group was reviewed, and the Hungarian

side presented the main points of its presidency until the middle of 2006. 

The Heads of Governments expressed their conviction whereby the initial

period of EU membership had confirmed the need for smaller regional forums of 

consultations and discussions, allowing regional identity to be preserved. The

debate on EU issues concentrated mainly on the Constitutional Treaty in the

context of the rejection of it by France and the Netherlands. Speaking on behalf
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of their countries, the Prime Ministers expressed support for the process of

ratifying the Treaty. It was also decided that the Visegrad states would ensure

that the New Financial Perspective (NFP) provides the EU with sufficient funds

to finance the needs of EU members, especially the new ones (according to the

so-called negotiating box method suggested by the Luxembourg presidency),

and introduces more flexible rules on access to EU funds. Cooperation was also

agreed upon during the final phase of the negotiations on the NFP and during the 

European Council in Brussels on 16–17 June. Support for an enlargement of the

EU was sustained. 

The Visegrad countries pledged to continue efforts to bring Ukraine closer to 

a fulfilment of EU standards by means of EU and bilateral programmes (e.g.

so-called twinning projects). The following areas were considered important:

Common Foreign and Security Policy, the III pillar issues (e.g. visa related

problems and a readmission agreement), as well as economic cooperation,

including Ukraine’s admission to the WTO. These matters were the subject of a

discussion between the Visegrad Prime Ministers and Ukrainian Prime Minister

Yulia Timoshenko on the sidelines of the meeting in Kazimierz.

On 30 September 2005, Presidents Aleksander Kwaœniewski, Václav Klaus,

Ivan Gašparoviè and László Sólyom met in Wis³a in order to concentrate on the

future of regional cooperation and cooperation within the Visegrad Group. They

agreed that following the EU’s enlargement, regional structures must redefine

their agenda primarily vis-B-vis those countries in the region that remain outside

the EU (the post-Soviet and Balkan states). They also considered an internal

reform to the EU and the future of the Constitutional Treaty, as well as the

situation of the newly-accepted members. They agreed that all the transitional

periods resulting in “unequal” membership of the EU should be abolished as

soon as possible. Yet again, the presidents spoke out in favour of the

continuation of the present quadrilateral structure of the Group and the

expansion of the cooperation with other countries and structures according to the 

”V-4+” formula. 

As far as political cooperation is concerned, EU issues were the dominant

subject of all the meetings of the Prime Ministers and Foreign Ministers of the

Visegrad Group throughout 2005.

Heads of Government or their representatives met in Budapest on 13 July, 30 

August and 2 December and in Brussels on 15 December. They discussed:

ongoing issues within the Visegrad Group; a stance on the subject of the EU

crisis following the rejection of the Constitutional Treaty by France and the

Netherlands as well as methods of further discussion on this question; successive 
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phases of negotiations regarding the New Financial Perspective; and the

highlight of the British presidency of the EU. They pointed to the need to adopt

the kind of solutions regarding the Treaty and the NFP that would consolidate

EU member states,  the Union’s cohesion policy, and the significance of the EU

in global politics.6 

At the August meeting, attended by the President of the European

Commission, J.M. Barroso, it was agreed that the NFP must be accepted by the

end of 2005, the current level of cohesion policy must be maintained, and that

expenditures on cohesion should not be set against expenditures on

competitiveness. A joint communiqué underlined the need for the NFP to

finance hitherto EU policies, including Common Agricultural Policy, and to

preserve a balance between reform and stability in the process of reforming the

EU. During the meeting there were also discussed the EU’s membership

negotiations with Croatia and the possibility of involving the EU and European

Commission in support for a civic society in Belarus.

The next meeting occurred during the final phase of talks on the NFP when

British Prime Minister Tony Blair, in his capacity of the EU Presidency,

consulted the new EU members on his latest proposals. Consequently, he was

the guest of four Prime Ministers in Budapest.7 No compromise was reached on

the British proposal for sharp cuts to the EU budget, which would have meant

less money for the new “10.” The Visegrad countries were inclined to accept a

reduced budget in exchange for easier access to structural funds, but Great

Britain could not agree to this.8 

The main meeting of Foreign Ministers took place in Budapest on 11 July.

A programme for the Hungarian presidency until the middle of 2006 was

adopted. Current EU issues and the prospects of joint activity between the

Visegrad Group and Balkan candidate states to the EU were also discussed.

A part of the discussion, devoted to cooperation with Ukraine, was conducted

in presence of the Foreign Ministers of Ukraine, Austria and Slovenia. 
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The foreign ministers of the Visegrad Group also met in Vilnius on 21 April,

during the NATO ministerial session, when together with Ukrainian Foreign

Minister B. Tarasiuk, they discussed that country’s transatlantic ambitions and

possible support for them from the Visegrad countries. 

On Poland’s initiative, the Visegrad countries commenced consultations on

issues related to the OECD. The first meeting on this subject of experts from

foreign, financial and economic ministries was held in Warsaw on 21 March

2005. The agenda of the meeting included the question of enlarging the OECD

to include Cyprus, Estonia, Latvia, Lithuania, Malta and Slovenia; the appointment

of a new secretary-general of the OECD; and Visegrad support for Ukraine’s

candidacy to join the Organization.

The Visegrad countries have agreed to start work on a new Group

communications and information strategy, especially towards recipients outside

the Visegrad area. They have decided to expand and update the Visegrad Group

website, edited by the Czech Ministry of Foreign Affairs, and then gradually

create a Visegrad information and public relations agency and Television channel

(modelled on ARDO), depending on legal decisions as well as on financial, 

organisational and technical possibilities. On Poland’s initiative, consultations

with experts on the subject of the website were held in Warsaw in October 2005.

During these consultations, it was agreed to form working groups to prepare

detailed solutions; the Polish side was given the task of coordinating work on the 

legal implications.

Parliamentary cooperation also continued. Although no meeting of

Parliaments’ speakers was held, there were three meetings of representatives of

parliamentary committees responsible for EU affairs: in Zakopane (28–30

January 2005), Èastá Papiernièka in Slovakia (18–20 April) and Visegrad in

Hungary (17–18 November). 

The defence ministers of the Visegrad Group met in Warsaw on 4 March

2005. The discussion concentrated on the possibilities of cooperation in

implementing the European Security and Defence Policy (among others, in the

process of creating EU Battle Groups) and in the work of the European Defence

Agency. It was agreed that regular meetings of political directors and directors of 

disarmament affairs departments in Defence Ministries would be held in order to 

formulate join stances for the meetings of Defence Ministers in NATO, the EU

and European Defence Agency. The prospects of Visegrad cooperation in the

implementation of new information technologies, epidemiology and protection

against the weapons of mass-destruction as well as the destruction of superfluous

ammunition and dangerous substances were discussed. The Defence Ministers
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also considered the participation of Visegrad Group countries in peacekeeping

and stabilisation missions and the possibility of expanding the Multinational

North-South Corps in Szczecin by including officers of the Czech Republic,

Slovakia and Hungary. The ministers examined the plan to create an

International Flight Training Centre (not just for the Visegrad countries) on the

premises of the Air Force School in Dêblin (Poland) and resolved to continue

talks on those matters.9 In Warsaw, the ministers met with their Ukrainian

partner, Minister A. Hrycenka, as part of the ”V-4+” formula, and discussed

methods of cooperation between the armed forces of NATO Member States and

Ukraine.

Work was also continued by the Salzburg Group, in other words, the Interior

Ministers of the Visegrad countries plus Austria and Slovenia. The ministers met 

in Budapest on 21–22 April and in Graz on 29 July. The first meeting was

devoted to an exchange of experience on the implementation of witness protection

programmes and cooperation in improving road safety. During the meeting in

Graz there were examined the participation of the Visegrad countries in realising 

the Hague programme (of consolidating freedom, security and justice in the EU,

adopted by the European Council in Brussels on 4–5 November 2004),

counteracting illegal migration and asylum issues (in cooperation with the

International Organization for Migration, whose Director General, B. McKinley, 

attended this meeting), and the combating of terrorism (in the context of the

bombings in London). Since Bulgaria and Romania signed EU accession

treaties, it was decided to invite these countries to work in the Salzburg Group.10 

At the meeting in Graz, Poland assumed the task of coordinating the work of 

the Salzburg Group until the end of 2005. Its priorities, apart from road safety

and the protection of witnesses, were: an assessment of preparations to join the

Schengen Agreement and a “considered approach towards the future exchange

of credible and current information regarding one’s country of origin.”11  
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9 The importance of this project is illustrated by the fact that the school in Dêblin was visited by
the Prime Ministers of the V-4 countries after their official meeting in Kazimierz. There they
met with the Ukrainian prime minister. 

10 The Graz meeting was also attended by the Vice President of the European Commission, Franco 
Frattini, which highlighted the significance of EU regional cooperation in security and domestic 
affairs.

11 See communique  by the Ministry of Internal Affairs and Administration on the participation of
Under-Secretary of State P. Dakowski in the meeting of the Salzburg Group. Source:
www.mswia.gov.pl/index_wai.php?dzial=2&id=3272.



Ta ble

Other im port ant mi nis teri al me etings of the Vi seg rad Gro up in 2005

Date and place Participants
Adopted documents 

and most important subjects of
discussion

16–18 March, Straszyn
near Gdañsk

Ministers of transport 
and infrastructure

Declaration on joint activity in rail and
combined transport 

14–15 April, 
Warsaw

Ministers of regional
development

Declaration on formulation of common
regional policy by the countries

of the Visegrad Group

28–29 April,
Banska Bistrica

Ministers of culture
Declaration on cooperation in Central

European film-making

6 May, 
Prague

Ministers of finance
Adoption of stance concerning

negotiations on the NFP for 2007–2013

6–7 June, Bia³owie¿a
Ministers of

environmental
protection

Assessment of cooperation at the EU
forum and the implementation of the

Carpathian convention

9 September,
Manchester

Ministers of finance
Discussion on the status of negotiations

on the NFP for 2007–2013

12–13 September,
Keszthely

Chairmen of Patent
Offices

Discussion of cooperation at the forum
of the EU, WIPO and OHIM

and between the Visegrad Group
and Benelux

28 September–1 October,
Marienbad 

Ministers of justice
Discussion of cooperation 
within the EU framework

2 December, 
Sliaè (Slovakia)

Ministers of regional
development

Discussion of priorities in cooperation
in the context of the NFP

for 2007–2013 and structural
and cohesion funds

8–9 December,
Karlsbad

Ministers of culture

Discussion of the “Culture 2007” and
“Media 2007” programmes of the

European Commission, and ways of
using EU structural funds in the area of

culture 

The Visegrad Group continued contacts with the Benelux countries. At a

meeting of Visegrad national coordinators with the Secretary General of

Benelux in Bratislava on 15–16 February, a programme of cooperation between

the two groupings was agreed upon. The following were recognised as the most
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important areas: Schengen, the protection of company logos and patents, state

control and interparliamentary cooperation. The Benelux countries considered

co-participation, including the financial one, in the realisation of projects within

the framework of the International Visegrad Fund. 

The most important political event as far as contacts with Benelux are

concerned was the working meeting of Visegrad prime ministers with their

Benelux counterparts in Brussels on 15 December (on the sidelines of the

European Council meeting). This meeting affirmed the paths of cooperation and

common objectives that had been agreed upon previously. The prospects of

concluding negotiations on the NFP were also discussed.12 

There were certain problems regarding cooperation with Japan. The absence

of direct contacts and of a programme was an obstacle. The prospects of such

cooperation were discussed at a meeting of the Visegrad Foreign Ministers with

the Japanese Foreign Minister (on the sidelines of the conference on Iraq in

Brussels on 22 June).13 The UN reform was also considered. 

Poland proposed to renew the Visegrad Group’s cooperation with the Nordic 

Council of Ministers, which met with a positive reaction from Slovakia. The

latter resolved to include this matter in the programme of its presidency of the

Visegrad Group in 2006–2007. 

Continuing its activity in Ukraine in 2004, the Group occupied itself with an

expansion and consolidation of democracy in the post-Soviet area and with

providing other countries with reports by experts on the subject of this region.

One should recall the Czech idea of establishing a Visegrad House in Minsk,

Belarus, offering free access to information; this would have been a European

information centre managed by NGO’s from the Visegrad countries. The Czech

Republic also suggested the founding of a Visegrad Centre of Central-East

European Studies at Oxford University. Both ideas, and especially the legal and

financial aspects thereof as well as the possibility of using the resources of the

International Visegrad Fund, are currently the subject of consultations by

experts. 
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12 Cooperation between the Visegrad Group countries with Benelux is discussed on an ongoing
basis at joint meetings of the national coordinators and representatives of the Benelux
Secretariat General. They took place on 4 May and 27 September in Brussels. 

13 At the February 2005 meeting of national coordinators, Poland suggested consultations be
attended by the heads of Asian departments of the Foreign Ministries of the Visegrad countries
on the subject of their expectations vis-B-vis Japan, in which they would identify the areas and
projects of cooperation with that country.



In autumn 2005, the Visegrad countries commenced consultations on the

Group’s support of the democratic transformations and the creation of European

standards in Moldavia.14

The International Visegrad Fund entered 2005 with a budget increased to €3

mln (four equal contributions of €750,000 each, in 2004 the Fund had amounted

to €2.4 mln)15 In 2005, a New Visegrad Strategic Programme was created on

Poland’s initiative, to finance long-term projects (lasting 12–36 months) realised 

by entities in all Visegrad countries. During this period it was decided to

subsidize two such projects for a total of €110,000 (a total of 8 such applications

were filed). 

In 2005, the International Visegrad Fund also provided 172 standard grants

(for a total amount of over €1.8 mln ) and 129 small grants (for over €462,000).

This was an increase of about 10% in the value of grants compared to 2004. The

Fund also issued 80 grants during the academic year 2005/2006 for a total

amount of €531,000, of which 29 grants were for Ukrainian students studying at

high schools in the Visegrad countries (the programme of Visegrad grants for

Ukrainian students was launched in March 2005).16  

A 2nd Forum of Visegrad Regions was held in Bratislava on 26–27

September, attended by the marshals of the voivodships of Ma³opolska, Western

Pomerania, Mazovia, Lublin and Pomerania, and representatives of the

voivodships of Silesia, Lower Silesia and Podkarpacie. The participants called

upon the governments to take into account in the financial plan of the

International Visegrad Fund the so-called Visegrad Observatory project (a

long-term research project by a group of Central European universities). They

also drew attention to the need to increase the Fund’s financial resources. 
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14 A study entitled, ”Feasibility study of consular and visa cooperation between the Countries of
the Visegrad Group for the benefit of the citizens of Ukraine and Moldavia,” undertaken in
spring 2005 by four academic centres: the Polish Institute of Public Affairs, the Czech
EUROPEUM Institute for European Policy, Slovak Foreign Policy Association, and Hungarian
Centre for Policy Studies, may be an example of NGO interest in the engagement of the
Visegrad Group in Ukraine and Moldavia.

15 On the threshold of 2005 and 2006, Poland proposed increasing the Fund’s financial resources
to 5 mln euro, which was welcomed by the remaining partners. 

16 The grants also cover the expenses of colleges in the Visegrad countries which reserve study
places financed out of grants coming from the Visegrad Fund. 



Baltic Cooperation

In 2005, Poland continued its presidency of the Council of the Baltic Sea

States (CBSS), which it had taken over from Estonia in the previous summer.

The Polish programme of activities called for: an increase in the Council’s status 

as a basic instrument of coordinating cooperation in the Baltic region following

the enlargement of the EU (8 out of the 11 participating countries are EU

members); closer joint activity with the European Commission; greater participation

in EU-Russian dialogue and in the realisation of EU Neighbourhood Policy as

well as EU Northern Dimension, and closer cooperation with the Nordic Council 

of Ministers and with Ukraine and Belarus (especially at local and social level

with the latter). Poland highlighted the need to discuss the role of the CBSS and

other Baltic structures following the EU enlargement in order to make the best

use of existing expert and financial resources and avoid an accumulation of

work. The programme also called for further joint activity between the CBSS

and Council of the Euro-Arctic Region of the Barents Sea, Arctic Council and

Central European Initiative. 

In particular areas, Poland laid emphasis on the following projects and

ventures:

Transnational and interregional cooperation: an expansion of cooperation

along the new EU eastern border (especially the Kaliningrad Oblast) in order to

reduce the socio-economic retardments and improve activities undertaken

jointly by the CBSS, Union of Baltic Cities, Conference on Baltic Sub-Regional

Cooperation and the Euroregions already existing in the Council’s area;

Environmental protection: promoting the safety of maritime transport of oil,

among others; reducing transnational source of Baltic pollution;

Economic cooperation: promoting an exchange of goods and investments

between the Baltic countries and the development of an energy and transport

infrastructure in these countries, supporting the development of SME’s, counteracting

corruption, participation in the Northern eDimension project;

Social integration: the development of interpersonal contacts and civic societies;

the implementation of the recommendation of the CBSS Commissioner for

Democratic Development; joint activity by Commissioners for Civic Rights

(Ombudsmen) and by academic and scientific circles, the promotion of tourism;

Consolidation of civic security: deeper cooperation on nuclear and

radiological safety, combating of crime, including trafficking in children and the

sexual abuse of minors, terrorism. 
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The most important event during Poland’s presidency was the XIII Baltic

Ministerial Session in Szczecin on 9–10 June 2005, a platform to discuss three

main topics: cooperation in the Baltic region following EU enlargement and

consequently a greater role for the CBSS; transnational cooperation as a factor to 

increase economic links in the region and consolidate democratic civic societies; 

the environmental protection of the Baltic, among others, by combating land

sources of pollution and safe transport of oil. In the end, the Ministers defined

the Council’s tasks for the immediate future:

– Partic ipa tion in the consol ida tion of civic societ ies, increa sing the
knowled ge of Baltic citiz ens about one another and enhanc ing their mutual
contacts;

– Partic ipa tion in EU-Russian dialog ue, mainly by enric hing region al,
subreg ional (euror egi onal) and local cooper ati on;

– Laying greater emphas is on removing the obstacl es to cooper ati on,
promot ing the rule of law, stan dards of polit ical trans par ency and human rights
as factors that increa se the compet iti veness of the entire region;

– In region al cooper ati on, prio rity trea tme nt of projects which can be realis -
ed within the framew ork of the EU or other Europ ean or intern ati onal struc tur es;

– A consol ida tion of the role of the Counc il as a centre of region al cooper -
ati on in the Baltic area (a “polit ical umbrella”: for other forms of interg overnme -
ntal cooper ati on);

– Encou ragi ng an expans ion of cooper ati on with other region al struc tur es in 
Central Europe. 

Poland’s presidency ended in June 2005 and was taken over by Iceland.

However, Poland will remain in the leadership troika of the Council of the Baltic 

Sea States until summer 2006. 

Other important events during Poland’s presidency:

– XIII Parliam enta ry Confer ence of the Baltic States, Bergen, (30–31
August 2004);

– Confer ence on various aspects of non-milit ary secur ity in Gdañsk on
10–12 Septemb er 2004, organ ised by the Office of the Mars hal of Pomer ania
Voivods hip in Gdañsk and the Finnish Europ ean Secur ity Committ ee;

– III Meeting of Directors Gener al of Civil Defence, Lithua nia, 15–17
Septemb er 2004;

– Confer ence on Baltic cultur al cooper ati on, Gdañsk, 23–25 Septemb er 2004;

– IX Confer ence of Baltic Prosec uto rs Gener al, Copenh agen, 1 Octo ber 2004;

– IV Semin ar of Baltic Commiss ione rs for Civil Rights, Warsaw, 17–18
Novem ber 2005;
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– Confer ence of Baltic Metrop oli es,  Berlin, 10–11 Februa ry 2005;

– V Baltic Forum of NGO’s, Gdynia, 12–13 May 2005;

– Scien tif ic Congress of Baltic States, Sopot, 21–24 June 2005;

– X Confer ence of Baltic Prosec uto rs Gener al, St. Petersb urg, 27–29 June 2005.

On 19 September, in other words already after the formal end of Poland’s

presidency of the Council of the Baltic Sea States, the Ministers of spatial

planning met in Gdañsk.17 They decided to continue cooperation following EU

enlargement and take transnational and regional cooperation as well as EU

cohesion policy into greater account. They underlined the importance of a long-

 term development strategy for the Baltic region, taking advantage of available

EU funds.

The following are considered to be the greatest achievements of Poland’s

presidency of the Council of the Baltic Sea States:

– A tight eni ng of contacts with the Nordic Counc il of Minis ters and a
consens us on a joint project for expand ing the instit uti onal capab ili ty of the
Euror egi ons locat ed on the border with Russia (the Baltic Euror egi onal Network 
enjoys financ ial support from Interreg III);

– An intens ifi cat ion of talks on the safety of oil ship ments in Baltic waters;

– The format ion of an ad hoc working group for customs issues and border
cros sings, in order to consid er ways of short eni ng the durat ion of customs
clearanc es;

– Increa sing the Europ ean Commiss ion’s involvem ent in the work of the
Counc il;

– Involving Ukrai nian part ners in the work of the CBSS, taking advant age
of Ukrai ne’s obser ver status in the Counc il. 

It should be remembered that apart from the Ministry of Foreign Affairs, on

which the main burden of responsibility for Poland’s presidency of the Council

of the Baltic Sea States rested, other Polish institutions also chaired Baltic

cooperation structures, e.g. the Ministry of Economy and Labour chaired the

Working Group for Economic Cooperation, the Ministry of the Environment and 

Ministry of Agriculture and Rural Development headed the Baltic Agenda 21,

and the Chief Fire Brigade Command coordinated work in the EUROBALTIC

programme (cooperation in non-military security). 
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17 It was attended by ministers from the countries participating in VASAB 2010 (Vision and
Strategies around the Baltic Sea 2010): Poland, Belarus, Denmark, Estonia, Finland, Germany,
Latvia, Lithuania, Russia and Sweden. The Gdañsk conference was organised by Poland, which
coordinated the work of VASAB in 2005.



In the second half of 2005, Poland continued to maintain lively contacts with 

the three Baltic states: Lithuania, Latvia and Estonia, primarily on military and

naval issues, including cooperation within the framework of the Baltic Naval

Squadron (BALTRON) and Baltic Defence College (BALTDEFCOL). During

this time, there were also political and organisational preparations for Polish

airmen to start in early 2006 a three-month tour of duty within the framework of

the NATO “Air Policing” mission. 

Political cooperation was also energetic. A major event was President

Aleksander Kwaœniewski’s visit to Estonia and Latvia on 5–7 July. There was

also a continuation of parliamentary contacts, including a meeting of the

leaderships of the parliamentary committees for European affairs of Poland,

Estonia, Latvia and Lithuania in Bia³owie¿a on 25–26 April, whilst Pawe³

Zalewski, chairman of the Foreign Affairs Committee of the Polish Sejm, took

part in the XXIV Session of the Baltic Assembly in Tallinn on 24–26 November.

Poland, Lithuania and Latvia opposed the German-Russian plan to build the

Northern Pipeline, and took joint action to block it. On 24 August, the prime

ministers of Poland, Lithuania, Latvia and Ukraine held a conference call on the

subject of the development of the situation in Belarus. 

The Central European Initiative and other Forms of Cooperation

In 2005, Poland took part in the work of the Central European Initiative

(CEI), though less energetically than when it was president of the group (2003)

and belonged to its leadership Troika (2002–2004). This resulted from the

situation in which the Initiative found itself following EU enlargement: 7 of its

17 members were also members of the EU, and it was necessary to find ways of

exploiting this as well as possible. Currently, Poland perceives the Initiative as a

forum for sharing transformation experiences and as an instrument to promote

the so-called triad of values: human rights, democracy and the rule of law. In

2005, the Initiative’s work was headed by Slovakia. The most important

meetings were held in Tatranska Lomnica on 27 May (Foreign Ministers) and in

Piestany on 25 November (Prime Ministers). The priorities of the Central

European Initiative are: promotion of SME’s, combating organised crime,

transnational cooperation and participation in EU Neighbourhood Policy

projects, as well as a consolidation of a civic society and the development of

institutions in those countries belonging to the Initiative which are also aspiring

to membership of the EU (the inclusion of this item on the list of priorities was

Poland’s idea, announced at a meeting of Foreign Ministry political directors in

Rome on 24 October). Poland supported the idea of limiting the number of
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high-level meetings to one a year (conferences of Foreign Ministers and of
Prime Ministers alternately). 

In February 2005, also on Poland’s initiative, the Central European Initiative 
adopted a political declaration commemorating the 25th anniversary of signing
the Council of Europe Madrid Convention on transnational cooperation. 

Successive meetings of the parliamentary speakers of countries belonging to
the Initiative were held in Bled in Slovenia on 10–11 June 2005 and in Bratislava on 
1–2 December 2005. Diplomatic consultations and talks by experts were also
held on current EU topics. 

Poland took part in the Regional Partnership, the least institutionalised
forum of cooperation in Central Europe. The Foreign Ministers of Poland,
Austria, the Czech Republic, Slovakia, Slovenia and Hungary met in Warsaw on
12 January 2005. They discussed four topics: the situation in Ukraine and its
future relations with the EU; EU policy towards the countries of the Western
Balkans; the development of EU Neighbourhood Policy; as well as the
coordination of humanitarian aid and consular cooperation (also within the EU
framework). The last topic was inspired by the tsunami in Asia, for it also
affected citizens of all the countries belonging to the Partnership. Regarding
Ukraine, it was agreed that bilateral and multilateral actions (undertaken by
regional structures, mainly the EU and NATO) should, first, consolidate the
democratic orientation and process of changes in Ukraine; and second,
encourage the EU to lend greater support to Ukrainian transformation. The
European Neighbourhood Policy and the bilateral Plan of Action, geared mainly
to the convergence of the legal systems of Ukraine and the EU, were considered
the appropriate tools for performing these tasks. Discussing the development of
the European Neighbourhood Policy, the ministers drew attention to the necessity to 
diversify this policy and adapt it to the needs and European aspirations of the
countries to which it is addressed. The ministers also stressed the importance of
resolving the problem of the future of Kosovo for stabilisation of the situation in
the Western Balkans and close cooperation between the countries of this region
and the ICTY (International Criminal Tribunal for the Former Yugoslavia) as a
political criterion bringing them closer to EU membership. 

The Regional Partnership’s involvement in Balkan issues resulted in a conference

of foreign ministers in Budapest on 11 October 200518 on the possibilities of
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of Foreign Affairs. The talks were also attended by representatives of Albania, Bosnia-
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cooperation with the Balkan countries and supporting their preparations for

integration with the EU. A division of responsibilities was agreed upon. Poland

was to coordinate the use of assistance funds out of the EU budget. At the same

time, it was stressed that effective domestic reforms in these countries would

have the greatest importance for integration processes.

It is also worth mentioning that Poland was very active in the Organisation

of Black Sea Economic Cooperation (BSEC), in which it holds observer status

that is renewed every two years. A representative of the Minister of Foreign

Affairs (ambassador at large Józef Wiejacz) attended the XIII meeting of foreign 

ministers of BSEC countries in Kishinev on 28 October 2005. Poland,

perceiving the need for more energetic work in BSEC, indicated trade and

economic development, SME’s, tourism and energy as areas in which it is

particularly interested, and announced its readiness to join working groups

engaged in these issues. The task of the Foreign Ministry in the nearest future is

to formulate, together with the relevant Polish government offices and

institutions (the ministries of the economy, education and sport, as well as the

Polish Academy of Sciences and Polish Tourist Organisation),  ways for Polish

experts to take part in these groups and specific proposals which Poland can

contribute to the BSEC forum.

In 2005, thanks to Poland’s diplomatic energy among others, there was

continuation of efforts for a greater coordination of activities and projects by

regional structures. Apart from the aforementioned meetings of the Council of

the Baltic Sea States—Nordic Council of Ministers, there were also meetings of

the CBSS, Central European Initiative, Council of the Euro-Arctic Region of the 

Barents Sea, and Adriatic-Ionian Initiative in Warsaw on 14 January 2005, as

well as sessions of the Nordic Council of Ministers, Council of the Baltic Sea

States, Council of the Euro-Arctic Region of the Barents Sea, Arctic Council and 

European Commission in Stavanger on 24 May. At these meetings, forms of

mutual contacts were agreed upon (meetings of leadership troikas, permanent

secretariats and coordination centres, as well as of chairmen of working

groups).19 There were also established areas in which the realisation of joint

projects might be possible (transport and telecommunications infrastructure, the

development of SME’s and the combating of organised crime). 

Moreover, there was a continuation of high-level political discussions on the

present and future of the region of Central Europe as a whole. These discussions
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have been held by the Presidents of the Central European countries and of

Germany, Austria and Italy for over a dozen years. The XII such meeting was

held in Croatia on 14–15 October.20 Two issues were discussed: this region’s

role in the EU, and a suitable socio-economic model for an integrated Europe

(representatives of the world of business and of European banking and financial

institutions also took part in the discussion on this subject).

*

*          *

Poland, located in the very centre of the continent, at the crossroads of two

major geopolitical axes (West-East and North-South), is not geographically

associated with any particular regional group and acts in all directions, though

the importance of these directions is not identical for Polish foreign priorities.

Such a situation requires an energetic approach to cooperation in order to avoid

Poland’s marginalisation and prevent passive reaction to the proposals of partners

whose interests differ from ours. Energetic participation is also necessary, because

some countries in the region have an ambivalent attitude towards regional

cooperation. An increasingly important place in Polish regional policy should be 

occupied by integration in an infrastructural and economic dimension,

consolidating Central Europe’s status in European policy.

In 2005, taking part in the work of Central European regional structures,

Poland had three objectives: the formulation of a plan of action for these

structures following EU enlargement, more intensive work on increasing the

region’s role in European policy, and increased activity vis-B-vis East European

countries. It seems that these three objectives have been fulfilled, especially at

the forum of the Visegrad Group and the Council of the Baltic Sea States.

Thanks to this, Poland’s regional position has strengthened and it has become an

attractive partner in the region.

Two levels of activity can be identified in the Visegrad Group, which is a

kind of trademark of the region and of democratic changes, recognised and

highly rated on the international and regional arena. The first of these is a

broadly-conceived political cooperation—consultations and exchanges of

opinion. Unfortunately, members of the Group are still not convinced of the

expediency and effectiveness of adopting a common position and steadfastly
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presenting it at the EU forum. The Group’s members bow too easily to pressure

from other countries and subscribe to their stances at the expense of their

Visegrad partners (e.g. British pressure regarding NFP). It is essential to increase 

efforts to alter this situation, though this may not be possible because of the

relative ease with which so-called coalitions of variable geometry are formed

within the EU. The second level of Group activity is a well-developing

cooperation between ministries, implementing agreements in particular areas.

This cooperation will gradually improve as the scope of activity of the

International Visegrad Fund expands and the possibilities of financing this Fund

increase. 

In 2005, the Visegrad Group developed a greater feeling of responsibility for 

stability in the countries immediately surrounding the EU, an illustration of

which was the Group’s support for the democratic changes in Ukraine and its

manifestation of interest in changes in Moldavia. As far as help for the Balkan

countries is concerned, the Regional Partnership displays greater activity. Such a 

division of roles seems to comply with the priorities of Poland’s foreign policy,

which is more committed to support for democratic changes in East European

countries and their pro-Western ambitions.

A summary of Poland’s presidency of the Council of the Baltic Sea States

gives a positive picture. All the goals set in 2004 have been realised. Most of all,

the Council’s importance in Baltic cooperation has been increased, and thanks to 

the diversity of this cooperation, the Baltic and Nordic states are developing a

greater sense of regional identity. The Council has also begun to play an

increasing role in the realisation of EU and European Commission projects and

programmes, contributing to them regional values (the Northern Dimension and

regional aspects of EU-Russian cooperation). Poland’s presidency has provided

a strong impulse to adapt cooperation within the Council to the new

international and regional conditions, and has consolidated Poland’s position in

the Baltic region. 
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STANIS£AW L. STEBELSKI*

Poland in the United Nations

2005 marked the 60th anniversary of the founding of the United Nations and

of Poland’s membership thereof. It provided an excellent opportunity to hold a

summit meeting of representatives of the member states and to review the

Organization’s functioning. On 27 January, the anniversary of the liberation of

the concentration camp at Auschwitz-Birkenau, the UN General Assembly

commemorated for the first time the Day of the Holocaust, introduced by Israel

and Poland. On 6 May a special session of the UN General Assembly was held,

devoted to the 60th anniversary of the end of World War II in Europe. 

This most universal international organisation is also one of the most heavily 

criticised subjects of international life. Every global event or major conflict that

cannot be quickly and effectively resolved by international society immediately

gives rise to criticism of the United Nations and to calls for improvements in its

functioning, as if the Organization could be separated from the weakness and

egoism of its members and from their lack of readiness to devote themselves

fully to common principles and regulations.

The UN jubilee year was no different. Regional and domestic conflicts in

various parts of the world, mass human rights violations, new unconventional

dangers to international security, the ever-increasing development gap between

the richest and the poorest countries, an increase in poverty, natural calamities,

as well as bureaucracy, inefficiency and corruption which plagued the UN

administration—all these phenomena, in the face of which the Organization yet

again proved helpless, resulted in a surge of criticism and of calls for radical

changes. An equally important argument in favour of a reform of the United

Nations were outdated institutional arrangements,  more suited to the period

immediately following the World War II and not adjusted to the changes that had 

occurred since then. But at the same time, the participation of so many leaders of 

the member states in the UN summit that launched the 60th session of the

General Assembly showed that the United Nations is the most universal

international forum and that international society seeks solutions to its problems
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there and through the improvement of its functioning. For Poland too, “the

United Nations—due to its achievement and universal nature—is and will

remain the only organisation capable of setting tasks for regulating and putting

an order in the international system, ensuring a peaceful development of the

world on a global scale, and legitimizing the use of force in international

relations.”1

In this context, it was quite understandable that the UN reform and the

preparations for the summit dominated the Organization’s work in 2005. The

discussion framework was defined by three reports: 

– Report of the High-Level Panel on Thre ats, Chal leng es and Chan ge, entit -
led, “A More Secure World, Our Shar ed Respons ibi lity” of 2 Decemb er 2004,

– Report by the UN Millenn ium Project Team, entit led, “Inves ting in Deve -
lopment, a Prac tic al Plan for Realis ing Millenn ium Deve lopment Goals” of 17
Janua ry 2005,

– Report by the UN Secret ary-Gener al entit led, “In Larger Freedom—
Towards Deve lopment, Secur ity and Human Rights for All” of 21 March 2005.

The results of the work of the High-Level Panel and Millennium Project

Team, led by Prof. Jeffrey Sachs, have shown that the basic condition for

improving world security is accelerated development and an assurance of decent 

living conditions for all people on earth. The Secretary-General based his report

on the conclusions contained in the documents drawn up by these bodies, and

also took into consideration proposals and recommendations of UN bodies and

of other experts and politicians. In his report, he underlined the importance of

human rights protection, environmental protection and sustainable development. 

He also formulated proposals regarding reforms of the Organization’s

functioning and institutional structures.

Originally, it was planned that the participants of the summit would first of

all review the implementation of the Millennium Declaration and the Millennium

Development Goals, because five years had passed since their adoption at the

2000 Millennium summit. But as the summit drew near, and especially

following the release of the Secretary-General’s report, more and more attention

was devoted to the UN reform.

Poland contributed to the debate on the UN reform with a draft of a New

Political Act, submitted to the UN Secretary-General in February 2005. Taking
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into account the problems that would occur in the case of a revision of the UN

Charter, Poland suggested that the improvement to Organization’s functioning

be implemented in the form of a political act in which the member states would

confirm their readiness to introduce the changes and define the ways of doing so, 

without the necessity to ratify that document. Poland proposed a re-definition of

the concept of “international security” and the formulation of the principles that

should be applied when reacting to newly-emerging challenges and threats. The

choice of a political act as a document setting forth the principles and standards

which suit the current situation and contemporary international challenges was

dictated by the fact that such document would permit the UN to adapt its

institutions to new needs faster than the revision of the UN Charter. Apart from

promoting its own initiative of the New Political Act, Poland also took part in

the shaping of common position by the European Union, one of the most active

participants in the summit preparations. In parallel to the preparations to the

summit, Poland participated in the Organization’s ongoing work, ensuring that

her position was included in a joint EU stance, or presenting it individually.

Poland’s Participation in the Work of the United Nations in 2005

Even though eight years passed since Poland was a non-permanent member

of the UN Security Council, it continued to monitor the work of the Council due

to its status as the main UN body responsible for peace and international

security. Furthermore, some of the debates at the Council forum and some of the

Council’s decisions had a direct impact on Poland, e.g. regarding UN

peacekeeping missions. Following the Security Council’s work on a continuous

basis also allowed Poland to take active part in the formulation of a common EU

position on current international events and conflicts.

The Review Conference of the Parties to the Treaty on the Non-Proliferation 

of Nuclear Weapons (NPT) and the Conference on Facilitating the Entry into

Force of the Comprehensive Nuclear Test Ban Treaty (CTBT) were important

events for Poland in the field of disarmament, non-proliferation of mass-

 destruction weapons and armaments controls. The conferences confirmed the

key significance of these documents. But once again no rapprochement occurred 

between countries possessing nuclear weapons and the non-aligned ones. The

consensus was considerably greater with regard to the non- proliferation of chemical

weapons and the need to restrict the proliferation of hand-held weapons and

firearms. The latter was the subject of an open debate in the Security Council, 

which suggested that the exporters of these weapons should bear greater

responsibility for commercial transactions. Adoption of a political declaration
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on the identification and marking of these types of weapons and on monitoring

trade in these weapons was an important step towards regulating trade in

hand-held weapons and firearms.

Poland continued to take an active part in the work of the Conference on

Disarmament in Geneva. In his address to the Conference, Foreign Minister

Adam Daniel Rotfeld underlined its importance for the consolidation of

international peace and security, but also criticised it as well as other bodies for

the lack of progress in the disarmament field. Rotfeld said that a review of the

existing UN “disarmament machinery” was required in order to improve its

functioning.2 With assuming the chairmanship of the Conference in early 2006,

Poland undertook intensive organisational preparations to break the impasse in

the Conference’s work. It also took steps to prevent consideration of topics that

are a traditional subject of deliberation by the Conference.

Poland’s representatives took part in the work of groups of experts and in

meetings of states—parties to the Convention on the Prohibition of the

Development, Production and Stockpiling of Bacteriological (Biological) and

Toxin Weapons and on Their Destruction. During the preparations to the Review 

Conference of the Convention on Prohibition or Restrictions on the Use of

Certain Conventional Weapons Which May Be Deemed to Be Excessively

Injurious or to Have Indiscriminate Effects, Poland spoke out in favour of

launching of talks on new protocols to the Convention, indicating the need to

take into account humanitarian aspects.

In September 2005, Poland’s two-year membership of the Board of

Governors of the International Atomic Energy Agency came to an end. Poland

supported primarily those actions of the Agency which aimed at restricting

North Korea’s and Iran’s access to nuclear weapons. Poland’s permanent

representative to the United Nations in Vienna significantly contributed to

reaching of a decision by the Board of Governors on the subject of a protocol on

small quantities of radioactive substances. Despite the IAEA’s reduced support

for the new EU member states, Poland continued to receive technical assistance

from the Agency, which served important scientific purpose, the value of which

exceeded the total of Poland’s annual membership contribution. 

Poland was among the initiators of the idea of extending the Convention on

the Physical Protection of Nuclear Material to include nuclear facilities and the

counteraction of acts of sabotage. The objective was to adapt the general
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principles of the struggle against terrorism to the challenges posed by nuclear

terrorism. Moreover, Poland also committed itself to apply the Code of Conduct

regarding the security of radioactive sources and the Guidelines attached

regarding the export and import of radioactive sources. Poland’s participation in

the Nuclear Safety Convention Review Conference enabled it to learn about the

safety level of nuclear facilities in neighbouring countries. Finally, Poland

supported the U.S. initiative of converting reactors to operate on low-enriched

uranium. The IAEA did not detect any undeclared nuclear actions or substances

in Poland.

Developing the proposal he had made at the Conference on Disarmament in

Geneva, Minister Rotfeld suggested in a letter to the UN Secretary-General of

27 June 2005 the appointment of a Committee of Wise Men to review the

functioning of the global “disarmament machinery,” and formulate

recommendations to revitalise the institutions engaged in disarmament issues,

exports controls and the non-proliferation of mass-destruction weapons. Prior to

the 60th UN General Assembly session, he submitted a similar proposal to the

foreign ministers of the EU member states, suggesting that an independent and

recognised international institution of a specialised nature, not necessary within

the UN system, be charged with the task of breaking the impasse in these areas.

In 2005 there was a further reduction in the size of the Polish contingent

taking part in UN peacekeeping operations. The size of the Polish contingent

had been falling steadily since 1998, when Poland had the highest number of

soldiers serving under the UN flag. When the medical unit was withdrawn from

UNIFIL in 2005, the Polish contingent was in 27th place in terms of size (707

soldiers and police officers out of a total 85,000 soldiers, police officers and

civilians from 107 countries). However, Poland still had the largest group of

soldiers placed at the disposal of the United Nations by a developed country in

2005. Poland’s considerable contribution to the UN peacekeeping missions was

acknowledged by the fact that a Pole was appointed chairman of the C-34

Committee, responsible for these issues.

Poland attached great importance to the development of cooperation in

combating terrorism. Talks on an international convention on combating acts of

nuclear terrorism were successful, but no progress was achieved in drafting of a

comprehensive convention  on combating terrorism, as it was impossible to

reach a consensus on a definition of this phenomenon. There were also

considerable differences of opinion regarding the exclusion of armed forces

form the convention. Work on a UN strategy for combating terrorism was
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disrupted. Nevertheless, the struggle against terrorism remained a frequent topic

of Security Council debate due to numerous terrorist attacks in 2005.

In the field of economic cooperation and development, Poland’s prime tasks

in 2005 were preparations to implement the Millennium Development Goals and 

to participate in a debate on  basic threats and challenges posed by globalisation.

These issues dominated discussions the UN bodies engaged in trade, economic

cooperation and development throughout preparations to the UN summit.

Despite numerous initial proposals of new solutions, as the summit drew near,

the discussions developed more and more into mere repetitions of earlier

positions, confirming the major differences between developed and developing

countries. The developing countries demanded additional concessions and

increased aid, whilst the developed ones objected to new commitments. A

positive development was the start of talks on new sources to finance

development, in connection with the initiative of the presidents of France and

Brazil in 2004, but the talks yielded no concrete decisions.

Preparations to the summit and its expected impact on the work of individual 

UN bodies could be seen most clearly in the economic sector. The work of the

Economic and Social Council and its commissions was seriously hampered; it

was impossible to reach a consensus on the concluding documents of individual

sessions. In the work of UNCTAD, additional complications were caused by

doubts about this organisation’s identity under new conditions and the numerical 

superiority of the developing countries over the developed ones. The impasse in

dialogue on economic issues inside the United Nations had a negative impact on

the preparations for the WTO Ministerial Conference in Hong Kong.

For many countries, the United Nations Industrial Development

Organization (UNIDO) was a relic of the bygone era. Poland’s lack of support

for the EU position concerning the UNIDO budget caused doubts about the

sincerity of Polish pledges to increase development aid. When Poland became a

member of the EU, expectations rose inside UNIDO that Poland would follow

the example of the Czech Republic, Hungary and Croatia and become a new

donor of development aid. Poland was entrusted with the implementation of the

Regional High-Technology Programme of increasing industrial e-productivity

and quality in the countries of Central-Eastern Europe and in the

Commonwealth of Independent States. The work of Investment and Technology

Promotion Office in Warsaw was an important element in Poland’s cooperation

with UNIDO.

The inclusion of Poland in the EU system of development aid made it

necessary to regulate development aid and humanitarian assistance within the
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legal system of the country. On 18 May 2005, the Council of Ministers decided

to increase Polish development aid to 0.17% of the GDP in 2010 and, if possible, 

to 0.33% of the GDP in 2015. A Development Cooperation Department was

created in the Ministry of Foreign Affairs. A social campaign entitled

“Millennium Development Goals: A Time to help Others” was  held jointly with

the United Nations Development Programme. In the Office of the UN High

Commissioner for Refugees, Poland was also perceived as a country that should

take increasing part in the provision of financial assistance to the countries in

need.

The Economic Commission for Europe was the most important forum of

Poland’s participation in UN regional policy. Poland engaged in the promotion

of norms and standards of economic transformation and in the formulation of

new priorities for the Commission. The Commission’s work was dominated by

preparations to its reform. The appointment of Marek Belka to the post of the

executive secretary of the Commission was of great importance for the

consolidation of Poland’s position in this structure.

Poland took active part in the work of the UN Commission on Human

Rights, despite observer status. The Commission was still divided between

developed democracies and authoritarian regimes (which included some of the

developing countries) as far as the interpretation and observance of international

human rights standards is concerned. Many developing countries excused the

breaches of human rights on their territory on the grounds that they were late in

their development. The Commission’s substantive work and its basic function of 

monitoring the observance of human rights in particular countries was further

hampered. Poland’s participation in the work of the Commission resulted in a

resolution on the protection of the rights of persons infected with HIV/AIDS; on

good governance, including the combating of corruption; and on the role of the

jurisdiction in the transitional period. Poland also engaged in combating

trafficking with women and in the rights of victims of prostitution. It cooperated

with the Special Rapporteur of the Commission on Human Rights in Belarus.

Poland’s Minister of Foreign Affairs attended the annual Commission’s session.

At the forum of the United Nations, Poland energetically promoted the

combating of all forms of discrimination and intolerance. In 2005 it ratified two

protocols to the Convention on the Rights of the Child. A representative of

Poland was a member of the Human Rights Committee. 

Poland cooperated well with the United Nations in combating drug addiction 

and organised crime. The Commission on Narcotic Drugs considered the

prevention of epidemics of HIV/AIDS and of other diseases that could develop
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through contact with the infected blood of addicts, and the creation of conditions 

propitious to the rehabilitation and treatment of these persons. Poland joined the

programme of cooperation in counteracting illegal trade in ingredients for the

manufacture of narcotics. Unfortunately, it did not fulfilled the duty of

submitting regular reports on the seizure of smuggled substances of this type on

its territory. The Eleventh UN Congress on Crime Prevention and Criminal

Justice (18–25 April, Bangkok) adopted a final declaration entitled “Synergies

and responses—strategic alliances in crime prevention and criminal justice.”

However, the second session of the Conference of States Parties to the UN

Convention against Transnational Organized Crime ended without any positive

results. The work of the Commission on the Status of Women and Commission

for Social Development concentrated on preparations to the September UN

summit.

Efforts to set up a UN Habitat Office in Warsaw were successful. The

appointment of a Polish judge to the International Tribunal for the Law of the

Sea was a major success. For the second year running, Poland regularly paid its

membership contributions to the United Nations.

Preparations to the UN Summit

On 13 September 2005,  after long negotiations, the General Assembly

concluded its preparations to the summit. Their point of departure was a report

by the UN Secretary-General. The draft final declaration underlined the

interdependence between development, security and human rights as the three

main pillars of the UN system. The main part of the document referred to the

Millennium Declaration and the Millennium Development Goals, and was an

attempt to set in order the commitments of developed and developing countries.

The provisions of the final declaration were based on the decisions reached at

global conferences on development, especially the Monterrey consensus, and on

the concluding documents of the World Summit on Sustainable Development as

well as WTO conference in Doha. Being the result of a compromise, this

declaration did not contain any new commitments, aid guidelines or binding

calendars.

Poland helped Germany, Japan and India in their efforts to win permanent

seats on the Security Council, but did not consider the enlargement of the

Council as a basic purpose of its reform. Poland attached equal importance to

increasing the effectiveness and transparency of the Council’s work. At the same 

time, it consistently strove for an additional seat on the Council for a group of

East European countries. Poland considered it an important task to revitalise the
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UN bodies and structures engaged in the spheres of disarmament and non-

 proliferation of mass destruction weapons. They should be adapted to the new

challenges and dangers to security and should be able to counteract the proliferation

of these weapons and the risk that they are used by terrorist organisations.

Poland spoke out in favour of actions to consolidate non- proliferation regimes

and strove for broad support inside the United Nations for major international

initiatives on counteracting the proliferation of mass destruction weapons: the

Cracow Initiative and G-8 Global Partnership.

Poland attached great importance to the adoption of a concept whereby

countries and international society would assume responsibility for the protection

of individuals when a sovereign government is incapable of or unwilling to

prevent genocide, ethnic cleansing and serious violations of international

humanitarian law. It supported the idea of establishing an authority responsible

for helping countries that are threatened with “collapse” and actions to tidy up

and coordinate international efforts to establish peace in countries emerging

from conflicts. During the 60th General Assembly session, Poland attached great

importance to improving the effectiveness of the struggle against terrorism,

especially in the form of a comprehensive antiterrorist convention, and to more

widespread participation by member states in multilateral treaties related to

combating terrorism.

Poland actively supported the establishment of the Human Rights Council to 

replace the Commission on Human Rights, as the primary UN body responsible

for ensuring observance and promotion of human rights and making them one of 

the three main pillars of the United Nations (apart from security and

development). Poland also spoke out in favour of increasing the role of the

Office of the UN High Commissioner for Human Rights, primarily by allocating 

a greater portion of funds for this purpose out of the UN regular budget, and in

favour of  establishing a Democracy Fund. 

In the sphere of economic cooperation and development, Poland supported

the implementation of the Millennium Development Goals by increasing its

Official Development Assistance, among other things. It also attached great

importance to closer cooperation between the United Nations and regional

organisations as well as to a better correlation of their tasks.

During the preparations to the summit, Poland took part in the formulation

of a position by the European Union. Even though the EU had not supported the

Polish concept of a New Political Act, it still had an impact on the EU position.

Poland succeeded in adding to the EU position questions regarding the

economies of countries undergoing transition, new donors of assistance, the
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protection of human rights, UN cooperation with regional and sub-regional

organisations, and a reform of UN peacekeeping operations. 

The European Union supported greater emphasis during the UN summit and

60th session of the General Assembly on problems with development and on the

formulation of a particular plan of action to accelerate the realisation of the

Millennium Development Goals, with special regard to the needs of Africa. The

EU’s priorities regarding security were: the creation of the Peacebuilding

Commission, the prevention of conflicts, the struggle against terrorism, the

adoption of principles applied when reaching decisions as regards the use of

force, disarmament and the non-proliferation of mass destruction weapons, and

increasing possibilities of launching UN peacekeeping operations. Regarding

human rights, the most important issues for the EU were: the adoption of a

concept of responsibility to protect, an increase of the role of the UN High

Commissioner for Human Rights and the resources at his disposal, and the

creation of the Human Rights Council. The European Union attached great

importance to reforming and revitalising the UN General Assembly, a further

improvement to the work of the committees, a reform to the Economic and

Social Council (changes to its modus operandi), and an improvement to

management over the Organization. It also supported an expansion of

cooperation between the United Nations and regional bodies as well as the

creation of a UN Agency for the Environment, based on the UN Environmental

Programme. The EU also wanted to boost the United Nations’ capability of

undertaking humanitarian actions, adopt a budget ensuring that the Organization 

is able to realise the Millennium Goals and the summit decisions, as well as

reach a compromise in financing the renovation of the UN headquarters in New

York. Despite the importance of reforming the Security Council, the EU was

unable to formulate a uniform position on this matter, because there were major

differences of opinion among the member states regarding an enlargement of the 

Council.

A major achievement during the preparations for the summit was reaching a

consensus as regards responsibility to protect. This meant that the security of

countries no longer came before the security of the population. Talks on the

formation of the Peacebuilding Commission and Human Rights Council were

successful. A positive outcome of the talks was an increase in the status of the

UN High Commissioner for Human Rights and an increase in the funds for his

Office. A proposal whereby the UN Secretary-General establishes a Democracy

Fund was also accepted. As far as the reform of the Secretariat and management

of the Organization are concerned, the Secretary-General’s hitherto work was

approved and his leading role in ensuring a proper functioning of the Secretariat
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was confirmed. However, he was not granted the power to create supervisory

and control mechanisms on his own, nor could he take decisions on the

allocation of posts and financial resources.

The success of the negotiations was diminished by the absence of an accord

on disarmament and the non-proliferation of mass destruction weapons.

Attempts to agree on a definition of terrorism failed. Several weeks before the

summit, it became apparent that an accord on an enlargement of the Security

Council and an improvement to its work would not be possible.

The draft UN Summit concluding document and Poland’s position for the

Summit were discussed by the Council of Ministers of the Republic of Poland.

The government stressed that the multiplicity and complexity of the problems

facing international society require close cooperation within the framework of

existing organisations, according to the principle of effective multilateralism. In

this context, the United Nations, the only international organisation possessing a

universal character, remains the main institution responsible for maintaining

peace and security in the world. It should increase its effectiveness in solving of

global problems, as well as its authority to sanction the activity of the

international community. The Council of Ministers also agreed that since the

world, international relations and the political reality are changing faster than

structure of international organisations, Poland should speak out in favour of a

thorough reform to the United Nations and a redefinition of the Organization’s

mandate, as well as in favour of an adaptation of its institutional structures to

new tasks and requirements. At the same time, the Council of Ministers stressed

that Poland had already made a significant contribution to the debate on a reform 

of the United Nations, having submitted to the General Assembly in 2002 the

draft of a New Political Act of the United Nations for the 21st century.

The UN Summit and 60th Session of the UN General Assembly

The UN summit which commenced the jubilee 60th session of the General

Assembly was attended by the highest number of top country representatives in

the Organization’s history—175 leaders from all over the world. In his speech,

Polish President Aleksander Kwaœniewski called for a world united in freedom

and solidarity, citing the European Union as an example of the possibility of

building structures and mechanisms of cooperation in the spirit of genuine

solidarity. He said that the United Nations should inspire confidence by the fact

that international society would render essential assistance and protection to

people if their own countries were unable to do so. But for this purpose, the

United Nations must have a far-sighted and comprehensive vision of changes
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and be more determined in shaping a broadly-conceived policy of international

development that will improve the quality of life all over the world. He praised

the final document that had been agreed upon, but noted that in many respects it

was a weaker consensus than expected, which should be regarded as the point of

departure for further efforts at reforming the United Nations. President

Kwaœniewski also chaired one of the “round table” talks that were held parallel

to the plenary talks.

In his address to the assembled heads of states, UN Secretary-General Kofi

Annan stressed that the decisions reached at the summit were a good starting

point for further reforms of the Organization. Calling for collective action, he

warned that deep divisions among countries could result in ad hoc reactions

resulting in even greater instability and deeper divisions. Calling for a continuation

of the reform process, he mentioned the non-proliferation of weapons of mass-

 destruction, disarmament and the absence of consensus on the Security Council

reform as some of the main challenges to be tackled. He stressed the need for the 

effective implementation of the decisions taken and the determination in the

solution of difficult issues. He appealed to the more powerful states to take the

lead, and to the remaining ones to engage in cooperation. He warned that

neglecting such principles as democracy, human rights and the rule of law

undermined confidence in joint institutions and dispelled faith in their

effectiveness.

During the general debate, Foreign Minister Rotfeld referred to the concept

of solidarity presented by President Kwaœniewski during the summit. Minister

Rotfeld proposed that 31 August be designated a Day of Freedom and Solidarity. 

He also pointed out that the UN reforms should be regarded as part of the

process of adapting the Organization to the changing international environment,

and not as a one-off event. In the absence of an accord on non-proliferation and

disarmament at the UN summit, he reiterated his proposal of a comprehensive

review of the “disarmament machinery,” and also repeated Poland’s postulate of

defining at the UN forum such basic universal values as freedom and solidarity. 

The implementation of the provisions of the Final Declaration of the UN

Summit dominated the work of the 60th session of the General Assembly. On

20 December 2005, the General Assembly and Security Council adopted a

resolution on setting up the Peacebuilding Commission. The Commission will

be assisted by a new Peacebuilding Support Office at the UN Secretariat and a

Peacebuilding Fund. Money from this fund, stemming from voluntary

contributions, will be used to finance the initial stages of post-conflict

reconstruction.
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However, the talks on the creation of the Human Rights Council had still not

been completed by the end of 2005. These talks confirmed considerable

differences in the way the role of the Council is perceived by different groups of

countries. The developed countries, including Poland and other EU member

states, wanted the Council to be the main, permanent UN body, effectively

monitoring the observance of human rights in the world and reacting quickly to

urgent crisis situations. These countries attached considerable importance to

preserving the strong aspects of the Commission on Human Rights: the

existence of special procedures and cooperation with NGO’s. But the opponents

of the new Council, i.e. some of the developing countries, wanted to restrict its

powers in relation to those possessed by the Commission on Human Rights, and

narrow its work down to dialogue and general cooperation. They regarded the

criticism of countries for violating human rights, mainly the developing ones, as

a sign that the Commission was dominated by politics and was applying dual

standards of assessment.

Regarding the development and reform of the Economic and Social Council, 

the developing countries wanted consultations on the broadest possible development

agenda, not restricted to the final document and Millennium Development

Goals. Their position in the fields of security, human rights and the UN reforms

was conditioned by concessions from the developed countries regarding

development issues. The developed countries concentrated on improvements

rather than institutional changes. They stressed that changes to the functioning

of the Council should occur without the need for additional outlay. They firmly

opposed the idea of creating new indicators for monitoring the implementation

of decisions and commitments. The most important changes proposed included

replacing the annual summer high-level ECOSOC session with so-called global

political dialogue, held alternately with the Development Cooperation Forum. 

For the United States, the priority issue was a reform of the UN Secretariat

and its system of management. The United States claimed that the hitherto

system was not only ineffective, but conducible to corruption, as illustrated by

the “oil for food” scandal.  The concept of reforming the UN management

system proposed by the developed countries was opposed by the developing

countries. They regarded this as an attempt to restrict the number of projects

advantageous for them  and to diminish their influence in the Secretariat. In the

end, a package of reforms was adopted providing for the establishment of an

Ethics Office, a review of management structures and the creation of an

impartial consultative Audit Committee. Within the framework of his powers,

the Secretary-General undertook a series of actions to improve the work of the

United Nations, including the appointment of a committee to implement
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post-control conclusions and an increase in the scope of Office of Internal

Oversight Services. 

No progress was noted in reforming and expanding the Security Council. An 

initiative by Switzerland, Liechtenstein, Singapore, Costa Rica and Jordan to

improve the Council’s work was an attempt to break the impasse, but it did not

spawn further debate due to lack of support from the Security Council’s

permanent members. The concept of responsibility to protect was not expounded 

during the session, either. Numerous developing countries continued to believe

that the concept undermined the principle of non-interference in the domestic

affairs of countries. 

The 60th session of the General Assembly resulted in no breakthrough regarding

disarmament and the non-proliferation of weapons of mass-destruction. The

climate of the talks was marred by the continuing impasse in disarmament talks.

As usual, questions regarding nuclear disarmament caused the biggest controversies. 

The nuclear states placed the main emphasis on non-proliferation, whilst most of 

the remaining countries treated non-proliferation and disarmament as a single

issue. The question of the Iranian nuclear programme was also a contentious

issue. In such a situation, the resolution on the implementation of the Chemical

Weapons Convention (CWC) was a success for Poland.

Regarding economic issues, the necessity to preserve a balance between the

commitments and interests of the developed and developing countries was

expressed. Emphasis was placed on the need for good governance, observance

of law and mobilisation of resources by the developing countries, as well as a

fulfilment of the commitments made by the developed countries regarding the

level of development aid. Issues connected with the international system of

finance and trade caused major controversies. For a long time, the U.S.

delegation objected to the addition to existing resolutions on globalisation and

the international system of finance, of paragraphs on countries in a stage of

economic transition, arguing that some of these countries had become members

of the EU. It was decided that a high-level dialogue on international migration

and development would be held during the next UN General Assembly session. 

The debate on human rights was dominated by the plans to create the Human 

Rights Council and the political contest regarding its future shape. The developing

countries stiffened their position regarding the Council’s status, mandate and

religious intolerance. This resulted in the adoption of fewer resolutions in

comparison with the previous session.

Poland attempted to develop the activity of the Community of Democracies

at the UN forum, but it was unable to turn it into a more cohesive pressure group. 
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It supported a further tightening of cooperation between the United Nations and

regional organisations in peacekeeping operations. Poland also spoke out in

favour of the policy of “zero tolerance” for sexual abuse committed by the

personnel of UN peacekeeping missions. Palestine’s consent to a restriction in

the number of resolutions on the Palestinian problem was a positive accent. The

General Assembly condemned all forms of colonialism. 

Parallel negotiations on implementing the reforms that had been agreed upon 

during the summit had a major impact on work on the UN budget for

2006–2007. The talks were blocked by the U.S. iunctim between a rapid

implementation of the entire reform package and the adoption of the UN budget. 

The United States and Japan altered their stances mainly, because the developing 

countries had accepted—virtually at the very last moment—a package of

reforms on the system of management of the UN Secretariat. For the first time in 

the Organization’s history, a budget was adopted with a clause on the resumption 

of budget negotiations after six months. During the session, work was

undertaken on a new scale of contributions due to be adopted at the next session

of the General Assembly. It was not possible to consider the alternative

scenarios, presented by the UN Secretary-General, for financing the renovation

of UN headquarters in New York, but an agreement was reached on plans for

financing two major UN peacekeeping operations—in Congo and Sudan. Each

of these operations will have a budget of about one billion dollars. 

The concluding document of the summit recognised the rule of law and

international law as key instruments in the performance of tasks in the UN’s

primary areas of activity (international security, development and human rights), 

what was reflected in the work of the session. The most important item on the

agenda was the annual report by the International Law Commission. A Polish

member of the Commission was chosen as rapporteur on the subject of “The

obligations of countries to extradite or detain.” Much attention was also paid to

the debate on the report of the United Nations Commission on International

Trade Law (UNCITRAL). A major achievement by the General Assembly was

the adoption of an optional Protocol to the 1994 Convention on the Safety of

United Nations and Associated Personnel as well as the Convention on the Use

of Electronic Communications in International Contracts.

During the 60th session, just like during the preparations thereto, the EU

played a key role in undertaking more important initiatives. With its activities it

supported the work of the President of the session, Jan Eliasson of Sweden.

However, the EU had great difficulty to maintain a cohesive position on several

questions. Against this background, Poland’s constructive engagement both
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during consultations within the EU and during the General Assembly’s work

played an important role. This helped to promote Poland’s positive image as an

active and responsible member of the international community. Polish

vice-chairmen of Committees V and VI also met with praise.

The end of the year did not mean the end of the work of the 60th UN General

Assembly session. It was to continue until the next session.

The sixtieth anniversary of the United Nations Organization was an

opportunity to launch an education programme about the United Nations and

spread a positive image of the United Nations in Poland via the “UN Awareness” 

campaign. 

*

*            *

In the sixty years of Poland’s membership in the United Nations

Organization, there have been few periods that caused such changes to Poland’s

position as the past two years. The most important change was Poland’s

accession to the European Union in 2004 and its acquisition of full rights in EU

Common Foreign and Security Policy. From a “like-minded” country, invited to

join the EU on the UN forum and striving for support for its priorities and

interests, Poland developed into the co-creator of the EU’s position and a

country whose support is being sought by other EU states.  In rare cases only,

justified by the particular significance of the subject-matter or Poland’s interests, 

it decides to speak out separately at the UN. In most cases Poland’s stance is

incorporated in a joint EU position presented by the currently presiding states,

Luxembourg and Great Britain, in 2005.

After sixty years of involvement in the work of the United Nations, Poland

has finally found itself among the group of fully-fledged members who—despite 

past disruptions in their contacts and barriers—are joined by centuries of

common culture and civilisation. The only relic of the recent past is Poland’s

membership in the Eastern Europe regional group which, on account of the

changes that occurred in Central and Eastern Europe, has increased in size and is 

radically altering its character. The only criterion for membership in this group

now is geographical location. The countries gathered in this group possess a

unique experience of the transformations. Ever since the start of these

transformations, Poland has been in favour of spreading the experience thereof

more broadly among the developing countries.

Poland is anxious to continue its participation in the work on the UN reform. 

Its aim to make the Security Council more efficient and more representative by
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securing an additional non-permanent seat for a representative of the East

European regional group remains valid. Poland’s traditional areas of activity

also offer major possibilities.

In his speech to the Sejm upon becoming Minister of Foreign Affairs of the

Republic of Poland, Stefan Meller said, “In today’s world we are exposed to

untraditional, sometimes even dramatic challenges. They require an appropriate

adaptation of regional organisations, and especially world organisations like the

United Nations Organization. Can these challenges and dangers be effectively

counteracted by the United Nations Organization, whose members include

unreliable, dictatorial and authoritarian countries with regimes encouraging

fanaticism and terrorism, as well as ‘weak’ and ‘collapsing’ countries? There is

no simple answer to this dilemma. Rather, we must assume that the UN potential 

has not been exhausted yet, and if the entire UN structure is suitably reformed,

this potential may be set in motion and put to proper use.” The support of Poland 

and other member states, demonstrated in relation to the UN reforms and during

its ongoing work, provides a good basis for the best possible use of the

Organization’s potential.
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IV.

Select ed Problems 

of Poland ’s Forei gn Policy





PAWE£ HERCZYÑSKI*

Poland’s Involvement in Stabilisation in Iraq

Political Process and Security Situation in Iraq

2005 was the most important year from the perspective of the ongoing

political process in Iraq, the key stages of which were defined by the UN

Security Council Resolution No. 1546. On 30 January 2005, the first democratic

parliamentary elections were held (with simultaneous elections to the provincial

councils and Autonomous Assembly for the Region of Kurdistan). A provisional 

National Assembly of 275 persons was elected. Since the Sunni Arabs boycotted 

the assembly, the groups in the majority were Shias and Kurds.

On 6 April 2005, Jalal Talabani, the leader of the Patriotic Union of

Kurdistan, was elected president of Iraq by the members of the Assembly. The

elected vice-presidents were Shia Adil Abdel Mahdi and Sunni Arab Ghazi

al-Jawar (Massud Barzani became the president of the Kurdistan region). On

7 April 2005, the leader of the Shia Daawa party was appointed prime minister.

In the cabinet he formed, the representatives of Shia groups took 18 ministerial

positions while Kurds and Sunni Arabs had 8 each.

On 15 October 2005, Iraq adopted the new constitution in the nationwide

referendum. The major political parties agreed that its controversial provisions,

contested by Sunni Arabs, would be revised by the National Assembly, to be

elected by the general elections of 15 December 2005. The controversies are

primarily about the option to establish autonomous regions within the federal

state system. The Sunni Arabs, living in the centre of the country and deprived

of any natural resources, fear that they would become marginalised by Kurds

and Shias in the new system, since the latter would control the oil abundant

northern and southern provinces.

The parliamentary elections were held as planned on 15 December, but their

final results, verified by international experts, were announced as late as on 10

February 2006. The mandates in the 275-seat parliament went to: Shia United

Iraqi Alliance (128 seats), the co-ruling Kurdish coalition (53 seats), and major
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parties of the Sunni Arabs, with 55 seats. The key losers of the elections were the 

secular block of Iyad Allawi, the former Prime Minister, which won 25 seats

(formerly 40), and the coalition of parties formed by the Shia vice-Prime

Minister, Ahmed Chalabi, which did not even reach the election threshold. The

remaining 14 seats were taken by small factions representing Kurdish

fundamentalists, Sunni Arabs, Turkmen, Christians and Yazidis. The winning

United Iraqi Alliance approved the candidacy of the then prime minister

Al-Jaafari for the position of the head of the coalition government. The leaders

of Sunni, Kurdish and secular Shia parties questioned his nomination, received

owing to the support of the radical and anti-American Shia cleric, Muqtada

as-Sadr, and demanded that the prime minister should be a person with more

neutral views.

Despite the successful development of the political process, the situation in

Iraq remains shaky. The negotiations of the major political parties on the

national unity government are dragging, major conflicts of interest among the

various ethnic and religious groups continue to exist and the rivalry between the

politicians is deepening. Countries of the region interfere with Iraq’s internal

affairs by supporting individual religious and ethnic groups. The Iraqi political

schedule for 2006 provides for the formation of the government, amendment of

the constitution by the parliament, another constitutional referendum and local

government elections.

The progress of the political process implemented in 2005 did not translate

into more security. The instability of the situation results from three major,

largely independent, factors: the presence in Iraq of international terrorists,

guerrilla resistance of the Sunni Arabs and ordinary crime. International terrorist 

groups are unabatedly attempting to destabilise Iraq, viewing the country as the

primary theatre for their war against the West. They continue to attack the Iraqi

security forces, civilians, coalition troops and industrial infrastructure. They

seek to deepen the animosities between Shia and Sunni Arabs and intimidate the

representatives of the various ethnic and religious groups participating in the

political process. The regions most threatened by terrorist attacks are Baghdad

and the north-western provinces in the so-called Sunni triangle.

The Iraqi authorities are conducting negotiations with the representatives of

some anti-government Sunni groups, interested in being included in the political

process. The negotiations should gradually neutralise the Sunni resistance

movement. However, many threats to Iraq’s security are of a purely criminal

rather than political nature. Of paramount importance here appears to be the
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acceleration of the training process for the Iraqi security forces, to include

boosting their efficiency and the police’s prestige.

International Support for Iraq

All representatives of the present Iraqi government agree that further

presence of the coalition forces in Iraq is necessary, because their quick

withdrawal would be an irresponsible move. A withdrawal at this stage of the

coalition’s support for the political process could have unforeseeable

ramifications for Iraq, the stability of the entire region as well as the

modernisation and democratisation processes already begun in the territory.

However, the progress of assuming responsibility for the state by the Iraqi

people themselves allowed a gradual drawdown in the number of multinational

troops and modification of their present character. In case of the Polish Military

Contingent (PMC), this meant the unit’s focus on training and advisory tasks.

An equally important task for PMC is also the implementation of aid

programmes for the local population under civilian-military co-operation. It

comprises a number of projects in such areas as municipal services, education,

fuel sector, public security, water purification and sewerage system, electricity

provision, health service, transportation and telecommunication.

Resolution No. 1637 of the UN Security Council, adopted unanimously on 8 

November 2005, extended the mandate of the multinational stabilisation troops

deployed in Iraq by the end of December 2006. The international community

thus acknowledged the arguments of the Iraqi government. When addressing the

Security Council, the latter argued that the Iraqi forces were not yet ready to

ensure full security to the country, and the immediate withdrawal of the

international force would prove a disaster for Iraq, as it could lead to a civil war

and bring fatal consequences for the entire Middle East. 

Under resolution No. 1546 of the UN Security Council of 8 June 2004, the

key role in coordinating international support for Iraq should be played by the

UN. In 2005 however, the actions of the Organisation for Iraq were not

intensified. It failed to open the UN office in Baghdad which, following a

terrorist attack in August 2003, was moved to Amman. For security reasons, the

number of the UN’s international staff in Iraq was reduced to the absolute

minimum. The activity of Ashraf Qazi, Special Representative of the

Secretary-General for Iraq, and the United Nations Assistance Mission for Iraq

(UNAMI) appointed by virtue of the resolution No. 1500 of 14 August 2003 of

the Security Council, focused on supporting the political process and

humanitarian aid.
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In 2005, the involvement of the European Union in Iraq intensified. On 22

June 2005, an international conference, co-organised by the EU and the US, was

held in Brussels, attended by delegations from 84 states and international

organizations participating in the stabilisation and reconstruction process in Iraq. 

In the second half of 2005, Javier Solana and ministers for foreign affairs of the

“EU Troika” visited Baghdad. On 21 September 2005, the EU and Iraq signed a

joint declaration on the political dialogue, which provides for regular contacts

between the Union and Iraq on various levels. The work on the negotiation

mandate for the European Commission is almost complete, and it is to be

followed by signing with Iraq an agreement on cooperation and trade. The talks

are scheduled to begin immediately after the formation of the new government

in Iraq. The total value of aid provided to Iraq by the EU from the ousting of

Saddam Hussein to the end of 2005 exceeded €500 million. 

In March 2005, the EU Council adopted a Joint Action on establishing an

integrated EU mission (EUJUST LEX), whose objective would be to train the

Iraqi in the area of justice.

In 2004, a NATO Training Mission to Iraq (NTM-I) was established. Its

tasks include the support for the Iraqi authorities in reconstructing the national

security institutions, training their staff and preparing a programme of

international and domestic courses for the Iraqi military and civilian officers. 

Poland is actively participating in the following programmes: training of the

Iraqi armed forces officers conducted by the NATO (NTM-I) and education of

the Iraqi personnel of the justice system, organized by the EU (EUJUST LEX).

Several Polish military instructors are training high-ranking officers of the Iraqi

armed forces at the courses held in Ar-Rustamia.

Iraq’s reconstruction is also supported by the states of the Middle East and

the League of Arab States. In 2005, regular meetings of the representatives of

Egypt and the countries neighbouring Iraq were held. They were devoted to

coordinating positions and tightening co-operation for the reconstruction of the

Iraqi state. The Arab countries welcomed the progress of the political process in

Iraq, but expressed a degree of caution as well. The satisfaction is connected

with solidifying stabilisation processes, while the concerns revolve around the

potential regional ramifications of accumulating power in Iraq by the Shia.

Polish Military Presence in Iraq

The key factor in shaping the relations between Iraq and Poland since 2003

has been Poland’s participation in the stabilisation mission. By the end of 2005,
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during five rotations of the Polish Military Contingent, over 10 thousand

soldiers and officers served in Iraq, excelling at the tasks entrusted to them. The

Polish effectively managed the Multinational Division Central–South, MND CS, 

formed by military contingents from over 20 countries.

The results of the Polish military presence in Iraq were evaluated positively.

This is thanks to good preparation of the mission, professional attitude of the

soldiers and a relatively friendly response from the Iraqi people to our commitment

to the processes of transition in their country. Apart from stabilisation tasks, the

Multinational Division has trained over 20 thousand soldiers of the Iraqi armed

forces. Under civil-military co-operation, a large number of diverse projects

were implemented in the area of the Polish responsibility, aimed at the

improvement of living conditions for the local population.

In 2005, there were no casualties of terrorist attacks among the members of

the Polish Military Contingent. One Polish soldier died in a car accident on 25

February 2006. Since the commencement of the mission to Iraq, Poland has lost

17 soldiers, who died as a result of terrorist attacks and mishaps. Two former

GROM rangers, working as security officers for the American Blackwater

company also died, similarly to two Polish TV reporters. In 2004, Polish citizens 

were twice abducted and subsequently freed. 

Despite the fact that the United States covered a major portion of the cost of

Poland’s participation in the Iraqi mission, the maintenance of the PMC is a

significant burden to the state budget. It exceeded the originally planned reserve

and reached, by the end of 2005, approx. PLN 660 million in personnel cost and

approx. PLN 800 million in equipment (30% of which will have to remain in

Iraq). 

The positive image of the Polish presence in Iraq cannot be changed by

accusations of human rights violations, allegedly perpetrated by PMC soldiers,

and destructive impact of the deployment of the Multinational Division on the

artefacts of Babylon. The above accusations proved completely unfounded—

human rights were violated by the American and British soldiers. In terms of the

artefacts, the presence of soldiers in Babylon prevented mass-scale devastation

and plundering of historic items, as admitted by the representatives of Iraq in

July 2005. Towards the end of 2004, the military base located in Babylon was

handed over to the Iraqis.

However, it should be noted here that there were cases of corruption among

the soldiers of the PMC, notably during the tenders organised for the Iraqi

companies to select contractors for civilian projects financed from the coalition’s 
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budget. 14 military officers and civilian army staff were charged with the

involvement in the so-called baksheesh scandal. Some of them admitted accepting

bribes and counterfeiting documents in the course of tender supervision process.

In 2005, the support of the Polish people for PMC presence in Iraq gradually 

decreased (over 60% support in 2003). Currently, the majority of the Polish

society opposes the continuation of PMC mission in Iraq. The prevailing attitude 

of the public opinion is that the participation in the stabilisation mission is doing

more harm than good to the Polish interest. This belief results, among others,

from the lack of expected economic benefits. 

In February 2005, the number of soldiers in the Polish Military Contingent

was reduced from 2400 to 1630. On 12 April 2005, Marek Belka’s government

took the decision on the reduction of the PMC in the second half of 2005 to 1400 

soldiers and civilian staff as well as the withdrawal from the “classic”

stabilisation mission from the end of the fifth rotation at the turn of 2006. In

2005, the number of soldiers in the Multinational Division also dropped.

Following the withdrawal of Ukraine’s and Bulgaria’s military contingents in

2005, the division now consists of approx. 2000 soldiers from 12 countries.

On 29 December 2005, at the request of Prime Minister Kazimierz

Marcinkiewicz, Lech Kaczyñski, the President of Poland, took the decision on

the continuation of the Polish Military Contingent’s presence in Iraq by the end

of 2006. This decision, complying with the request from the Iraqi authorities,

was taken following the consultations with the coalition partners, under the

resolution No. 1637 of 8 November 2005 of the UN Security Council, which

extended the international legal mandate for the deployment of multinational

force in Iraq until the end of 2006. With the sixth rotation, PMC’s headcount was 

reduced from 1400 to 900 soldiers and civilian staff. The nature of the

contingent’s tasks also changed from training and stabilisation to advisory and

training.

The tasks connected with ensuring security in the territory controlled by the

Multinational Division Central-South are being gradually taken over by the Iraqi 

structures. At the beginning of 2006, 8th Division of the Iraqi Armed Forces,

trained by the Multinational Division under the Polish command, reached the

independent anti-terrorist operation capability. 

The Polish military mission to Iraq is the largest foreign mission

implemented thus far by the Polish Armed Forces. The participation in the Iraq’s 

stabilisation required from the Polish Armed Forces an immense organisational,

staffing and financial effort. As a natural consequence, it was conditional upon
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establishing closer cooperation with the armed forces of the United States, Great

Britain and other countries in the coalition. The experience of the Iraqi mission

should decisively accelerate the modernisation of the Polish Armed Forces,

adjusting their operability to the new security requirements.

Polish-Iraqi Relations

The overthrow of Hussein’s regime and Poland’s participation in the

international coalition invigorated the cooperation with Iraq. Over the last years

political contacts with this country have reached a high level and intensity,

although in 2005, it was Poland that was setting the tone for the mutual relations.

In July 2005, the Polish delegation, headed by Prime Minister Belka, visited

Baghdad and Iraqi Kurdistan. Other members of the delegation were Adam

Daniel Rotfeld, the Minister of Foreign Affairs, Jerzy Szmajdziñski, the Minister 

of National Defence and Waldemar D¹browski, the Minister of Culture. Key

elements of the plan for the reconstruction of mutual relations were agreed upon

and the memorandum on the cooperation for the implementation of international 

agreements in the area of security and non-proliferation of weapons of mass

destruction was signed. In November 2005, the Minister of National Defence,

Rados³aw Sikorski visited Baghdad and in December 2005, Prime Minister

Kazimierz Marcinkiewicz. The Iraqi were informed of the considerations on

further involvement of Poland in the stabilisation mission. To set up the

institutional framework for the development of mutually beneficial relations in

all fields, revitalisation of the Polish-Iraqi Mixed Committee was decided upon.

Poland determined the composition of the Committee, to be presided over by the 

representative of the Ministry of the Economy. Preparatory work has also been

launched by Iraq. The appointment of sectoral committees was also agreed upon, 

including the committees on oil and gas, along with the continued supply of

equipment to the armed forces of Iraq. It was further decided that the talks on

resolving the issue of Iraq’s debt to Poland (coming to over $786 million) would

commence.

Not all the arrangements have been implemented, though. The developments 

on the Iraqi political scene prevented the planned visit of the Iraqi government

delegation to Poland, headed by deputy Prime Minister Chalabi, and

accompanied by the Minister of Finance and Minster for Oil. The security status

in Iraq has also prevented the visit to Baghdad of the trade mission organised by

the National Chamber of Commerce. The visit to Poland of the first deputy of

Iraq’s Minister of Foreign Affairs, Hamid al-Bayati, and the representatives of
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the economic ministries was also delayed until further date. No important, new

contracts have been signed. The negotiations on the Iraqi debt to Poland have

not started either. A drop in intensity of the Polish-Iraqi cooperation in recent

months primarily stems from the prolonged process of formation of the

permanent government for Iraq.

The hitherto actions for the development of relations with Iraq have brought, 

however, a clear development of contacts in various fields. The consistently

pursued target has been to update the agreements and contracts signed. Poland

submitted to Iraq a draft governmental agreement on the cooperation in the area

of defence, together with a declaration of readiness to begin negotiations. The

work on the proposals for actions under the agreement signed by the Ministries

of Foreign Affairs on cooperation for the implementation of international

agreements in the area of security and non-proliferation of weapons of mass

destruction and the executive programme in the area of culture, science,

education and sports for 2006–2008 is being continued. Iraq put forward a

proposal for the agreement on cooperation in the area of archaeology and

cultural heritage, Poland is interested in the development of interparliamentary

contracts. A parliamentary, Polish-Iraqi group was set up in the Sejm. Iraq is one 

of the prioritised countries in the programme of Polish aid for development. In

2005, PLN 500 million was spent on aid programmes implemented in Iraq by

Polish humanitarian organisations. In the academic year 2005/2006, the number

of Iraqi students in Polish academic centres doubled. The bulk of the study

grants were provided by chancellors of the Polish universities. In the academic

year 2004/2005, a specialised training for the group of young Iraqi diplomats

was held at the Academy of Diplomacy of the Ministry of Foreign Affairs.

What remains unfulfilled, however, are the expectations of reactivating

economic and trade cooperation. It is essentially restricted to Bumar’s contracts

for the supply of military equipment and arms, for the total value of over $400

million. In mid-2005, the Iraqi and international press reported that Bumar was

accused of failing to comply with the contractual terms. These totally unfounded 

accusations were an attempt to undermine the credibility of the Polish enterprise

and hinder, or even prevent, its further operation in the Iraqi market. Poland’s

reaction was a wide and effective information campaign targeted at the Iraqi and

American partners, to explain all the misunderstandings.

A difficult security situation in Iraq, limited financial and organisational

potential of most Polish enterprises, as well as their non-competitive offer have

prevented the implementation of the majority of undertakings planned by

Poland. However, it should be noted here that the growing dynamics of the trade
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exchange with Iraq is significant. In 2004, it totalled $21.04 million (including

our exports to Iraq amounting to $17.14 million), while in 2005 our exports

totalled $94 million, at negligible imports value.

Poland’s military involvement in Iraq has contributed to a greater interest on

the part of our companies with not only the country, but the entire region as well. 

The process of reconstructing the Polish trade presence in the Arab states of the

Middle East and North Africa, also implemented with a view to secure alternative

supply of energy resources, is under way. Our exports to these countries in 2005

came to almost one billion dollars.

On 6 April 2006, a short visit to Iraq was paid by Lech Kaczyñski, the

president of Poland. It proved an excellent opportunity to reiterate Poland’s

support to the process of forming the national unity government and to get

acquainted with the present internal situation. The talks between president

Kaczyñski and president Talabani were the case for the continuation of the

Polish-Iraqi dialogue, creating the conditions for activating bilateral contacts

upon the establishment of the new, constitutional authority in Baghdad. 

The Prospects of Poland’s Involvement in Iraq

Irrespective of the future decisions in the military field, the gravity centre of

our involvement in Iraq should gradually be moved towards civilian

cooperation. This translates into creation of political and economic relations as

well as continued efforts to enhance them. Poland should focus on establishing

the infrastructure for cooperation (including the legal-treaty foundation) and

institutional links between governmental and local government agencies, on

establishing new interparliamentary contacts, business organisation and the

preservation of the existing contacts (including with the provinces where Poland

is present under the stabilisation mission). Poland should also consider the

establishment of cooperation with the Autonomous Region of Iraqi Kurdistan,

visited by the Polish Prime Minister in July 2005.

Iraq remains and important future partner of Poland despite the fact that

Polish economic presence there is below the expectations. This stems both from

objective reasons and insufficient preparation of Polish companies to act in

extreme conditions. Together with the improved security status in Iraq and the

normalisation of the situation, this country, with rich oil resources (world’s

second largest), stands a chance of becoming one of the key commercial partners 

of Poland in the Middle East region. The election of Iraq’s constitutional authorities

offers an opportunity for a gradual stabilisation of the internal situation and
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improved conditions for cooperation with international partners. Poland’s

contribution to the process of stabilisation in Iraq is highly esteemed by the

authorities of this country. Prime Minister Marcinkiewicz’s talks in Baghdad

confirmed that, in terms of economic cooperation, Iraq would give preference to

those countries that supported it during the difficult time of transition. 

The achievement by Poland of significant, direct economic benefits resulting 

from the involvement in Iraq is and has always been unrealistic in the short term. 

Consistent actions should yield this type of benefits in the future, leading to a

marked progress in our relations with Iraq, including in the area of exploring oil

and gas resources, as well as contribute to further strengthening of Poland’s

position in the Middle East and in North Africa. 

However, any debate on further military presence of Poland in Iraq after

2006 is premature, since the decision on this issue should consider the position

of the future constitutional authority of Iraq, arrangements with our coalition

partners and, first and foremost, whether the UN Security Council takes a

decision to act as an international legal mandate for the potential continuation of

the presence of multinational forces in the country. What appears purposeful is

the analysis of the whole spectrum of considerations on the Polish side required

to assess the situation in a proper manner.

The United States, together with some other coalition partners, proceeded

with the establishment in Iraq of Provincial Reconstruction Teams (PRT), to

work as a new form of support from the international community to the

reconstruction of the country. They are to be composed of civilian advisors on

the economy and administration, who are to assist the local authorities. Poland

was invited by the U.S. to join the organisation of the Teams in the provinces the 

Multinational Division (headed by Poles) is responsible for. The American

proposal is under scrutiny now. 

A consistent effort by Poland to support stabilisation and reconstruction of

Iraq strengthens our image as a responsible member of the international

community able to join the group for regional problem-solving, that reaches

beyond the European and Euro-Atlantic context. The involvement in Iraq is an

important element of Poland’s participation in the war on terror as well as

democratisation and modernisation of the Middle East. It also confirms a special

character of the relations between Poland and the United States, leading to

further development of the political and military cooperation with the U.S. It

also solidifies Poland’s position within NATO as a trusted ally, who has the

potential for an effective military involvement on an expeditionary basis. With
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the differences on the issue of Iraq in the Euro-Atlantic dimension being

gradually levelled out, a negative impact which the Polish involvement in that

country had on the relations with some EU states, has been eliminated. Poland’s

presence in Iraq also affects the expansion and change of character of Polish

relations with the entire Arab area, as well as Iran and Israel. This was possible

owing to, among others, the information campaign targeted at Iraq’s neighbours

and compliance of the tasks implemented by the Polish contingent with the

declared, strictly stabilisation character of the mandate. The cost of the mission

in Iraq suffered by Poland is balanced out by the experience that the armed

forces have accumulated there. Poland’s policy on Iraq should reinforce the

international significance of the country as a trusted partner in the anti-terrorist

coalition, as well as the country that is politically and military active and

effective in solving the conflicts of the world of today.
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KATARZYNA ¯UKROWSKA*

Poland ’s Econ omic Relat ions with Other States

Poland’s economic results of 2005 indicate that the policy aimed at

preparing the Polish economy to operate within the uniform internal market of

the EU has been successful. The apprehensions expressed earlier proved

ungrounded. The Polish economy did very well in the conditions of the strong

competition in the EU market, which is indicated by the falling deficit in the

current account of Poland’s balance of payments, inflow of capital as well as

other macroeconomic indicators: the level of inflation, the interest rates and the

dynamics of the GDP growth. What remained unsatisfactory was the dynamics

of the unemployment rates, but most of the macroeconomic indices improved as

compared with the previous year. According to prognoses of the main economic

centres (the Gdañsk Institute for Market Economics, Government Centre of

Strategic Studies and experts of the PKO and PBH banks), the current

macroeconomic tendencies should become stronger in 2006.

Macroeconomic Characteristics

A country’s macroeconomic situation defines its possibilities regarding

economic cooperation with other countries and is a form of a synthetic

evaluation of the condition of its economy. In 2005 Poland’s gross domestic

product grew by 3.2% as compared with the previous year, and industrial

production increased by 9.7%.1 Prognoses for 2006 assume greater dynamics of

the GDP growth—to the level of 4.4% (data for the first quarter confirm the

forecasts; the GDP increased by 5.5%) According to preliminary estimations,

GDP in 2005 amounted to PLN 967.7 billion. In comparison with the year 2000

it increased by 15.7%, which means that its average annual growth totalled 3%,

as compared with 1.6% in all the EU states. The average dynamics of the GDP

growth in the new ten EU Member States was higher than in Poland and

amounted to 3.6%.2 
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In early 2006 the dynamics of the GDP growth was 3.7%. This means that

the Polish economy returned to the path of progress, though the volume of the

ratio was not high enough to significantly influence the reduction of the

relatively high unemployment rate, which in December 2005 amounted to

17.6% of professionally active persons. Nevertheless, as compared with the year 

2004, unemployment fell by a small, though visible percentage (i.e. by 1.4%).3

Employment. The improvement in the unemployment statistics partly

follows from the fact that Poles take up employment in those EU states which

have opened their markets to labour force from new Member States. In 2004

these included Great Britain, Ireland and Sweden. In May 2006—after the

two-year transition period—Finland, Greece, Spain and Portugal also opened

their labour markets. Switzerland, though not an EU Member itself, opened its

borders to employees from the new EU states. Belgium and France are also

considering such decisions. Longer transition periods apply to Austria and

Germany. In those states Poles may only work within the quotas granted. 

In Great Britain employment of foreigners is estimated at the level of 290

000 persons, which accounts for 0.4% of the total employment, in Sweden the

figure is 250 00 (0.2%), and in Ireland 160 000 (2%). According to estimations,

800 000 Poles are employed beyond Poland, including 450 000 in Germany,

200 000 in Great Britain and 100 000 in Ireland. More precise statistics indicate

that Poles account for 4.2% per each 1000 foreign employed persons in Sweden, 

8.3% in France, 14.6% in Spain, 16% in Norway, 16.7% in Austria, 27.8% in

Holland, 32.6% in Ireland, 37% in Italy, and 73.5% in Great Britain.4

The work performed by Poles abroad influences Poland’s economic

situation, e.g. decreases the rate of unemployment and the gap in the current

account, which is related to transfers of income to Poland. In 2005 a growth of

such transfers by 20% was noted as compared with 2004. In the last quarter of

2005 the amount transferred via banking systems totalled €1.6 billion. The total

value of the transfers (including also transfers outside of the banking system) is

estimated at €12.8 billion. In 2005 transfers of income of Poles working abroad

were the source of financing for 4% of consumer spending in Poland. The
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importance of the transfers for the Polish economy is expected to increase along

with the enhancing integration of the Polish economy with the economies of the

other states of the internal market. 

Until the time when Poland became an EU Member, the Polish economy as

the only one among the eight economies of the states undergoing the

transformation process was catching up with the states of the Community and

making up for its previously slower development. This opinion follows from the

comparison of the average economic growth ratios of Poland and seven other

states of Central and Eastern Europe as well as the Community Member States

in the years 1989–2004. After the accession to the EU the tendency changed: the 

dynamics of growth in all new EU Member States—with the exception of

Malta—was higher than that of Poland. If Poland maintains its present growth

dynamics, it will be able to achieve GDP equal to the average value of the ratio

for all the member states of the Monetary Union within 28–30 years. Achieving

the GDP level equal to that of Greece should require the smallest amount of

time. According to estimations, if the dynamics of the current economic growth

is maintained, the goal can be achieved in 15–18 years. Shortening the period

would have to mean increasing the dynamics of the economic growth (the

annual rate of the Polish GDP growth would have to exceed 4.5%). 

Inflation. The problem of inflation has been solved. The Polish ratio of the

growth in the prices of consumer goods and services is the lowest among all the

EU Member States. In this respect, the situation is stable and the

inflation-related prices growth should not return. The annual inflation rate (from

December 2004 to December 2005) amounted to 0.7% and was lower than the

inflation target assumed by the Monetary Policy Council (1.5%–3.5%).5

Interest rates. In 2005 the Monetary Policy Council lowered interest rates

with unprecedented frequency. In December 2004 they were as follows:

reference interest rate—6.5%, the Lombard rate—8.0%, the deposit rate—5.0%, 

rediscount rate—7.0%. On the other hand, in December 2005 the figures were:

4.5%, 6.0%, 3.0% and 4.75%, respectively.

The zloty exchange rates. In 2005 the zloty got stronger against the euro and

weaker against the U.S. dollar. In the early January the dollar exchange rate was

PLN 4.0778, whereas at the end of December, the rate was as low as PLN 3.8814.

The rates for the euro amounted to PLN 4.0714 and 3.8598 respectively.6
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FX reserves. Growth in foreign exchange reserves in Poland increased from

$38 billion to 43.7 billion.7 This helped the FX rate of the zloty get stronger (in

spite of the persistent, albeit decreasing deficit in the trade exchange), made

taking out credits abroad easier, and facilitated the process of repayment of

Poland’s credit liabilities, the oldest of which date back to the 1970s.

Commercial Exchange

Commercial exchange was an important factor influencing the demand for

the products manufactured by Polish producers, and as such had a strong

influence on the economic growth in Poland. Export increased by 19.6%, import 

by 13%. The deficit in the trade account amounted to €9.3 billion and was by

€2.4 billion, i.e. by 20.6%, lower than in 2004. From 2000 the deficit decreased

by €9.5 billion, i.e. by over a half.8 In January 2006 the trade balance for the last

12 months was minus $2.9 billion, and the current account was minus $4.5

billion. By way of comparison, similar rates for the Czech Republic and

Hungary were $1.7 billion and minus 2.6 billion, minus $3.4 billion and minus

8.7 billion, respectively.9

Ta ble 1

Fo rei gn tra de tur nover in to tal and by co unt ries in 2005

Specification

2005 2004 2005

In PLN

‘000 000

In USD

‘000 000

In EUR

‘000 000

2004 = 100 I–XII

PLN USD EUR Structure in %

EXPORT 288780.8 89378.1 71423.5 106.1 121.1 119.6 100.0 100.0

Developed

countries
241374.8 74746.6 59699.5 104.0 118.9 117.4 85.3 83.6

UE 222890.6 69013.9 55135.6 103.4 118.2 116.7 79.2 77.2

Including the

euro zone 
a 156618.0 48521.8 38736.0 102.3 117.1 115.5 56.3 54.2
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Developing

countries
18427.4 5688.1 4553.8 118.0 133.4 132.1 5.7 6.4

Countries

of Central

and Eastern

Europe
b

28978.6 8943.4 7170.2 118.5 134.2 132.9 9.0 10.0

IMPORT 328192.0 101538.8 81169.7 100.8 115.2 113.8 100.0 100.0

Developed

countries
240614.3 74476.9 59484.4 97.3 111.3 109.8 75.9 73.3

UE 215164.8 66595.5 53200.0 96.8 110.8 109.3 68.3 65.6

Including the

euro zone 
a 164599.7 50948.3 40698.8 97.0 111.0 109.5 52.1 50.2

Developing

countries
49615.7 15338.7 12283.9 107.5 122.6 121.3 14.2 15.1

Countries

of Central

and Eastern

Europe
b

37962.0 11723.2 9401.4 117.9 134.0 132.9 9.9 11.6

BALANCE -39411.2 -12160.7 -9746.2 X X X X X

Developed

countries
760.5 269.7 215.1 X X X X X

including

UE
7725.8 2418.4 1935.6 X X X X X

Including the

euro zone 
a -7981.7 -2426.5 -1962.8 X X X X X

Developing

countries
-31188.3 -9650.6 -7730.1 X X X X X

Countries

of Central

and Eastern

Europe
b

-8983.4 -2779.8 -2231.2 X X X X X

So urce: Cen tral Sta tis tical Of fice, www.stat.gov.pl/da ne_spol-gosp/ce ny_han del_uslugi/ob roty_
handl_za gr/2006/01-12_2005.htm.

a Tur nover wi th the co unt ries of the eu ro zo ne inc lude: Au stria, Bel gium, Fin land, Fran ce, Gre -
ece, Spa in, Irel and, Lu xemb ourg, the Net herl ands, Ger many, Por tug al, Italy.

b Tur nover wi th co unt ries of Cen tral and Eas tern Eu rope inc lude: Al ban ia, Be lar us, Bul gar ia,
Cro atia, Mol dova, Rus sia, Ro man ia and Ukrai ne.
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Ta ble 2

Fo rei gn tra de tur nover by the most im port ant co unt ries

Specification

2005 2004 2005

In PLN

‘000 000

In USD

‘000 000

In EUR

‘000 000

2004 = 100

Structure in %

PLN USD EUR

E X P O R T

Germany 81449.4 25224.7 20142.0 99.6 114.0 112.5 30.1 28.2

France 17939.9 5558.5 4438.4 109.0 124.8 123.2 6.0 6.2

Italy 17677.1 5482.8 4375.7 106.1 121.6 120.0 6.1 6.1

Great Britain 16127.6 4995.6 3989.6 109.6 125.3 123.6 5.4 5.6

Czech Republic 13195.9 4076.9 3266.3 112.4 127.9 126.6 4.3 4.6

Russia 12821.0 3960.5 3171.1 123.2 139.3 137.9 3.8 4.4

Netherlands 12009.0 3721.4 2970.2 102.6 117.5 115.8 4.3 4.2

Sweden 8889.0 2749.8 2198.2 93.1 106.7 105.3 3.5 3.1

Belgium 8591.7 2665.2 2122.8 98.6 113.0 111.3 3.2 3.0

Ukraine 8410.3 2588.2 2084.6 112.7 127.9 127.1 2.7 2.9

I M P O R T

Germany 80994.3 25053.4 20024.0 102.0 116.6 115.1 24.4 24.7

Russia 29124.7 8985.5 7216.0 123.9 140.6 139.7 7.2 8.9

Italy 23195.0 7181.2 5738.1 90.2 103.6 102.1 7.9 7.1

France 19657.8 6094.7 4859.7 89.7 102.9 101.4 6.7 6.0

China 17807.3 5496.6 4412.0 119.1 135.2 134.2 4.6 5.4

Czech Republic 11742.5 3633.3 2903.4 99.6 114.0 112.4 3.6 3.6

Netherlands 11218.1 3474.0 2773.1 99.0 113.1 111.5 3.5 3.4

Great Britain 10158.8 3143.4 2511.9 93.8 107.6 106.1 3.3 3.1

Belgium 8630.1 2670.4 2134.3 104.4 119.3 117.8 2.5 2.6

United States 7819.5 2415.8 1932.2 100.1 114.0 112.8 2.4 2.4

Source: See the so urce of Ta ble 1

In 2005 export in current prices amounted to PLN 288.8 billion, whereas
import totalled PLN 328.2 billion. As compared with 2004 export increased by
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6.1% and import by 0.8%. The trade exchange deficit amounted to PLN 39.4

billion (and to PLN 53.5 billion n 2004). Export—calculated in U.S.

dollars—totalled 89.4 billion, import 101.5 billion. As compared with 2004

export grew by 21.1%, and import by 15.2%. The foreign trade deficit amounted 

to $12.1 billion (in 2004 it amounted to 14.4 billion). Export—expressed in

euro—totalled 71.4 billion, import 81.2 billion, the foreign trade deficit reached

the level of 9.8 billion, whereas a year before the figure was 11.7 billion (export

increased by 19.6%, import by 13.8%).

Discrepancies in the values of foreign trade turnover and balances expressed in

various currencies and after the translation into a common currency with the use of

annual average exchange rates indicate the variations in the rates of the U.S. dollar

and the euro (expressed in zlotys), which illustrates the varying demand and supply

of the two currencies in Poland. The level of the rates is influenced both by the

transfers of the incomes of Poles working abroad and income of foreigners working

in Poland, buying foreign currencies and sending them abroad. 

In 2005 trade deficit was observed in the relations with developing

countries—PLN 31.2 billion ($9.6 billion), the states of Central and Eastern

Europe—PLN 9.0 billion ($2.8 billion) and the countries of the euro zone—PLN 

8.0 billion ($2.4 billion). A surplus was achieved in the relations with the EU

Member States amounting to PLN 7.7 billion ($2.4 billion). The share of

developed countries in total export amounted to 83.6% (including the

EU—77.2%), in import the share was 73.3% (including the EU 65.6%). 

The share of Germany in the Polish export in 2005 was lower than that of

2004 by 1.9 percentage points and amounted to 28.2%, whereas in import the

share was higher by 0.3 percentage points and totalled to 24.7%. The surplus

was PLN 0.4 billion (€0.1 billion). In 2004 the balance was also positive and

totalled PLN 2.4 billion (€0.5 billion).

The greatest dynamics in turnover was noted in the export to Russia,

Ukraine, the Czech Republic, Great Britain and France, among Poland’s main

trade partners as well as in import from Russia, China, Belgium and Germany.

Ukraine became one of the ten most important trading partners of Poland

(2.9% of the Polish export in 2005), taking the place of Hungary, which dropped

out of the first ten. Trade exchange with Ukraine is based on the partnership and

cooperation agreement (PCA) between this country and the European Union. A

protocol to this agreement broadened its application to the 10 new EU Member

States, similarly as in the cases of other states of the Commonwealth of

Independent States which have signed PCA-type agreements with the EU. The

first ten states from which Poland bought goods included the United States
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(2.4% of the Polish import in 2005). The U.S. getting to the top of the list moved 
Spain out of the first ten of exporters to Poland. 

Turnover with the first ten of the Polish trade partners accounted for 68.3%
of the value of export (in 2004 the figure was 69.4%) and 67.2% of the import
value (66.1% respectively).

Developed countries dominate both in the Polish exports and imports. An
most important role is played by the EU market. The share of the EU Member
States, just as that of the members of the Economic and Monetary Union, is
relatively lower in import than in export. This indicates that Poland seeks import 
markets where conditions are more competitive than in the EU uniform market.
The deficit in the trade with the EU has turned into a surplus, which results from
the economic policy, pursued since 1989, focusing on improving the
competitiveness of Polish producers and restructuring the economy. 

The goods structure of the export is evolving considerably, which results
from the changing production capacities, and that in turn follows from foreign
investors’ involvement in the Polish economy. Processed goods accounted for
78.9% of the Polish exports as early as in 2000. The tendency persists, which
indicates the gradual disappearing of the technological gap between Poland and
highly developed countries.

Export of food developed dynamically and accounted for approximately
10% of the total exports. Turnover in this group of goods had a positive balance
for the third year in a row and totalled €1.6 billion. The balance shows a growing 
tendency (in 2004 it was lower by a half). Poland is the second largest exporter
of ham to the United States (15% in the American market), after Canada (21%). 

In import the share of investment goods is growing, which indicates the
investment revival of the Polish economy. The high dynamics of export and
import of services is also worth noting. In this area Poland has a surplus of €1.7
billion (in 2004 the balance was at the level of €795 million). The growth
dynamics regarding export of services was 20.2 % (in 2004 it totalled 9.9% only),
whereas for import the figure was 13.1% (as compared with 6.6% in 2004). 

Over 45% of enterprises exported some of their production.10 The zloty
appreciation was a greater problem for small and medium enterprises, especially
those whose production was meant for export markets. Greater turnover in
foreign trade was observed in the case of companies with foreign capital. As
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much as 60% of the Polish export and 70% of import were generated by this
group of producers. There were also companies which exported almost all of
their production to foreign markets, e.g. the Volkswagen company from Poznañ
(95% of the value of trucks production) or the Faurecia Group company (96% of 
the value of production of car seats). 

The observed tendencies reflect the changes occurring both in the structure
of the economy and in its exporting capabilities. They may have a positive
influence on the further acceleration of the economic growth and the consequent
shortening of the time necessary for Poland to make up for the economic
backwardness and the previously slower development. 

Transfers of Capital

Several factors are of decisive importance in terms of the given market’s
attractiveness for investors and the consequent inflow of capitals. The most
important among them include: the rate of inflation, interest rates, the volume of
the fiscal burdens, the tendencies regarding FX rates, the dynamics of efficiency
growth, the dynamics of the economic growth, the size of the market created by
institutional solutions (uniform market, a customs union, free trade zone,
agreements regarding privileged access to the market). An important factor
determining the inflow of direct foreign investment are the infrastructure-related
conditions which the state guarantees to investors, thus facilitating the operation of 
the firms situated in the given region. Having ended the process of accepting
foreign capitals in special economic zones, Poland began developing
technological parks in order to encourage investors to involve capital in the
economy. All these factors determine the attractiveness of the Polish economy for
investors and may help increase the inflow of foreign capitals in the near future.

Among the states of Central and Eastern Europe Poland comes second, after
Russia, in terms of attracting the largest foreign capital. The shares of the
individual markets in the whole of the foreign capital invested in the region is as
follows: Russia—27%, Poland—14%, the Czech Republic—13%, Hungary—
6%, Slovakia—4%, Romania—8%, others—28%.11 

The value of direct investment in Poland in 2005 was estimated at $7724
million by the National Bank of Poland. The figure is by $5149 million lower
than that of 2004, when the inflow of foreign capital totalled $12 873 million.
The drop was as large as 40%. 
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Ta ble 3

Com pon ents of the ca pit al inflow to Po land
in the years 2004 and 2005 (in $‘000 000)

Year

Specification

TotalShares
/stock

Re-invested profits Other capital

2004 7463 6340 -930 12 873

2005 2341 3898 1485 7724

So urce: Nap³yw za gran iczny ch in wes tycji be zpo œred nich do Pol ski w 2005 ro ku, 
see: www.nbp.pl/pu blik acje/zib/zib2005.pdf

The volumes of capital export and import were not spread evenly over the
four quarters of 2005. Most of the capital came to Poland and left it in the first
quarter, the figures were the lowest in the fourth. Almost 75% of the capital
inflowing to Poland comes from the European Union, about 15% from the
United States, almost 5% from international corporations and financial
organizations and 5% from other states. In terms of states’ involvement in the
investment-related activities in the Polish economy, the United States come first, 
followed by France, then by international organizations12 and international
corporations. Germany comes 4th, The Netherlands come fifth, followed by
Sweden, Denmark, Belgium, Italy, Great Britain, Korea, Australia, Finland,
Japan and Luxembourg. The most active investors in terms of the number of
companies operating in Poland are Germany—258 firms, the Netherlands—126, 
the United States—118, France—101, Sweden—60, Great Britain—56,
Belgium—25, international corporations and organizations—14 and Denmark—6.
In total, 2005 saw the arrival of 1082 foreign investors, each of which invested
over one million dollars. 

In compliance with the Lisbon Strategy, Poland plans to support
entrepreneurship and facilitate starting business activity.13 This goal is to be
achieved thanks to, inter alia, the Better Regulation initiative, i.e. simplifying
and improvement of the EU law. As a result, administrative burdens for
entrepreneurs following from the regulations currently in force are to decrease.
The implementation of goals in this area, defined by the European Commission,
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is supervised by the Miêdzyresortowy Zespó³ ds. Nowoczesnych Regulacji
Gospodarczych (Inter-Department Team on Modern Economic Regulations).14

Poland participated in the process of defining new legal solutions, both of a
primary and secondary character. 

Ta ble 4

Po lish investm ents in the sta tes of the Eu rop ean Union at the end of 2005

State
Investm ent

va lue
Specification of the investment

Germany €500 million

Over 20 thousand Polish firms are registered in Germany, out of
which 9.8 thousand are active. Approximately 4.7 thousand firms 

operate in Berlin The largest Polish investors include: 
PKN Orlen, Boryszew S.A., SANPLANST, VOX, Zak³ady

Odzie¿owe Bytom S.A., Budimex, Kopex, Polservice.

Czech
Republic

€500 million

Industries: petrochemical, construction, automotive industry,
commercial real estate, agriculture and food processing, IT

The largest investors include: PKN Orlen, VAB Tychy, Maspex
(juices and drinks), Polish clothing salons (LPP, Tatuum),

footwear (CCC, Ry³ko), furniture (Vox and Kler).

Great
Britain

¿ 200 thousand
Participation in the privatization of foreign companies, 

belonging to the central foreign trade offices

Lithuania $88.3 million
126 Polish investors 

(including: Huta Szk³a “Warta,” Opoczno S.A., PZU S.A.)

Latvia €2.8 million
The most significant investment in trade, 
real estate and food processing industries

Slovakia €9.53 million
Industries: production of cellulose, paper and paper products,
sales and repair of motor vehicles, sales and intermediation,

production and distribution of electric energy, natural gas, water

Belgium €6 million 12 groceries, furniture salon and other companies

Denmark No data AMICA S.A., Wêglokoks Skandinavia A/S and other companies

Portugal No data
AMSI Polska, Polish Pharmaceutical Services sp. z o.o. 

and other companies

Hungary No data Maspex Hungary Kft, Bella Hungaria Kft. and other companies

So urce: Pol ska in wes tuje w kra jach UE, 

see: www.mgip.gov.pl/wia dom osci/eks port+i+in wes tycje+za gran iczne
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Ta ble 5

Lar gest fo rei gn inves tors in Po land in 2005

Name of the investor Country of origin Industry

3M Nederland B.V. Netherlands Chemical production

A. Espersen A/S Denmark Food

A/S Roulunds Fabriker Denmark Non-metal products

ABB Ltd.
International capital

and Sweden
Electric products

ABBA Seafood AB Sweden Food

ABN-AMRO Bank NV Netherlands Financial intermediation

Accor SA France Hotels

ACCIONA Immobilaria Spain Construction

ACP Europe Belgium Chemical production

Actaris Measurement
Systems

Germany
Wholesale and retail sale, repair of two-

and four-track vehicles and durable goods

Actebis Holding GmbH Germany Wholesale entities and retail trade

Adidas AG Germany Wholesale entities and retail trade

ADO Gardinenwerke
GmbH & Co. KG

Germany Fibres, clothes

Adrenatio Germany Rubbers, plastics

AES Horizons Ltd. International capital Electric products, gas, water deliveries

Aesculap AG Germany
Producer of high quality medical tools and

devices

AGA AB Sweden Production of chemicals

So urce: The List of Ma jor Inves tors in Po land, De cemb er 2005, 
see: www.pa iz.gov.pl/in dex/?id=4c56 ff4 ce4 aaf 9573aa 5dff913df997a

Poland’s largest investment of 2005 was the enterprise of LG.Philips, a

company with its registered office in Cracow which decided to build a

household goods factory near Wroc³aw (a greenfield investment).

As analysts predict, the unfavourable trend in foreign investments in Poland

may be expected to change in 2006. The main factors here will be the good

results of the trade exchange and positive macroeconomic results. Investors may

also regard as important a more favourable climate for investors deciding to
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involve their capital in the Polish market. Of particular significance are

improved investment conditions in industrial and technical parks and facilitating 

the start of business activity, e.g. by accelerating the relevant administrative

procedures. 

In 2005 Poland increased its investments abroad. As compared with

Hungary and the Czech Republic, these were only timid attempts, but their

results can already be observed in the current account of the balance of

payments. The asymmetry between import and export of capital remains large,

though in 2005 it became smaller than in the previous year. The relation of the

import of foreign capital to export of Polish capital was 8:2. This was the

smallest disproportion recorded so far. In 1996 the Polish export of capital was

estimated at $53 million (Czech—184 million, Hungarian—337 million). In the

years 1990–1995 the annual average of the capital exported from Poland was

$19 million (from Hungary—26 million, the Czech Republic—67 million).15

The improved proportion between export and import of capital in 2005 resulted

on the one hand from the relatively lower direct foreign investment in Poland,

and on the other—from the growth of the Polish capital. Poland exports capital

primarily to the EU Member States (inter alia to Germany—financial

intermediation), United States (services, banking) and the states of the

Commonwealth of Independent States (including Ukraine and Uzbekistan—

food processing sector and consumer goods). 

Foreign Debt

According to the estimations of the National Bank of Poland, Poland’s

foreign debt as at the end of 2005 amounted to €105.6 billion, and over a half of

the debt, €49 billion, belonged to the government and self-government sectors.

The indebtedness of the NGOs and non-banking sector amounted to €43.9

billion, the debt of the banking sector was €11.3 billion and the National Bank of 

Poland owed €1.3 billion. As compared with the similar period of the previous

year, public debt increased by 10.4%. The largest share in the growth belonged

to the government and self-government sectors (20.2%), the share of the banking 

sector was lower (12.3%), and the enterprise sector had the lowest share (1.2%).

Poland’s external debt is growing fast. Since 2000 it has grown by 41%. Its

structure is deteriorating, as the share of short-term credits, which must be repaid 

within a year, is growing. In 1995 short-term credits accounted for 2.9% of the
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total external debt, whereas in 2005 the share was 19.7%. The fast growth in this 

area has been observed since 1998. In absolute values, the debt does not look

optimistic, but the view changes completely after the analysis of relative values,

i.e. the proportion of the debt to foreign trade turnover or the volume of the GDP. 

In the light of such indices the volume of external debt does not look

threatening, it actually gives rise to certain optimism, as it indicates that the

Polish economy should be able to handle the debt. 

Absorption of the EU Funds

Poland is the largest beneficiary of the EU assistance programmes among the 

new Member States. This results both from its size and (area, population, the

volume of the GDP), and the number of programmes financed from the EU

budget. However, if the volume of the transfers is given in per capita values, it

becomes clear that larger amounts are given to Lithuania, Estonia, Malta, and

lower to Slovakia, the Czech Republic and Hungary. 

In 2004 Poland obtained €2.7 billion from the EU, and other Member States

collectively received €3.3 billion. Similar proportions are observed between the

transfers from Poland to the EU and from the EU to Poland with transfers of

other EU Member States from and to the EU. The surplus in Poland amounts to

€1.4 billion and in other ten new  states the amount totals €2.8 billion. 

Ta ble 6

Ba lance of fi nanc ial trans fers be tween the Eu rop ean Union and Po land 
in the years 2004 and 2005 (in €‘000 000)

Specification 2004 2005 (estimates)

EU transfers to Poland 2793.002 5791.210

Pre-accession assistance (including cohesion funds) 1009.950 1924.744

Prepayment for structural funds 840.975 2057.819

Common agricultural policy 247.426 1069.750

Transfers improving the budget liquidity 541.299 612.040

The Schengen financial instrument 103.352 103.860

Program Transition Facility – 22.997

Payment to the EU budget -1238.920 -2099.087

Burden on the GDP -853.341 No data available

VAT -280.495 No data available
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Transfers within the traditional own funds 
(duties, sugar payment)

-105.084 No data available

Transfer balance 1554.082 3692.123

So urce: M. Ant czak, R. Ant czak, Kró tkookresowe skut ki in teg racji dla po lit yki fi skaln ej—bi lans
kra ju, bud ¿etu pañ stwa i sek tora fin ans ów pu bliczn ych, CASE, 2006, see: www.ukie.gov.pl/ 

HLP/fi les.nsf/0/DA0B51C5010DF472C1256FF2003B9BEE/$fi le/13_x.pdf

In the budget for 2005 the amount of PLN 10.22 billion was allocated to

payments of contribution to the European Union. Due to the zloty appreciation,

the amount transferred to the EU budget in euro increased, though it remained

unchanged in zlotys. The appreciation of the currencies of the states making up

for their delays in development is yet another element additionally mobilizing

the states to adopt the common currency. Poland was the only state among those

which joined the Union in 2004 which has not named the target date of joining

the Economic and Monetary Union, though initially the cabinet of Kazimierz

Marcinkiewicz proposed Poland’s joining the EMU in 2009, which would mean

joining the currency stabilizing system, ERM-2 in 2007.16

According to the EU budget perspective for the years 2000–2006, Poland

has €13.55 billion at its disposal, which accounts for 48% of all the resources for 

the new Member States. If the rate of the euro remains stable, the rate of the

zloty becoming weaker increases the value of the funds transferred from the EU,

whereas the zloty getting stronger decreases the value. States which belong to

the Economic and Monetary Union do not face this problem, similarly as the

states stabilizing their currencies within the ERM-2. The value of the exchange

rate proved important for Poland already in 2005, when the EU budget

perspective for the years 2007–2013 was determined, as the adopted base for the 

calculation of the transfers to Poland was the high value of the appreciating

zloty. In practice this means a lower allocation for Poland.17 
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*

*         *

The year 2005 was good in terms of macroeconomic indices, although the

results obtained do not satisfy the Polish ambitions. If the indices can be

maintained in 2006, the predictions regarding the dynamics of the economic

growth, level of unemployment and inflow of direct foreign investment should

be more optimistic. A lot will depend on the Parliament approving fiscal reforms 

and other changes. In the context of macroeconomic results, the events occurring 

in the political scene can hardly be regarded as neutral. 

Poland is doing fine if its results are regarded without being compared to the

results of other states in the region. They do not seem so good if considered in

the context of other new EU Member States. In terms of the inflation level and

the evolution of the capital market, the results observed in the Polish economy

were better, but the dynamics of the economic growth was a bit (slightly?) lower

than in other states of the region, and the unemployment rate was higher.

However, the ratios improve along with the growing pace of the Polish

economic growth. In Poland level of corporate taxes (CIT) is lower by one

percentage point than in Hungary and the Czech Republic. Poland’s results

regarding the development of export and import are also better. The gap between 

the Polish export and import is slowly closing. All this gives reasons to hope that 

the favourable trends in the Polish economy can be maintained and that the

perspectives for 2006 are optimistic. 
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MATEUSZ GNIAZDOWSKI*

Historical Issues in Polish Foreign Policy in 2005

In 2005 issues connected with attitudes towards history gained prominence

in the foreign policy of many countries. This resulted from an accumulation of

important anniversary ceremonies and also involved intensified discussions on

the role of history in state policies. Historical issues were used both as an

instrument to shape the international image of individual states and as an

instrument to exert influence in internal politics. In Poland, the discussion on the 

role of history in the state’s foreign policy overlapped with the general debate on 

the role of history in politics and the role of the state in fostering specific

historical attitudes and interpretations; they both influenced the election

campaign and the platform of the party that won. The notion of “history-based

politics” took an important place in political disputes; ideas stipulating a more

active role of the state in this field refer to processes taking place abroad and the

adoption of these ideas entails specific consequences in the sphere of foreign

policy. 

Changes in the attitude towards history that occurred in Germany and Russia 

provided a strong impetus for the Polish discussion concerning the use of

“arguments underpinned by history in politics.” The accession to the European

Union gave rise to an expectation in Poland that historical issues in relations

with Germany would be closed once and for all. The Poles would also like the

EU to recognize and respect the experiences that Central European countries had 

had with Communist totalitarianism and Russian imperial tradition, both of

which were significant for the identity of Central European nations. Therefore,

the deliberations concerning the place of historical issues in Polish foreign

policy in 2005 necessitate a presentation of the role they played in Poland’s

relations with Germany and Russia in recent years. The historical burden in

relations with the other neighbours was much smaller and, in the case of

Ukraine, considerable progress in the process of overcoming problems from the

past has been observed.
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The Burden of History in Bilateral Relations

Historical antecedents in relations with Germany. Increased importance

of historical issues in Polish politics is correlated with the process of changes in

the approach to contemporary history in Germany. Although substantial

progress had been made in the reconciliation process after 1989, the past remains 

a sensitive issue in mutual relations. The concept of the formation of the Centre

Against Expulsions in Berlin, advocated since 2000 by the Federation of

Expellees (BdV), was perceived in Poland as an attempt to relativise history.

Fears were also caused by the establishment of the Prussian Claims Society, a

capital company that announced filing claims for restitution and compensation

in relation to the post-war displacements and resettlements of Germans from

lands incorporated into Poland after the World War II. These actions triggered

turbulent political and public response as, simultaneously, the German

Compensation Office demanded that they [the displaced Germans] return the

settlement aid, invoking the right of recourse in connection with the political

transformations that had taken place. 

Obviously, the difficult history was not the only factor responsible; the crisis 

of confidence was also caused by Poland’s and Germany’s diverging positions

on key foreign policy issues (the military operation in Iraq and the

Constitutional Treaty). In 2003, German politicians began using rhetoric that

was termed “a language of blackmail” in Poland. Neither party made sufficient

effort to explain the emerging differences of the priorities in their foreign

policies. Although the authorities of the two countries emphasised the need to

continue the reconciliation process and tried not to publicise problems connected 

with the difficult past, Polish-German relations were aggravated in 2004 by an

escalation of mutual grievances and disputes over history which affected the

emotional sphere of neighbourly relations. 

The Gdañsk Declaration of 29 October 2003, in which the Presidents of

Poland and Germany stated that there was no room in this dialogue for making

compensation claims or for settling damages, was supposed to establish the

framework of dialogue dealing with historical problems. However, it did not put

an end to claims put forward by Landsmannschaft territorial associations, to

which the Polish Sejm, right-wing opposition and local governments responded

in the spring of 2004. One of the most spectacular responses was the decision of

the Council of the Capital City of Warsaw to initiate the assessment of losses

incurred by the city in the Second World War. The German Chancellor, Gerhard

Schröder, during ceremonies commemorating the 60th anniversary of the
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outbreak of the Warsaw Uprising, opposed actions aimed at contorting and

misinterpreting history, and declared that the German government did not

endorse individual claims brought by Germans against Poland, and that it was

against the creation of the Centre Against Expulsions in Berlin. He also

expressed his support for the establishment of a European network of academic

and research centres dealing with these issues in the spirit of the Declaration of

Gdañsk. 

Nevertheless, the Chancellor’s visit, however important from the perspective 

of the Polish-German reconciliation, did not allay the fears. On 10 September

2004, the Polish Sejm passed a resolution on Poland’s right to obtain German

war damages and on the unlawful claims made in Germany against Poland and

Polish citizens. A month later, the Warsaw City Hall published preliminary

estimates indicating that the losses incurred by Warsaw as a result of the Second

World War amounted to $45.3 billion. The Mayor of Warsaw and, at the same

time, a candidate for President of Poland, handed over the report to the Prime

Minister and the Ministry of Foreign Affairs with a remark that “the report

would not have been prepared, had it not been for the actions of certain German

circles.” 

Marek Belka’s Cabinet responded to the initiatives of the Sejm with

restraint. In August 2004, the Ministry of Foreign Affairs initiated research work 

on difficult historical issues that were a subject of controversy in Polish-German

relations. In September, the Prime Minister received an assurance in Berlin that

the German Ministry of Finance and the Compensation Office would not refer

individuals with claims to Polish institutions. The Polish-German team of

experts’ confirmed the position represented by both governments that there was

no lawsuit procedure to address the claims of Germans resettled under the

Potsdam Agreement and that such claims did not exist in the light of

international, Polish and German law.1 Presenting the achievements of Polish

researchers, Polish post-1989 foreign ministers jointly proclaimed a declaration

entitled With a View to a Common Future, in which they indicated the

achievements that had been made so far towards Polish-German reconciliation

and emphasised that this reconciliation required “constant efforts, persistent

work, time and respect for the sensitivities of our societies and for historical
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truth.”2 The care for the improvement of Polish-German relations led both

governments to appoint on 4 November 2004 special representatives whose

tasks included taking actions aimed at building mutual trust, understanding and

reconciliation. 

The priorities of Polish foreign policy for 2005, as presented to the Sejm by

Minister Adam Daniel Rotfeld, included “seeking jointly with the government

of the Federal Republic of Germany a future-oriented formula of relations

between our states—a formula, that would finally put a closure to the burdens of

the past and open qualitatively new prospects for the development of relations

between Poland and Germany.” Summarizing the recent debates and frictions

concerning history, sparked off “usually in reaction to the activity of various

political circles in Germany,” Minister Rotfeld stressed that the importance of

Polish-German relations within the EU “have significance that transcends

bilateral relations, with a dimension that is not only historic and determined by

the past.” The Minister appealed that the perspective of broader political

aspirations, both with regard to the European and Transatlantic dimension, be

taken into account. In view of the upcoming elections in Germany, he called on

the main political forces and parties in Germany to unequivocally declare their

readiness to close the matters of the past which “which are again introducing

elements of distrust, uncertainty and destabilization into Polish-German

relations.” At the same time he emphasised that Poland appreciated the

understanding and willingness to cooperate on the part of the German President,

Chancellor and Federal Minister of Foreign Affairs.3 

The deterioration of Polish-German relations, caused by historical issues,

cast a pall on the reflection of the public on reconciliation forty years after the

exchange of letters between the Episcopates of Poland and Germany and the

Memorandum of the Evangelical Church in Germany. The fact that the 2005

Award for Singular Contributions to Boosting the Development of

Polish-German Relations went to Anna Wolff-Powêska and a team of the

Western Institute in Poznañ as well as Klaus Ziemer and a team of the German

Historical Institute in Warsaw was a sign of recognition given to the importance

of historical research in shaping friendly relations. The award was handed over

by Foreign Ministers, Adam D. Rotfeld and Joschka Fischer on 27 June 2005 in
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Warsaw. A major event of the Polish-German Year 2005–2006 was an exhibition 

at the Royal Castle in Warsaw entitled Solidarity 1830. Germans and Poles after 

the November Uprising, presenting the support given by Germans to Polish

exiles. 

Poland and Germany agreed that their cooperation with regard to the

memorialisation and documentation of disputed historical issues would develop

within the “Memory and Solidarity” European Network, to be presented

hereafter. However, the agreement reached with regard to the usefulness of the

Network did not prevent history from being invoked in mutual relations. Fears

re-emerged in connection with the “agreement that went over our heads;” the

fears, whose major component is historical experience, arose from the

strengthening of German-Russian cooperation concerning the power industry.

Poland responded with concern to the September 2005 agreement on the

construction of the Trans-Baltic (Northern) Pipeline, and associations with the

Ribbentrop-Molotov Pact tradition appeared in the media. 

Remedying the mistakes of the demographic policy of the authorities of

Germany and Communist Poland towards the so-called late displaced persons

remains a challenge for both parties, at once a historical issue as well as a current 

political and social problem. Controversial issues regarding the citizenship and

property of the displaced require a thorough legal analysis. In  2005, Polish

experts made some progress with regard to this problem4 that still requires

coherent and comprehensive solutions to be developed, taking into account an

individual approach to the varied individual cases. 

Historical antecedents in relations with Russia. The increased importance of

historical issues in Poland’s foreign policy also ensued from the peculiar character

of the processes taking place in Russia and their influence on Polish-Russian

relations. Similarly to previous years, the tendency to rehabilitate the Communist

era and its symbols, inherent in the policy of integrating the Russian society,

painfully clashed with the awareness of the Polish society. Polish diplomacy

consistently indicated that contentious issues were not connected with the Polish

attitude towards Russians, but with the Poles’ remembrance of experiences under

Communism, the Soviet occupation and its consequences. Such an approach was

becoming less and less effective as in April, President Vladimir Putin openly

declared the fall of the USRR “the greatest geopolitical disaster of the 20th century.”
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The revival of historical issues in Poland’s relations with Russia occurred as early as 

in 2004 when, in connection with the celebrations of the 60th anniversary of the

Warsaw Uprising, there resurfaced questions about the behaviour of the Red Army

that did not come to the insurgents’ rescue. There were also plenty of historical

reminiscences in relation to the Polish engagement in the “Orange Revolution” in

Ukraine. 

Polish-Russian relations were particularly affected by the decision of the

Russian Military Prosecutor’s Office, dated 21 September 2004, to close the

Katyñ massacre investigation that had been conducted for 14 years. Contrary to

Polish expectations, the Russian Prosecutor’s Office did not find any grounds

for declaring the murder an act of genocide to which the statute of limitations

does not apply. Having regard for the fact that the burial places of more than 7

thousand Polish prisoners of war were not known, on 30 November 2004 the

Polish Institute of National Remembrance launched an inquiry into this issue, to

Russia’s discontent. In March 2005, during anniversary remembrance

ceremonies, the Russian Prosecutor’s Office maintained its position without

providing its own legal qualification of the crime. The closing of the

investigation without providing a legal qualification was perceived, not only in

Poland, as a refusal to bear any responsibility for the crime.5 What is more, the

Russian side did not fulfil its promise to hand over the complete records of the

investigation to the Poles. Contrary to what President Putin announced in 2002,

endeavours to obtain indemnities for Poles who were oppressed in the Soviet

Union found no sympathy of the Russian authorities.

As the anniversary of the end of the World War II in Europe approached,

tensions centred around historical issues were mounting. The decision to

establish the National Unity Day on the anniversary of the “liberation of

Moscow from Polish invaders” (4 November 1612) was met with distrust in

Poland, whereas the naming of a roundabout in Warsaw after the Chechen

President, Dzhokhar Dudayev, was received in Russia as an unfriendly gesture.

The Russian media campaign presented Poland’s role in the anti-Hitler coalition

as ambiguous. The way Russia presented the policy of the Soviet Union towards

Poland during the Second World War as well as Russia’s refusal to admit that the 

annexation of Lithuania, Latvia and Estonia in 1940 was carried out in violation

of international law provoked outrage in Poland. 
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The divergent interpretations of history were revealed by the 60th

anniversary of the Yalta Conference. While Polish MEPs were making efforts

towards the adoption of a special resolution by the European Parliament, the

Information and Press Department at the Foreign Ministry of the Russian

Federation issued a communiqué that expressed outrage at the criticism of the

Yalta Conference resolutions and indicated that it was thanks to the conference

and the implementation of its decisions that “a free, independent and democratic

Poland could be established.” This communiqué was greeted “with outrage” by

the Foreign Affairs Committee of the Polish Sejm and called a “falsification of

history.” Shortly afterwards, on the 65th anniversary of the Katyñ massacre, on

22 March the Polish Sejm expressed its regret that the crime remained an object

of actions aimed at its “relativisation as well as diminishing and diluting the

responsibility of the perpetrators.” According to the Sejm, “only revealing the

whole truth about the crime as well as condemning and punishing all the

perpetrators will help heal the wounds and shape good neighbourly relations

between the Republic of Poland and the Russian Federation.” The Sejm called

on Russia to recognize the murder as genocide and to indicate the as yet

undiscovered burial places; at the same time it expressed its support for the

decision of the Institute of National Remembrance to launch a Polish investigation

into the matter. Polish MPs appealed to the international community to pay due

honour to the memory of the victims of the crime whose “uniqueness must be

recognised and respected in the name of the fundamental principles of justice

and human solidarity.”6 The resolution passed by the Polish Sejm was also

endorsed by the Seimas of the Republic of Lithuania.7 

On the 16 April, during the national anniversary remembrances, the Polish

President awarded orders and honorary decorations to 31 Russians and

Ukrainians for their “singular contribution to the revelation and documentation

of the truth about repressive measures against the Polish population in the

USSR.”8 The President thanked them and emphasised that “the remembrance of

the Katyñ murder holds a special place in the relations between Poland and

Russia.” Appreciating the Russians’ contribution to breaking the wall of “lies

and silence,” the President appealed that “the road of reconciliation based on the
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truth be followed.” The question of the final elucidation of the Katyñ massacre

was a heavy burden on Poland’s relations with Russia and reappeared in

connection with the observances of other anniversaries in 2005.

The Key Actions

Against “Polish camps.” The anniversary of the liberation of

Auschwitz-Birkenau. Minister Adam Daniel Rotfeld emphasised in his address

to the Sejm that “it is the Polish role to safeguard the historic truth, to resist its

distortion and falsification.” In connection with the upcoming ceremonies

commemorating the 60th anniversary of the liberation of Auschwitz-Birkenau, he 

remarked that Poland should undertake actions aimed at the international

propagation of the truth that the extermination of Jews in Polish territories was

perpetrated by Germans and that it also encompassed Poles and other nations.

Because in previous years foreign media more and more frequently referred to

German death camps and concentration camps as “Polish camps,” the Minister

emphasized that the “mindless or intentional” use of this term is “insulting and

disgraceful,” and called for counteracting the defamation of Poland in

international media.9 The idea was taken up by the Rzeczpospolita daily which,

on 26 January, published an appeal to major daily newspapers in the world,

calling on them to write the truth about the camps and the Holocaust.

Rzeczpospolita’s campaign was aided by numerous media and circles in Poland

and abroad. 

In cooperation with Rzeczpospolita, the Ministry of Foreign Affairs

launched an initiative “Against ‘Polish camps’,” within which public opinion

was informed about the actions of the diplomatic posts of the Foreign Ministry

abroad in connection with the defamation of Poland abroad. Earlier, in 2004,

Polish diplomats were given instructions on how to proceed in such situations

and were obliged to cooperate with the Polonia (Polish Diaspora) organisations

and circles, academics and members of the opinion-forming elites, the Jewish

Diaspora as well as  camp survivors. Joint actions led to numerous disclaimers

and greater care in the publication of information about Poland’s contemporary

history, although they did not fully eliminate this negative phenomenon. 

A very important event, from the perspective of the propagation of the

knowledge about Poland’s role in the World War II, was the ceremonies
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commemorating the 60th anniversary of the liberation of Auschwitz-Birkenau. In 

his address to the Sejm, Minister Rotfeld stressed that “it was in Polish

territories that the Germans created the largest camps of annihilation,

where—alongside the Jewish people—Poles and members of other European

nations were murdered on a mass scale.” For the first time, the observances had

such a broad international dimension. It was the largest meeting of high-ranking

politicians in post-war Poland, attended by 45 official delegation led, among

others, by Presidents of: Israel, Moshe Katsav; Russia, Vladimir Putin; Ukraine,

Viktor Yushchenko; Germany, Horst Köhler; France, Jacques Chirac, and U.S.

Vice-President Dick Cheney. Among the participants were also 1,500 former

prisoners from all over the world as well as Red Army veterans who liberated

the camp in 1945; 1,700 journalists, 100 television crews and 40 radio crews

from 39 countries were accredited.10 

During the ceremony held on 27 January in front of the Monument to the

Memory of Nations at Birkenau, the Presidents of Poland, Russia and Israel

delivered their speeches. A message from John Paul II was read out by the

Apostolic Nuncio to Poland, Archbishop Józef Kowalczyk. The Charter of the

International Education Centre about Auschwitz and Holocaust was signed by

former prisoners of Auschwitz: Simone Veil and W³adys³aw  Bartoszewski

—former Minister of Foreign Affairs of Poland, who presented the planned

establishment of the centre as “the last will of the departing prisoners.” Another

official part of the state remembrance programme was the “Let My People

Live!” forum, organised by the Polish Ministry of Culture and the European

Jewish Congress. 

Poland also actively supported the idea of organising observances

commemorating the liberation of concentration camps in the forum of the United 

Nations, and indicated that preserving the memory of the genocide perpetrated

in these camps as well as shaping the awareness of the young generations in the

spirit of tolerance and respect for human rights was a moral obligation of the

democratic world. A few days before the ceremonies in Poland, a special session 

of the United Nations General Assembly was held. One of the speakers was

Special Representative of the President of the Republic of Poland, Prof.

Bronis³aw Geremek, who emphasized that Poland was aware of its special role

resulting from the fact that it takes care of “places of remembrance of the most
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enormous crime of the second millennium.” He also pointed out that, despite the

location of the camps in Poland, they could not be described as “Polish” camps

since it was a misleading phrase that “deeply hurts the feelings of the Poles.” On

the day of the anniversary observances, the European Parliament also passed a

special resolution. However, German responsibility for the camps, in the face of

numerous attempts to ascribe the responsibility to Poland and the Poles,  was

expressly mentioned in the resolution only after Polish MEPs, threatened to

abstain from voting. 

Unfortunately, despite various efforts and campaigns “against Polish camps,”

Polish anti-Semitism was widely commented on in foreign media during the

anniversary remembrances, and there were attempts to falsely impose the

co-responsibility for the German crimes of the Holocaust on the Polish state.

The message conveyed by the media frequently confirmed negative stereotypes

and a false image of Poland’s history.11 The works of the Task Force for

International Cooperation on Holocaust Education, Remembrance and Research, 

begun under Polish leadership in March 2005, indirectly served to improve

Poland’s international image, but did not receive wider media publicity.12 

Celebrations of the 60th anniversary of the end of the World War II in

Europe. Minister Adam Daniel Rotfeld emphasized in his January address to the 

Sejm that the anniversary of the end of the World War II in Europe was also

linked with the 60th anniversary of “the return of the Western Territories to the

Homeland,” and this aspect affected the form of the celebrations in Poland. The

central commemorations, modest in form, but solemn and symbolic, took place

in Wroc³aw on 7 May and were attended by top-ranking representatives of the

state authorities. During the war, the majority of the inhabitants were resettled

by the German authorities who turned the city into a fortress; after the war,

Wroc³aw was rebuilt by Poles expelled from the Polish Kresy (Eastern

Borderlands). The international dimension of the celebrations was emphasized

by the host of the ceremony, Mayor of Wroc³aw Rafa³ Dutkiewicz, who

reminded people that just as Vilnius and Lviv “are and will remain part of
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Lithuania and Ukraine while being part of Polish history,” Wroc³aw “is and will

remain a Polish city while being part of German history and culture.” The Mayor 

also stressed that this city “cherishes the memory of the expelled Germans as

well as the thousands of Poles who came here to rebuild the city from the

ravages of war and on whose behalf, only twenty years after the war ended, their 

bishop, along with other bishops, said: we forgive and ask for forgiveness.”13 In

the presence of diplomats accredited to Poland, a roll of honour was read at the

Polish military cemetery in the Oporów district of Wroc³aw. President

Aleksander Kwaœniewski also laid a wreath at the Soviet military cemetery. 

A discussion on the appropriateness of the participation of the top-ranking

Polish state officials in the anniversary commemorations in Moscow was going

on in Poland from the beginning of 2005. Both politicians and society were

divided with regard to the decision taken by President Kwaœniewski. The

right-wing opposition held the view that the President should not take part in the

celebrations with the Allies in Moscow since, in fact, it was tantamount to

approving the manipulation of history by the hosts of the ceremonies. It was

argued that Poland, with its “unique record of injustices and grievances,” should

organise anniversary observances on its own in order to speak up for historical

truth along with other countries that, similarly to Poland, fell victim to Soviet

expansionism at the beginning of the World War II (Lithuania, Latvia, Estonia).

Sending a delegation of a lower rank was also proposed. 

The Polish authorities, however, remained steadfast in their opinion that,

regardless of the problems presented by the visit, the absence of the Polish

President on the parade stand in the Kremlin would result in even worse political 

ramifications. According to the experts, the Russian side expected a nervous

response in Poland, which would confirm the assumptions made by Russian

propaganda about “Polish Russophobia” and Poland’s ambiguous role in the

World War II. The Foreign Minister explained that attempts were made at

isolating Poland and other countries in the region as “a kind of peripheral states,

always representing an anti-Russian bias,” and the refusal to participate in the

Moscow celebrations “would facilitate the realization of such an idea.”14 The

presence of President Kwaœniewski was supposed to preclude the symbolic

“exclusion” of Poland from the anti-Hitler coalition, of which Poland was
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actually a founding member, and to show, at the same time, that Poland

appreciated the sacrifices made by Russians and other nations of the USSR

during the Second World War. Prime Minister Belka pointed out that “we clearly 

separate the homage paid to the fallen from an explicit condemnation of the

policy of Stalin who used the sacrifice of Russian blood as an argument for

enslaving the nations of Central Europe,”15 whereas the Polish Ambassador

reminded that “had it not been for the blood shed by the Soviet soldiers, the

Polish nation may have been exterminated.”16

Polish authorities expressed their expectation that during the anniversary

commemorations, “words of condemnation and unequivocal disassociation from 

what Stalinism represented” would be heard from the Russian side. Russia not

only failed to condemn the Soviet 1939–1940 conquests, but also claimed

that the incorporation of the Baltic states to the USSR “was not against

the standards of applicable law” and did not constitute an occupation.17

The Polish President’s decision to go to Moscow did not prevent actions that

were received in Poland as unfriendly. In his address, President Putin did not

mention Poland’s contribution to the victory over Germany, whereas the Polish

President was assigned a distant seat on the parade stand. A day before, in order

to highlight the Polish view on the conclusion of the World War II, President

Kwaœniewski laid flowers on the symbolic grave of Gen. Leopold Okulicki and

Minister Stanis³aw Jasiukowicz who died in a Soviet prison after the illegal

“Trial of the Sixteen.” He also laid flowers at the Solovetsky Stone, in front of

the Lubyanka building, commemorating the victims of Stalinist terror, and met

veterans and members of the “Memorial” society. The media coverage of those

events was limited; instead, the hosts ensured that suitable media publicity was

provided to the visit of Gen. Wojciech Jaruzelski who was given a red carpet

reception.

Foreign Minister Adam Daniel Rotfeld had an opportunity to present the

Polish perspective concerning the history of the World War II and its

consequences before a wider public. During a special session of the United

Nations General Assembly on 9 May, he reminded attendees that “the end of the

war, and the concurrent fall of the Third Reich, did not bring the long-awaited

full independence to the Poles.” He stressed that, although the Poles had made
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the largest contribution to the victory over Germany, after the USA, USSR and

the United Kingdom, the 1945 Yalta Agreement that “went over the Poles’

heads,” actually gave Stalin’s Soviet Union a free hand to subjugate Central and

Eastern Europe. The Minister indicated that the end of the post-war division of

Europe and the “real end of the war” begun 1939 was initiated by “Solidarity.”

He emphasized the Poles’ readiness to reach understanding and reconciliation

with the German and Russian nations, which should be based on the truth,

“without concealment, without obscuring some subjects and whitewashing

others.”18 

Apart from the official anniversary observance in Poland and abroad, the

Foreign Ministry, Polish politicians and non-governmental organisations

undertook various initiatives aimed at emphasizing Poland’s participation in the

World War II and Poland’s contribution to the victory. The cooperation of Polish 

MEPs in the European Parliament led to the adoption of a special resolution

whose wording reflected the Polish view on 20th century history of Europe.19

The Foreign Ministry launched a special website, in six language versions,

devoted to the Poles on the fronts of World War II (www.ww2.pl). A  similar

purpose was served by the popularisation of the results of the research carried

out by the Anglo-Polish Historical Committee, including the truth about the

deciphering by Polish cryptologists of the German encoding system Enigma.20 

Establishing the “Memory and Solidarity” European Network. The idea

of establishing an international institutional framework for the research and

propagation of 20th century history of Central and Eastern Europe was born as an 

alternative to the planned construction of the Centre Against Expulsions in

Berlin. An impulse for the conceptual work was provided by the Declaration of

Gdañsk issued by the Presidents of Poland and Germany in October 2003, in

which they appealed for documenting, “in the spirit of reconciliation,” the

history of 20th century dictatorships, resettlements and repression. 

The idea of establishing a “European network” was put forward by the

Federal Government Representative for Culture and the Media, Christina Weiss.

Poland actively joined the implementation of this plan and took over the
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initiative. The ceremony of signing the Declaration on the establishment of the

Network took place at the Royal Castle in Warsaw on 1 February 2005 and was

attended by ministers of culture of Poland, Germany, Slovakia and Hungary.21

“Guided by the European spirit of reconciliation,” the ministers expressed their

readiness for joint actions with regard to “analysing, documenting and

propagating knowledge of the history of the 20th century, a century of wars,

totalitarian dictatorships and sufferings of the civilian population that fell victim

to wars, oppression, conquests and forced displacements as well as nationalist,

racist and ideologically-motivated repression.” The Network aims at “strengthening

mutual trust and building friendly relations among the countries concerned,”

while it remains open to new members.22 The objective of the Network is to link

the existing initiatives in individual countries, organise cooperation between

public and state institutions, non-governmental organisations, academic centres

and places of remembrance, as well as support, finance and implement joint

scientific and educational projects. According to the Declaration, the activity of

the Network is to be co-ordinated by the Warsaw-based Secretariat, placed at the 

Council for the Protection of the Memory of Struggle and Martyrdom (Rada

Ochrony Pamiêci Walk i Mêczeñstwa—ROPWiM). 

In search of the optimum legal basis for the functioning of the Network in

Poland, it was decided to establish a private foundation acting in close cooperation

with the ministries of culture of the Network countries. The foundation was set

up on 23 August. The Board of the Foundation agreed on a list of projects to be

implemented in the years 2006–2007, including three joint projects and more

than ten national projects (Polish, Czech, German, Slovak and Hungarian)

conducted under the auspices of the Network. 

The creation of the “Memory and Solidarity” European Network was approved

by the government of Kazimierz Marcinkiewicz and gained the support of

President Lech Kaczyñski. Although the new German government was in favour 

of locating “a meaningful sign concerning the commemoration of the sufferings

of the expelled” in Berlin, it regarded the “Memory and Solidarity” European

Network as an appropriate foundation on which solutions that would satisfy

Germany’s eastern neighbours could be built. The assurance that the new

German government supports the idea of the Network should be considered a

success of the Polish side. However, the Network should not be treated
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exclusively as a panacea for the Centre Against Expulsions project if it is to

make a lasting positive contribution to the development of neighbourly relations

in Europe. The Polish side holds a view that the issue of expulsions should not

dominate the activities of the Network, arguing that they do not constitute the

central problem of 20th century history, but they were a consequence of the war;

if they became the focus of interest, it would antagonise other countries

participating in the project and impede its expansion to other Central and Eastern 

European states.

The opening of the Lviv Eaglets’ Cemetery. Historical issues did not

become an obstacle to establishing good Polish-Ukrainian relations. There is

wide agreement among the general public in Poland that the existence of an

independent, stable, democratic and friendly Ukraine is in Poland’s national

interest and that independent Ukraine is interested in a lasting agreement with

Poland. Polish-Ukrainian relations have acquired the character of a strategic

partnership, which however, does not mean that problems connected with the

tragic episodes in the history of mutual relations have ceased to be a burden.

Particular controversy is caused by the commemoration of the extermination of

the Polish population in Volhynia as well as the former South-Eastern

Borderlands on the one hand, and the victims of Polish retaliatory actions and

resettlement campaigns on the other. 

For years, the state authorities have worked for reconciliation, which was

symbolised by the observances of the 60th anniversary of the Volhynia tragedy in 

July 2003, attended by Presidents of both countries. However, the problem of

the Cemetery of the Defenders of Lviv, where participants of the fights against

Ukrainians in the years 1918–1919 and the Polish-Soviet War of 1920–1921

were buried, remained a painful sign of discord. The ceremonial opening of the

necropolis, devastated and desecrated in Soviet times, was planned for 1998,

2000 and 2002, but agreement as to the extent to which the original state would

be restored, could not be reached. The local government and pressure groups in

Lviv opposed the rebuilding of “the pantheon glorifying the Polish army.” 

Hope for working out a compromise appeared in late 2004, following Viktor

Yushchenko’s election victory, amidst an atmosphere of enthusiastic

Polish-Ukrainian rapprochement. In April 2005, during his visit to Warsaw, the

Ukrainian leader declared that “he assumes political responsibility” for solving

the problem of the cemetery. A chance also arose that the Lviv City Council,

with which the President was quite popular, would consent to the compromise.

On 13 May in Kiev, during a meeting attended by head of the National Security

Bureau Jerzy Bahr, ROPWiM secretary Andrzej PrzewoŸnik, Ukrainian
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Secretary of State Oleksandr Zinchenko and Mayor of Lviv Andriy Burniak, an

accord was negotiated under which a protocol on the tidying-up of the Cemetery 

was signed in Warsaw on 6 June.23 The contents of a large implementation

protocol to the Polish-Ukrainian agreement on the graves of the victims of wars

and repression were also agreed. The Polish side announced that, in compliance

with the appeal of the Lviv City Council, it would consent to duly commemorate 

the Ukrainian inhabitants of the Paw³okoma village (Podkaparckie Province)

murdered by Poles, whereas the Ukrainian side would give its approval for the

commemoration of the massacre in Huta Penyats’ka (Ternopil Province).

Although the Lviv City Council approved the protocol concerning the Lviv

Eaglets’ Cemetery, the Ukrainian Parliament tried to stonewall the ceremony at

the last moment; eventually, the parliamentary resolution to that effect, primarily 

an element of an internal political strife, was successfully withdrawn. 

On 24 June, the ceremonious opening and consecration of the Polish

necropolis and the neighbouring Ukrainian Galician Army Cemetery took place, 

attended by President Aleksander Kwaœniewski and Viktor Yushchenko. The

Presidents evoked, among others, John Paul II who, during His visit to Lviv four 

years before, called for the purification of historical memory and giving priority

to that which unites over that which divides. The Orthodox bishops of Ukraine

and Catholic bishops of Poland published a letter with the words “We forgive

and ask for forgiveness” that had “a historic power in the work of reconciling

nations.” 

The accord concerning the Lviv Eaglets’ Cemetery revealed that both sides

had the will to find compromise solutions and that the state authorities wanted to 

actively participate in the reconciliation process between the two nations. By

making concessions, the Polish side proved that it did not intend to take

advantage of the support given to Ukrainian democracy and toughen its position

on contentious issues concerning the memorialisation of the victims of the

Polish-Ukrainian armed conflicts. The ceremony became a symbol of the

progress achieved in building friendly relations and in the reconciliation process. 

The progress was also confirmed by the unveiling of the memorial in Huta
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Penyats’ka (21 October), a symbol of the martyrdom of the Polish population in

the former south-eastern Borderlands in 1943–1944. The state, however, still has 

to complete the unfinished tasks of commemorating numerous places of

martyrdom on both sides of the border, supporting historical research and, where 

possible, seeking justice. The Polish Institute of National Remembrance

(Instytut Pamiêci Narodowej—IPN), conducts several dozen investigations into

massacres of the Polish and Ukrainian population). As B. Berdychowska

remarked, “we have left behind the conflict on the symbolic plane that was

simmering for the last dozen years or so, thanks to which it will be much more

difficult to launch campaigns of mutual grievances and hatred.”24 

The Polish and Ukrainian side declare that they want to base the

reconciliation not on forgetting the injustices, but on studying the past and

telling the truth about history. This trend is strengthened by the increasingly

friendly attitude to Ukrainians in Poland and to Poles in Ukraine, occasioned by

the “Orange Revolution.” While looking into the past of Polish-Ukrainian

relations, Poland emphasises the most recent pages of history: the common

experience of the struggle  with the Communist totalitarianism and the close

affinity between the “Orange Revolution” and August 1980 events in Poland.

The celebrations of the 25th anniversary of “Solidarity.” The celebrations 

of the 25th anniversary of “Solidarity” became the largest Polish promotional

undertaking abroad. For the third time in 2005 (after the ceremonies in

Oœwiêcim and the Council of Europe Summit), Poland hosted a meeting of

numerous top-ranking personages. The objective of the anniversary observances 

was to emphasise that “Solidarity” was not exclusively a Polish event, but that

its significance went beyond the experiences of one nation. Polish initiatives

aimed at propagating the awareness that the transformations in Europe and

worldwide took place, to a large extent, thanks to the fight for freedom and

respect for human rights under the banner of “Solidarity,” which led to the

collapse of the Communist system and a breakthrough on the way to European

integration. Attention was also drawn to the fact that adequate, international

presentation of the “Solidarity” anniversary celebrations had not been ensured so 

far, as a result of which the importance of the Polish bid for freedom was

overshadowed by other events skilfully presented to the public opinion in other

countries (particularly the tearing down of the Berlin Wall). 
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Cross-partisan agreement was reached with regard to the commemoration of

the 25th anniversary of the birth of “Solidarity;” the Sejm established a new state

holiday, the Day of Solidarity and Freedom.25 A similar initiative was taken by

Polish MEPs in the European Parliament on the eve of the anniversary of

signing the August Accords in Gdañsk. At  their motion, on 29 September 2005

the European Parliament passed a resolution commemorating “Solidarity’s”

historic contribution to the overthrow of the Communist system and liberation of 

Central and Eastern European countries. The European Commission and EU

member states were called on to pay tribute to “the struggle of Polish workers

and those in Central-Eastern Europe who fought for human rights, freedom,

solidarity and unity of Europe” and to “strengthen the awareness of the fact that

‘Solidarity’ is part of European education and culture.”

The central national celebrations in Gdañsk, on 31 August, had an

international character. Foreign guests included Presidents of Georgia, Germany, 

Hungary, Serbia and Ukraine, as well as Prime Ministers of more than ten

countries of Central, Eastern and South-Eastern Europe—Prime Ministers of

Bulgaria, Croatia, the Czech Republic, Estonia, Latvia, Lithuania, Macedonia,

Slovakia, Slovenia and Sweden and the Deputy Prime Minister of Romania—

that regained independence in consequence of the transformations initiated by

“Solidarity.” There were also present José Manuel Barosso, President of the

European Commission, Prime Ministers of Belgium, the Netherlands, Finland

and Sweden, Deputy Prime Ministers of the United Kingdom and Malta, the

Speaker of the Senate of Canada, large delegations of the European Parliament

and United States Congress. President George W. Bush was represented by his

personal envoy, former Secretary of State James Baker, whereas Pope Benedict

XVI was represented by Archbishop Stanis³aw Dziwisz. Special invitations,

signed by Lech Wa³êsa as Chairman of the Honorary Committee of the

celebrations, were accompanied by invitations from the Polish President, Prime

Minister and Marshal of the Sejm. Besides the official state delegations, many

renowned guests from abroad participated in an international conference “From

Solidarity to Freedom” (Warsaw-Gdañsk, 29–31 August) and the official

celebrations in Gdañsk. Also in Gdañsk, the foundation act of the European

Solidarity Centre was signed by representatives of the Polish authorities, the

Independent Self-Governing Trade Union “Solidarity,” local government and

leaders of the foreign delegations. There are plans to organize museum
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exhibitions in the multi-purpose facility in the historic grounds of the Gdañsk

Shipyard, with the participation of countries that regained freedom as a result of

democratic transformations. 

Anniversary celebrations were also held in Brussels. They began on 30

August with the opening of the “Roads to Solidarity” exhibition at the European

Parliament. At the NATO headquarters near Brussels, an exhibition entitled

“The Phenomenon of Solidarity” was presented, whereas at Université libre de

Bruxelles an international conference “Solidarity as the Beginning of the Road

to the United Europe” was held (21–22 September 2005). The Brussels

celebrations, which also included events for a wider public, were crowned on 3

October with the gala concert “Thank You Europe” at Théatre Royale De La

Monnaie. Lech Wa³êsa, together with former Prime Minister Jerzy Buzek,

former Foreign Affairs Minister Bronis³aw Geremek and “Solidarity” chairman

Janusz Œniadek, awarded honorary decorations to the people and, symbolically,

the states that helped Poland in the 1980s.26 Polish diplomatic posts were

engaged in the commemoration of the 25th anniversary of “Solidarity” in other

countries as well. A particularly impressive setting was arranged for the

celebrations in the United States, attended by Lech Wa³êsa, when the House of

Representatives passed a resolution naming 31 August the Day of Solidarity. 

On many occasions during the anniversary observances, Polish politicians

emphasized that the process initiated by “Solidarity” 25 years ago had not been

completed in certain European states, notably Belarus; they also indicated the

EU’s insufficient commitment to supporting transformations in Eastern Europe. 

Discussions on the Role of History in Foreign Policy

In the heated discussions about the state’s policy with regard to shaping

historical memory that began in 2004, it was indicated that the desired

perception of Polish history, particularly by our neighbours, may have a positive

influence on Poland’s prestige, but “Poles must make an axiological judgement
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with regard to their past, to what they value and revere in their history, and what

they condemn.”27 The debate concerning the Jedwabne crime clearly revealed

that historical memory cannot be banished from the public sphere and excluded

from the scope of interest of the state.28 The following question emerged very

conspicuously: if you may and should refer to collective shame, then why should 

you not evoke collective pride in the positive aspects of national history? The

advocates of the state’s activity in this field emphasized that these actions must

be based on the truth, that “it must be a policy that refers to facts, to the real

historical balance sheet.”29 Furthermore, they did not question the principle of

freedom of scientific research, recognising that thanks to this research the state

may have an opportunity to develop history-based policies relying on knowledge

and truth. 

The atmosphere of the 2005 anniversary observances and of the discussion

on the social role of memory was influenced by the stir caused by the sickness

and death of John Paul II. The history of the Pontificate that had a tremendous

impact on the birth of “Solidarity” and Polish transformations went before the

eyes of Poles, and not only them, with renewed intensity. While pondering the

role of historical memory, the words of the Holy Father were often quoted when, 

talking about European integration, He emphasized the role of the spiritual

wealth of Central and Eastern Europe and the necessity to defend the identity

that had been shaped by the struggle for human dignity. An important role in this 

context must be ascribed to comments made by John Paul II on the essence of

two totalitarianisms, “the central problem of the previous century.” Owing to the 

Holy Father, remembering the past took on a special meaning in 2005 and

influenced the intellectual and emotional climate of the discussion on the role of

history in state policy. 

History-related problems in the relations with neighbours, history-based

policies of the state and the place of historical issues in Poland’s foreign policy

became a subject of numerous public debates and press polemics. These subjects 

also had a direct impact on the election campaign conducted by right-wing
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parties that called for building “a solidarity-based strategy that allows no room

for compromise when the sphere of memory is concerned.”30 These parties put

forward proposals of concrete institutional solutions that were supposed to

strengthen Poland’s international rank and boost its prestige through invoking

history. The “Law and Justice” Party (Prawo i Sprawiedliwoœæ—PiS), announced

the creation of the Museum of Freedom that would present Poland’s road to

freedom, from the First Republic to the Solidarity movement, and emphasized

the intended international character of the museum’s activities. The Civic

Platform (Platforma Obywatelska—PO), proposed founding a network of Polish 

historical institutes located in major European capitals.

In the discussion on the role of history in foreign policy, there was general

consent as regards the necessity to stand up for historical truth in the

international forum in the face of the “propaganda attempts to glorify and exploit 

the past for the needs of building a new Russian identity.”31 One of the central

points of the argument was the already mentioned discussion on the participation 

of the Polish head of state in the Moscow ceremonies of the 60th anniversary of

the end of the World War II as well as the assessment of the influence that the

process of rehabilitating Soviet traditions in Russia might have on the policy

towards this country. As regards the context of European integration, the perception

of the changes in the German approach to history was more significant for the

discussion of foreign policy issues. In extreme cases, this evolution was

presented as a process of transforming “a nation of perpetrators” into “a nation

of victims,” and exposing their own sufferings was perceived as an escape from

responsibility for Nazi crimes. Various interpretations were given to the new

paradigm in the German attitude to the past regarding the generational change

and the disappearance of the sense of direct responsibility for Nazi crimes. In the 

opinion of many participants of Polish discussions, contemporary Germans, with 

their lack of identification with the defeated Nazis, increasingly concentrated on

the sufferings of their ancestors and often treated the resettlement from the

“eastern territories” as an act of injustice. It was indicated that the Polish

patriotic and heroic tradition was not understood by Germans who perceived its

manifestations as a sign of nationalism or “historical oversensitivity.”

Meanwhile in Germany, attention was focused on the experiences of individuals, 

often accompanied by the process of the decontextualisation of crime, so painful 
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to Poles. This process gained particular significance with regard to Holocaust

remembrance, which was “Europeanised” and “globalised.” 

Discussions on historical issues in the relations with Germans were

incorporated into the political debates as well as the election campaign before

the presidential and parliamentary elections in Poland. The opposition

emphasized the fact that, despite spectacular gestures, Polish-German relations

deteriorated when the social democrats were in power. Even the avowed

advocates of Polish-German rapprochement blamed the German side for the

intensification of animosities. “Germans cannot understand why the awareness

of the events of World War II is so markedly present in Poland. I am amazed at

the incapability of empathising with a nation that was on the brink of absolute

catastrophe,” remarked Donald Tusk, the Civic Platform presidential

candidate.32 PiS underlined the need to conduct a more firm policy towards

Germany and accused its rivals of a pro-German attitude. A few days before the

second round of the presidential elections, the authorities of Warsaw led by Lech 

Kaczyñski, the PiS party’s candidate for President, presented a publication with

supplemented estimates of the war losses incurred by Warsaw. A similar rhetoric

was adopted by the “League of Polish Families” party. 

PiS clearly spoke in favour of pursuing “modern history-based policies” and

undaunted use of arguments underpinned by history in foreign policy. The

party’s platform stressed that “Poland’s contributions in the World War II, to the

struggle against Nazism and Communism, remain a factor that defines Poland’s

prestige and international position.” According to PiS, Poland should respond, in 

the field of diplomacy, education and promotion, to “attempts at relativising

merit and guilt from the times of World War II” (particularly “the manifestations

of moral and legal revisionism” in Germany). When highlighting “Poland’s

contributions to the cause of freedom,” including the accomplishments of

“Solidarity,” the largest freedom movement in 20th century Europe, these issues

must be raised by institutions responsible for promoting Poland (Polish institutes 

abroad, the Adam Mickiewicz Institute), and new institutions of a museum and

research character must be established, notably the Museum of Freedom.

Furthermore, it was emphasized that a history-based policy “should be an

element of foreign policy, not an isolated section of the state’s policy whose

goals may be formulated independently of the political objectives of Poland.”33
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Increasing the activity of the state in the sphere of shaping the collective

memory and the concept of active history-based diplomacy are directly linked to 

the PiS party’s vision of the state and European integration. PiS rejects the

concept of integration where the state is actively engaged in building the

“European identity” and remains neutral in matters related to strengthening

national identity through shaping the collective memory of the society. Not only

PiS, but also, for instance, the Civic Platform, emphasized in their election

campaign that Poland’s historical experience was particularly important for

Europe—experience of two totalitarian systems that should become Poland’s

contribution to the formation of the identity of the European Union.

The concept of the state’s active role in the field of history-based politics

also came under fire. Fears were voiced in connection with using “arguments

underpinned by history in politics” as well as “arguments underpinned by politics

in history.” Among others, former Foreign Ministers Krzysztof Skubiszewski

and Dariusz Rosati expressed their distrust of the concept of history-based

politics. The former observed that “what is dubbed as history-based politics may 

easily become a cause of tensions and complications in the field of foreign

policy” and spoke in favour of “separating the historical debate from formulating

and pursuing both current and long-term policies, particularly foreign policy;”34

whereas Rosati regarded history-based politics as “politics of isolation” since “it

is dominated by fear and stereotypes originating from the past.”35 

Fears were voiced that stressing the role of history in foreign policy does not 

necessarily serve Poland’s interests, but may jeopardise them instead, leading to

antagonisms between nations and the weakening of Poland’s position.

Aleksander Smolar, President of the Batory Foundation, described the essence of 

the discourse as “a conflict between striving for a shared, open Europe,

deepening its identity and sense of historical rootedness, where Poland might

feel secure, enjoying a recognition of its membership as well as its otherness, on

the one hand, and the effort to solidify national identity and memory coupled

with endeavours to strengthen Poland’s role among the world’s nations, on the

other.”36 PiS rejects the formation of the “European identity” that competes with

the strengthening of national identity and memory. The feeling among rightist

intellectuals is that a national state remains the broadest community with which
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people can identify and patriotism remains the farthest-reaching project of

surpassing human egoism. Contrasting the West and modernity with national

traditions is mistaken since the West is made up of various “modernities,”

traditions and cultural identities. Under these circumstances, the state should

deliberately pursue history-based policies, consisting of conscious support for

actions aimed at strengthening the Polish identity of a democratic community.37 

History in the Foreign Policy of Kazimierz Marcinkiewicz’s Government

The need for an affirmation of their own past was indirectly manifested by

the Poles through the ballot box. The parties that gained the largest support had

called for a more active role of the state in shaping the historical awareness of

the society, whereas the government of Kazimierz Marcinkiewicz treats

history-based politics as an element of effective foreign policy. In his inaugural

address, the Prime Minister declared that it was essential to “conduct a policy

that presents, in modern form, Poland’s historical achievements and our

contribution to European and world history” and illustrated his point with the

initiation of work towards the establishment of the Museum of Freedom—Polish 

Historical Museum.38 In one of his first addresses, Minister of Foreign Affairs

Stefan Meller indicated that “history can and should provide inspiration for

positive actions” and announced the continuation of activity in the field of the

so-called “history-based diplomacy,” consisting of diagnosing and counteracting 

phenomena and tendencies that negatively influence Poland’s image abroad. He

also remarked that history-based diplomacy “does not have to be reactive only”

as it should also “propagate the historical image of Poland and Poles as a valiant

and, at the same time, industrious nation; a heroic country, but, at the same time,

an efficiently functioning state; a defender of European values, but also a

sanctuary of tolerance.” Furthermore, he emphasized that it was advisable to

draw on the traditions of the multiethnic First Republic, which may be

interpreted as “a historical prefiguration of European integration.”39 That does

not mean simplistic references to the unifying traditions of the Jagiellonian era,

which arouse controversy among Poland’s eastern neighbours.40
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Historical issues were not particularly prominent in the relations with our

neighbours over the first months the new government was in office. Poland’s

position on contentious issues remained unchanged. As the new government of

Angela Merkel was almost concurrently constituted in Germany, chances for “a

new opening” and restoration of good relations arose. Caution in the approach to 

historical issues could be observed on both sides. Poland did not change its

position concerning the establishment of the Centre Against Expulsions in

Berlin.41 In talks with the Germans, the Polish side emphasized that the

“Memory and Solidarity” European Network could provide the framework for

the common platform of discussion, in which there was also room for the

commemoration of the fate of Germans resettled from Poland. 

After the elections, chances for an improvement of the relations with Russia

also emerged. Historical issues were not raised in the talks with the Russians

merely, because Poles were predominantly sceptical about the possibility to

persuade Moscow to adopt an interpretation of history consistent with material

truth, particularly with regard to the World War II. More attention was paid to

ensuring that the historical truth was known to Poland’s western allies who

would thus become less susceptible to manipulation. The Polish state signalled

the possibility to support actions aimed at the development of peaceful dialogue

on sensitive historical issues, with the participation of historians.42 It is

impossible to build a single common vision of history and common memory, but 

one must seek to propagate the results of historical research and to attain a

mutual understanding of historical awareness. 

*

*           *

Historical issues played a significant part in Polish foreign policy in 2005.

Poland not only responded to negative external phenomena in this respect, but

also initiated actions aimed at enhancing the international prestige of the state.

Although it is too early for a comprehensive evaluation of the consequences of

those undertakings, it seems that it is already possible to indicate examples of

the real impact they had on current politics. No doubt the celebrations of the 25th
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anniversary of “Solidarity” reinforced Poland’s arguments in its striving for a

solidarity-based EU budget during the negotiations of the new EU financial

perspective for the years 2007–2013. Fears that the importance attached to the

role of memory in state policy would negatively influence Polish-Ukrainian

relations did not come true. The development of friendly relations with Ukraine

is accompanied by the continuation of the reconciliation process, actively

supported by President Lech Kaczyñski. 

The increased significance of historical issues in relations with our neighbours,

the social climate in response to these phenomena and the atmosphere of the

election campaign led to the intensification of activities in Polish foreign policy

with regard to historical issues as early as at the end of 2004. The affirmation of

Polish history in foreign policy was clearly invoked in the first months of

Kazimierz Marcinkiewicz’s term of office. Also the key political forces in the

country did not question the importance of history-based diplomacy.43 It became 

an essential component of foreign policy, owing to international circumstances

as well as the correlated public demand in Poland. 
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ADAM EBERHARDT*

Poland and the Conflict over the Union of Poles in Belarus

The autocratic transformation in Belarus during the presidency of Aleksandr

Lukashenko meant the self-induced isolation of this country from Western

democracies. In consequence, also the Polish-Belarusian political cooperation

over the last decade has been limited to the minimum, primarily to meeting

challenges resulting from the fact that the two countries are neighbours.1 The

year 2005 brought a further deterioration of mutual relations; the previously low

intensity of these relations gave way to an open diplomatic conflict, at the root of 

which were the actions of the Belarusian authorities aimed at subordinating the

Union of Poles in Belarus (Zwi¹zek Polaków na Bia³orusi—ZPB).

The Polish minority in Belarus numbers 396 thousand people representing

3.9% of its population (according to the 1999 census) and inhabits mainly the

western part of the country, close to the border with Poland and Lithuania,

primarily the Hrodna (Grodno) province. ZPB is an organization of the local

Poles, functioning since 1990 and aimed at propagating Polish culture and

education, awakening the Poles’ national identity and defending their rights.2

Currently, the Union has more than 22 thousand members and 75 branches, with

the headquarters of the Board in Hrodna. The official newspaper of the Union is

the G³os znad Niemna (Voice from the Niemen River) weekly; there is also

published Magazyn Polski (The Polish Magazine) quarterly. Sixteen “Polish
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Houses” and two Polish schools, in Hrodna and Volkovysk, have been
established at the initiative of ZPB. More than 70 artistic groups are affiliated
with the Union that also provides patronage for the activity of numerous
associations, e.g. the Polish Doctors’ Association, Polish Visual Artists’
Association or the Belarusian branch of the Polish Veterans’ Association and the
World Association of Home Army Ex-Servicemen. 

ZPB is the third largest public organization in Belarus, outnumbered only by 
two mass organizations that are fully controlled by the government, i.e. the
Trade Union Federation of Belarus and the Belarusian Republican Youth
Union.3 Tadeusz Gawin, the founder and president of ZPB over the first decade
of its existence, emphasized his support for the democratic development of
Belarus.4 In 2000 he was replaced by Tadeusz Kruczkowski who openly
criticized the Union’s contacts with the democratic opposition and declared his
readiness for a closer cooperation with the Belarusian regime.5 The activity of
ZPB over the years was possible thanks to support from Poland: from budget
funds (primarily from the Polish Senate), through Polish non-governmental
organizations such as the Stowarzyszenie Wspólnota Polska (the Polish
Community Association) or Fundacja Pomoc Polakom na Wschodzie (Aid to
Poles in the East Foundation). The Belarusian government provides the Union
only with token financial support despite its statutory obligations.

The Development of the Conflict in 2005

In early 2005 the personal conflict which had been building up in ZPB over
the previous months came to a head. The chairman’s opponents accused him of
acting to the detriment of the Union (limiting the scope of its effective activity
and seeking to hand over the control over the “Polish Houses” to the Belarusian
authorities), as well as corruption and indecent behaviour.6 On 18 January, the
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Board of ZPB made a decision to suspend Kruczkowski in his capacity as the
chairman. This decision, however, was revoked by the Belarusian Ministry of
Justice under the pretext of procedural irregularities. The problem concerning
the management of the Union was to be resolved during the 6th Congress of ZPB 
convened in Hrodna on 12 and 13 March. Over the few weeks prior to the
Congress, the Belarusian authorities exerted pressure on the delegates, urging
them to support the then incumbent chairman, and took other measures against
the opposition within the Union. The most conspicuous instance of these
measures was the arresting of deputy chairman and Kruczkowski’s main rival,
Józef Korzecki, which prevented him from taking part in the congress.

The Polish Ministry of Foreign Affairs judged these actions a ”blatant
violation of bilateral agreements and commonly accepted international standards 
with regard to national minority rights.”  The Belarusian Ambassador to Warsaw 
was summoned to the Ministry to provide an explanation. Furthermore, owing to 
the tense political situation, high-ranking Polish government officials decided
not to take part in the congress held in Hrodna (neither the Polish ambassador to
Belarus nor representatives of the Parliament or the Ministry of Foreign Affairs).

Despite the Belarusian authorities’ actions aimed at preserving the status quo,
the majority of the delegates to the ZPB Congress were in favour of replacing the
chairman of the Union and voted for And¿elika Borys, head of the education
department who was critical of the policy conducted by the previous chairman and
declared her support for the political neutrality of ZPB. Also this decision was
questioned by the Belarusian authorities. On 12 May the Belarusian Ministry of
Justice ruled that the March congress was not legally valid, arguing that the Union’s
statute was violated during the delegate appointment process and that procedural
irregularities occurred during the sessions of the congress. The ruling of the
Ministry meant that the previous leadership of the Union retained their powers until
the rerun of the congress. The Council of ZPB found this ruling “politically biased,
violating the national minority rights in the Republic of Belarus, degrading the
national dignity of Poles in Belarus, and not grounded in the legislation of the
Republic of Belarus.”7 The Council also argued that the Belarusian regulations
concerning public organizations did not provide for such far-reaching powers of the
Ministry as a supervisory body. The Belarusian authorities, however, maintained
their ruling and threatened to make the Union illegal unless a new congress was
convened.
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The Polish Ministry of Foreign Affairs expressed its outrage over the

decision to declare the March congress illegal.8 Minister Adam D. Rotfeld stated 

that it was not merely a campaign against an organization of the Polish minority,

“but one of the preventive measures aimed at scuppering the activities of all

independent Belarusian non-governmental organizations.”9 He also decided to

ban individuals who inspired and implemented actions directed against ZPB

from entering Poland.

Poland’s stance was used by the Belarusian authorities to justify their thesis

that the conflict within the Union was triggered by Polish functionaries and that

with the new leadership ZPB would actually become a branch of Belarusian

opposition. This subject was brought up by Aleksandr Lukashenko on 19 April

in his annual presidential address in which he accused Polish diplomats of trying 

to exploit Poles in Belarus to achieve political objectives.10 The Belarusian

media also launched an anti-Polish propaganda campaign. The state television

broadcast films implicating that Polish diplomats interfered with the activity of

public organizations in Belarus. At the same time, the printing of the G³os znad

Niemna weekly was obstructed and, with the consent of the authorities, fake

issues of the newspaper were published with the original masthead, relentlessly

criticizing the supporters of And¿elika Borys.

The media campaign was a harbinger of diplomatic actions. On 17 May, the

counsellor of the Polish Embassy in Minsk, Marek Buæko, presented in one of

the films as the “initiator of the coup in ZPB,” was declared persona non grata

by the Belarusian authorities. In retaliation, Poland decided to expel the

counsellor of the Belarusian Embassy, Maxim Rizhenkov. In the following

weeks, the Polish authorities attempted to resolve the crisis, as evidenced by the

talks between the head of the National Security Bureau, Jerzy Bahr, and the

secretary of the Belarusian Security Council, Hienadi Nievyhlas, held in Minsk

on 8 July. Further developments proved the ineffectiveness of that mission; on

15 July the Belarusian side declared that the head of the Consular Department of

the Polish Embassy, Andrzej Buczak, must leave Belarus. The Polish Foreign
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Ministry accepted this decision “with particular disapproval,” finding it

destructive and tantamount to a rejection of the offer presented a week before in

Minsk.11 In response to the expulsion of Buczak, on 25 July Poland declared

Mykola Petrovich, counsellor of the Belarusian Embassy in Warsaw, persona

non grata. When, a day later, Belarus announced the expulsion of Andrzej

Olborski, charge d’affaires a.i. of the Polish Embassy in Minsk, Poland did not

decide to take further retaliatory measures. The conduct of the Belarusian side

was described by Polish Prime  Minister Marek Belka as “deliberate, methodical 

actions aimed at aggravating the relations between the two countries,”12 whereas 

the Minister of Foreign Affairs, Adam D. Rotfeld, stated that “the problem lies

in the fact that Belarus is governed by a man who established an authoritarian

system, described by some as the last dictatorship in Europe, (…) a man who

does not respect any obligations that he accepted in international relations.”13 

President Lukashenko, in turn, accused Poland of preparing an insurrection

in Belarus “on orders received from across the ocean” and assured that he would

not allow Belarusian citizens, including Poles, to become “Warsaw’s or

Washington’s cannon fodder.”14 On the following day, 27 July, the police

stormed into the ZPB offices in Hrodna and forcefully removed the activists who 

were on duty there, including And¿elika Borys. Tadeusz Kruczkowski took over

control of the building. On the same day Borys and her seven associates were

excluded from Union on a charge of “seeking to politicize the organization.”15

At the same time the Belarusian authorities intensified the harassment of the

“intractable” ZPB members. In the following months, And¿elika Borys was

summoned dozens of times by the police and the prosecutor’s office  and

accused of misappropriating funds. Numerous activists came under pressure to

lend their support for the pro-government leadership of the Union; other activists 

were  sentenced to fines under the pretext of violating the law (e.g. the

prohibition of illegal assemblies). The most active members of the Union,

including Tadeusz Gawin, Mieczys³aw Jaœkiewicz, Wies³aw Kiewlak, Andrzej

Pisalnik, Andrzej Poczobut and Józef Porzecki, received jail sentences. The
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authorities also made every effort to prevent Polish journalists from reporting on 

the congress; there were also cases of Polish politicians being refused entry to

Belarus (On 8 August, four Members of the European Parliament representing

the Civic Platform party, namely Barbara Kudrycka, Jacek Saryusz-Wolski,

Bogus³aw Sonikow and Bogdan Klich, were refused entry to Belarus).

With the forceful measures taken against ZPB in late July, the crisis in

Polish-Belarusian relations reached boiling point. On 28 July, the Polish Sejm

passed a resolution where it expressed its outrage over the developments in

Belarus and condemned the “widespread violation of the basic standards of

international law by the Republic of Belarus, including the freedom of assembly

and association.”16 The Polish Senate passed a resolution with a similar

content.17 In a statement released on the same day, the Polish Ministry of

Foreign Affairs emphasized that the crisis did not result from the difficulties and

problems in the bilateral relations between Poland and Belarus, but from actions

taken by the Belarusian authorities against their own citizens, namely the

“blatant interference in the activities of a nongovernmental, independent

association whose democratic elections attested to the formation of the civic

society in Belarus.”18 The Ministry accused Belarus of violating international

obligations assumed by this country as member of the United Nations (the 1966

International Covenants on Human Rights) and OSCE (the Copenhagen

Document of 29 June 1990 and the Moscow Document of 3 October 1991), as

well as the internal standards of Belarusian law. Furthermore, the Ambassador,

Tadeusz Pawlak, was recalled to Poland for “consultation,” and it was

announced that he would not return to Minsk until repressive measures against

ZPB were removed.

Meanwhile, on 1 August, Donald Tusk, Deputy Speaker of the Polish Sejm

and leader of the “Civic Platform” party, visited Hrodna in order to support the

local Poles. Other politicians, including Roman Giertych (chairman of the

parliamentary Committee on Liaison with Poles Abroad and leader of the

“League of Polish Families” party), and Adam Lipiñski (vice-president of the

“Law and Justice” party), paid similar visits to Belarus at an earlier stage of the

conflict (on 23 May and 18 June respectively). Having regard to the then

oncoming parliamentary and presidential elections in Poland, the activity of the
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Polish party leaders may be interpreted not only as a sign of support for ZPB,

but also as part of the election campaign. The proposal put forward by Prime

Minister, Marek Belka, to And¿elika Borys at a meeting in Warsaw on 7

September, inviting her to assume the position of Honorary Consul of Poland in

Belarus, may also be seen as a political gesture. The required consent of the host

country made the proposal unrealistic.

Despite the escalation of the diplomatic conflict between the two countries,

Poland announced actions aimed at “establishing close and friendly relations

with the Belarusian society,” for example by allowing more freedom of travel to

Belarusian citizens (concessions or exemptions from visa fees) and providing

them with full access to uncensored information (supporting the planned

establishment of an independent radio station). As Minister Rotfeld put it, the

Polish policy should be severe to those breaking the law, while it should support

the society. 

The Polish authorities also tried to exert pressure on Belarus through the

agency of the European Union and international organizations. Part of this

strategy was the letter sent on 29 July by Minister Rotfeld to the British Foreign

Minister, Jack Straw (the United Kingdom held the EU Presidency at that time),

in which the Polish minister appealed that the European Union take positive

actions to persuade Belarus to observe its international obligations.19 On 2

August, the European Union issued a declaration condemning the Belarusian

authorities repressive measures against the organization of the Polish minority.20

It announced further support for democracy and the civic society in Belarus

(which, in the following month, primarily took the form of actions aimed at

starting an independent radio station for Belarus with the use of EU funds). The

European Union’s position was shared by all other European countries except

Russia and Switzerland.

However, international pressure did not influence the policy of the

Belarusian authorities. The repeated ZPB congress, held in Volkovysk on 27

August, was carefully staged. Delegates selected by the local administration

(And¿elika Borys and her supporters excluded) almost unanimously elected a

retired teacher, Józef £ucznik, backed by the state administration, as president of 
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the organization. Although the Belarusian authorities achieved their goal, which

was to take control over the Union, repressive actions against activists associated 

with Ms. Borys were continued in the following months. This manifested itself,

inter alia, in hindering their contacts with Poland.

The Polish government declared the repeated ZPB congress undemocratic

and did not accept the leadership chosen during the congress as a reliable partner 

representing the Polish community in Belarus. High-ranking representatives of

the Polish Ministry of Foreign Affairs announced that funds sent to Belarus from 

Poland through ZPB would now be sent there bypassing the Union; they even

admitted the possibility of establishing an alternative organization for the Polish

minority. Subsidies for ZPB were indeed significantly reduced (e.g. investment

projects were suspended), but it was impossible to entirely bypass the Union as

its branches have the well-developed infrastructure (e.g. the “Polish Houses”),

essential for the activities of the Polish minority in Belarus. That is probably the

reason why, in the following months, the Polish government did not publicly

mention the concept of creating an alternative organization again.21

The Polish Ambassador to Belarus, Tadeusz Pawlak, who was recalled for

“consultation” in late July, returned to Minsk on 10 October. One of the reasons

for his return, as it was explained, was a new internal situation in Belarus after

the Belarusian opposition had chosen their joint candidate for president. Some of 

the Polish minority activists (e.g. Tadeusz Gawin) criticized this decision as an

indication of inconsistent policy towards Belarus. Also Kazimierz

Marcinkiewicz, at that time a candidate for Prime Minister, found the return of

the Ambassador to Minsk a mistaken decision owing to the lack of progress with 

regard to the observance of human rights in Belarus, including the treatment of

the Polish minority. In the following weeks, the actions of Tadeusz Pawlak also

came under fire from the media and his former associates. Accordingly, the

Ambassador resigned on 7 November and his dismissal was accepted.
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*

*            *

The repressive measures taken by the Belarusian regime against the Polish

minority should be seen in a wider context of the evolution of the social and

political situation in this country. The scope of civic liberties in Belarus was

significantly limited in 2005 both as a result of changes in the legislation and an

increasingly repressive behaviour of the security services as well as the judiciary 

in cases of a political character. Before the 2006 presidential elections,  the

Belarusian authorities countered the consolidation of the opposition forces and

tried to restrict the functioning of nongovernmental organizations as well as the

few independent media even more consistently than in previous years. In view

of the size of ZPB and its potential influence on the Polish minority, taking

control over the Union was one of the main objectives of the Belarusian

authorities.

The diplomatic conflict with Poland, a side effect of actions taken against the 

Polish organization, was used by the Belarusian government to consolidate the

society against external threat.22 The regime also sought to create an impression

(both within the country and in the EU states) that Poland’s commitment to the

democratization of Belarus was motivated by its particularistic interests: concern 

for the privileges of the Polish minority.

By emphasizing the necessity to diversify the policy towards Belarus

(implementing sanctions against president Lukashenko’s administration while

supporting the Belarusian society), the Polish government managed to minimize

the above threats. Poland also managed to convince the European Union and its

member states that the violation of the rights of the Polish minority in Belarus

represented a challenge to the entire Community. However, owing to the lack of

efficient instruments to directly influence the situation in Belarus, Polish

diplomacy was unable to achieve its primary goal, i.e. maintaining the autonomy 

of the Union of Poles in Belarus. The crisis continuing throughout 2005 clearly

revealed that the rights of the Polish minority in Belarus can be fully secured

only by the victory of the democratic processes in this country. 
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JAROS£AW SZCZEPANKIEWICZ*

From Public Diplomacy to a Brand for Poland

Promotion of Poland. Francis Fukuyama, the American political scientist

and economist once—during his stay in Warsaw—said the following about the

changes taking place in the contemporary Poland: the transformation which

occurred in this period is an economic and political miracle, and I will probably

never see one like that again in my life.1 But Poland of the late 20th and the early

21st centuries is not only a country experiencing an objective, historic, political,

economic and cultural success. It is also a large European state boasting over

1000 years of tradition. This was the starting point of the 2005 continuation of

the policy aimed at reaching foreign opinion-forming and decision-taking circles 

with matter-of-fact information on Poland, meant to be one of the ways of

influencing opinions about our country. On the basis of Polish foreign policy

priorities, specified in the exposé of the Minister of Foreign Affairs,2 specific

promotion tasks were realized and new channels of communication were created 

with the selected target groups active in politics, export, culture, science and

education. Ex definitione, those tasks contributed to the achievement of the

long-term goals of Polish foreign policy and to the long-lasting promotion

effect.

Poland had to face particularly difficult challenges: making its activities

visible to foreign entities in the situation of a generally unclear and incoherent

image of Poland in most countries of the world and working in spite of

continuously limited financial resources allocated to the promotion of Poland in

the budget of the Ministry in the years 2002–2005. The reduction of outlays led

to a considerable limitation of promotion activities in several states.

Consequently, we failed to take advantage of the time when the world took

interest in Poland to an exceptional extent. 
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In 2005, celebrations taking place in several states at the same time offered

favourable conditions for presenting Poland to broader groups of foreign

partners and for attracting the attention of foreign media: the 25th anniversary of 

“Solidarity,” the 60th anniversary of the end of World War II and the 150th

anniversary of Adam Mickiewicz’s death. The Polish-German Year and the Year 

of Poland in Ukraine were also celebrated. 

The idea of “Solidarity,” with its general human character, is one of the most

appreciated concepts among the achievements of Polish social and political

thought. It contributed to the improvement of overseas perception that Central

Europe played a significant role in the history of the fall of communism in

Europe and it helped to break away from the persistent false stereotypes, such as

the opinion according to which the fall of communism in Europe began with the

fall of the Berlin Wall. The exhibition “Drogi do wolnoœci—przez Solidarnoœæ

do Europy” (Roads to Freedom—through “Solidarity” to Europe) was presented 

in prestigious locations in both Americas, Africa and in many  European states,

in the places such as the seat of the European Parliament in Strasburg, the UN in

Geneva and Vienna, the Senate of the Czech Republic in Prague, the Museum of

Political History in St. Petersburg, King’s College—one of London’s major

universities—as well as in city halls of several German cities. 

The exhibitions opened by Lech Wa³êsa had a particularly ceremonial

character—those in New York, London, Bratislava and Riga. The former Polish

president also delivered speeches on those occasions. In Brussels, Lech Wa³êsa,

accompanied by the former Prime Minister Jerzy Buzek and the former Minister

of Foreign Affairs Bronis³aw Geremek, as well as Janusz Œniadek, the Chairman

of the Independent, Self-Governing Trade Union “Solidarity,” gave commemorative

medals to persons of particular merit for the “Solidarity” of 1980s.3 Moreover,

the Lech Wa³êsa Institute gave the Ministry of Foreign Affairs albums with the

autograph of the former president, which were subsequently offered to foreign

affairs ministers of the EU and NATO states as well as to several other states

(e.g. Ukraine, Georgia), and to selected foreign persons of distinction, with

merits for the Polish affairs. A well-known photographer, Erazm Cio³ek,

contributed for free his pictures of the years 1980–1989 to the exhibitions

dedicated to “Solidarity.” 

The celebrations commemorating the end of World War II started as early as

in January 2005, before the celebrations of the 60th anniversary of the liberation
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of the Auschwitz-Birkenau extermination camp. After many years of joint works 

conducted by the Polish Naczelna Dyrekcja Archiwów Pañstwowych (Head

Office of State Archives) and the British National Archives—a two-volume

report on the cooperation of the Polish and British intelligence services during

World War II was published. Information materials for members of the European 

Parliament on the contribution of Poland to the victory of the Allied Forces were 

prepared. Following the initiative of the Polish Consulate General in Los

Angeles, Cardinal Roger Mahony gave a solemn mass in the Los Angeles

cathedral; in the Czech Republic celebrations were held to commemorate the

pilots of the Squadron 303; in Vilnius a conference was organized, entitled “II

wojna œwiatowa w Europie Œrodkowej i Wschodniej: pamiêæ, polityka pamiêci i

znaki pamiêci. Ci¹g³oœæ oraz prze³omy” (WW II in Central and Eastern Europe:

remembrance, the remembrance policy and signs of remembrance); Berlin

witnessed another conference entitled “Czy mo¿liwa jest wspólna pamiêæ?

Polska i Niemcy 60 lat po Konferencji Poczdamskiej” (Is joint remembrance

possible? Poland and Germany 60 years after the Potsdam Conference), and

Budapest—a historical conference “Pokonani. Miejsce II wojny œwiatowej w

XX wieku” (The Defeated. The place of WW II in 20th century), which became

an important media event in Hungary. The anniversary celebrations in Holland,

Sweden and Italy, actively co-organized by the Polish diplomatic units, are also

notable. 

An important and long-term project involved the education programmes,

initiated in 2003 and systematically broadened. Their objective was to prepare

Israeli teachers to organize trips for young people to Poland and arrange

appropriate programmes for the latter, thanks to which they could meet their

Polish peers and become familiar with Poland and its culture, including the

history and culture of the Polish Jews. 

The 150th anniversary of the death of Adam Mickiewicz fell on 25 November

2005. It was commemorated in a symbolic manner, by poetry evenings, film

presentations and  inspiring journalists to write texts on the Polish poet. The

celebrations were particularly ceremonial in the places connected with the poet:

in France, Lithuania, Ukraine, Russia and most of all in Turkey. In Istanbul the

Adam Mickiewicz Museum was opened and celebrations were organized

involving high level local authorities and the Polish Minister of Culture. 

The Polish-German Year, inaugurated on 30 April 2005 with a ceremonial

concert in the Berlin Schauspielhaus, was a joint promotion project of Poland

and Germany with the honorary patronage of the Presidents of the two states. It

ended on 18 May 2006 in Warsaw. The intense promotion of Poland in Germany 
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in the years 2005–2006 was necessitated by deteriorating political Polish-

 German contacts, resulting from the discrepancies in standpoints concerning the

resolution of the Iraq conflict, German property claims and the German plans to

build the Centre Against Expulsions in Berlin. The events of the Polish-German

Year took place in Poland and in Germany at the same time. A joint logo was

designed for all the projects included in the agenda of the Year. From March

2005, a Polish-German Internet site (www.de-pl.info) was available, offering

information on the project. The Polish part of the programme, realized in the

Federal Republic of Germany, included projects prepared by central institutions,

regional authorities, NGOs, religious communities, Polish emigration circles and 

organizations in Germany. An important element of the project was the

cooperation of the Polish voivodships and federal states as well as partner cities

in Poland and Germany.4

In 2005, Poland continued its works on establishing and broadening the legal 

basis for cultural cooperation with the states of Western Europe, the former

USSR, Africa, Middle East, Asia and Latin America. Intergovernmental agreements

on cooperation in culture, education and science (the so-called Master

Agreements) were negotiated and signed (or are to be signed) with the following 

states: Italy, Latvia, Sri Lanka and Paraguay. Executive programmes, which are

an instrument for implementing agreements, were negotiated and concluded (or

are to be signed) with Moldova, Egypt, Tunisia, Mexico, Uruguay and Argentina.

In 2005, Central European countries (Austria, the Czech Republic, Poland,

Slovakia, Slovenia, Hungary) carried out joint promotion actions in the capitals

of the states taking the presidency in the European Union. In Luxembourg, they

organized an exhibition devoted to contemporary architecture in the countries of

the region, in London a festival of documentary films entitled “Across the

Border.” Cultural projects in non-European states included moving the

architectural exhibition from Luxembourg to New Delhi, and organising days of

music of the region in Beijing. The organizers also published a compendium on

the history of their music. 

A total amount of €2,376,864 from the International Visegrad Fund was
allocated to subsidize the realization of 303 international projects. Over half of
the projects concerned cultural cooperation and 16.23% cooperation in science
and research. The International Visegrad Fund granting additional funds to
programmes aimed at tourist promotion of the region was a new phenomenon.
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The dynamically developing scholarship offer of the Fund is also notable. In
2005, 80 scholarships were granted, including over 30 given to students from
Ukraine. In addition, Poland granted 65 scholarships to the participants of the III 
edition of the scholarship programme of the Polish government for foreigners
from Afghanistan, Belarus, Georgia, Kazakhstan, Kyrgyzstan, Russia, Ukraine
and Uzbekistan.

In 2005, the programme of 85 study visits in Poland was carried out for
foreign journalists and representatives of opinion-forming circles. The largest
group among approximately 500 participants from almost all continents were
journalists (208) and representatives of the world of culture (77). After the visits, 
many articles and special supplements on Poland appeared (e.g. in Financial
Times, The Daily Telegraph, The Guardian). TV and radio programmes on
Poland were shown (e.g. by EuroNews, BBC, TV5), objectively presenting
Poland and the Polish viewpoint on political, economic and cultural issues. The
participants of the visits took great interest in the celebrations of the first
anniversary of Poland’s joining the European Union, the 25th anniversary of the
“Solidarity” and the autumn parliamentary and presidential elections in Poland.
Following the appearance of the phrase “Polish concentration camps” in the
world media, during the 60th anniversary of the liberation of the Auschwitz-
 Birkenau camp a visit “following the traces of concentration camps in the
occupied Polish lands during World War II” was also organized. 

In September 2005, the Polish Minister of Foreign Affairs Adam D. Rotfeld
handed out 17 certificates of distinction for outstanding merits in the promotion
of Poland in the world to, inter alia, Marek Kamiñski and Jaœ Mela, the
travellers who reached the Earth’s two poles, as well as to Jerzy Owsiak and the
rock band Myslovitz. He also honoured Professor Leszek Ko³akowski with a
Special Certificate of Distinction. Moreover, in June 2005, he handed
certificates for the world’s most popular sportspersons of 2004. This time these
were only disabled sportspersons who received them: swimmer Katarzyna
Pawlik, athlete Tomasz Blatkiewicz and fencer Robert Wyœmierski.

Publications of a promotional and informative nature regarding culture,
tourism and economy were updated or printed in larger quantities in English,
French, Spanish, German and Russian. Such publications included: Polscy
Nobliœci (Polish Nobel Prize Winners), Polska kultura (Polish Culture), Jak
inwestowaæ w Polsce (How to Invest in Poland), Mniejszoœci narodowe w Polsce
(National Minorities in Poland), Spo³eczeñstwo informacyjne (Information Society),
Badacze (Researchers), Sportowcy (Sportspersons), Polska dla cudzoziemców
(Poland for Foreigners), Polska dla dzieci (Poland for Children), Made in
Poland, Polscy odkrywcy (Polish Discoverers), Studia w Polsce (Studies in
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Poland), Polska w pigu³ce (Poland in a Nutshell), Polska archeologia (Polish
Archeology) and Polska w liczbach (Poland in Figures).

An important promotion instrument popularizing the Polish viewpoint on
many international issues and informing readers about important events in
Polish political, economic, cultural and scientific life are The Polish Voice
monthly, a supplement of The Warsaw Voice weekly. A similar role is played by
The Polish Culture quarterly. 

It is worth noting that the two recently published calendars—a wall calendar
and a calendar in the form of a book—both in English—include photographs of
outstanding Polish photographers, with Zdzis³aw Beksiñski, Adam Bujak and
Stanis³aw Ignacy Witkiewicz among them. The second one was awarded the 1st

prize in the II International Calendar and Christmas Card Competition Vidical
2006. A wall calendar with posters commemorating the 60th anniversary of the
UN was also issued. 

Radio Polonia—Programme for Listeners Abroad of Polish Radio SA
broadcast a series of shows Promocja Polski jako cz³onka Unii Europejskiej
(Promotion of Poland as an EU Member). 

Due to the growing role of the Internet in public diplomacy and its low costs, 
the increased use of the medium as a manner of publishing information on
Poland became an important issue. In 2005 the promotion portal

www.poland.gov.pl was redesigned, a service devoted to Poland’s contribution

to the victory of the Allied forces in World War II (www.ww2.pl) was created
along with a multi-media presentation on the Battle of Britain and a service
devoted to the events of August 1980 (commemorating the 25th anniversary of
“Solidarity”).

Ta ble

Users of the www.po land.gov.pl por tal in 2005.

Specification Total users Foreign users Visits

Growth in the number of users over 
the last 12 months

41% 63% 41%

January 89,427 25,505 101,326

December 125,751 41,581 142,952

Month with the highest number
of users

November
(153,869)

November
(52,661)

November
(177,207)
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Over the last 21 months, the portal was visited by over 1.6 million of users

from the whole world. In December 2005, after entering the key word “Poland”

in the American version of Google or AltaVista, the www.poland.gov.pl portal

appeared as the 6th–8th result. Starting from May 2005 in the Russian, German,

Spanish and French versions of Google a promotion campaign of the

www.ww2.pl service was conducted. The service is available in six languages:

Polish, English, Spanish, French, German and Russian. Over the last 12 months,

the number of users of www.poland.gov.pl grew by 41% and now amounts to

2.5 million. 

Brand for Poland—diplomacy through the image. Due to the growing

role of the media in shaping the foreign policy, the promotion of a country

should not be limited to establishing connections and dialogues within public

diplomacy, but should also create a specific image of the country through

images, symbols, logo and information. A country’s brand may be the carrier of

the most important messages and thanks to that strengthen its recognizability in

the international arena. A country, like an international corporation, functions

and exists in a very competitive environment. Though building a brand and

public diplomacy stem from two various approaches to the promotion of a

country, in practice they do not have to be separate.

In spite of the enormous social, political and economic growth, we have so

far failed to build a strong brand of “Poland” in the world. In foreign public

opinion, the image of Poland is to a greater extent shaped by what Poland used

to be before 1989 than what it is today. Prejudice, stereotypes and sometimes

even false opinion result in an untrue image of Poland in the eyes of foreigners.

Simply speaking, Poland as a brand is not highly valued in the world, and Polish

products and trade marks are practically unknown. There is also a very poor

general knowledge about Poles as a nation. In the index of nation brands

(Anholt-GMI Brands Index)5 in 2005 Poland held the low 19th position among

the 25 researched states. As the creator of the index, Simon Anholt was right to

note in his book Brand New Justice,6 such states as Poland simply have no time

to wait for their reputation to catch up with reality.

It is the unfavourable image of Poland in the world that made broadening the 

traditional scope of public diplomacy absolutely necessary. Coherent national

marketing, using various forms of information flow, increases the chance of not
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only raising the level of the acceptance of a country and its citizens, but also

contributes to the greater effectiveness of more specialized types of promotion,

including culture, direct foreign investment, export, tourism or regions. 

The first systematic activities aimed at designing the image strategy of the

country, based on the dynamically changing reality, were undertaken in December 

2003. The Spanish company Saffron, headed by Wally Olins, a British brand

expert, developed the project “Brand for Poland.” The Polish government supported

the programme. If the project is successfully implemented, all products,

services, cultural and sports events, films, etc. which can be recognized as Polish 

or Polish-made will be perceived as an interconnected whole. The effect will be

measurable and will have a positive influence on direct foreign investments,

number of tourists visiting Poland, exports of products and services,

popularizing Polish culture abroad as well as Poland’s public diplomacy. 

The debate on the national brand, presently beginning in Poland, is not only

an opportunity for creative reflections on our identity and more conscious use of

our promotion assets in the international arena—it may also help us accept at

least some of our flaws.
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V.

Views on Polish Forei gn Policy





A Review of Polish Foreign Policy in 2005 
Debate, Warsaw, 16 March 2006

Roman KuŸniar: Thank you for accepting the invitation to take part in the
debate devoted to a review of Polish foreign policy in 2005. I warmly welcome
all participants: Prof. Jerzy Kranz, former Deputy Minister of Foreign Affairs;
Ambassador Jaros³aw Bratkiewicz, Head of the Department of Foreign Policy
Strategy and Planning at the Ministry of Foreign Affairs; Dr. S³awomir Dêbski,
Head of the Research Office at the Polish Institute of International Affairs; and
Mr. Marek Madej from the Institute of International Relations of the Warsaw
University, a promising expert in the field of international security.

In this debate we shall concentrate on three topics: security, the European
Union, and policy towards the East.

Let’s begin with the first one: Is Poland secure? I’m asking this because in
his exposé last year, Minister Adam Daniel Rotfeld did not list security among
the eight priority tasks of Polish foreign policy. This is important because for the 
first time since 1989, when Krzysztof Skubiszewski was foreign minister, security
has not been included among the priority tasks. Perhaps Minister Rotfeld left
this subject out deliberately, after all he is an expert on security. Perhaps he did
so as a result of his assessment of the international situation. But because this is
something completely new, and I do not quite agree with such a treatment of the
topic, I would like us to begin by answering the fundamental question: Is Poland
secure?

Marek Madej: How should we define security? The more we comprehend
it, the more difficult it is to answer that question Unless we reduce this concept
to the political-military dimension, the answer might be negative. Therefore are
we concentrating only on the political-military category, or are we treating
security in a broader context?

Roman KuŸniar: I hope the participants will properly determine the scope
of the assessment they wish to provide.

Jaros³aw Bratkiewicz: I do not know the background to the Foreign
Minister’s exposé, but I think that if the subject of security was not included
among the priorities, there must have been a deliberate reason for not doing so,
and that there was justification for such an action. Is Poland secure? I think that
if we were to wake someone up in the middle of the night and ask him that
question, he would say that yes, Poland is secure. This is a new situation in
Poland’s history over the past, let us say, several centuries, as far as the
traditional dangers to Poland, the curse of her most recent history as a country
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sandwiched between Germany and Russia, are concerned. Of course, the

political German-Russian quern is a metaphor that is completely inappropriate to 

the present situation, because today’s Germany, in its identity and essence, does

not relate to any of the hitherto forms of German statehood. This is a completely

new statehood. One can say that today’s German state is thoroughly

democratised, though various things have happened to German democracy in the 

past, and that Germany has learned the lessons of the twentieth century and

drawn proper conclusions from it.

Russia is also undergoing fundamental change. We can only surmise about

attempts to recreate some kind of imperial system, because these usually take the 

form of wishful thinking or nostalgia, and mostly by certain people on the

political sidelines in Russia. This has no fundamental impact on those who teach 

decisions in Russia. The decision-makers may succumb to certain atavistic

post-imperial visions, but basically Russia is nevertheless developing towards

democracy, albeit with various problems and difficulties, of course.

Therefore one can say that the traditional threats to Poland do not exist.

Moreover, Poland has been firmly anchored to western structures since 2004.

That is a totally exceptional situation. Today’s Europe is different from traditional

Europe. This is no longer the old continent with its various mechanisms

governing the balance of forces and its ever-changing geometry of alliances, to

which Poland virtually always fell victim, for Poland usually fell prey to the

competing European powers and was sacrificed for the sake of some consensus,

so that the European concert could be played in harmony. 

Today we are witnessing a departure from this type of European tradition

towards integration We are included in this process. This is a comfortable

situation that will finally eradicate the traditional threats to which Poland has

been exposed in its modern history. 

However, there are new threats which are discussed relatively seldom. They

are the result of the changing global configuration, and are dependent upon the

situation in the countries of the Southern zone. These countries are struggling

with problems stemming from their own unfinished modernisation and are in the 

throes of various mechanisms that are preventing them from modern functioning 

not only in a technical and industrial sense, but also in the sense of political

culture and social mentality. The specific reaction of these countries to this

“culture of revenge” can be described thus: If we are not succeeding in

modernisation, if we are late with modernisation, it is the fault of forces that are

acting outside our zone. Therefore we have to communicate in some way our

dissatisfaction with what is happening in our country, which is largely the result
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of the influence of those external forces, in other words the highly-developed
countries of the West.

For me, the clearest manifestation of the new dangers is fundamentalism and 
its armed branch in the form of terrorism, as well as the fact that a major part of
the Islamic communities in western countries refuses to comply with the
standards of life in those societies. In particular, it can be noticed that the young
generation is dominated by a spirit of protest and by the need to seek their own
traditionalist, Muslim identity. I think the unrest in France and several other
European countries in 2005 was a sign of these specific new threats. Today we
are facing a broad range of threats which are not always perceived as such, but
which can have very serious consequences. Terrorism can cause losses in human 
lives comparable to the losses in traditional theatres of warfare.

How do these threats relate to Poland? That is quite an important question.
Poland is a distant country unnoticed by all the forces that are contesting the
world order, or rather contesting the role of the West or, to be more exact, the
North, because the new global configuration is divided into North and South,
and not East and West, as was the case before. In this configuration, Poland is
located on the sidelines. Even so, as far as I can remember, I think it was in
2005, there were warnings of the possibility of terrorist attacks on Poland.
However, our country did not develop into a theatre of terrorist activity. Why
not? Because terrorists have no suitable infrastructure here. They also do not
have the support of the local Muslim community which is largely loyal to the
Polish state and in no way identifies itself with the political terrorist movement.
In a nutshell, Poland does not seem to be a possible target of any terrorist
attacks. I think any new threats in Poland will be indirect in a certain sense.
Because Poland belongs to the institutions of the West/North, it must formulate,

together with the allied and partner countries, a proper line of conduct vis-B-vis
terrorism. Until now, the debate inside western structures has concentrated
mainly on how to counteract these threats and to what extent this counteraction
must be military in order to succeed, and to what extent it should refer to certain
kinds of political and economic instruments, social dialogue etc. Important
challenges for us will depend on how effectively Western institutions, to which
Poland belongs, will be able to counteract the new threats.

Roman KuŸniar: Thank you very much. So we have traditional threats
resulting from our geostrategic position—not new challenges, but rather
secondary ones connected with the reaction to the new threats by the institutions
to which Poland belongs. Would anyone care to expand on this or question it?
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Marek Madej: The purpose of my first question was to establish what kind
of security we are talking about. If we are talking about security in the traditional 
sense, in other words political-military security and classic military threats, as
well as the new asymmetrical threats and any other military threats whatever
they are called, the answer to the question about Poland’s security is relatively
straightforward: Poland is secure. Therefore that automatic reply which Mr.
Bartkiewicz spoke about is genuine. I do not think the question of so-called new
threats is a serious problem for Poland, not just because Polish Muslims are not a 
large group, but also because the origin of this group is different from that of the
groups from which the majority of Muslim terrorists come from. The likelihood
that Polish Muslims will become radical and fundamentalist is virtually zero.
But that is not the only thing that determines our relatively high level of security
in the context of the new threats. What Mr. Bratkiewicz said about Poland being
far removed from the point of view of Muslim fundamentalists is also partly
true, because we see them as the main problem in the event of new threats.
Indeed, we are not an attractive target for them, nor an interesting subject of
action.

The basic question for our security is: How will the need to struggle against
terrorism and similar phenomena affect the unity and cohesion of the
institutions, both the European Union and NATO, to which we belong, and not
how they will cope with the problem of terrorism and what ways and means of
reaction they will employ. Therefore it is not just a question whether these
institutions will find an answer to the problem of the threats of terrorism,
especially because we should not overestimate these threats. I very much doubt
that the number of victims of terrorism, especially direct terrorism, is
comparable with the number of victims of armed conflicts, and the events of 11
September are not the best evidence of that, because they were a rather unique
precedent, and the likelihood of similar actions in future is rather small.
Therefore the threat of terrorism is not the basic problem, especially in the
context of Polish security. From our point of view, the main problem is the
danger that terrorism affects the unity and cohesion of the institutions that are of
key importance to us, in other words NATO and the European Union, as well as
the communion of interests of their members, mainly because of the difference
in their natures, especially the differences between the United States and the
remaining partners and allies, as well as the level of the threat to the individual
participants in these structures.

S³awomir Dêbski: Unfortunately, I cannot agree with the view that the
attacks on the United States on 11 September 2001 were an exception. The
experience of the past few years—the attacks on the Atocha railway station in
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Madrid on 13 March 2004 and last year’s bombings of the London

underground—suggest the very opposite. Before our very eyes, a world order is

being shaped in a way in which, unfortunately, large-scale armed attacks against

civilians and public utility buildings will be a part of our reality. This is

becoming a rule rather than an exception, and we will have to get used to it. 

I think that the events in Madrid and London have made us realise, as well as 

most Europeans, that Europe is not altogether free of the threats that were

initially associated with the consequences of U.S. foreign policy and of that

country’s hegemonic position in the world system. It turns out that the threats

generated by transnational terrorism, exploited by radical Muslim

fundamentalism, are not purely the result of the asymmetry between the military

potentials of the United States and its radical Muslim opponents. They are also

connected with a fundamental conflict of values and with the different rates of

development in the world system. And if that is so, Europe and the United States 

are on the same side of the conflict, whether they like it or not. But because this

conflict has a lot in common with an ideological conflict, it is extremely

difficult, if not impossible, to remain neutral. This is illustrated by the tension in

Europe caused by the influx of immigrants form the Muslim countries and the

collapse of what was commonly held to be a progressive policy of assimilation.

Answering the question whether Poland was secure in 2005, we must first

place Poland in the broader context we mentioned earlier, and secondly we must

remember that the shaping of state security is a permanent process, therefore it is 

difficult to relate to just one episode, which as such was the year 2005,

especially when it elapsed so recently. 

What one can say for sure is that during the twelve-months in question, we

did not face any direct threats. None of our neighbours tried to conquer Poland,

change the system in our country or impose its wishes on us by force. Also,

happily, there were no events like the bombings in Madrid or London. 

But if we are talking about a process, then we should ask whether last year

there emerged any symptoms of dangers that could lead to threats that we might

face in future. I agree with my esteemed interlocutors that one must pay

attention to the condition of the institutions that have a fundamental meaning for 

our long-term perception of security, in other words the European Union and

NATO. For example, Mr. Madej spoke about a noticeable lack of cohesion in

both these institutions. That might be one disturbing symptom. Another might be 

the fall in mutual confidence between the countries participating in European

integration—as suggested by the affair of the so-called Northern Pipeline.

Questions are being asked whether the EU member-states will be able to
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compete effectively both against the United States and against their Asian

partners, China and India, whose power is ever-growing. 

There is no doubt that Poland has considerably improved its security over

the past 16 years. As far as its world position is concerned, it made a giant step

forward by becoming a member of NATO and the EU. We are co-participants in

systems that gather the world’s most developed countries. But this means that

we are gradually becoming a part of the global establishment, which is seeking

to preserve the status quo, and that of course might generate new threats to our

country.

Roman KuŸniar: Are we right to remain in Iraq? At the start of the year we

decided to stay there for a further 12 months, without ruling out the possibility

of an extension of our mission until 2007. Are we right to do so? I am asking this 

because if on the threshold of 2002–2003 we could pretend, or at least some of

us could pretend, that there were strong arguments for this war, in 2005 it

became difficult to present such arguments, because President Bush admitted

that the operation was based on false information, though the war itself was just.

Also, errors were made that compromise this war. The recent report by the

International Crisis Group (ICG) shows that the way in which the war in Iraq is

being fought is merely extending it. The ICG is exceedingly well disposed to the 

use of force in order to establish better order in the world, but even the ICG

reckons that this war is dragging on, because the Americans are abusing their

strength, torturing people, treating prisoners inhumanely, and using weapons in a 

manner that is causing excessive losses of civilian lives, and this is all creating

opposition and moral problems, and is also creating the danger of a setback in

the battle for hearts and souls, or hearts and minds, as the Americans say. The

problem is the way in which our politicians view this war. We remember how, in

his programme on Polsat, Tomasz Lis asked the two presidential candidates,

Messrs. Kaczyñski and Tusk, whether our presence in Iraq was justified. They

both replied that the Americans had asked us for our help, therefore we could not 

refuse. But must we really accept every request to take part in such operations?

Jerzy Kranz: Let me return to the main thread of our discussion, in other

words to the question whether Poland is secure. I agree that there is no direct

threat to Poland and that, as we said earlier, our presence in the new structures

has improved that security. But the world has changed, and for Poland that

means that the world is securer in some ways and more dangerous in others. As

far as domestic affairs are concerned, Poland’s security depends largely on the

condition of the army, i.e. on the state of armaments, methods of leadership and

personnel, and there is still much to be done in this regard. Membership in
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NATO or the EU on its own does not make Poland’s security 100% greater, for

on the one hand our army’s condition is the way it is, and on the other hand

problems are appearing inside the structures we have joined. As soon as we

joined them, everything began to disintegrate—whether one likes this or not is a

different matter. NATO’s relations with the EU boil down to the question of the

commands, or headquarters, which may perform military operations. From what

I hear, the Americans could, though with difficulty, simultaneously perform a

second operation like the one in Iraq, e.g. within the framework of NATO, and

yet it turns out that NATO has no headquarters. The EU has national armies—

French, German, British—and national commands for international operations,

but even here shortcomings may come to light when something really serious

happens.

Considering whether Poland is secure, one should also ask whether the

world is secure. Although no events like World War I or II have happened for a

long time, internal armed conflicts are multiplying. What is more, there is a

growing threat in the shape of international terrorism, which is a new phenomenon

in a certain sense. The new generation of terrorists does not necessarily operate

in the theatre of the conflict, and seeks resonance by attacking civilians. What

are the objectives of this terrorism? Those who carried out the attacks in Madrid

or New York had no positive objectives from their point of view, they were

intent on pure destruction. That is a new quality.

Former German foreign minister Joschka Fischer said that after the two

totalitarian ideologies that had been formed in Europe in the 20th century, a new

totalitarian and fundamentalist ideology was being formed outside Europe. It is

dangerous and destructive, and the reasons for its development can be explained

in various ways. I am not saying that the problem is Islam per se and that all

Muslims support terrorism; nonetheless Islamic fundamentalism, which wants to 

rearrange the world, is a serious problem. Against this background there is a

certain asymmetry of threats, because for instance, one does not know whom

one is fighting against and who will attack and when. In this sense, the world has 

become not quite secure.

Additionally, there is the question of mass destruction weapons. Does every

country have the right to possess them? There is no straightforward reply. I

would say that not all countries should have the right to possess these weapons,

though how to cope with this is a different matter. But if, for example, Iran has a

mass destruction weapon, one will have to talk to Iran in quite a different way,

and even the United States, not to mention Russia, will be very polite to Iran.

After all, we know why Iran wants these weapons.
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The armed operation in Iraq in 2003 induces the following question: When
can we be sure that a certain regime does not posses a mass destruction weapon?
I don’t want to appear as an advocate of Bush, because the U.S. administration
has made various errors, but this question, which has dissented lawyers and
politicians, should be asked. To be honest, one cannot be sure if a dictator
possesses a mass destruction weapon until he has taken over a country. I agree
that taking such a decision is risky, but it may be naive to believe Saddam
Hussein’s claims that he has no mass destruction weapons, or similar claims by
inspectors who are seeking such weapons like needles in a haystack. Iraq is one
example of the situation that awaits us in the forthcoming years. There is a
similar problem with Iran and Korea today, and tomorrow there may be such a
problem with international terrorists. It is easy to say this now, but a politician’s,
chancellor’s or president’s responsibility for a country’s security does not exist
only in legal terms. So-called pre-emptive strikes to prevent serious threats that
may arise in a few months’ or a few years’ time arouse controversies. Let me
recall that such strikes are envisaged not only in American military doctrine, but
also in the military doctrines of Russia and France.

In this context, the question of our presence in Iraq reappears, and I think the 
decision to remain in Iraq is right. On can justify this in various ways. First, the
Polish army is benefiting from this, and we are not there to occupy the country
or fight in a bad cause. Secondly, and this is not without importance, Poland’s
presence in Iraq is consolidating the country’s political position to a certain
extent.

Roman KuŸniar: One person in this group will not answer my question
whether we are right to be in Iraq. I imagine that Ambassador Bratkiewicz would 
agree with Professor Kranz. However, Iraq was a problem on the threshold of
2002 and 2003, and this question was just a bridgehead to a more topical issue,
in other words the American proposal to include Poland in the missile defence
system. Will that improve our situation as far as security is concerned? I have
two doubts. First, do you not have the impression, gentlemen, that the affair with 
alleged CIA prisoners in EU countries, including Poland, has shown that we
have a problem with maintaining our territorial sovereignty? We do not know
what out ally is doing in our country. Minister Meller admitted this when he
asked Secretary of State Condoleezza Rice about secret jails. The minister does
not know what is happening in his own country. That is a question of territorial
sovereignty. If American missile launchers and radar stations are stationed on
our territory, will our sovereignty be respected, will we have any influence over
our ally if he decides to use them in a manner that does not necessarily coincide
with our wishes and our view of the security situation?
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The second doubt stems from a mistaken assessment of the situation.

America has definitely ceased to be credible as far as its assessments of security

or the degree of danger are concerned. Of course, one can say that if we do not

know what is happening in a certain country, then let us go in there, and maybe

later we will see that there was nothing happening, just as in the case of Iraq. If

we had found something, we would have felt better, but we found nothing.

Therefore the credibility of American intelligence is almost nil, not because it

was incompetent, but because it operated according to political demands and that 

fact emerged during the Iraqi war. Consider these two doubts, gentlemen, and

answer the question: what should be Poland’s reply to the American offer to join

the missile defence programme?

S³awomir Dêbski: I think an answer to such a question should begin with

the statement that every government reaches decisions under conditions of a

systemic uncertainty. There is never complete knowledge about a subject on

which a decision is to be reached usually in a short period of time. That is why it

is so important to encapsulate strategic objectives correctly and pursue a foreign

and security policy with foresight.

Roman KuŸniar: We are not saying enough about Poland, Poland’s situation

and Polish politics. My guests are inclined to talk about abstract matters. Please,

let us concentrate on Poland.

S³awomir Dêbski: I am coming to that. But to cut the long story short, the

way I understand the situation is that Poland’s presence in Iraq, just like a

decision on our country’s inclusion in the American MD system, is a function of

our politics vis-B-vis the United States. We would never have engaged ourselves

in the intervention in Iraq, and then in the process of stabilisation (actually,

occupation) of that country, were it not for specified objectives in our foreign

policy towards the United States. The overthrow of Saddam Hussein did not

have anything directly to do with Polish interests. 

The reasons why Poland supported American actions against Iraq in 2003

are valid to this day. This is illustrated by last year’s decision—taken by the new

government—to prolong our army’s involvement in the stabilisation mission, as

well as signs of the Polish government’s readiness to join the American MD

programme. Various kinds of doubts are appearing regarding this last issue. On

the one hand, we know that the system of destroying ballistic missiles will not

defend Polish territory directly, only because the danger of such an attack on

Poland will be very small. Poland is simply not an attractive target. But on the

other hand, the infrastructure of monitoring and defending ballistic missiles is

accompanied by close-range defence systems which protect it against a tactical
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missile or air strike. Poland has no advanced air defence systems, and without

participation in the MD programme it will probably not have such systems for a

long time. Furthermore, we are talking about the construction of American

installations on Polish soil. An attack on them will not be an attack on Poland

alone, but will also be a direct attack on the United States as well. For the United 

States, every attack on Poland will result in the need to engage in Poland’s

defence in order to protect the infrastructure that forms a significant part of the

American defence system. That is more or less how it looks. 

Therefore I do not believe that Poland’s consent to the presence of such

installations on Polish soil will result in a greater threat to Poland. I dismiss

arguments about an increase in the danger of terrorist attacks on Poland, because 

the protection of American bases around the world is quite effective and such

incidents do not even occur in Iraq nowadays. Of course there is no 100%

guarantee that there will be no terrorist attacks in future, but there is no such

certainty today either, even though American installations have not been built in

Poland yet. I also do not think there is any reason to fear an attack by any of our

eastern neighbours. 

Then why join the American MD system? Here we come to political incentives.

The following question assumes key importance: Will Poland’s permission for

the installation of anti-missile systems on its soil improve our relations with the

United States and with other countries? In the not too distant future, one can

expect countries like Romania and Bulgaria to compete against Poland for the

role of most important U.S. allies in this part of Europe. They will be in a similar 

situation to the one we were in on the threshold of 2002 and 2003, and will try to 

increase their status in American foreign policy. That will create a certain

challenge for Polish foreign policy in the future. The question is: Do we want to

compete against them, are we capable of doing so, and with what instruments?

Right now, our policy vis-B-vis the United States is weak. Poland should seek an

opportunity to signal greater assertiveness. Perhaps the MD programme provides 

such an opportunity. 

Marek Madej: The first thing that seems important to me is that Mr. Dêbski

spoke of short-range missiles and air defence systems from which we might reap 

an advantage. Might we not reap a relatively small advantage in return for a very 

serious decision? I think the problem we are facing in connection with the

missile defence system is very similar to the problem we faced in connection

with the intervention in Iraq in 2003. We made one mistake. Why must we make

another very similar one? When we reach such a decision, we will clearly place

ourselves in support of the American vision of the world and transatlantic
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relations, because that decision will affect not only relations between Poland’s

and the United States or between Poland and Romania or Bulgaria, with whom

we will compete for the role of partner of the Americans, but will also seriously

affect our relations with the European Union. As a whole and with its individual

member states.

A separate issue—not talked about much in Poland—is the reliability of the

MD system. Whether or not it will be built does not depend on us, but we must

remember that its reliability as a means of defending any territory is doubtful

and open to discussion. The programme is being realised somewhat ahead of

schedule, as a reserve so to speak, and envisages threats that do not exist right

now and might never exist. Therefore if we are talking about possible conflicts

between countries or about a country with reduced credibility that could launch

a missile attack with relatively low intensity—such an attack could not be

intense because of the meagre financial and military resources of the attacking

country—let us primarily consider whether we are capable of defending

ourselves at all, or whether the Americans would be capable of defending us.

Also important is what the attacker would gain from attacking us, what

advantage he would derive from this, because this determines the level of the

threat against us.

The MD system is not very reliable, especially from a technical point of

view. Of course it is up to the Americans whether or not they will go ahead with

its construction. It was the same with Iraq—it was their decision. Our only

decision was whether or not to go into Iraq with them. I fear that if the situation

is similar, and the profit and loss account of the Iraqi operation is in our

disfavour, we can assume that the result of the operation will also be in our

disfavour. That might not be the best analogy, but it is worth considering the

experience of Denmark, which already has American bases that are part of the

MD system on its territory. Although the territory in question is different—it is

not the Danish mainland—Denmark will still have to participate in this system

in some way. Is its policy towards the United States and European Union

reminiscent of our policy at this stage? Not quite. Have we made any attempt to

cooperate with the Danes in this regard, or have we learned from their experience?

Personally, I am not aware that we have.

Roman KuŸniar: I think Ambassador Bratkiewicz will speak out in a

similar vein.

Jaros³aw Bratkiewicz: As far as missile defence is concerned, I personally

see political elements in this. This is a significant political act addressed to the

Americans. Why to the Americans? Because that is the way we perceive the
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condition of the institutions in which we have found ourselves. The unity of

these institutions seems strained perhaps not much because of someone’s ill

wishes, but rather because countries belonging to these institutions have visibly

become divided into two groups over the way in which one should react to

modern threats. One group claims that all threats localised in the South,

especially in the Greater Middle East, should be actively combated.

Roman KuŸniar: Ambassador, please talk about Poland.

Jaros³aw Bratkiewicz: I only want to present the background. In a nutshell,

some countries believe that the new real threats should be countered in an active

way; one should act in advance and solve problems in these locations where they 

are still in the formation stage, whilst other countries adopt an evasive attitude,

preferring various kinds of political solutions, dialogue and auxiliary action. The 

latest Mediterranean Dialogue summit in Barcelona has shown how effective

these actions are. This summit produced a lot of grand words which did not

provide much. As a country born out of the spirit of “Solidarity” and a firm

desire to counteract wrongdoing, Poland believes that certain matters should be

dealt with directly. The Americans believe that problems regarding modernisation

in the Greater Middle East have to be dealt with now, because each extra day of

delay is increasing the disappointment and frustration of the Muslims, especially 

young Muslims, and is pushing them towards a terrorist revenge on the affluent

West, the alleged source of all their misfortunes. I think the Iraqi question should 

be perceived not only in the light of the problem of mass destruction weapons,

but also in the light of the need to commence the process of changes in the

Middle East right away. President Bush’s speeches before the Iraqi war

suggested that the point was to launch a mechanism that would commence or

accelerate the processes of modernisation and democratisation. For me, the basic 

problem is how to commence the process of modernisation in countries where

people are constantly being told: You have to wait. Give us time for changes,

another five, ten or perhaps fifty years, and this has been repeated for decades.

One cannot wait, because during these fifty years—as a result of neglect—a new 

generation of terrorists will emerge.

As far as our decision regarding Iraq is concerned, it was not so easy, and

was not taken without prior consideration. It was not that the Americans gave us

a signal and we shouted “hurrah” and went straight into battle. As a country

undergoing transformation, we considered all the dilemmas connected with the

challenges of modernisation in the Wider Middle East and the real threats that

emerged in this context. We realised that these issues cannot be resolved by

politically correct talk, and certainly not in the case of Saddam Hussein’s Iraq.
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We realised that in these specific circumstances a clear signal or shock therapy is 

needed. We, in Poland, know that a shock often brings salutary results.

Should our engagement continue? Of course I am aware of all the dilemmas.

I agree that this is a very difficult situation, but every choice of firm action

causes a polarisation of forces and arouses the spirit of confrontation. Iraq is

now a point of friction between two global forces: modernisation, modernity and 

militant traditionalism, a new totalitarian ideology based on an overinterpretation

of Islam. Iraq has become a kind of arena for a clash of civilisations. If one side

withdraws, the other will regard this as its victory. This will be an important

signal for the whole world. Either the “knights and lions of Islam,” acting by

means of nihilistic methods of terrorism will win—what is now happening in

Iraq is not a resistance or any kind of partisan movement, but pure banditry and

terrorism—or the forces of modernisation supported by the stabilising coalition

will win. Because of the engagement of international forces, Iraq has become

part of the global cause of democratisation and modernisation. Therefore this is

also our cause.

Roman KuŸniar: We are approaching the conclusion. I am closing this

point.

Jaros³aw Bratkiewicz: Let me just say that it would be wrong to withdraw

at a time of culmination of the confrontation between the forces of militant

traditionalism—these people are really intent on setting up a world caliphate—

and the forces that, despite all their mistakes, are fighting for the modernisation

of this region. Personally I think we have invested too much militarily,

politically and, most of all, economically, to simply pack our bags and quietly

leave, as the Spaniards did. What would our allies in Iraq think? What would

happen to our reputation? Such a withdrawal would be a waste and a stupid

move. Iraq is a key point of contact for us in this region, and a very important

one from the point of view of global strategy.

S³awomir Dêbski: I only want to ask one question to which I myself have no

proper answer, about something that directly concerns our security. Does Iraq not

contain radical fundamentalist forces that are prepared to take armed action

against the broadly-conceived West? Instead of travelling round Europe and

wondering where to plant bombs, they go to Iraq, because the Americans there are 

an easier target, and moreover the stabilisation forces, the Iraqi forces and the new

Iraqi government are also there. After all, it is a fact that if people are ready to

undertake an armed struggle against the West and its civilisation, it is easiest to do

so in Iraq. Perhaps it lies in our broadly-conceived security interests that people

with this kind of motivation and world outlook should be engaged in Iraq?
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Jerzy Kranz: I do not quite agree. It is like saying: if we were not there,
they would not attack us. I see no connection.

Let us leave the subject of technical missile defence to the experts. I would
not question it just because right now the system is not very effective, because
the Americans and, as far as I now, also the Russians, are working on it and they
are not countries that invest in something that will not work. That is the first
thing.

Secondly, if that missile station were in the Czech Republic or Romania
instead of here, would that make Poland less or more secure?

Thirdly, is Poland meant to play any kind of military role and take part in
international armed actions, and not just in Iraq? If so, according to what rules?

If we are opposed to this anti-missile shield, let us say what else we can do.
If not, let us sit and engage in military exercises in some dump like Drawsko
Pomorskie.

Roman KuŸniar: Poland is a beautiful country, not a dump. Military
exercise grounds are located in beautiful areas. I know, because I was in the
army and I saw them.

Marek Madej: Firstly, I do not agree with the statement that Muslim
fundamentalism is an offensive against our existence. Rather, it is a form of
defence. Therefore the view whereby terrorism is embedded in Iraq is correct.
Fundamentalism is not as offensive as you say.

Jerzy Kranz: It is offensive, absolutely.

Marek Madej: Secondly, I did not mean to question the technical possibility 
of constructing this system, but merely its feasibility. That is indeed the Americans’
business, not ours. We must consider whether to take part in it or not.

Roman KuŸniar: We are ending this part of the debate. I am sorry that I
could not take active part in it.

Let us proceed to European affairs, Polish European policy and Poland.
There is a certain problem with our policy towards the EU. Are we correctly
interpreting the current situation in the EU and Europe? Because I have the
impression that right now the EU is in an unprecedented weak condition,
weakness that we are enhancing by renationalising foreign and economic policy. 
We are consolidating this trend, in other words contributing to it in the way in
which it has already appeared in several other EU countries. 

Another point is that we demand from the EU solidarity in matters regarding
Belarus, Russia or energy, and yet we are unable to provide the EU with
solidarity when it is in difficulties. I have the impression that we have a rather
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anachronistic understanding of integration and the sovereignty of national
interests, and that is one of the main reasons why our policy towards and within
the EU is rather confrontational, often destructive, calculated to weaken the EU
rather than strengthen it. As a result, I fear that we are going to lose out in the
long run, because our national interests, foreign security and economic interests
will be realised to a lesser degree. Are we correctly interpreting the situation in
which the EU has found itself? Are we correct to enhance the problems with
which the EU is struggling, both institutional ones and those connected with the
trends that have appeared in some countries? I mean the renationalisation of
economic and foreign policy. Is my preliminary assessment appropriate or not?
How do you view this with regard to Polish foreign policy?

S³awomir Dêbski: Am I to understand that we are concentrating on 2005?

Roman KuŸniar: Of course we are concentrating on 2005, a year which saw 
a change of authority in Poland and one or two months of office by a new
government—the president had not yet managed to be appointed, but the new
government did manage to come into existence. The remarks I made earlier also
concern an even earlier period, because at present we are witnessing a certain
attitude whose symptoms were present in our thoughts and convictions
regarding Poland’s accession to the EU.

S³awomir Dêbski: These symptoms were certainly present in the debate

about our expectations vis-B-vis European integration just before accession and
during the first year of membership. Last year this intensified in connection with 
the Constitutional Treaty and the situation regarding its ratification. After the
referendums in France and Holland, it was announced in Poland that the treaty
was definitely dead, but unfortunately no one was concerned about what would
happen next. It is true that we had an election campaign, and that is never a good 
time to hold a debate of this kind. 

But generally, in Poland we have a problem with answering the question of
what use to us is the EU. Sometimes one has the impression that we need
membership in the EU purely to obtain financial assistance from the richer
members who, once they have issued us with a blank cheque, should no longer
concern themselves with our domestic and foreign policy or how we define our
interests. We support EU common policy in those areas where we have specific
needs, but when we ought to act in a spirit of solidarity with other members
states, we often find that a coherent policy is inconvenient and we combat it.

Roman KuŸniar: You have formulated the question well. Do we know what 
kind of EU Poland needs? I have the impression we think Poland needs a weak
EU. That is obvious from our unchanging attachment to the international
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formula of cooperation and our neglect of community institutions or even our

hostile approach towards them, especially towards the Commission and towards

everything connected with EU tradition. How is it?

Jerzy Kranz: I do not think you are mistaken about this inimical attitude.

The attachment to intergovernmental cooperation results from a failure to

understand the essence of the EU, which does not involve such cooperation, or

at least not only such cooperation. I have the impression that many political

forces in Poland—to say nothing of society which never had a chance to learn

about it—do not know exactly what the EU is. The simplest answer is that the

EU is a certain necessity in the case of transnational problems. Security, the

economy and transnational crime are problems with which European countries

cannot cope on their own today. Therefore, certain new forms of cooperation are

inevitable. For example, they involve a transfer of powers, which the Polish

Constitution explicitly allows, with the result that certain state functions are now 

performed by Brussels, in other words EU authorities. Various people are

opposed to this idea, but they do not understand the need for this. In the first

pillar, the economy, the pressure to understand this is quite big. Moreover, one

can see certain advantages from this, therefore it is accepted. In the third pillar,

major progress has been achieved in this sphere in recent years, but the methods

for reaching decisions are somewhat different there. The situation is the most

difficult in the second pillar, in other words foreign policy, because everyone

thinks there is still something that can be achieved on one’s own, though

everyone knows that joint action is essential.

Another remark about the Polish situation. I can understand it when someone 

says that he does not want a foreign minister in the EU. That is an unfortunate

name, because everyone identifies this with the foreign minister in a country and 

with a single decision-making centre, which does not conform to the truth.

Similarly, EU democracy is compared to national democracy, which leads to

various misunderstandings, because there is no comparison. We can see the deep 

misunderstandings there. If someone does not want a free movement of

manpower right away, I can understand that, because this involves certain

political interests, a certain game. But I do not understand why people moan that

an EU foreign minister will deprive us of our sovereignty.

That the Constitutional Treaty creates a quasi-state is one thesis. A second

thesis professes the existence of a permanent opposition between a federalist

Europe and a Europe of fatherlands. Well, the EU is already federalist, with

priority accorded to EU law, with its institutions. The Constitutional Treaty is

only a phase of the evolution. Therefore it should be stated clearly, and a little
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perversely, that the EU/EC is already a quasi-state. The Community bodies that

lay down the law exercise public authority on the territory of the member states,

in other words they exercise state authority to a certain extent, whilst the judicial 

authorities and administration are becoming Community bodies to a certain

extent. As long as these matters are not explained, there will be misunderstandings

about a loss of sovereignty which Germany and France have allegedly already

experienced, and we will do so soon. All this is reminiscent of a cheap cafe.

I think it is Minister Rotfeld who said, though he was not the first to do so, that

the Community is a certain social process and structure in Europe. There is

something about it that every country dislikes. But if Polish policy is geared to

the reaping of benefits like dishes from a menu, this policy will collapse, for

such a trend leads to a disintegration of the EU structure. Of course, some

countries can help us with this, but that might not end successfully. In the

context of Polish foreign policy in 2005, I would suggest a better coordination of 

actions and the creation and proper use of a strong intellectual base in EU

matters, because much remains to be done.

Jaros³aw Bratkiewicz: A cheap cafe is perhaps an exaggerated euphemism,

Professor. 

Roman KuŸniar: I am interested to hear what Director Bratkiewicz has to

say. He is in the middle of the foreign service, the diplomatic service, which is

nevertheless pro-European all the time and cannot be accused of any actions or

initiatives that contradict the construction of Europe, especially today when the

EU is experiencing momentary weakness and so many doubts are surrounding it. 

But perhaps one can see even more clearly from the point of view of the Foreign

Ministry than from any other angle that Poland possesses what we can call a

confederate nature, expressed in the fact that certain elements of the public

administration or state authority are attempting to enforce their view of Poland’s

place in the EU and formulate their philosophy in that regard.

Jaros³aw Bratkiewicz: Professor, I promise that I will disengage from

ideology and that I will tell the truth and nothing but the truth. What I am going

to say is basic, because I do not deal particularly with EU issues. I believe that

an evolution of thinking about the EU and everything connected with it is taking

place among the Polish elites. At first, this thinking was sometimes superseded

by cries like during a pre-election campaign, but now one can observe greater

reflection. Firstly, I think that for us, the EU is becoming more important than

NATO in a certain sense. Up to a certain time, the only topic was security and

transatlantic relations. That is still important. Nevertheless, the EU is now

becoming the main point of reference for us, mainly because Europe is our home 
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and our future. Secondly, fewer and fewer Poles view the EU solely as a horn of
plenty from which one can break off something for oneself. Instead, there is talk
of exploiting the opportunities presented by the EU and its funds for our
development. Thirdly, support for the EU results from the realisation that the EU 
is a factor of integration and that thanks to it, today’s Europe is different from
the Europe of the 18th, 19th or the first half of the 20th century, when the balance
of forces was in our disfavour. Integrated Europe is friendly to us. Fourth, there
was different thinking about Europe until 2004. The point was to catch up with
the departing European train, so we gradually accelerated and in the end we
succeeded in jumping onto it. However, only now can we feel—just like in
NATO—that we are travelling in a specific direction and heading towards a
specific destination. What direction, what destination? It is high time to consider 
these questions and answer them.

I think there is an increasingly deeper feeling in Poland that we must anchor
ourselves to the EU to ensure that it remains a solidary structure and takes our
wishes into consideration. But we must also consider the view of others, the
views of the entire Community. Yes, there is increasing talk of national interests
in the EU. That is both a good and a bad sign for us. We should realise our
interests, but we should remember that they can collide with the interests of
other, more powerful entities. The interests of the EU as a whole must not suffer
as a result of such collisions, because that would be harmful to our interests.
These are trivial truths, but it is worth recalling them every now and then. 

Poland was often pointed to as a country that would not ratify the
Constitutional Treaty. But the treaty did not collapse in Poland. Poland does not
act in a non-solidary manner. Given the current dissonance about the treaty, we
have to act responsibly in order not to enhance the dissonance.

It is not Poland that receives various visits by people from Russia who are
basically intent on breaking the EU apart, because this way of thinking, or rather 
the way of thinking of their countries, is narrow-minded realpolitik, so that the
EU become a concert of national interests. 

There is only just beginning the debate on the subject of what the EU is and
what European identity is, everything is still ahead of us. I think the Foreign
Ministry has an important role to play here, and we of course will attempt to
liven this debate. The point is where to hold this debate and what forum would
guarantee a proper shape and energy for this debate, so that it is visible. 

In Poland there is no shortage of people who think seriously o the EU as an
institution in which the European, Western values provide the basis for
integration, consensus and joint decision-making.
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Of course, common EU foreign policy, especially vis-B-vis Eastern Europe,
lies in our best interests. I think that Germany’s declarations on this matter
should be taken very seriously as evidence of Germany’s pro-European attitude.
The Germans say that the litmus paper of common foreign policy should be
Eastern Europe. We should support this way of thinking.

Roman KuŸniar: I am pleased that our assessments of the European Union
are concurrent, at least as far as the last year is concerned. 

Marek Madej: The debate on the subject of what kind of EU we need is
only just beginning, and it is a difficult beginning. But it is very disturbing that
so far, the debate has concentrated on how EU membership is influencing the
specific interests of certain parties on our domestic political scene. This is not a
debate on whether the EU should be confederative, federative or a Europe of
fatherlands. It is a manipulation of certain topics to suit the interests of
a particular party, a certain distortion of the debate.

Jaros³aw Bratkiewicz: You are right.

Marek Madej: Unfortunately, when joining the EU and since that time,
Poland has been in a kind of chronic pre-election campaign. This has largely
determined the language about the nature and future of the EU, which has
become infested with party colours. Now it is time to divest the EU of the
parties, because it is national interests that are at stake, not those of individual
political groups.

S³awomir Dêbski: We should not demonize that aspect, because one must
realise that European integration is used as an instrument in many EU member
states, including France, Great Britain and Holland. If we monitor the pre-
 referendum debate in France, we will discover that the EU and French foreign
policy were also used as instruments. There was no intellectual thinking on the
future and path of European integration. Instead, attention was paid on how to
use the EU, the Constitutional Treaty and enlargement order to combat the
political adversaries in France.

Jaros³aw Bratkiewicz: I would like to add one more sentence if I may.
Today we have a rather sceptical approach towards some Western European
countries, but there is one thing that must be stressed—the political elites that
brought about the EU’s latest enlargement performed a great, very bold piece of
work. It was indeed a demonstration of imagination and courage in thought and
action. I believe there is still great potential inherent in the EU, for this is a
unique, unusual venture. Not everything always moves along preset paths;
sometimes movements are improvised and even chaotic. I also believe—and
here I agree with the professor—that there is rather no justification for
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perceiving the EU as a superpower. It seems more important to underline that we 

are the obvious beneficiaries of EU membership. 

Jerzy Kranz: I agree that it was a very bold, good and far-sighted decision.

But it was a mistake—I have in mind the western countries—to speed up work

on the Constitutional Treaty, which was a certain political idea. I believe that the

treaty per se is not a monster or great danger. Whatever kind of treaty is

negotiated in the end, it will be similar to the Constitutional Treaty, because it

will touch upon similar problems. However, that treaty was “badly sold” as a

result of certain pressure on the Convention, to accelerate its promulgation.

Apart from that, it coincided with an unfavourable period in Western Europe, as

a result of which people voted in the referenda on other matters, and not on the

text of the treaty.

Another thing—Poland and the Poles are already reaping many advantages

from EU membership, but the Polish political elite has no enhanced concept of

the development of the EU structure. People in Europe have various ideas,

including the one about what to do if the treaty fails. In Poland, the new

president has said that the “treaty is dead.” Why, I ask? It is the French and

Dutch who killed it, and we are confirming their action. That shows that the new

government and centres of authority have no idea about this matter. This

requires a great political effort. Certain ideas appear in the West—I am not

saying they are all wise—someone wants something more, someone else less,

but everyone knows what they want, they have ready variants and reports, as

well as lawyers and economists ready to work. But we merely keep saying that

the treaty is dead and we repeat what we do not want to. All right, we have to say 

what we do not want, but we must also show the EU that we are a sensible and

valuable partner. If we have no ideas of our own and merely criticise the

decisions of others, consultations on what happens next will be held above our

heads, and we will merely find out the results; in any case that is what is already

happening. The beginnings of such an attitude could be observed already in

2004–2005, in the policy of the previous government, which nevertheless did

not indulge in such far-reaching negation as the present one.

Marek Madej: That is why I am so worried about the instrumental treatment 

of EU topics, because now is the time for the member states to learn from each

other and listen to each other’s proposals, whilst we in such conditions will

neither listen nor present any cohesive proposals. 

Roman KuŸniar: We have to praise the president, because when he said that 

the “treaty was dead,” he expressed the joy of the political formation which he

belongs to and which is in power, and its greatest wish. That formation is
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convinced that the treaty is dead, whether it really is or not. That shows that
were it not for the French, we really could have played that role; in any case, it
was announced by both the main formations when they prepared to assume
power in Poland after the elections.

Jaros³aw Bratkiewicz: That would not have been easy last year.

Roman KuŸniar: The decision was not planned for last year. We know that
the results of most surveys suggested that support for the treaty was above the
required threshold. However, a pre-referendum campaign might have altered the
picture.

Jaros³aw Bratkiewicz: That is a very interesting subject. First of all, in
Poland the results of the elections were connected with a certain change in the
way in which the EU is perceived, or rather some of its original member states.
I think that the Poles interpreted French reactions to the symbolic Polish
plumber as a kind of social reluctance by the West to receive new arrivals from
Eastern Europe who are not completely civilised yet. And yet it turned out that
the “old” EU is not threatened with a plague of cheap workers from Poland.
However, this illustrated the distrust towards new members. In Poland, this was
converted to party rhetoric to some measure.

Basically, I agree with Professor Kranz that if a new European treaty or other 
such document emerges, it will refer to the earlier treaty. I only wonder if our
role really is to provide ready solutions in this regard. Perhaps we ought to
consider a certain specialisation, thinking in terms of the future, for example on
the problem of the EU borders or the Eastern dimension of EU policy. 

Jerzy Kranz: You are talking about politics, but I was talking about the
structure of the Constitutional Treaty, not its content. Of course the treaty does
not define the final policy which the EU will pursue, there is a great deal of
manoeuvring space there. The entire debate concentrated mainly on the
institutional aspect, which forms the first and third parts of the treaty. 

Roman KuŸniar: Nevertheless I will use my authority as chairman of this
debate and suggest that we move on to the final point. Let us talk about the
eastern direction of our foreign policy. I often wonder whether the term “eastern
policy” which we have been using for all these years is relevant and adequate, or 
whether it is time to finally dispense with the myth that there is a single eastern
policy. After all, such a policy cannot be introduced in view of all differentiation
that has been occurring to the east of our borders recently. But that is another
story. 

In connection with my doubts about whether we should continue to use the
term “eastern policy,” I would like to dwell briefly on Russia. I have the
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impression that last year we witnessed the culmination of ill feelings that had

been brewing for several years. As a result, Polish-Russian relations fell to a

very low level. I wonder if Polish foreign policy played any role during all those

years in which this fall occurred, in this culmination of animosity, ill feeling and

very negative statements? After all last year our mutual relations were usually at

rock bottom and are only now rebounding, as suggested by the latest signs. Did

we perhaps make some mistakes regarding our knowledge of our partner or

specific decisions? Was the entire control package, all the cards, really on

Russia’s side, and did Russia really completely control the condition, climate

and content of our bilateral relations, which were poor in the political sphere,

full of disruptions in the economic one and not free from misunderstandings as

far as security is concerned? I have in mind the role which Poland plays vis-B-vis 

relations between NATO and Russia. How was it? Could we have prevented

such a degradation of relations with Russia, or did our partner really have all the

cards in his hand and played the cards on our behalf, as a result of which things

happened the way they did, because they could not have happened any other

way? Who would like to start off on this subject?

S³awomir Dêbski: The question about the adequacy of the term “eastern

policy” is very appropriate indeed. I am one of those who have recently spoken

out in public against the use of this term to define Poland’s political activity

vis-B-vis Eastern Europe. Instead, one should now talk of policy towards Eastern 

European countries, and the term “eastern policy” should finally pass into the

history of Polish political thinking where it deserves a special place as an idea

that has helped resolve many age-old disputes with our eastern neighbours. The

concepts of Mieroszewski and Giedroyc possessed justification in the 1970s and

1980s, when the Soviet Union existed, the only entity that determined Polish

political thinking about Eastern Europe. When the Soviet empire collapsed, the

need for a differentiated Polish policy towards Belarus and Ukraine emerged.

Our policy towards these countries was no longer coloured by our policy towards

Russia or by the condition of Polish-Russian relations. Of course it also became

necessary to pursue a separate policy towards Russia. Thus, an individualised

approach to each Eastern European country evolved, and therefore the term

“eastern policy” is a historical definition rather than a practical one. The best

illustration of this was our engagement in the dissolution of the political crisis in

Ukraine in 2004. Poland developed a broad-scale diplomatic campaign for the

sake of a peaceful solution to the Ukrainian conflict, because a use of force by

anyone might have been dangerous consequences to us, and not because we

were concerned about this or that Russian policy towards Ukraine. At the same

time, we lent support to the pro-European model of development which, on the
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entire territory east of our borders, is competing with the considerably less-
 effective post-Soviet model. So even if the Russian Federation had been an ideal
democracy in 2004, our stance and policy towards Ukraine would have been no
different.

Unfortunately, the condition of Polish-Russian relations fell to a drastically
low level last year. These relations have never been good since August 1993, but 
in 2005 we noted a negative record. To what extent was this attributable to our
policy? 

Following an analysis of that 12-month period, one must conclude that the
major part of our policy was reactive. Poland reacted to the conduct of Russia
which, during this time, effected the biggest change in its foreign policy since
the turnabout in 1991, or even 1985—Russia ceased to seek an accord with its
western partners by means of foreign policy, and instead began to open new
fields of conflict with the West. Russian foreign policy became exceptionally
assertive. Polish-Russian relations were merely a litmus paper of the changes to
this policy.

Nevertheless, I would like to indicate two episodes for which Poland is
responsible and which might have led to deterioration in Polish-Russian
relations in 2005 or might even have accelerated this deterioration. 

The first of these was President Aleksander Kwasniewski’s interview for
Polityka in December 2004, in which he discussed in detail his mediation in
Ukraine and did not hide his pleasure in the fact that he managed to fool the
Russians there. To be honest, I failed to see any political purpose in reflections
of this sort. I think this interview was a mistake and had the worst possible effect 
on Polish-Russian relations. It is also possible that this interview imparted a
certain personal character to Russia’s policy towards Poland, and that subsequently,
Russian policy towards Poland was the way it was, because Poland’s president
was Aleksander Kwaœniewski. In any case, a series of actions by Russia, e.g. the
invitation to General Wojciech Jaruzelski to visit Moscow in May and its
treatment of the Polish president during the 9 May festivities, might have been
dictated by a dislike for Kwaœniewski.

The second episode that might have led to deterioration in Polish-Russian
relations was Poland’s reaction to the killing of Aslan Maskhadov. Poland’s
reaction could have been more subdued, especially because the details of this
crime are still not fully known. I am not referring to the Polish foreign minister’s 
critical reaction, because I feel this was within the permissible limits of negative
assessments. I am referring to a statement by a Foreign Ministry official who,
commenting on the minister’s statement as it were, expanded it considerably. I
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noticed that Minister Rotfeld’s first commentary on this matter did not cause a
Russian reaction. It was the Foreign Ministry official’s statement that caused it.
These are conjectures, of course. We do not know what has in fact happened.
Perhaps the foreign minister’s first comment simply escaped the Russians notice. 

In any case, these two episodes have certainly not halted the deterioration in
Polish-Russian relations. 

Nevertheless, I think that if we have to blame someone for this state of
relations last year, a major part of the blame has to be heaped upon the stronger
side, in other words Russia. It is usually the stronger side that is to blame for
poor state of relations, because it simply has better possibilities of shaping
relations via its own policy. If the stronger side decides that it does not care for
good relations with partner who has lesser potential, there is obviously not much 
that the weaker partner can do about it.

Roman KuŸniar: Ambassador, perhaps that was the inevitable price we had
to pay for choosing the pro-Western option. The Russians dictated it to us in
order to stop us or offload their frustration. In any case, any price was worth
paying to prevent ourselves from being on the other side, perhaps not just to
show the Russians a thing or two, but to pursue an eastern foreign policy more
effectively, for I not share the views of Jerzy Giedroyc, God rest his soul, on the
subject of our eastern policy. I believe that the higher is our position in the West,
the higher is our status in the East. So perhaps we had to pay this price, we have
paid it, we are where we wanted to be, and now we can play from the beginning.
Perhaps that is how it was?

Jaros³aw Bratkiewicz: I do not think that Polish-Russian relations are
governed by the logic of the post-cold war system any more. When we joined
NATO in 1999, these relations were still part of a zero option—at least that is
how many Russians saw it—and for many Russians our accession to NATO
meant the loss of yet another territory and a part of their sphere of influence
where many of their boys shed their blood. Now Russia is orientated primarily to 
the West, believing that thanks to this, it has the greatest development opportunities.
Moreover, the West is not a real threat to Russia, whereas such threats might
come from a different direction, e.g. from the South. Therefore, Russia seems to
be heading towards becoming a part of the North to find itself closer to the West. 
In a certain sense, it is already becoming a part of the West in any case.

It seems to me that the problem of Polish-Russian relations that manifested
itself so clearly last year is based on the fact that we have collided with Russia
regarding one important issue, i.e. the status of the countries that have emerged
from the Soviet Union, the identity of these countries, and the essence of their
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sovereignty. To this very day, Russian statements are imbued with the feeling
that there is such a thing as a Russian sphere of influence. This sphere includes
countries that have special relations with Russia, whom Russia regards as its
sphere of responsibility, and therefore, in the words of Khrushchev, “let the West 
not poke its nose in our Soviet garden.” We see this as a manifestation of the
mentality of the zero option with the West.

To Moscow’s way of thinking, the Ukrainian elections were meant to
underline that this country belongs to the post-Soviet zone and its specific
political culture. In other words, in Ukraine special principles governing outside
support for candidates were meant to apply. And yet another country successfully
torpedoed this plan and prevented the application of these principles and thus
raised its hand against an alliance of three Slav nations. That country was
Poland. The specific principle of the policy pursued by Russia in its “own zone,” 
which might even have been silently accepted by some western capitals, was
questioned by a neighbouring country that had had good—i.e. neutral—relations 
with Russia for years and in whom Russia had not been interested. Russia
treated Poland as a transit county for its energy carrier and nothing else. And yet
here all of a sudden, the Poles had acted effectively, put an end to these plans and 
stopped the rather mysterious operation of retaining Ukraine in the Russian
sphere of influence. People began to ask: Who are these Poles, for God’s sake?
What game are they playing? What do they want to achieve? Who is behind
them? Russia’s hitherto strategy began to be browsed. Of course, representatives 
of the great Russian people had written no such thing about Poland and the Poles 
in this strategy. The only answer was to refer to stereotypes. The white blotches
caused by the absence of strategic thinking about Poland were replaced by
stereotypes, such as the Polish occupiers of the Kremlin in 1612. The first
response to the arrogant Poles was the new Russian national holiday
commemorating the year 1612. It is possible that the elements of such a response 
were also included in the Russian efforts to create the Northern Pipeline.

But generally, there are no objective reasons to believe that Polish-Russian
relations must be bad. When Sergey Yastrzhembsky was in Poland, I tried to
make him understand that out of all the major EU members, the Poles have the
warmest sentiments towards the Russians. Poles have knowledge of the Russian
language, to varying degrees of proficiency. There is no Russophobia, not even
in ordinary interpersonal contacts, and there is no automatic repulsion towards
people who speak Russian. Russian culture arouses interest. I know that people
in Poland are interested in this. The Russians have a splendid literature,
including modern literature, and excellent cinematography. The problem is that
we cannot agree with the view that Ukraine belongs to the Eastern Slav zone
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from which the Polish landlords are excluded. Let the Ukrainians themselves
decide to whom they feel closer. We also feel that they are close to us, a fraternal 
people. We cannot accept the Russian argumentation that Eastern Slav fraternity
is superior to all other forms of contacts between the Ukrainian people and other
peoples.

Jerzy Kranz: Of course you are right, Mr. Bratkiewicz, as far as the
post-Soviet zone is concerned. You are also right as far as culture and society are 
concerned. But is it not culture and society who finally decide on politics. We
really have no problems with hatred on a social or cultural level. The problem is
completely different. I will start with the Ostpolitik you talked about. The
Germans are beginning to realise that they cannot pursue Ostpolitik the way they 
used to. There used to be a single Ost, with its centre in Moscow, and there were
satellite countries. It made sense then. Looking at today’s Russia, we see that the 
biggest difficulty is the fact that since the changes, Moscow has been unable or
unwilling to formulate a policy towards Poland, Czechoslovakia, perhaps
Romania or Hungary. That is changing a little, but where is it heading now? You
wondered whether the stronger we will be in the West, the more important we
will be in the East, or vice versa. That is a great problem of Polish politics,
therefore it is very difficult for us to be important, I am not saying strong, in the
East. Why? Because they do not want that. From our angle, there is no longer a
single East. There is Ukraine, Belarus, etc. Our greatest difficulty is that the
Russians are absolutely reluctant to treat us is subjective terms. It is difficult for
us to exist there economically and politically. If we look at the work of the
previous government, it was like this: Putin arrived, everything had to be
arranged, and a lot of promises were made. After four years, everything finished
with no results. Can one seek any blame on our part? In a certain sense yes,
because our foreign policy is limited to management and reaction—that is the
chief accusation against it, and does not apply to just 2005. Nevertheless it is
even more difficult with the Russians than it is with the Germans and French. 

In Russia, post-imperial trends are becoming stronger in two aspects. The
Russians have realised that they are less significant since all the changes that
took place in 1990, therefore they have backed two horses. The first of these is
energy and the energy network, and the second is trading in weapons, in other
words the development of a suitable weapons technology and trade. That is not
all, of course, but those are the two chief tools of Russian policy. In these
questions we are not counting on Russia. At the very most, our energy networks
are attractive to take over.

That is why our policy will always have great difficulties in the East, leaving 
aside the bilateral and historical issues, which are difficult to settle, because
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everyone has his own point of view. And since energy prices will rise, because

China and everyone else is going to buy it, Russia will be in a good financial

situation, which means that a socially and economically very weak country will

be able to support itself on good financial crutches. Therefore we are going to

have trouble. But I would put what you said the other way around, in other

words we should attempt to have some significance in the West first, so that we

can have any status in Russia. The view whereby we will exert greater influence

on the West if we have good relations with Russia is a little anachronistic for me

today.

Roman KuŸniar: I basically said the same thing, only I spoke too quickly.

This is what I believe—the strength of our influence in the East will depend on

our position in the West, and not, as Giedroyc claimed, that the road to the West

leads via the East.

S³awomir Dêbski: I agree almost entirely with the view that Poland has a

good potential to shape the best possible relations with Russia. In Poland there is 

certainly no anti-Russian phobia that affects foreign policy. Of course there are

certain spheres in which a conflict of interests occurs, but there is no doubt that

Poland wants the Russian Federation to realise its rightful interests in the region. 

However, this should be as transparent as possible. Former German Chancellor

Gerhard Schroder’s conduct before and immediately after ending his office, and

the method of securing Russian interests in Lithuania, are not positive symptoms,

unfortunately. If such practices become the rule for Russian activity in our

region, there will be no accord and Poland will be compelled to counteract them

with greater determination. 

As for historical issues, I agree that most of them should be put aside, but the 

settlement of disputes about common history does not lie within the powers of

politicians. I am saying this as a historian. However, not all historical matters

possess a purely historical nature today. Some of them possess political significance,

and of such importance that Poland will never be able to give up an attempt to

settle them. One of them is the question of Poland’s access to all documents on

the subject of the crime of Katyn. That is an absolutely fundamental issue.

I think we can discuss everything with the Russians, including the legal

qualification—for instance I have serious doubts about the legal qualification

adopted by the Institute for National Remembrance last year—but Poland will

never be able to abandon its demand for access to absolutely every single

document on the subject of this atrocity. No documents connected with this topic 

may remain secret any longer. This every Russian attempt to improve relations

with Poland should meet this Polish fundamental need halfway.
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Jaros³aw Bratkiewicz: The latest events have shown both the Polish and

the Russian side that Polish-Russian political and diplomatic conflicts really do

not lie in our interests. Neither side is winning. Last year, the Russians really

launched an intense campaign to make it appear as if Poland was in the throes of

Russophobia, but the campaign failed. I think that there are communities in the

West who would love to hear stories about Poland’s anti-Russian obsession, but

these stories failed to convince those circles who think seriously. Besides, it

transpired that the Poles have a talent for describing what is happening in Russia

in a convincing manner, and the Russians have also realised this. I agree that

Polish-Russian relations will be difficult, but I also have the impression that we

are heading towards overcoming these difficulties, though we still have some

way to go. Nonetheless, Moscow has perceived Poland as a country with whom

it is better to have good relations, because in the end, the advantages are greater

than the disadvantages. If the Russians come to the EU and say: listen, our

relations with the Poles are quite good, they will benefit by this. What is more,

the Russians are beginning to understand this. We also know that if we tell the

EU: listen, our relations with the Russians are quite good and that there is no

Russophonia, then we will also benefit by this. Good relations are convenient to

both sides. 

It is true that the Russians feel slightly disturbed by the fact that Poland has

become a successful country after shaking off its Soviet shackles. They also

know, though they will not admit it, that their Slavonic, Soviet friendship was a

factor of regression for us. They prefer to repeat that we used to be friends,

though it suddenly transpired that we fared much better without this friendship.

Jerzy Kranz: First, I think the path of politics towards a pro-democratic

change is correct. Europe should not accept any barbarianism within its borders.

Second, against this background we will have certain problems with Russia,

because we are becoming active in the post-Soviet area. Third, there is no doubt

that the changes in Belarus cannot be fast, but we must be politically determined. 

The problem is that Polish policy towards the post-Soviet area possesses little

energy, even when some experts put forth ideas. For instance, remember that the

first thing the previous government did was to close down the Byelorussian

radio channel on Radio Polonia. And what can be done? One must exert

influence on civic societies. I must say that I am surprised that for years, Poland

has been unable to open a radio channel for Belarus. Yet it only takes a small

room like this one and a dozen people. I think that is the basis for any sensible

policy towards Belarus, though we will get into trouble for this. But Lukashenko 

is not immortal. 
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Jaros³aw Bratkiewicz: The Belorussian problem seems insoluble. We are

dealing with the last remnant of the Soviet Union, existing within the borders of

a potentially national state, but a state devoid of a political nation. It is inhabited

by the heirs of Soviet people. And how do Soviet people react? Alexandre

Zinoviev described the character and mentality of Homo Sovieticus, who is

capable of the craziest actions when exercising power, rigging elections and

reacting crazily in an apparently neutral situation. That cannot be foreseen.

Jerzy Kranz: I agree with you generally, but this opinion cannot be

presented as a concept of Polish policy. Thirty years ago people in the West said

that we would be in the Soviet camp for another hundred years. I agree that

radical changes will not come to Belarus quickly and that there is no political

nation there yet. In Ukraine the situation is somewhat different than in Belarus.

But someone has to help them.

Jaros³aw Bratkiewicz: I agree with you entirely, but I do not think we can

assume that the changes in Belarus will succeed just because they succeeded in

Poland. Nevertheless, we have to be energetic and consider where the driving

force of change is. This is probably young people, especially in large cities. We

have to get through to them. The political opposition is no doubt such a force,

and a part of the nomenklatura is as well. Of course the nomenklatura is acting in 

a conformist manner, but somewhere deep inside it feels ashamed of the system

in which it has to operate.

S³awomir Dêbski: I would like to describe in support of the professor’s

argument a minor incident which happened to me during a conference on the

subject of European neighbourhood policy. Talking about the objectives of this

policy, a few experts from Western Europe referred to “stabilisation” at every

possible opportunity. In the end I became a little annoyed and asked them what

they meant by that term, because Aleksandr Lukashenko also uses it. But to him, 

it means a consolidation of his regime. Silence fell. No one dared answer. With

this experience in my memory, I think we should avoid the term “stabilisation”

when talking about policy towards Belarus. The EU is certainly not interested in

stabilisation in Lukashenko style. 

I think 2005 saw a breakthrough in Polish foreign policy towards Belarus.

Previously, our stance towards that country could be explained by the fact that

we were suffering from a delusion that dialogue with Lukashenko was essential

and that he could somehow be made civilised in that way. And yet after the

events in Ukraine in 2004, he drew the conclusion that Poland was responsible

for the processes occurring in Ukraine. That is also why he struck at the Union

of Poles in Belarus. The actions of the Byelorussian authorities before the
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presidential elections showed that they wanted to prevent a repetition of the
Ukrainian scenario in Belarus. No doubt that has consequences as far as relations
with Poland are concerned. It will be necessary to pursue a long-term policy
targeted at young people and supporting the Belarusian émigré community. One
must realise that if changes occur there one day, it is today’s émigrés who will
build this state.

Roman KuŸniar: I have certain hopes regarding Lukashenko himself, and
wonder what yours are. In the final phase of their rules, dictators tend to make
mistakes that increase the potential for change. I have the impression that
Lukashenko is loosing his cool, his nerves are frayed, and he is starting to
commit mistakes which might make the Belarusians realise certain things,
however much a political nation, a nation separated from the East Slavonic

mass, they may be. Perhaps the style of government will be unpleasant for them?

S³awomir Dêbski: Lukashenko is stopping up the last air vents of security,

which may prove dangerous.

Jaros³aw Bratkiewicz: What you have said sounds like a footnote to all
this. I must say I was surprised to hear some very characteristic opinions from
Ukraine and Moldova about Belarus. For many simple people there, Belarus is a
country of success. Stalin once said that socialism can be built in one separate
country. Lukashenko has succeeded in building socialism in one separate
province, the province of Belarus. This is socialism with a human face, in other
words the kind of socialism where murders take place but not excessively, and
where things get stolen but to a moderate extent. This is a country of success for
those who escape from freedom and need a paternal state to feed them. That is a
paradox. One would have thought that a stake had been driven through the
Soviet monster, but it is still alive. For people who are frustrated with the
transformation that has turned out to be a great criminal revolution and has
caused extreme social differentiation, Belarus is an oasis of little stability. But a
little stability is unstable these days. 

Roman KuŸniar: Unfortunately, that is a pinch of scepticism as far as the

success of our plans vis-B-vis Belarus is concerned. Gentlemen, thank you very
much for taking part in the debate.
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Chronicle of Poland’s Foreign Relations in 2005

General Issues

5.01. Professor Adam Daniel Rotfeld, hitherto secretary of state in the Ministry

of Foreign Affairs, was appointed to the office of the Minister of Foreign Affairs.

21.01. In the Sejm, Minister A. D. Rotfeld presented an exposé on basic

directions of Polish foreign policy in 2005.

26–27.01. The celebrations of the 60th anniversary of the liberation of the

Auschwitz–Birkenau concentration camp were held. 46 foreign government

delegations participated. President Aleksander Kwaœniewski had a meeting in

Cracow with President of Israel Moshe Katsav, President of Ukraine Viktor

Yushchenko and Vice-President of the United States Dick Cheney, who arrived for

the celebrations. After the ceremony, the Polish president met with the president of

Russia, Vladimir Putin.

28–30.01. President A. Kwaœniewski participated in the annual meeting of the

World Economic Forum in Davos, where he participated in a plenary session

devoted to the future of Ukraine in Europe. He also held talks with: the President of

Switzerland Samuel Schmid, the President of Georgia Mikheil Saakashvili, the

Prime Minister of Egypt, Ahmed Nazif and the Prime Minister of Pakistan Shaukat

Aziz.

17–18.02. Attorney General of the International Criminal Tribunal for the

former Yugoslavia, Ms. Carla del Ponte, paid a visit to Poland, where she held talks

with Minister of Foreign Affairs A. D. Rotfeld and met with President A.

Kwaœniewski and the Speaker of the Sejm W³odzimierz Cimoszewicz.

10–11.03. Prime Minister Marek Belka took part in the International Summit on

democracy, terrorism and security, organised in Madrid for the purpose of

commemorating the victims of the terrorist attack from before a year; several

hundred politicians and experts from 55 countries participated. The Prime Minister

M. Belka took part in a panel session and held talks with the Prime Minister of

Greece Kostas Karamanlis and the Prime Minister of Romania Calin Popescu–

Tariceanu.

5.05. The Prime Minister of Poland Marek Belka, the Prime Minister of Israel

Ariel Sharon and the Prime Minister of Hungary Ferenc Gyurcsány participated in

the March of the Living, organised annually on the area of the former camp of

Auschwitz–Birkenau.

30–31.08. 29 representatives of foreign delegations participated in celebrations

commemorating the 25th anniversary of the Independent Self–Governing Trade

Union “Solidarity.” President Aleksander Kwaœniewski met with the participants of
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the International Conference “From Solidarity to freedom.” Prime Minister M.

Belka held talks with the Prime Minister of Belgium Guy Verhofstadt, the Prime

Minister of Latvia Aigars Kalvitis, the Prime Minister of Croatia Ivo Sanader, the

Prime Minister of Finland Matti Vanhanen, the Prime Minister of Macedonia Vlado

Buèkovski and the Prime Minister of Estonia Andrus Ansip.

7–10.09. Around 1,200 politicians, scientists and entrepreneurs participated in

the 15th Economic Forum in Krynica. Prime Minister M. Belka met with the head of

Slovak government, Mikuláš Dzurinda. President A. Kwaœniewski, together with

the President of Lithuania Valdas Adamkus took part in the ceremony of unveiling

of the monument of Nikifor.

31.10. At the request of the Prime Minister, President A. Kwaœniewski

appointed Prof. Stefan Meller for the office of: the Minister of Foreign Affairs and

the head of the Committee of European Integration.

8.11. A meeting of Prime Minister Kazimierz Marcinkiewicz with the heads of

diplomatic missions, accredited to Poland, was held in Warsaw. The Prime Minister

emphasised the need to continue “all the good things” in the foreign policy and to

make changes in the areas where the activities of the government were “not dynamic 

enough.”

Multilateral Cooperation

The Visegrad Group

10.06. In Kazimierz Dolny, a meeting was held of heads of governments of the

Visegrad Group states: M. Belka from Poland, Jiøi Paroubek from the Czech

Republic, Ferenc Gyurcsány from Hungary and Mikuláš Dzurinda from Slovakia.

After the meeting, a joint communiqué was issued. The Prime Ministers of the

Visegrad Group states held a meeting with the Prime Minister of Ukraine, Yulia

Tymoshenko, and participated in the presentation of International Pilot Training

Centre in Dêblin.

13.07. In the seat of the Hungarian parliament in Budapest a meeting of the

Visegrad Group states was held dedicated mostly to the future budget of the

European Union.

30.08. A meeting was held in Budapest of the Prime Ministers of the Visegrad

Group states with the President of the European Commission José Manuel Barroso.

30.09. A meeting was held in Wis³a of the Presidents of the Visegrad Group

states: A. Kwaœniewski from Poland, Václav Klaus from the Czech Republic, Ivan

Gašparoviè from Slovakia and László Sólyom from Hungary. The meeting was

dedicated to the issues of European and regional policy.
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2.12. Prime Minister K. Marcinkiewicz participated in the meeting of the

Visegrad Group states held in Budapest. The meeting was of a working nature and

was dedicated to the issues related to the future EU budget. Heads of governments

of the Visegrad Group states met with the Prime Minister of the United Kingdom

Tony Blair, who was paying a visit to Hungary at that time.

NATO

31.01–1.02. President of the Parliamentary Assembly of NATO Simon Lunn

paid a working visit to Warsaw.

12.02. Minister of Foreign Affairs, A. D. Rotfeld, participated in the

international conference on security held in Munich. One of the issues on the agenda 

was the German proposal of reform of the Atlantic Alliance.

20–21.02. President A. Kwaœniewski participated in the NATO summit in

Brussels and in a meeting of heads of NATO states with the President of Ukraine

Viktor Yushchenko. At that time a meeting of the NATO-Ukraine Council was held

with the participation of Minister of Foreign Affairs A. D. Rotfeld.

1–4.04. Speaker of the Senate Longin Pastusiak took part in the meeting of the

Standing Committee of the NATO Parliamentary Assembly in Reykjavik.

11.04. Speaker of the Senate Longin Pastusiak took part in an annual meeting of

the members of the NATO Parliamentary Assembly with the North Atlantic Council, 

held in Brussels.

21.04. Polish Foreign Minister A.D. Rotfeld paid a visit to Vilnius, where an

informal meeting of Foreign Ministers of 26 NATO states, Russia and Ukraine was

held. Issues related to the political reform of the Alliance, to the co-operation with

the European Union, the United Nations, Ukraine and Russia as well as Middle East

issues. An agreement was signed on the transit of Alliance soldiers over the territory 

of Russia.

24–25.05. Foreign Minister A.D. Rotfeld participated in EAPC Security Forum

—a meeting of representatives of NATO states governments and partner countries

from Euro-Atlantic Partnership Council held at Ãre (Sweden). 600 delegates from

47 countries participated, including 15 Foreign Ministers from NATO member states 

and allied countries from North Africa and Central Asia. The meeting was dedicated 

to crisis management issues—from the Balkans to Central Asia.

23.11. President A. Kwaœniewski hosted the Chairman of NATO Military

Committee, Gen. Raymond Henault, with the purpose of discussing Poland’s

achievements as North Atlantic Alliance member state, including the participation

of our soldiers in missions abroad and of making an assessment of the present state

and prospects of security in Europe and in the world.
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OSCE

20.07. The Foreign Minister A.D. Rotfeld participated in a Vienna conference

devoted to the 30th anniversary of signing of the Final Act of the Conference for

Security and Cooperation in Europe. He also held talks with the Foreign Minister of

Austria Ursula Plassnik.

29–30.09. An annual Review Meeting of the Human dimension of the

Organisation for Security and Co-operation in Europe was held in Warsaw with the

participation of representatives of 55 OSCE states and representatives of

international and non–governmental organisations.

5–6.12. The Foreign Minister S. Meller participated in the 13th meeting of

OSCE Ministerial Council held in Ljubljana. During the talks activities of the

Organisation in 2005 were reviewed and the direction of activities for 2006 was set.

UN

24.01. On a special UN session summoned with the purpose of celebrating the

60th anniversary of the liberation of Auschwitz-Birkenau camp, UN Secretary

General Kofi Annan promised that the UN will combat all signs of anti-Semitism

and racism.

8.02. The Foreign Minister A.D. Rotfeld paid a visit to the UN seat in New York 

City, where he met inter alia with UN Secretary General Kofi Annan. The politicians

discussed issues related to the reform of the Organisation and the preparations for

the UN summit.

9.05. For the first time in UN history, a special celebration was held devoted to

the commemoration of the victims of World War II. The Polish delegation was

headed by Foreign Minister A.D. Rotfeld.

13–22.09. The 60th session of General Assembly of the UN was held in New

York City with the participation of Foreign Minister A.D. Rotfeld, who took part in

the general debate. In order to celebrate the 60th anniversary of the establishment of

the UN, a meeting of heads of over 170 member states was held, major theme of

which was the future of the UN (16.09). President A. Kwaœniewski gave a speech

during the meeting.

The Council of Europe

23.02. A high-level meeting of the Council of Europe and OSCE, as well as a

session of the Committee of Ministers of the Council of Europe were held in

Strasbourg. Foreign Minister A.D. Rotfeld, who participated in the meetings, had

also a meeting with Slovenian Foreign Minister Dmitrij Rupel.

30–31.03. Foreign Minister A.D. Rotfeld paid a visit to Moldova as President of 

Council of Ministers of the Council of Europe. In Chiºinãu (Kishinev), he held talks
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with Prime Minister Vasile Tarlev, the Deputy Prime Minister, Foreign Minister

Andrei Stratan, Speaker of the parliament Marian Lupu. He also paid a visit to

President Vladimir Voronin. In Tiraspol, he had a meeting with representatives of

separatist authorities of the so-called Republic of Transnistria.

27–28.04. The Polish delegation, headed by Foreign Minister A.D. Rotfeld,

participated in the meeting of the Parliamentary Assembly of the Council of Europe

in Strasbourg. The chief of Polish diplomacy, as President of the Committee of

Ministers of the Council of Europe, presented to the Assembly the report from the

activities of the Committee, including, inter alia, a summary of the hitherto

achievements of the Polish presidency. The delegation of Polish MPs had a meeting

with the President of the Assembly René van der Linden, Secretary General of the

Council of Europe Terry Davis and the President of the European Court of Human

Rights Luzius Wildhaber.

16–17.05. The 3rd Summit of the Council of Europe was held in Warsaw, which

adopted the Warsaw Declaration, Action Plan for the coming years and three

conventions: on the prevention of terrorism; on laundering, search, seizure and

confiscation of the proceeds from crime and on the financing of terrorism and on

action against trafficking in human beings. President A. Kwaœniewski had a meeting 

with the President of Lithuania Valdas Adamkus, of Moldova Vladimir Voronin, of

Latvia Vaira Vike-Freiberga, of Romania Traian Bãsescu, as well as with the Prime

Minister of Portugal José Sócrates and the Deputy Prime Minister of the United

Kingdom John Prescott. Prime Minister Marek Belka held talks with the Prime

Minister of Croatia Ivo Sanader, of Turkey Recep Tayyip Erdogan and with the

Deputy Prime Minister of the United Kingdom John Prescott. A.D. Rotfeld talked to 

the Foreign Minister of Russia, Sergey Lavrov.

25.10. Ambassador of Poland, Piotr Œwitalski, on behalf of the Polish

government, signed in the seat of the Council of Europe in Strasbourg, the Revised

European Social Charter (adopted by the Council of Europe on 3 May 1996).

The Weimar Triangle

19.05. The summit of the Weimar Triangle states—Poland, France and Germany 

—was held in Nancy, with the participation of President A. Kwaœniewski, President

Jacques Chirac and Chancellor Gerhard Schröder.

27.06. A meeting of foreign ministers of the Weimar Triangle states was held in

Warsaw. The Ministers paid a visit to A. Kwaœniewski and had a meeting with Prime 

Minister M. Belka.
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The European Union

7.01. Foreign Minister A.D. Rotfeld took part in an extraordinary meeting of the 

EU General Affairs and External Relations Council (GAERC), held in Brussels,

summoned in relation to disastrous effects of the earthquake in South-East Asia.

22.02. The Polish delegation, headed by Prime Minister M. Belka, participated

in the European Union-United States summit held in Brussels. During the meeting

with President George W. Bush, the leaders of 25 EU states discussed, including the

situation in Iraq, Iran, the Middle East peace process, as well as relations with

Eastern neighbours of the enlarged Union. Foreign Minister A.D. Rotfeld had a

meeting—together with other EU states ministers—with U.S. Secretary of State

Condoleezza Rice. He also had an individual conversation with the chief of British

diplomacy Jack Straw.

18.03. President of the European Commission José Manuel Barroso paid a

working visit to Warsaw, where he had a meeting with Prime Minister M. Belka and

took part in a conference “The Lisbon Strategy—time to act.”

22–23.03. Prime Minister Marek Belka and Foreign Minister A.D. Rotfeld took

part in the meeting of the European Council in Brussels, where they had a meeting

with President of the European Parliament Josep Borrell Fontenelles and—together

with the Prime Minister of Lithuania Algirdas Brazauskas and the Prime Minister of

Latvia A. Kalvitis—with President of the European Commission J.M. Barroso.

6–7.05. A delegation of Polish MPs, headed by the Speaker of the Senate L.

Pastusiak, took part in the Conference of the Speakers of European Union

Parliaments, held in Budapest.

10–11.05. Secretary General of the Council of European Union, EU High

Representative for the Common Foreign and Security Policy, Javier Solana, paid

a visit to Warsaw. His meetings with Foreign Minister A.D. Rotfeld and Prime

Minister M. Belka concerned, inter alia, the development of Common Foreign and

Security Policy as well as EU’s neighbourhood policy. J. Solana had a meeting with

President A. Kwaœniewski and the Speaker of the Sejm W. Cimoszewicz.

2.06. Prime Minister M. Belka visited Luxembourg for intergovernmental

consultations before the summit of the European Council. He had a meeting with the 

Prime Minister of Luxembourg Jean–Claude Juncker.

10.06. Foreign Minister A.D Rotfeld took part in a meeting of EU Foreign

Ministers held in Luxembourg.

16–17.06. Prime Minister M. Belka and Foreign Minister A.D. Rotfeld visited

Brussels, where they participated in the meeting of the European Council and had a

meeting with the President of the European Parliament J.P. Fontenelles.
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21–22.06. Foreign Minister A.D. Rotfeld visited Brussels for International

Conference on Iraq, organised jointly by the European Union and the U.S.

Delegations and 84 states and international organisations that are engaged in

stabilisation and reconstruction of Iraq participated. UN Secretary General Kofi

Annan was also present.

30.06. The President of the European Commission, J.M. Barroso, paid a visit to

Warsaw, where he had a meeting with Danuta Hübner, EU Commissioner for

Regional Policy, and Minister A.D. Rotfeld. J.M. Barroso also paid a visit to

President A. Kwaœniewski.

1–2.09. Minister A.D. Rotfeld took part in the meeting of EU Foreign Ministers

in Newport, where he had a meeting with the head of British diplomacy Jack Straw.

27.10. Prime Minister M. Belka took part in an informal meeting of heads of

states and governments of the EU, held in Surrey near London, where preparations

for the December EU summit were discussed.

7.11. Foreign Minister S. Meller took part in the GAERC meeting in Brussels.

21.11. Minister S. Meller participated in the GAERC meeting in Brussels.

22.11. In the Presidential Palace in Warsaw, President A. Kwaœniewski had a

meeting with EU Council Secretary General, the High Representative for the

Common Foreign and Security Policy J. Solana. During the meeting, the politicians

discussed current issues concerning external relations of the European Union.

23.11. Prime Minister K. Marcinkiewicz, paid a visit to Brussels—his first

foreign visit as Prime Minister. The most important topic of the talks with the head

of the European Commission J.M. Barroso and then with the head of the European

Parliament J. Borrell was the EU budget for the years 2007–2013.

28.11. Prime Minister K. Marcinkiewicz participated in a meeting of 38

representatives of the EU and the Mediterranean states, held in Barcelona. The

Euro–Mediterranean summit was organised on the 10th anniversary of the

commencement of the Barcelona process, the aim of which was to tighten

co-operation between those countries in the field of politics, security, economy and

culture. K. Marcinkiewicz also held bilateral talks on the project of EU budget for

the years 2007–2013, inter alia with the Prime Minister of Spain José Luis

Zapatero, the Prime Minister of the Netherlands Jan Peter Balkenende and with the

Chancellor of Austria Wolfgang Schüssel.

29.11. President A. Kwaœniewski paid a working visit to Brussels, where he had

a meeting with the Prime Minister of Belgium Guy Verhofstadt, with NATO

Secretary General Jaap de Hoop Scheffer as well as with the President of the

European Commission J.M. Barroso. President Kwaœniewski was also presented

with the award of the magazine European Voice in the category “Statesman of the
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Year 2005” for the role he played in securing the peaceful course of the “Orange

Revolution” in Ukraine.

12.12. Foreign Minister S. Meller represented Poland on the GAERC meeting in 

Brussels.

15–17.12. A meeting of the European Council was held in Brussels, where the

EU budget for the years 2007–2013 was agreed upon. The Polish delegation was

headed by Prime Minister K. Marcinkiewicz, who was accompanied by Foreign

Minister S. Meller and Secretary of State in the Office of the Committee for

European Jaros³aw Pietras.

Co–operation in Central Europe

12.01. Foreign Minister A.D. Rotfeld took part in a meeting of Foreign

Ministers of Regional Partnership comprising Austria, the Czech Republic, Poland,

Slovakia, Slovenia and Hungary. Politicians discussed the perspectives of

EU-Ukraine relations, relations of the EU with the West Balkan states and EU’s

regional policy.

27.05. An annual conference of Foreign Ministers of Central European Initiative 

states was held in Tatranská Lomnica (Slovakia).

10–11.06. Speaker of the Senate L. Pastusiak took part in the 4th Conference of

the Speakers of the Parliaments of Regional Partnership States in Bled (Slovenia).

14–15.10. An annual 12th Meeting of Presidents of Central Europe was held in

Zagreb, with the participation of President A. Kwaœniewski. After the plenary

meeting, A. Kwaœniewski had a meeting with the President of Croatia Stjepan

Mesiæ, whom he assured about Polish support for Croatian efforts to enter the EU.

During an official dinner, held by the President of Croatia, A. Kwaœniewski gave a

toast on behalf of all invited presidents. In Zagreb, the Polish president met with the

head of the presidency of Bosnia and Herzegovina Mirko Joviæ.

24–25.11. In Pieszczany (Slovakia), an annual summit of Central European

Initiative states was held with the participation of Poland represented by Deputy

Prime Minister Ludwik Dorn. The leading topic was the integration of the West

Balkans with the European Union and continuation of this process in further CEE

states. Working meetings of L. Dorn with the Prime Minister of Moldova Vasil

Tarlev were held during the summit.

Other

21.03. In Kiev, trilateral consultations of Foreign Ministers of Poland A.D.

Rotfeld, of Germany Joschka Fischer and of Ukraine Borys Tarasyuk were held,

devoted to the perspectives of development of cooperation of Ukraine with
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European institutions. The ministers were hosted by the President of Ukraine Viktor

Yushchenko and Prime Minister Yulia Tymoshenko.

9–10.06. 13th session on the Ministerial Council of Baltic Sea States was held in

Szczecin with the participation of Foreign Ministers or Secretary of State of:

Denmark, Estonia, Finland, Iceland, Lithuania, Latvia, Germany, Norway, Poland,

Russia, Sweden and a European Commission representative. Polish Foreign

Minister A.D. Rotfeld held bilateral talks with Foreign Ministers of Lithuania

Antanas Valionis, of Russia Sergey Lavrov and of Iceland David Oddsson.

27.06. Foreign Minister A.D. Rotfeld invited for an annual meeting with Polish

ambassadors the Foreign Ministers of Germany J. Fischer, of France Philippe

Douste-Blazy and the British Minister for Europe Douglas Alexander. The Ministers 

were also met by Prime Minister M. Belka.

18.08. A meeting of presidents of Poland A. Kwaœniewski, of Ukraine V.

Yushchenko, of Lithuania V. Adamkus and of Georgia M. Saakashvili was held in

Crimea. Relations with Russia, Polish–Ukraine relations, co–operation in the region

as well as the situation of Polish minority in Belarus were discussed. According to

A. Kwaœniewski, Presidents of Ukraine, Lithuania and Georgia shared Polish

anxieties with regard to Belarus.

1–2.09. Speaker of the Senate L. Pastusiak visited Berlin, where he participated

in the 7th Meeting of the European Senates.

Bilateral Relations

Afghanistan

20–21.10. The Foreign Minister of Afghanistan, Abdullah Abdullah, paid a

working visit to Warsaw, where he had a meeting with Foreign Minister A.D.

Rotfeld.

Albania

6–8.02. The Foreign Minister of Albania, Kastriot Islami, paid a working visit to 

Warsaw. During the meeting with Polish Foreign Minister A.D. Rotfeld, the

politicians discussed the state of bilateral relations and exchanged views on

international issues, particularly on the issues of security and co-operation in the

region, Euro-Atlantic and European aspirations of Albania and global terrorist

threat. K. Islami was hosted by Prime Minister M. Belka and paid visits to the Sejm

and the Senate.

Algeria

13–16.02. An official delegation of the Senate, headed by the Speaker L.

Pastusiak, paid a visit to Algeria and was received in the Council of the Nation by its 
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President Abdelkader Bensalah. It also had a meeting with President Abdelaziz

Bouteflika, the President of the National People’s Assembly Amar Saidani, Prime

Minister Ahmed Ouyahia, Internal Affairs Minister Yazid Zerhouni and Foreign

Minister Abdelaziz Belkhad.

Austria

2.11. President A. Kwaœniewski paid an official visit to Austria, where he had a

meeting with President Heinz Fischer and with the President of the National Council 

Andreas Khol.

Azerbaijan

30–31.03. The President of Azerbaijan, Ilham Alijev, paid an official visit to

Poland. He had a meeting with President A. Kwaœniewski and participated together

with him in plenary talks of the delegations of Poland and Azerbaijan. He also took

part in the ceremony of signing of agreements between the two governments: on

co-operation in the field of defence, on economic co-operation and on co-operation

and mutual aid in customs issues.

Belgium

27–28.03. The Belgian royal couple, Albert II and Paola, paid a visit to Poland.

The guests, together with A. Kwaœniewski and his spouse, visited Cracow and spent

Easter in the residence in Wis³a.

Cambodia

4–6.01. At the invitation of the Minister of Foreign Affairs, Deputy Prime

Minister, Minister for Foreign Affairs and International Cooperation of Cambodia,

Hor Namhong, paid an official visit to Poland. Major topics of talks with Minister

W. Cimoszewicz, were: development of bilateral economic cooperation and issues

related to Polish and international development assistance for Cambodia. During a

meeting with Deputy Prime Minister and Minister for Social Policy Izabela Jaruga -

-Nowacka, bilateral relations, cooperation within ASEM and possibilities of help

from Polish specialists in monument conservation in Cambodia were discussed. Hor

Namhong was also received by President A. Kwaœniewski and held meetings in the

Sejm and the Senate.

Croatia

7–8.02. An official delegation of the Sejm, headed by its Speaker W. Cimo -

szewicz, paid an official visit to Zagreb.

18.02. President A. Kwaœniewski took part in the solemn swearing of the

President of Croatia, Stjepan Mesiæ, for his second term of office.
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Cyprus

16–17.03. President A. Kwaœniewski paid an official visit to the Republic of

Cyprus, where he had a meeting with President Tassos Papadoulos. A. Kwaœniewski 

gave a lecture at the University of Cyprus under the title “Poland and the Republic

of Cyprus in the United Europe.”

7–8.06. The delegation of the Czech Chamber of Deputies, headed by its

president Lubomir Zaoralka, paid a visit to Warsaw.

20–21.07. Prime Minister M. Belka paid a working visit to the Czech Republic,

where he had a meeting with Prime Minister J. Paroubek and President V. Klaus.

The politicians discussed, inter alia, the state of bilateral relations and the issues

related to the budget of the European Union. M. Belka had also meetings with

Deputy Speaker of the Chamber of Deputies Vojtech Filip and the Speaker of the

Senate Premysl Sobotka.

22.07. Working talks of Foreign Ministers of the Czech Republic Cyril Svoboda 

and of Poland A.D. Rotfeld were held in Cieszyn. Current European affairs were

discussed as well as the issues concerning the co-operation of the two countries in

EU and regional dimension. In the second part of the talks representatives of Polish

and Czech regional and local authorities and of the Cieszyn Silesia Euroregion took

part.

25.11. Foreign Minister S. Meller paid a working visit to Prague, where he had a 

meeting with Czech Foreign Minister C. Svoboda. During the meeting the

politicians discussed the issues of bilateral and European co-operation and the

co-operation within the Visegrad Group, as well as transatlantic relations. Minister

Meller presented the assumptions of the foreign policy of the new government.

Denmark

29.11. Danish Foreign Minister, Per Stig Mrller paid a visit to Warsaw, where

he discussed with Minister S. Meller the major issues concerning the cooperation

between the two states, the European integration as well as situation in Iraq and in

the Middle East. Major topic of talks of the Danish minister with Prime Minister K.

Marcinkiewicz was the cooperation of the two states within the European Union.

Egypt

31.05–3.06. A delegation of the People’s Assembly of the Republic of Egypt,

headed by its president Ahmed Fathy Sorour, paid a visit to Poland at the invitation

of the Speaker of the Sejm W. Cimoszewicz.

Estonia

5–6.07. President A. Kwaœniewski paid an official visit to Estonia, where he had 

a meeting with President Arnold Rüütel and Prime Minister Andrus Ansip. The
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politicians discussed the issues of bilateral cooperation, including investment and

cultural one, as well as the problems related to the EU. An agreement on cooperation 

between the Museum of the Polish Army in Warsaw and General Johan Laidoner

Museum in Tallinn was signed in the presence of the two presidents.

Finland

25–28.01. At the invitation of the Speaker of the Sejm W. Cimoszewicz, the

delegation of the Eduskunta of the Republic of Finland, headed by Paavo Lipponen,

paid an official visit. The Finnish MPs took part in the celebrations of the 60th

anniversary of the liberation of the Auschwitz-Birkenau concentration camp.

2.12. Head of the Finnish government, M. Vanhanen, paid a working visit to

Poland. During the meeting with K. Marcinkiewicz, he discussed bilateral relations,

including possibilities of tightening of economic cooperation between the two

states, as well as cooperation within the EU.

France

13.01. French Foreign Minister, Michel Barnier, paid a working visit to Warsaw. 

He held talks with Polish Foreign Minister A.D. Rotfeld on the European

integration, transatlantic relations, Eastern policy and the situation in the Middle

East. He was also received by President A. Kwaœniewski. Minister Barnier met MPs

and gave a lecture to students of the Warsaw School of Economics. He took part,

together with Minister Rotfeld, in the opening of the new building of the embassy of 

France.

28.02. A Polish-French summit was held in Arras with the participation of

presidents A. Kwaœniewski and J. Chirac. Delegations of a few ministries took part

as well, including the Ministry of Foreign Affairs. In an “Arras declaration,”

adopted at the end of the meeting, it was emphasised that the parties reached an

agreement as regards issues discussed within the European Union and that “they

would make attempts to take converging standpoints and to undertake joint

initiatives.”

16.03. During his visit to Israel, President A. Kwaœniewski met with the Prime

Minister of France, Jean–Pierre Raffarin, who also visited this country. The

politicians talked about political relations between Poland and France and about

some issues discussed during the Arras summit. They also discussed the state of

economic cooperation, in particular as regards French investments in Poland.

7.09. The Internal Affairs Minister of France, Nicolas Sarkozy, paid a visit to

Warsaw. He announced that he would make a demand “in the near future” for

including Poland into the group of five largest EU countries that is shaping the

policy of the Community in justice and home affairs.
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6–7.12. Foreign Minister S. Meller paid a working visit to Paris, where he held

talks with French Foreign Minister P. Douste-Blazy, Minister for European Affairs

Catherine Colonna and with French deputies. The major topic were European

issues, and the New Financial Perspective in particular. Minister Meller also

outlined major directions of foreign policy of the new government.

Germany

25–26.02. President A. Kwaœniewski paid a working visit to Berlin. He met with 

President Horst Köhler, with whom he discussed the issues related to European

policy, and to EU-Russia and EU-Ukraine relations in particular. President

Kwaœniewski took part in the Bertelsmann Foundation Forum “European Talks”

and—together with the President of the Bundestag Wolfgang Thierse—he visited

the exhibition “Warsaw—the capital of freedom. The Warsaw Rising,

August–October 1944” in the Memorial of the German Resistance.

4.03. Deputy Chancellor and Foreign Minister of Germany Joschka Fischer paid 

a working visit to Warsaw, where he met with Polish Foreign Minister A.D. Rotfeld. 

The two ministers presided over the plenary talks of the two delegations. J. Fischer

paid also a visit to President A. Kwaœniewski.

26.04. German Chancellor Gerhard Schröder paid a working visit to Warsaw.

During his meeting with Prime Minister M. Belka, he discussed issues related to the

EU and Polish-German relations.

28–29.04. An official delegation of the Senate, headed by Speaker L. Pastusiak,

paid an official visit to Berlin.

30.04. President A. Kwaœniewski paid a visit to Berlin, where—together with

President H. Köhler—he took part in the inauguration of the Polish-German Year

2005–2006.

22.06. President A. Kwaœniewski paid a working visit to Germany and had a

meeting with President H. Köhler. He also took part in celebrations on the occasion

of the 25th anniversary of the German Institute of Polish Culture.

25.07. President A. Kwaœniewski paid a visit to Germany, where he met with

Chancellor G. Schröder and took part in the World Congress of the German Central

European Knowledge Society. In the presence of the two politicians a statement was 

signed on joint financing of the foundation supporting the Viadrina European

University.

30.08.–1.09. German President H. Köhler paid an official visit to Poland, where

he met with President A. Kwaœniewski and Prime Minister M. Belka. Major topics

of talks were bilateral issues and common history. Both presidents took part in a

ceremony of setting of a foundation stone under the building of the new embassy of

Germany in Warsaw, in a special session of the conference “From Solidarity to
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Freedom” in Gdañsk and in a ceremony at the Heroes of Westerplatte monument

commemorating the 66th anniversary of the outbreak of World War II.

2.12. Federal Chancellor Angela Merkel paid a visit to Warsaw. One of the

major topics of talks with K. Marcinkiewicz were the issues related to the EU

budget for the coming years and mutual relations, particularly economic ones.

Hungary

30.05. Prime Minister M. Belka paid a working visit to Budapest, where, with

the Prime Minister of Hungary Ferenc Gyurcsány, he discussed bilateral

co-operation and issues connected with the EU.

 25.11. Foreign Minister S. Meller paid a working visit to Budapest, where he

headed, together with Hungarian Foreign Minister Ferenc Somogyi, plenary talks of

Polish and Hungarian delegation. They discussed bilateral and European current

issues, and issues of transatlantic relations. Minister Meller also introduced the

priorities of foreign politics of a new government. 

Indonesia

1–4.07. Prime Minister M. Belka paid a working visit to Indonesia, where he

met with President Susilo Bambanga Yudhoyono. The talks concerned bilateral

relations, including economic ones, and security issues. The politicians signed an

Agreement on cooperation in the combat against organised crime and other types of

crime. Prime Minister Belka also met with the Speaker of the lower chamber of the

Parliament, Agung Laksono, with Deputy Secretary–General of ASEAN, Pengiran

Dato Mashor Pengiran Ahmad, with the governor of special administrative district

Sultan of Yogyakarta Hamengku Buwono X, with representatives of Indonesian

business circles and with the Polish community.

Iraq

26–27.07. A delegation of Polish government, headed by Prime Minister M.

Belka, paid a working visit to Iraq. The Prime Minister met in Baghdad with Prime

Minister Ibrahim al-Jaafari, with President Jalal Talabani and with the Speaker of

the National Assembly Hajim al-Hasani. The Polish Prime Minister announced

redemption of 80% of Iraqi debt, and Prime Minister Jaafari promised that Iraq will

not file any claims against Poland for damages made by the coalition army on the

terrain of ancient Babylon. Prime Minister M. Belka met with U.S. Secretary of

Defense Donald Rumsfeld and with the Commander of Multinational Force Iraq

General George W. Casey. Political processes in Iraq and its prospects as well as

cooperation between the forces of multinational coalition were discussed. During

the meeting of Ministers of Foreign Affairs A.D. Rotfeld and Hoshiar M. Zebari, a

memorandum was initialled on agreement on cooperation regarding implementation

of international agreements in the area of security and non-proliferation. During the
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meeting of Ministers of Culture Waldemar D¹browski and Nuri ar-Rawi, a

memorandum was signed on exchange of know-how and on commencing

cooperation in the area of the protection of archaeological heritage. A meeting of

Ministers of Defence, Jerzy Szmajdziñski and Sadoun al–Duleimi, was also held.

21–22.12. Prime Minister K. Marcinkiewicz travelled to Iraq, where he paid a

Christmas visit to the military base of Multinational Division Central-South, and

then he had a meeting in Baghdad with Iraqi Prime Minister I. Jaafari and President

D. Talabani. Political-military issues as well as economic, cultural and scientific

cooperation were discussed.

29.12. President L. Kaczyñski issued a decision—at the request of the Prime

Minister—on prolonging the period of use of Polish Military Contingent making

part of Multinational Force Iraq. In line with the request of the Council of Ministers, 

the Polish Military Contingent with 1,500 soldiers and military workers, will be

used in the period from 1 January 2006 till 31 December 2006.

Ireland

12.02. The Irish Prime Minister Bertie Ahern paid a visit to Warsaw, where he

had a meeting with Prime Minister M. Belka. The politicians emphasised the very

good level of bilateral relations and discussed the most important issues of the

Luxembourg presidency. The two Prime Ministers took part in the Grand Gala of

Business Centre Club, during which Prime Minister Ahern was presented with an

award—the Golden Statuette of BCC.

18.05. The Irish Foreign Minister Dermot Ahern, Special Envoy of the UN

Secretary-General for preparation of the UN summit, paid a visit to Warsaw.

Minister Ahern met with Foreign Minister A.D. Rotfeld, he was also received by

President A. Kwaœniewski, to whom he presented, inter alia, the state of works on

the UN reform and the progress in preparations for the summit.

Israel

15–16.03. President A. Kwaœniewski paid a visit to Israel, where he had a

meeting with President M. Katsav and Prime Minister A. Sharon and participated in

the celebrations of opening of the new building of Yad Vashem Museum, in the

opening of a new exhibition of the Museum and in a special session “Remembering

the past, shaping the future.” Polish Foreign Minister A.D. Rotfeld, who

accompanied the President, paid visits to Jerusalem and Ramallah. Minister Rotfeld

met with Israeli Foreign Minister Silvan Shalom and with the Prime Minister of the

Palestinian Authority Ahmad Qurai and Palestinian Foreign Minister Nasser

al–Kidwa. Major topics of talks were bilateral relations and the current situation in

the Middle East.
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16–17.05. Polish Defence Minister Jerzy Szmajdziñski paid a visit to Israel,

where he discussed with Defence Minister Shaul Mofaz the political–military

situation in the Middle East, in Iraq and in Central and Eastern Europe.

Italy

11–12.07. In Rome, foreign minister A. D. Rotfeld discussed with Foreign

Minister Gianfranco Fini the issues of the future of the EU and bilateral relations in

politics, economy and culture. An agreement about cooperation within culture and

education was signed. Minister Rotfeld also met with the Chairman of the Senate

Marcello Pera and Chairman of the centre-left coalition Romano Prodi. 

9.12. In Rome, President A. Kwaœniewski met with the President of Italy Carlo

Azeglio Ciampi. 

Japan

12–15.01. Prime Minister M. Belka paid a visit to Japan and—together with the

Prime Minister of Japan Junichiro Koizumi—he headed the talks between the

delegations of both countries, during which bilateral relations and international

policy were reviewed. Opportunities for trade exchange and increase of Polish

exports to Japan were discussed. M. Belka took part in an economic seminar and in

a meeting with Japanese-Polish Interparliamentary Group. Together with his spouse, 

he was received by the Emperor and Empress on an audience. At the end of the visit, 

a communiqué was adopted entitled “Tangible results of cooperation based on the

joint statement of August 2003 regarding strategic partnership between Japan and

the Republic of Poland and the prospects of further cooperation.”

Kazakhstan

16–21.04. A delegation of the Senate, headed by Speaker L. Pastusiak, paid a

visit to Kazakhstan.

Kuwait

25.07. Prime Minister M. Belka paid a visit to Kuwait, were he held talks with

Prime Minister Sabah al-Ahmad al-Jaber as-Sabah on political and economic

relations and military cooperation. He also met with Deputy Prime Minister and

Minister of Defence sheik Jaber al-Ahmad al-Jabu as-Sabah and Foreign Minister

Mohammed al-Salem al-Sabah. Defence Minister J. Szmajdziñski and Foreign

Minister A.D. Rotfeld, who accompanied the Prime Minister, held talks with their

Kuwaiti counterparts.

Latvia

14–15.02. Latvian Prime Minister A. Kalvitis paid a working visit to Warsaw.

He discussed with Prime Minister M. Belka the bilateral issues—including the
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issues of “Amber Pipe” gas pipeline and the so-called energy bridge linking—via

Poland—the Baltic countries with Western Europe. Prime Minister Kalvitis was

received by President A. Kwaœniewski and also paid visits to the Sejm and the

Senate.

6–7.07. President A. Kwaœniewski paid an official visit to Riga, where he talked 

with President Vaira Vike-Freiberga about mutual political, scientific, cultural as

well as economic and trade relations. He also held a meeting with the Polish

minority in Latvia.

Libya

4–6.01. Prime Minister M. Belka paid a visit to Libya, where he met with

Colonel Muammar al–Qadhafi and Prime Minister Shukri Muhammad Ghanem.

Bilateral relations were first of all discussed, as well as the Israeli-Palestinian

conflict and the problem of Iraq. A bilateral agreement was signed on cooperation in 

non-proliferation of weapons of mass destruction.

Lithuania

13–14.01. Speaker of the Sejm W. Cimoszewicz paid an official visit to Vilnius.

28.01. The Prime Ministers of Lithuania Algirdas Brazauskas and of Poland M.

Belka held talks in Warsaw on bilateral political and economic relations and the

problems related to the EU. They emphasised the need for both countries to

cooperate within the New Financial Perspective.

1–2.02. Foreign Minister A.D. Rotfeld paid a working visit to Vilnius, were he

held talks with Lithuanian Foreign Minister A. Valionis on bilateral relations,

cooperation of Poland and Lithuania within the European Union and on activities

for EU’s Eastern neighbours. He also met with Deputy Speaker of the Sejm of the

Republic of Lithuania, co-chairman of the Lithuanian-Polish Parliamentary

Assembly Ceslovas Jursenas.

9–10.03. President A. Kwaœniewski paid a visit to Lithuania, where he

discussed with President Valdas Adamkus the issues related to bilateral relations,

European and international issues. The presidents issued a joint communiqué

entitled “Strategic Partnership.” In their presence an Agreement was signed between 

the Government of the Republic of Poland and the Government of the Republic of

Lithuania on mutual recognition of documents entitling to undertake graduate

studies and on recognition of study periods, professional titles, scientific degrees

and degrees in arts, which makes a realisation of the provisions of the Treaty

between the Republic of Poland and the Republic of Lithuania on friendly relations

and good-neighbourly cooperation of 1994. President A. Kwaœniewski also met with 

Prime Minister A. Brazauskas, President of the Parliament Artûras Paulauskas
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and—together with V. Adamkus—businesspeople in the seat of the Confederation

of Entrepreneurs of Lithuania.

20–21.04. Foreign Minister A.D. Rotfeld paid a visit to Vilnius, where he took

part in an informal meeting of NATO Foreign Ministers, in a meeting of

NATO-Russia Council and NATO-Ukraine Commission, as well as in a meeting of

Foreign Ministers of the Visegrad Group states with Foreign Minister of Ukraine B.

Tarasyuk.

7.07. Speaker of the Sejm W. Cimoszewicz paid an official visit to Lithuania.

18.08. The presidium of the Seimas of the Republic of Lithuania, headed by its

president C. Jursenas, paid a visit to the Polish Sejm.

4–5.11. President A. Kwaœniewski paid a cross–border visit to Sejny and

Druskininkai, where he met with President V. Adamkus.

30.11. Foreign Minister of Lithuania, A. Valionis, paid a visit to Warsaw. The

talks of Foreign Ministers of the two states concerned bilateral issues, problems

related to European integration, cooperation with Eastern neighbours, security

policy and the situation in Iraq and Afghanistan. Minister Valionis was received by

President A. Kwaœniewski.

Malaysia

4–6.07. Prime Minister M. Belka paid a working visit to Malaysia, where he

discussed with Prime Minister Abdullah Badawi the issues of regional policy and

the UN reform, as well as possibilities of extending bilateral cooperation. The Polish 

Prime Minister also met with Deputy Prime Minister and Defence Minister Najib

Tun Razak and was received on the audience by King Syed Sirajuddin.

Morocco

7–9.02. An official delegation of the Senate, headed by Speaker L. Pastusiak,

paid a visit to Morocco, where it was received at the Chamber of Councillors by its

Speaker Moustafa Oukach and met with Prime Minister Driss Jettou, Foreign

Minister Mohammed Banaissa and governors of Casablanca and Marrakesh.

The Netherlands

9.03. On the occasion of the 14th session of the Conference of Utrecht, as part of

which Polish-Dutch consultations involving experts from many various ministries

are held, Dutch Foreign Minister Bernard Bot visited Cracow. He held talks with

Polish Foreign Minister A.D. Rotfeld. They discussed mostly EU issues, including

further EU enlargement, as well as the situation in Iraq, the UN reform and the peace 

process in the Middle East.

1.12. Foreign Minister S. Meller paid a visit to Amsterdam for the 15th session

of the Conference of Utrecht. Together with Foreign Minister B. Bot, he opened the
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meeting of the Conference. Then working talks of the two ministers took place,

during which major issues were discussed related to cooperation of both states on

the EU forum and on bilateral platform.

New Zealand

21–23.05. The Prime Minister of New Zealand Helen Clark paid an official visit 

to Poland. Together with Polish Prime Minister Marek Belka, she presided over the

plenary talks which confirmed the consensus of opinions in major political issues,

both of regional and global scale. In the presence of the two Prime Ministers, a

double taxation avoidance agreement was signed. H. Clark was received by

President A. Kwaœniewski and held meetings at the Sejm and the Senate. She also

participated in the ceremony of opening of the embassy of New Zealand. She also

paid a visit to Cracow and to the Auschwitz–Birkenau camp.

Norway

20.04. Prime Minister M. Belka paid a visit to Oslo, where he held talks with

Prime Minister Kjell Magne Bondevik on the possibilities of extending the

cooperation in the field of gas and ship-building industries. The Polish Prime

Minister paid a visit to the heir to the throne, Prince-Regent Haakon and Princess

Mette-Marit. He also met with President of Storting Jorgen Kosmo.

30.05. Heir to the throne of the Kingdom of Norway, Prince Haakon, paid a visit 

to Warsaw together with Princess Mette–Marit. The Norwegian guests were

received by President A. Kwaœniewski and his spouse.

Pakistan

19.10. At the request of the Council of Ministers, President A. Kwaœniewski

issued a decision on the use of the Polish Military Contingent in the NATO peace

mission in Pakistan with the purpose of giving assistance after the earthquake.

The Philippines

6–7.07. Prime Minister M. Belka paid an official visit to the Republic of the

Philippines, where he had a meeting with President Gloria Macapagal-Arroyo and

paid a visit to the parliament. The talks concerned bilateral relations, the reform of

the UN and the situation in Iraq. The Polish delegation also met with the Philippine

business circles.

Russia

8–9.05. The President of Poland took part in the celebrations of the 60th

anniversary of the end of World War II in Moscow, in which heads of over 50 states

participated. A. Kwaœniewski laid flowers at the Donski Cemetery under the plaque

commemorating victims of political repressions in 1945–1953 and under plaques in
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honour of Gen. Leopold Okulicki and Minister Stanis³aw Jasiukowicz as well as

under Monument of the Red Army Soldiers and under Solovetskiy Stone in honour

of victims of political repressions.

13–18.11. Foreign Minister S. Meller paid a working visit to Moscow, where he

met with Russian Foreign Minister Sergey Lavrov. The two ministers emphasised

the necessity to call the Intergovernmental Commission for Economic Cooperation

and the need to call another meeting of “Difficult Issues Group.” They also recognised

the need to activate interministerial consultations of Ministries of Foreign Affairs as

well as to intensify contacts between the ministers without unnecessary formal

nature of the meetings.

Romania

29–30.03. Foreign Minister A.D. Rotfeld held talks in Bucharest with Romanian 

Foreign Minister Mihai Rãzvan Ungureanu, paid visits to President Traian Bãsescu

and the President of the Senate Nicolae Vacaroiu and met with Romanian experts in

international affairs. The talks concerned mutual relations as well as solving the

crisis in Transnistria. A protocol on review of bilateral agreements was signed.

Saudi Arabia

2–3.08. Prime Minister M. Belka paid a visit to Riyadh, where he participated in 

the official funeral service after the death of the King of Saudi Arabia Fahd bin

Abdel Aziz Al-Saud and had a meeting with the King of Saudi Arabia Abdullah bin

Abdel Aziz Al-Saud.

Serbia and Montenegro

6–7.07. Foreign Minister A.D. Rotfeld paid a visit to Serbia and Montenegro,

where he met with President Svetozar Maroviæ and Foreign Minister Vuk

Draškoviæ, as well with the authorities: of the Republic of Serbia—Prime Minister

Voislav Koštunica and President Boris Tadiæ; the Republic of Montenegro—Prime

Minister Milan Djukanoviæ, Foreign Minister Miodrag Vlahoviæ and President Filip

Vujanoviæ and with the interim authorities of Kosovo—President Ibrahim Rugova

and Prime Minister Bajram Kosumi. The talks concerned development of bilateral

relations, the European integration and the issues of security in the region, including 

the situation in Kosovo. Minister A.D. Rotfeld also met with deputy head of the UN

mission in Kosovo Larry Rossini and Special Envoy of the UN Secretary General

Kai Eide.

Singapore

15.01. Prime Minister M. Belka paid a visit to Singapore, where he had a

meeting with its Prime Minister Lee Hsien Long. During the talks the heads of

governments made a brief review of Polish-Singapore relations. During the visit, a
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memorandum was signed on an agreement between the Ministry of Science and

Information Society Technologies of the Republic of Poland and the Agency for

Science, Technology and Research of the Republic of Singapore. The Polish Prime

Minister laid flowers under the plaque commemorating Joseph Conrad

Korzeniowski. He also met with representatives of the local Polish community.

Slovakia

29–30.03. The delegation of the Senate, headed by Speaker L. Pastusiak, paid

an official visit to Bratislava.

14.11. President A. Kwaœniewski paid a farewell visit to Slovakia, during which

he had a meeting with President Ivan Gašparoviæ, President of the National Council

Pavol Hrušovski and Prime Minister M. Dzurinda. The Polish President laid a

wreath under the monument of Ludovit Štur and gave a lecture in Slovak Foreign

Policy Association entitled “Poland and Slovakia in Europe—regional and

European challenges.”

25.11. Foreign Minister S. Meller paid a working visit to Bratislava,

where—together with Slovak Foreign Minister Eduard Kukan—he headed plenary

talks of the Polish and Slovak delegations. During the meeting the problems of

bilateral and European cooperation and within the Visegrad Group as well as

transatlantic relations were discussed. Minister Meller presented the assumptions of

foreign policy of the new government.

Slovenia

13–14.04. Slovenian President Janez Drnovšek paid an official visit to Warsaw,

where he met with A. Kwaœniewski. The two presidents headed plenary talks of

Polish and Slovenian delegations, took part in the ceremony of signing of

Agreement between the Government of the Republic of Poland and the Government

of the Republic of Slovenia on the Co-operation in the Prevention of Natural and

Other Disasters, and in Suppressing of their Consequences, as well as in the meeting 

with representatives of Polish and Slovenian entrepreneurs.

Spain

8–9.02. 2nd Polish-Spanish intergovernmental consultations were held in

Warsaw, headed by Prime Ministers M. Belka and José Luis Rodriguez Zapatero

with participation of ministers, deputy ministers and representatives of many ministries

of Polish and Spanish governments. Bilateral relations as well as European and

international issues were reviewed. Experience of Spain in the use of EU funds were 

discussed and a memorandum was signed on the use of structural funds.
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28–29.03. At the invitation of the Speaker of the Sejm W. Cimoszewicz, a

delegation of Spanish MPs, headed by the President of the Congress of Deputies of

the General Courts Manuel Marin, paid a visit to Warsaw.

20–23.06. The delegation of the Senate, headed by Speaker L. Pastusiak, paid

an official visit to the Kingdom of Spain.

Sri Lanka

19.01. Prime Minister M. Belka paid a visit to Sri Lanka, where he met with

President Chandrika Bandaranaike Kumaratunga and Prime Minister Mahinda

Rajapakse. The major issue of talks was the development of economic cooperation.

On the territory affected by the tsunami, the talks concerned the consequences of the 

disaster and the aid to countries which suffered from the disaster.

Tunisia

10–13.02. The official delegation of the Senate, headed by Speaker L. Pastusiak, 

paid a visit to Tunisia. The delegation was received in the House of Deputies by its

head Fouad Mebaz and had a meeting with Foreign Minister Abdelbaki Hermassi.

Speaker Pastusiak met also with President of Tunisia Zine El Abidine Ben Ali.

Turkey

15–18.03. At the invitation of the Speaker of the Sejm W. Cimoszewicz, the

delegation of the Grand National Assembly of the Republic of Turkey, headed by its

President Bülent Arinça, paid a visit to Poland.

27.07. The Polish governmental delegation, on its way back from Iraq, paid a

working visit to Istanbul, where Prime Minister M. Belka held talks with President

Ahmet Necdet Sezer on enlargement of the European Union, Turk-Iraqi relations in

the context of the present situation in Iraq as well as bilateral issues.

Ukraine

23.01. President A. Kwaœniewski paid a visit to Kiev for the swearing-in

ceremony of Viktor Yushchenko into the office the President of Ukraine.

16.02. Defence Minister J. Szmajdziñski paid a visit to Kiev, where he discussed 

with his Ukrainian counterpart Anatoliy Hrytsenko the issues related to gradual

withdrawal of the Ukrainian army from Iraq.

18.02. Foreign Minister of Ukraine, B. Tarasyuk, paid a visit to Poland. During

his meeting with Polish Foreign Minister A.D. Rotfeld, he discussed the issues

related to the European Union and bilateral relations. B. Tarasyuk paid visits to

Prime Minister M. Belka and Speaker of the Senate L. Pastusiak.

23–24.02. Speaker of the Sejm W. Cimoszewicz paid a working visit to Ukraine

at the invitation of the President of the Supreme Council Volodymyr Lytvyn.
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3–4.03. Prime Minister M. Belka paid a visit to Ukraine, where he held talks

with President V. Yushchenko, Prime Minister J. Tymoshenko and Defence Minister 

A. Hrytsenko on the development of bilateral relations and international policy, and

European and Euro-Atlantic ambitions of Ukraine in particular. Intergovernmental

agreements were signed: on economic cooperation and on cooperation as regards

telecommunications and postal services. Prime Minister M. Belka met with

representatives of the Polish community, and gave a speech in Kiev–Mohylan

Academy on “Advantages of the European Integration.”

18.03. Foreign Minister A.D. Rotfeld paid a visit to Kiev on a common meeting

with Vice-Chancellor and Foreign Minister of Germany J. Fischer and Foreign

Minister of Ukraine B. Tarasyuk. Minister Rotfeld also met with President. V.

Yushchenko, Prime Minister Tymoshenko and with chancellors of the European

College of Polish and Ukrainian Universities.

11–12.04. The President of Ukraine V. Yushchenko paid an official visit to

Poland, where he had a meeting with President A. Kwaœniewski and Prime Minister

M. Belka, mostly on economic cooperation. In the presence of the two presidents

intergovernmental agreements were signed: on mutual recognition of academic

documents on education and on equivalence of academic degrees; and on

cooperation in the field of information technologies. A. Kwaœniewski and V.

Yushchenko also met with young people at Warsaw University.

13.05. Speaker of the Sejm W. Cimoszewicz paid a visit to Lutsk, where he took 

part in the meeting of Presidents of Parliaments of Poland, Lithuania and Ukraine.

31.05. President A. Kwaœniewski met in Warsaw with the Prime Minister of

Autonomous Republic of Crimea, Anatoliy Matviyenko. During the meeting

Polish-Ukrainian bilateral relations were discussed with particular emphasis put on

cooperation with Crimea, especially in the domain of tourism, ecology and

agriculture. Cooperation in the region and with the European Union were also

discussed.

16.06. President A. Kwaœniewski paid a visit to Kiev for the Conference of the

Extraordinary Roundtable on the Ukrainian issue, organised by World Economic

Forum. At the occasion, he also met with President V. Yushchenko and President of

Georgia M. Saakashvili.

24.06. A ceremony of opening of the Lviv Eaglets’ Cemetery was held in Lviv.

President A. Kwaœniewski, the President of Ukraine V. Yushchenko, Speaker of the

Polish Senate L. Pastusiak were among participants. Presidents of Poland and

Ukraine took also part in the ceremony at the Memorial of Soldiers of the Ukrainian

Galicia Army.

30.06.–1.07. The President of Ukraine V. Yushchenko paid a visit to Poland.

Together with the President A. Kwaœniewski he participated in a closing meeting of
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8th Economic Summit Poland–Ukraine in Gdynia, in a meeting of presidents of state

administration of the provinces and provincial councils of Ukraine and provincial

governors and marshals of the Polish voivodships, and also in a celebration of

signing the agreement on the sale shares of FSO S.A. to an Ukrainian company

AvtoZAZ. Afterwards both of the Presidents met in Jurata, where they discussed the

development of Polish-Ukrainian relations, needs and requirements of European

integration and the position of Ukraine in that process. 

17–19.07. The 2nd Session of  the Parliamentary Assembly of Poland and the

Supreme Council of Ukraine was held in Warsaw. The leader of the Ukrainian

deputies was the Chairman of the Council, Sergey Bychkov. 

18–19.08. President A. Kwaœniewski paid a visit to Kiev, where he met with the

Presidents of: Ukraine V. Yushchenko, Lithuania V. Adamkus and Georgia M.

Saakashvili. The politicians discussed the problems of bilateral relations and

relations with Russia and Belarus.

5–6.09. Speaker of the Sejm W. Cimoszewicz paid a working visit to Kiev and

Odessa.

24–25.11. For the end of his presidency, President A. Kwaœniewski paid an

official visit to Ukraine, where he talked to President V. Yushchenko, met with the

leader of the Yulia Tymoshenko Electoral Bloc Y. Tymoshenko, former president of

Ukraine Leonid Kuchma and representatives of the Ukrainian intellectuals. The

President of Ukraine decorated the Polish president with the Order of Merit, 1st

Grade, and the Polish President decorated V. Yushchenko with Jan Karski Order.

The United Kingdom

28.06. John Prescott, Deputy Prime Minister of Great Britain and Northern

Ireland paid a visit to Warsaw, where he met with Prime Minister M. Belka and was

received by President A. Kwaœniewski. The main aim of J. Prescott’s visit was to

introduce the priorities of the British presidency and to discuss the situation in the

EU after the last European Council summit.

3–4.07. Foreign minister A.D. Rotfeld was in London, where he met with the

Secretary of State Jack Straw and participated in celebrations of the official

publication of a report of Polish-British Historical Commission on the work of the

Polish secret service during World War II and its cooperation with the British secret

service.

1.09. On the occasion of the 25th anniversary of “Solidarity,” the British  Deputy 

Prime Minister J. Prescott and Prime Minister M. Belka discussed the EU issues,

like further EU enlargement and the situation in Iraq. 

8–9.11. For the end of his term of office, President A. Kwaœniewski paid a

farewell visit to Great Britain, where he met with the U.K. Prime Minister, Tony
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Blair, and was received—together with his wife—at a farewell audience with the

Queen Elizabeth II. The Polish President participated in a meeting with the Polish

community in the U.K., which was held in the Polish embassy in London, and

decorated merited representatives of the Polish community. 

23–24.11. Prime Minister K. Marcinkiewicz paid a visit to London, where he

discussed with T. Blair the issue of the EU budget, bilateral relations, and the

cooperation of both countries within the EU and NATO. The prime ministers

declared a continuing participation of Poland and Great Britain in international

military operations in Afghanistan and Iraq. The Polish Prime Minister met with the

U.K. Minister of Defence John Reid, visited Royal Institute of International Affairs,

where he discussed the European policy of Poland, and met with representatives of

the Polish community. 

The United States

5–6.02. U.S. Secretary of State, Condoleezza Rice, paid a working visit to

Warsaw, where she held talks with Prime Minister M. Belka and Foreign Minister

A.D. Rotfeld. The state of Euro-Atlantic relations was discussed, as well the

situation in Ukraine and Iraq. Bilateral issues were also discussed: military

cooperation, American aid in modernisation of Polish armed forces and the issue of

visas of entry to the United States.

7–10.02. Foreign Minister A.D. Rotfeld paid a working visit to the United States 

and to the seat of the United Nations. In Washington, he met with representatives of

American research centres and with senators. In New York City, he held talks inter

alia with UN Secretary General Kofi Annan and the president of the 59th session of

the UN General Assembly Jean Ping.

8–9.02. President A. Kwaœniewski paid a working visit to Washington. He had a 

meeting with U.S. President George Bush, with whom he discussed the visa issue,

bilateral cooperation, including financial aid for the Polish army, Iraq and common

policy towards Ukraine. A. Kwaœniewski also met with representatives of the House 

of Representatives and American research centres, the ambassadors of Lithuania,

Luxembourg, Germany, Ukraine and the European Commission, as well as with

Professor Zbigniew Brzeziñski.

30.05.–1.06. Foreign Minister A.D. Rotfeld paid a visit to Washington, where he 

met with Secretary of State Condoleezza Rice, with the President of National

Endowment for Democracy Carl Gershman and with representatives of scientific

institutes. The minister took part in the talks of the second round of Polish-American 

strategic dialogue.
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19.07. Polish Defence Minister Jerzy Szmajdziñski held talks in Washington

with Secretary of Defense Donald Rumsfeld, during which ways of use of American 

military aid in the amount of $100 million were agreed upon.

10–16.09. President A. Kwaœniewski paid a visit to the U.S., where he held a

series of meetings, inter alia with California governor Arnold Schwarzenegger,

Head of North American Aerospace Defense Command (NORAD) Admiral

Timothy Keating, with scientific workers and members of the Aspen Institute and

representatives of the Hoover Institution. In New York City, the Polish President

took part in the 60th session of the UN General Assembly.

28.09. The Polish Prime Minister M. Belka paid a visit to Washington, where he

met with U.S. Vice-President Richard B. Cheney. Bilateral relations and further

cooperation, including the military sector, were discussed.

11–12.10. President A. Kwaœniewski travelled to Washington, where he paid a

farewell visit to President G.W. Bush. He also met with representatives of leading

political science centres in Washington and with non-governmental advisors to

discuss the future of transatlantic relations.

19–20.12. Foreign Minister S. Meller paid a visit to the U.S., where he met with

Secretary of State Condoleezza Rice. The topics discussed included: the mission of

Polish army in Iraq, Poland’s relations with neighbours, including Ukraine and

Russia, as well as the visa issue. Minister Meller met with Madeleine Albright, with

the editorial staff of The Washington Post, representatives of the Congress and the

members of the Foreign Relations Committee of the Senate.

The Vatican

8.04. President A. Kwaœniewski was the leader of a national Polish delegation to 

the funeral of Pope John Paul II.

23–24.04. President of Poland with national delegation and members of

parliament participated in a Mass inaugurating the pontificate of Pope Benedict

XVI.

9.12. For the end of his term of office, President A. Kwaœniewski paid a visit to

the Vatican, where he was granted a private audience with Pope Benedict XVI and

then he met with the Vatican Secretary of State, Cardinal Angelo Sodano.

Vietnam

16–18.01. Prime Minister M. Belka paid an official visit to Vietnam. The main

purposes of the visit were the meeting with President Tran Duc Luong, Prime

Minister Phan Van Khai, Chairman of the National Assembly Nguyen Van An, and

Secretary General of the Communist Party of Vietnam Nong Duc Manh. In the

presence of both heads of governments there were signed: An Agreement between
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the Ministry of Agriculture and Rural Development of the Republic of Poland and

the Ministry of Agriculture and Rural Development of the Socialist Republic of

Vietnam on cooperation in the field of agriculture, rural development and the

development of agricultural markets, and An Accord between the Ministry of

National Education and Sport of the Republic of Poland and the Ministry of

Education and Culture of the Socialist Republic of Vietnam on cooperation in

education and sport in 2005–2008. M. Belka also met with the authorities of the

Vietnamese shipbuilding and coal-mining corporation, with the graduates of Polish

schools and participated in Polish-Vietnam Business Forum.

Edit ed by Ma³gorzata £awacz

Sources: Rzeczpospolita 2005, www.prezydent.pl, www.kprm.gov.pl, www.msz.gov.pl
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Management Staff of Polish Foreign Service*

I. Ministry of Foreign Affairs

Minister

Stefan Meller. Born on 4 July 1942 in Lyon. 1966 graduate of the Faculty of

History of Warsaw University. Full professor in humanities. In the perisince

1966–1968 an employee at the Polish Institute of International Affairs. After the

March 1968 events, he was dismissed from the Institute. Former editor-in-chief of

the magazine Mówi¹ wieki. Employee of the branch of Warsaw University in

Bia³ystok and Deputy Vice Chancellor of the State Higher School of Theatre. Since

1992, at the Ministry of Foreign Affairs, including as Director of the Department of

Europe, twice as Undersecretary of State. Since 1996, the Ambassador of Poland in

the French Republic, and since 2002 the Ambassador of Poland in the Russian

Federation. A lecturer in history specialising in modern history, scholarship holder

of universities and scientific institutes in France, the Netherlands and the U.S.

Minister of Foreign Affairs from 31 October 2005 to 9 May 2006.

*     *     *

Anna Fotyga. Minister of Foreign Affairs since 9 May 2006.

Secretaries of State

Anna Fotyga. Born on 12 January 1957 in Lêbork. In 1981, after graduating

from Gdañsk University (majoring in foreign trade) she began to work in the

International Department of the National Executive Commission of the Independent

Self-Governing Trade Union “Solidarity.” During the martial law perisince she was

giving private lessons in English and Russian. Between 1987 and 1989 she worked

at “Modem” company (as Member of the Management Board); between 1989 and

1991 she worked in the Foreign Affairs Bureau of the National Commission of the

Independent Self-Governing Trade Union “Solidarity” (Office Manager), and in the

perisince 1992–1994 at the company “Przekaz,” a press publisher in the coastal

region of Poland. In the years 1999–2001 she was a councilor to the President of the

Office of Supervision of Health Insurance for European Integration, and in 2000 a

councilor to the Prime Minister for Foreign Affairs, acting as Foreign Affairs

Department Director at the Chancellery of the Prime Minister. Councilor of the city

of Gdañsk (2001). From 2002 to 2004 Deputy President of Gdañsk. Member of te
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European Parliament (2004–2005), coordinator of the UEN Group in the Foreign

Affairs Committee of the European Parliament.

Barbara Krystyna Tuge-Ereciñska. Born on 24 March 1956 in Gdañsk.

Graduated from Gdañsk University in 1980, majoring in Scandinavian studies. A

year later she began working at the International Department of the National Office

of the Independent Self-Governing Trade Union “Solidarity.” In the years

1982–1987 a member of Primate’s Committee for Aid to Repressed Persons and was 

active in underground “Solidarity.” Between 1987 and 1990 she held an office of

honorary secretary of the Consular Agency of Sweden, Denmark and Norway in

Gdynia. In the perisince 1990–1991 a plenipotentiary of the City Board for Foreign

Contacts at the Gdañsk Town Hall. Since 1991 in the diplomatic service—first as

Ambassador of Poland in Stockholm (1991–1997), then as Europe-West Department 

Director (1997–1998), European Policy Department Director (1998–1999) and

Undersecretary of State (1999–2001) and Ambassador of Poland in Copenhagen

(2001–2005). Since November 2005 Secretary of State at the Ministry of Foreign

Affairs (responsible for Polish Eastern policy, has a seat in the Council of Ministers

Committee and in the European Committee of the Council of Ministers).

Under-Secretaries of State

Stanis³aw Jerzy Komorowski. Born in 1953 in Warsaw. Graduated from the

Faculty of Physics of Warsaw University (in 1978), doctor of physics (1986),

scholarship holder at Utah University in Salt Lake City, United States. In 1978–1990 

a research worker at Institute of Physical Chemistry of Polish Academy of Sciences.

Since 1991 at the Ministry of Foreign Affairs, initially as a unit manager, then as a

deputy director of Bureau of Personnel. The same year he was promoted to the

position of Deputy Director, and in 1992 he became Director of the Department of

Europe. He performed this function until 1994, when he became Ambassador of

Poland to the Kingdom of the Netherlands. After the termination of his mission, he

took over the position of Director of Secretariat of the Minister of Foreign Affairs

(1998–1999). In 1999–2004 he was Ambassador of Poland in the United Kingdom

of Great Britain and Northern Ireland. From 2004 to November 2005 he worked as

Director of the Department of Asia and the Pacific. Since 3 November 2005 he has

been Under-Secretary of state at the Ministry of Foreign Affairs.

Janusz Józef Stañczyk. Born in 1955 in Tarnów. Graduate of the Faculty of

Law of the Jagiellonian University (1977) and an employee of this university

(1978–1980). PhD studies in the Institute of State and Law (1980–1983), crowned

with the title of doctor of legal sciences (1985). Assistant professor at the Institute of 

Legal Studies in Polish Academy of Sciences (1983–1993). Since May 1992 he has

been working at the Ministry of Foreign Affairs as: Director of Department of Legal

and Treaty Issues (1992–1995); Director-General of the Ministry of Foreign Affairs
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(1995–1996); Deputy Director of the Department of Studies and Planning (1997);

Under-Secretary of State at the Ministry of Foreign Affairs (1997–1999),

Ambassador—permanent representative of Poland accredited to the United Nations

(2000–2004); in 2002 he received the title of Ambassador ad personam; Director of

the Department of the UN System and Global Issues (2004–2005). Since 4

November 2005 he has been Under-Secretary of State at the Ministry of Foreign

Affairs.

Witold Jan Waszczykowski. Born in 1957 in Piotrków Trybunalski. Graduate

of the Faculty of Philosophy and History of £ódŸ University (1980), of the

International Relations Faculty of the University of Oregon (1991) and post-

 graduate studies in international security and armaments control at the Graduate

Institute of International Studies in Geneva (1993). He is a Doctor of Humanities.

He has worked for many years at the Ministry of Foreign Affairs (including as chief

of the Polish Liaison Office with NATO, deputy representative of Poland to NATO,

Ambassador of Poland in Iran). Since 4 November 2005 he has been

Under-Secretary of State at the Ministry of Foreign Affairs.

Rafa³ Wiœniewski. Born in 1965 in £ódŸ. Graduated from the Faculty of Modern

Languages of Warsaw University (1989). In 1988–1991 he was an employee of the

Chair of Hungarian Studies of Warsaw University. Author of analyses and

translations concerning modern history of Hungary and Central Europe. Co-founder

of the Foundation of International Initiatives. Specialist in Central European affairs

at the International Studies Centre with the Senate (1990–1991). He has been with

the Ministry of Foreign Affairs since 1991. In the years 1991–1992 he was Secretary 

of the Embassy of Poland in Budapest, then Director of the Polish Institute in

Hungary (1992–1997). He was Head of the Central Europe Division at the Ministry

of Foreign Affairs (1998) and Director coordinating the work of departments in the

public and cultural diplomacy units at the Ministry of Foreign Affairs (1998–2001).

In 2001–2006 he was Ambassador of Poland in Hungary. Since November 2005 he

has been Under-Secretary of State at the Ministry of Foreign Affairs.

Director-General of Foreign Service

Jerzy Pomianowski. Born in 1960. Graduate of the Faculty of Philosophy and

Sociology of Warsaw University. Founder and publisher of the independent

publishing house NZS (1980–1982). UNESCO expert in Sri Lanka (1988). Senior

expert at the Ministry of National Education (1990–1991). Since 1991 he has been

employed at the Ministry of Foreign Affairs. In 1992–1997 he was Deputy Director,

then Director of the Department of Africa, Asia, Australia and Oceania. Ambassador 

of Poland in Japan in 1997–2002. Executive secretary of the Polish Committee of

the 2005 EU-Japan Year of People-to-People Exchanges. From 2004 to 2005 he was 

Ambassador ad personam at the Ministry of Foreign Affairs, plenipotentiary of the
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Minister of Foreign Affairs for the preparation and organisation of the 3rd Summit of 

the Council of Europe. From November 2005 to June 2006 Director-General of the

foreign service. At present is Director of Development Co-operation Department.

*

* *

Piotr Wojtczak (Acting Director-General of Foreign Service). Born in 1963

in Lublin. A graduate of French language studies and political studies at Marie

Curie-Sk³odowska University in Lublin and a graduate of the National School of

Public Administration in Warsaw. With the Ministry of Foreign Affairs since 1994:

the Minister’s councilor in the Department of European Institutions, then in the

Department of the European Union. Since 1999 has been a councilor at the

Permanent Representation of Poland to the EU in Brussels. From November 2004 he 

was deputy head of  the Polish Embassy in Brussels, from January 2006 he was

deputy director in the Department of Europe. Since 13 June 2006 he has been acting

as Director-General of the foreign service.

Sekretariat of the Minister

Director (acting): Marek Praw da
Deputy Directors (acting): Marek Pernal, Zbigniew Zarêba

Bureau of the Director-General

Director (acting): Piotr Kaszuba
Deputy Directors (acting): Prze mys³aw Czy¿, Grze gorz Rynkiew icz

Departments

1. Departm ent of Stra tegy and Forei gn Policy Plan ning
Director (acting): Jaros³aw Brat kiew icz
Deputy Director (acting): Mariusz Kazana

2. Department of the European Union
Director (acting): Pawe³ Œwieboda
Deputy Directors (acting): Ma³gorzata Banat, Beata Ko³ecka, Zbigniew Kru¿y ñski

3. Department of Security Policy
Director (acting): Robert Kupiecki
Deputy Directors (acting): Tadeusz Chomicki, Wojciech Flera, Marek Zió³kowski

4. Legal and Trea ty Departm ent
Director (acting): Remig iusz Henczel
Deputy Directors (acting): Krzysz tof Kocel, Andrzej Kremer, Janusz £¹cki

5. Departm ent of the UN System and Global Affa irs
Director (acting): Anna Grupiñska
Deputy Directors (acting): Miros³aw £uczka, Stanis³aw Stebels ki
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6. Departm ent of Forei gn Econ omic Policy
Director (acting): Katar zyna Skórz yñska
Deputy Director (acting): Jaros³aw Starzyk

7. Departm ent of Europe
Director (acting): Jerzy Margañski 
Deputy Directors (acting): Stanis³aw Borek, Jerzy Chmie lews ki, Wojciech
Zaj¹czkow ski, [as of 15 June 2006: Jerzy Chmie lews ki, Piotr Wojt czak]

8. Departm ent of Eastern Policy (since 16 Janua ry 2006)
Director (acting): Wojciech Zaj¹czkow ski
Deputy Director (acting): Henryk Litwin

9. Departm ent of the Americas
Director (acting): Henryk Szlaj fer
Deputy Directors (acting): Krzysz tof Hinz, Andrzej Jaroszyñski

10. Departm ent of Asia and the Pacif ic
Director (acting): vacancy
Deputy Directors (acting): Beata Stoczyñska, Jacek Najder

11. Departm ent of Africa and the Middle East
Director (acting): Krzysz tof P³omiñski
Deputy Directors (acting): Wojciech Bo¿ek, Marcin Kubiak, Maciej Koz³owski

12. Diplom atic Protoc ol
Director (acting): Tomasz Or³owski
Deputy Director: Grze gorz Chmie lews ki, (acting) Mariusz Solis, (acting) Tadeu sz
¯yliñs ki

13. Departm ent of Promot ion
Director (acting): Agnieszka Wielow ieyska
Deputy Director (acting): Tomasz Niegod zisz [as of 15 June 2006: Marcin Nawrot,
Tomasz Niegod zisz]

14. Departm ent of Inform ati on System
Director (acting): Pawe³ Dobrow olski
Deputy Directors (acting): Prze mys³aw Anton iewi cz, Marcin Nawrot [as of 15 June
2006: Prze mys³aw Anton iewi cz, W³odzim ierz Marci ñski]

15. Departm ent of Consul ar and Polish Diaspora Affa irs
Director (acting): Tomasz Lis
Deputy Directors (acting): Bogus³aw Dubiñski, Jacek Janus za-Kisiel ewski,
Zygmunt Matyn ia

16. Deve lopment Co-oper ati on Departm ent
Director (acting): Jerzy Pomian owski (since 23 June 2006)
Deputy Director (acting): Andrzej Skrzyd³o
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17. Archives
Director: Adam Halams ki
Deputy Director (acting): Ma³gorzata Mrocz kows ka

18. Bureau of Personn el and Training
Director (acting): Tadeu sz Szumows ki
Deputy Directors: Mieczys³aw Karcz marc zyk, (acting) Stefan Hatys [as of 15 June
2006: Mieczys³aw Karcz marc zyk, (acting) Beata Brzyw czy]

19. Bureau of Admin ist ration and Finance
Director (acting): Leszek Bren da
Deputy Directors (acting): Iwona Arkus zewska, Mariusz Skórko

20. Bureau of Commun ica tio ns
Director (acting): Stefan Caliñski
Deputy Directors (acting): Zbigniew Powa³ka, Waldem ar Sarnows ki, Dariusz Toruñ

21. Bureau of IT
Director (acting): Roman Faber [as of 10 April 2006: Grze gorz Pachuls ki]

22. Office of the Plenip ote ntia ry for Clas sif ied Inform ati on Secur ity
Director (acting): Sylwes ter Sad³owski
Deputy Director (acting): Edward Bia³kowski

*

* *

23. Maint ena nce Servic es Unit
Director: Wies³aw Mazur
Deputy Director: Ma³gorzata Tysz kiew icz-Adam czyk

II. Ambassadors and Consuls
Polish Diplomatic Posts

(to States and International Organisations)

States

Albania

Embassy of the Repub lic of Poland in Tirana
Rruga e Durres it 123, Tirana
Phone: (0 0355 42) 34 190; fax: (0 0355 42) 33 364 
polemb@alban iaon line.net

Ambass ador: Artur Tomas zewski (since 29 August 2002)*
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Algieria

Embassy of the Repub lic of Poland in Algiers
37, Avenue Mustap ha Ali Khodja, 16 030 El-Biar, Algér BP 60 
Phone: (0 0213 2) 1 923 474, 1 922 553; fax: (0 0213 2) 1 921 435 
marekm al@wissal.dz

Ambass ador: Janusz Mrowiec (from 21 Decemb er 2002 to 1 April 2006)
Chargé d’affaires: S³awomir Klimkiewicz (as of 15 June 2006) 

Angola

Embassy of the Repub lic of Poland in Luanda
Rua Comand ante N´zaji 21/23, Alval ade, Luanda; C.P. 1340 
Phone: (0 0244 2) 323 088; mobile: (0 0244) 912 502 315
fax: (0 0244 2) 323 086
www.embpol onia-ang.info; embpol@netang ola.com

Ambass ador: Eugen iusz Rzewus ki (since 18 Decemb er 2002), also accredi ted to Sao Tom and 
Prin cipe

Argentina

Embassy of the Repub lic of Poland in Buenos Aires
Calle Alej andro María de Agua do 2870
1425 Buenos Aires
Phone: (0 054 11) 4802 96 81-82, 4802 54 11; fax: (0 054 11) 4802 96 83
polemb@datam arke ts.com.ar

Ambass ador: Stanis³aw Pasz czyk (since 25 July 2005), also accredi ted to Parag uay

Honorary Consul: Juan Estanislao Stachnik

Consul ate of the Repub lic of Poland in Mar del Plata
Calle La Roja 2773 
7600 Mar del Plata
Phone: (0 054 22 3) 491 52 94

Honor ary Consul: Miguel Anton io Skow ron

Consul ate of the Repub lic of Poland in Obera
c. Gobern ador Barreyro 1176
3362 Obera, prov. Mision es
Phone/fax: (0 054 37) 55 42 17–63

Honor ary Consul: Bart³omiej Stanislaw Moszoro

Consul ate of the Repub lic of Poland in Rosar io
Bv. Oirono 275
2000 Rosar io
Phone: (0 054 34 1) 425 19 64; fax: (0 054 34 1) 432 55 55

Armenia

Embassy of the Repub lic of Poland in Yerevan
44A Hanrap etu tyan Stre et, Yerevan
Phone: (0 0374 1) 54 24 93; fax: (0 0374 1) 54 24 98 
polemb@arminco.com 

Ambass ador: Tomasz Knothe (since 22 June 2004)
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Australia

Embassy of the Repub lic of Poland in Canberra
7 Turrana Stre et. Yarr alu mla ACT 2600, Canberra
Phone: (0 061 2) 6272 1000, 6273 1208; fax: (0 061 2) 6273 3184 
www.poland.org.au; embassy@poland.org.au

Ambass ador: Jerzy Wiêc³aw (since 30 Decemb er 2002), also accredi ted to Papua New Guinea

Consul Gener al: Ryszard Sarkow icz

Consul ate Gener al of the Repub lic of Poland in Sydney
10 Trelawn ey Stre et, Wooll ahra NSW, 2025 Sydney
Phone: (0 061 2) 9363 9816, 9363 9817, 9363 9818; fax: (0 061 2) 9327 2216
poland@bigpond.net.au

Honor ary Consul: Brian Patrick Kilmart in

Consul ate of the Repub lic of Poland in Bris bane
270 Adel aide Stre et, 4000 Bris bane, Austral ia
P.O. Box 128, 4001 Bris bane
Phone: (0 061 7) 3221 9564; fax: (0 061 7) 3229 9482

Honor ary Consul: Keith James Aitk en

Consul ate of the Repub lic of Poland in Darwin
Lot 3005 Stuart Highway
Berrim ach, N.T. 0828
Phone: (0 061 8) 8931 1966; fax: (0 061 8) 8932 342

Honor ary Consul: George John Zbigniew £uk-Kozika

Consul ate of the Repub lic of Poland in Melbou rne
Level 12, 20 Collins Stre et, 3000 Melbou rne
Phone: (0 061 3) 9706 7011, 9650 4736; fax: (0 061 3) 9654 5180

Austria

Embassy of the Repub lic of Poland in Vien na
Hiet zing er Haupt strasse 42c, 1130 Wien, P.O. Box 17
Phone: (0 043 1) 870150-46, 87015-100; fax: (0 043 1) 87015-222
www.botschaf trp.at; info@Botschaf tRP.at 

Ambass ador: Marek Jêdrys (since 26 May 2004) 

Honor ary Consul: Gerold Ortner

Consul ate of the Repub lic of Poland in Graz
Joann enu mr ing 18/3, A-8010 Graz 
Phone: (0 043 316) 33 82 51 00; fax: (0 043 316) 33 82 51 15

Honor ary Consul: Sieg fried Resl

Consul ate of the Repub lic of Poland in Innsbruck
Technikerstraße 1–3, A–6020 Innsbruck
Phone: (0 043 512) 28 63 14 00; fax: (0 043 512) 29 34 61 20

Honor ary Consul: Jürgen Hinterw irth

Consul ate of the Repub lic of Poland in Salzburg
A-5020 Salzburg, Nonn tal er Haup tst raße 1
Phone: (0 043 662) 84 00 33, 84 00 34; fax: (0 043 662) 84 00 33 14
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Azerbaijan

Embassy of the Repub lic of Poland in Baku
2 Kichik Gala Stre et, Icheri Sheher, AZ–1000 Baku
Phone: (0 0994 12) 492 01 14, 497 52 81, 497 47 08; fax: (0 0994 12) 492 02 14
www.embpol.azeur otel.com; embpol@azeur otel.com

Ambass ador: Krzysz tof Krajews ki (since 3 June 2005)

Bangladesh

Honor ary Consul: Mumtaz Uddin Ahmed

Consul ate of the Repub lic of Poland in Chit tag ongu 
”Commerc ial Court”
95 Agrab ad Commerc ial Area
Chit tag ong – 4100
Phone: (0 0880 31) 72 15 23; fax: (0 0880 31) 71 00 66
agrance@gonon et.com 

Belgium

Embassy of the Repub lic of Poland in Brus sels
29, Avenue des Gaulois, 1040 Bruxell es
Phone: (0 032 2) 73 90 100-01; fax: (0 032 2) 73 61 881
www.polemb assy.be; polambb xl@skynet.be 

Ambass ador: Iwo Byczews ki (since 21 March 2002)

Consul Gener al: Elwira Kuchars ka

Consul ate Gener al of the Repub lic of Poland in Brussels
Rue des Fran cs 28, 1040 Bruxell es
Phone: (0 032 2) 73 90 100–101; fax: (0 032 2) 73 64 459 or 73 60 464
www.konsul at.be; info@konsul at.be

Honor ary Consul: Edua rd Lima A. van der Pluym

Consul ate of the Repub lic of Poland in Antwerp
A. van der Pluym straat 1
2160 Wommelg em
Phone: (0 0323) 35 00 260; fax: (0 0323) 35 00 609

Honor ary Consul: Jean-Marie De Baerd ema eker

Consul ate of the Repub lic of Poland in Gent
Langeb ilkstr aat 9, 9032 Gent

Honor ary Consul: Philippe Godfroid

Consul ate of the Repub lic of Poland in La Louviére
13, rue Boucquéau, 7100 La Louvie re
Phone: (0 032 64) 222 349; fax: (0 032 64) 282 382 

Belarus

Embassy of the Repub lic of Poland in Minsk
P. Rumya ntse va 6, 220034 Minsk
Phone: (0 0375 172) 88 21 14, 88 23 13; fax: (0 0375 172) 36 49 92, 33 97 50
www.embass ypo land.nsys.by; ambminsk@nsys.by

Ambass ador: Tadeu sz Pawlak (from 31 July 2002 to 15 Novem ber 2005) 
Chargé d’affai res: Aleks ander Wasil ewski (as of 15 June 2006)
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Consul Gener al: Romua ld Kunat
Consul Gener al: vacancy (as of 15 June 2006)

Consul ate Gener al in Brest
Kuybyshewa 34, 224030 Brest
Phone: (0 0375 162) 27 00 00, 22 20 71, 23 32 02; fax: (0 0375 162) 20 38 29

Consul Gener al: Andrzej Krêtowski

Consul ate Gener al of the Repub lic of Poland in Hrod na
Budenn ego 48A, 230023 Hrod ne
Phone: (0 0375 152) 75 15 95, 75 15 90; fax: (0 0375 152) 75 15 87
www.kgrpgrodno.nsys.by; kgrpgrodno@mail.nsys.by

Benin

Honor ary Consul: Krystyna Hounk ponou

Consul ate of the Repub lic of Poland in Coton ou
B.P. 06-56 Coton ou, Répub lique du Benin
Phone: (0 0229) 385 117, 381 715, 301 091; fax: (0 0229) 304 196
kryspol@intnet.bj

Bolivia

Honor ary Consul: Esther Caroy Salzmann Donig

Calle Potosi 1321, La Paz, Bolivia
Phone: (0 05912) 233 86 78; fax: (0 05912) 233 90 63
esthers alzm ann@yahoo.com

Bosnia and Herzegovina

Embassy of the Repub lic of Poland in Saraj evo
Dola 13, 71000 Saraj evo 
Phone: (0 0387 33) 201 142, 215 862, 201 018 
fax: (0 0387 33) 233 796
amsar@bih.net.ba

Ambass ador: Andrzej Tysz kiew icz (since 25 July 2005)

Brazil

Embassy of the Repub lic of Poland in Brasil ia
SES Avenida das Naçoes, qd. 809, Lote 33 70423-900 Brasil ia-D.F., Caixa Postal 07.9263
Phone: (0 055 61) 3443 34 38, 3242 92 73; fax: (0 055 61) 3242 85 43 
www.polon ia.org.br; embai xada@polon ia.org.br 

Ambass ador: Pawe³ Kulka Kulpiows ki (since 3 June 2005)

Consul General: Jacek Perlin

Consul ate Gener al of the Repub lic of Poland in Curit iba
Rua Agos tinho Leão Júni or 234, 80.030–110 Curit iba-PR-Caixa Postal 2366
Phone: (0 055 41) 301 94 662; fax: (0 055 41) 301 97 909
curit iba@polon ia.org.br

Consul Gener al: Dariusz Dudziak

Consul ate Gener al of the Repub lic of Poland in Rio de Janei ro
Praya de Botaf ogo 242, IX Piso, 22.250-040-Rio de Janei ro
Phone: (0 055 21) 255 180 88, 255 180 47; fax: (0 055 21) 255 250 93
riodej ane iro@polon ia.org.br 
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Consul Gener al: Marek Kryñs ki

Consul ate Gener al of the Repub lic of Poland in São Paulo
Rua Monte Aegre 1791, CEP 05.014–002–SP–São Paulo
Phone: (0 055 11) 367 23 778, 367 25 778; fax: (0 055 11) 387 11 921
saopaulo@polon ia.org.br 

Honor ary Consul: Jerzy Markiew icz

Consul ate of the Repub lic of Poland in Belo Horiz onte
Rua Fernand es Tourinho 718 apt 1601
30.112–902 Belo Horiz onte, Minas Gerais, Brasie 
Phone: (0 055 31) 328 25 569; fax: (0 055 31) 328 16 826 
mgmconpl@cdlnet.com.br

Honor ary Consul: Maria Vanda Krepins ki-Groch

Consul ate of the Repub lic of Poland in Erec him
Rua Eucl ides da Cunha 114
CEP: 99700–000 Erec him
Phone/fax: (0 055 54) 321 46 49 
rsj4380@pro.via-rs.com.br

Honor ary Consul: Zildo Teixei ra Braga de Morais

Consul ate of the Repub lic of Poland in Recife
Av. Prof. José dos Anjos, 569
CEP: 52.110-130 Recife – PE
Phone/fax: (0 055 81) 343 00 26 
ztbmor ais@hotmail.com.br

Honor ary Consul: Adam Emil Czar tor yski

Consul ate of the Repub lic of Poland in Vitor ia
Rua Lauro Soares Machado Casa 12
CEP: 29.000-040, Mata do Praia, Vitória
Phone/fax: (0 055 27) 334 53 802
adam.consul@bol.com.br

Brunei Darussalam

Honor ary Consul: Job Lim

Consul ate of the Repub lic of Poland in Bandar Seri Begaw an
Simpang 639, 8 km, Jalan Tutong
P.O. Box 699, Bandar Seri Begaw an BS 8671
Brunei Daruss alam
Phone: (00 673 2) 651 501, 331 395; fax: (00 673 2) 651 498
sweedir@brunet.bn

Bulgaria

Embassy of the Repub lic of Poland in Sofia
Chan Krum 46, 1000 Sofia
Phone: (0 0359 2) 987 26 10, 987 26 60; fax: (0 0359 2) 987 29 39 
www.polamba-bg.org; polamba@intern et-bg.net

Ambass ador: S³awom ir D¹browa (since 14 Novem ber 2003) 
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Consul General: Wies³aw Nowicki

Consul ate Gener al of the Repub lic of Poland in Varna
Slavian ska 18, 9000 Varna 
Phone: (0 0359 52) 60 92 12–13; fax: (0 0359 52) 60 92 11 
conplvar@tech no-link.com 

Burundi

Honor ary Consul: Samuel Bigawa

Consul ate of the Repub lic of Poland in Bujum bura
P.O. Box268 Bujum bura
6 Avenue Nzunga, No 3075, Quart ier Kinindo
Phone: (0 0257 22) 215070, 225556; fax: (0 0257 22) 236532, 223578
sbig awa@hotmail.com

Cambodia

Embassy of the Repub lic of Poland in Phnom Penh
767 Monivong Boulevard, Phnom Pehn Cambodge, P.O. Box 58 
Phone: (0 0855 23) 217 782–3; fax: (0 0855 23) 217 781 
www.polishemb assy-cambod ia.org; emb.pol.pp@online.com.kh 

Ambass ador: Ryszard Olszews ki (since 25 July 2005)

Cameron

Honor ary Consul: Miroslawa Etoga 

B.P. 20158 Yaou nde 
Phone: (0 0237) 220 98 12; fax: (0 0237) 22 08 78
consul at_pol_cam@yahoo.fr 

Canada

Embassy of the Repub lic of Poland in Ottawa
443 Daly Avenue, Ottawa, Ontar io K1N 6H3 
Phone: (0 01 613) 789 0468, 789 3376–7; fax: (0 01 613) 789 1218 
www.polishemb assy.ca; ottawa@polishemb assy.ca

Ambass ador: Piotr Ogrodz iñs ki (since 31 July 2004)

Consul General: W³odzimierz Zdunowski

Consul ate Gener al of the Repub lic of Poland in Mont real 
1500 avenue des Pins ouest 
Mont real, Queb ec H3G 1B4 
Phone: (0 01 514) 9379 481-2, 937 0694, 937 8620; fax: (0 01 514) 9377 271 
Consul ate RP@citin et.net

Consul Gener al: Piotr Konow rocki

Consul ate Gener al of the Repub lic of Poland in Toronto
2603 Lakesh ore Blvd. West
Toronto, Ontar io M8V 1G5 
Phone: (0 01 416) 2525 471; fax: (0 01 416) 2520 509 
poltorkg@on.aibn.com, toronto@polishemb assy.ca 
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Consul Gener al: Maciej Krych

Consul ate Gener al of the Repub lic of Poland in Vancouver 
1177 West Hastings Stre et, Suite 1600
Vancouver, B. C. V6E 2K3 
Phone: (0 01 604) 6883 530, 6884 730; fax: (0 01 604) 6883 537 
polconvan@sprint.ca

Honor ary Consul: Zygmunt Potocki 

Consul ate of the Repub lic of Poland in Calgary
3015 – 15 Stre et N.E.
Calgary, Alberta T2E 7L8
Phone: (0 01 403) 291 3455; fax: (0 01 403) 252 6894
calgary@polishcons ula te.ca

Honor ary Consul: Frank John Szum las

Consul ate of the Repub lic of Poland in Edmon ton
# 107, 4990 – 92 Avenue
Edmon ton, Alberta, T6B 2V4
Phone: (0 01 780) 415 55 82; fax: (0 01 780) 463 52 80
maria.szymoc ha@aagi.ca 

Honor ary Consul: Henry Lebioda

Consul ate of the Repub lic of Poland in Regina
1638 Benson Bay
S4V 1S7 Regina, Saskat chewan, Canada
Phone: (0 01 306) 789 20 30; fax: (0 01 306) 789 20 37

Chile

Embassy of the Repub lic of Poland in Santiago de Chile
Mar del Plata 2055, Provi denc ia, Santiago de Chile
Phone: (0 056 2) 204 12 13, 269 02 12; fax: (0 056 2) 204 93 32 
www.polon ia.cl, www.embpol onia.cl 
embchile@entelc hile.net, embsub@entelc hile.net

Ambass ador: Jaros³aw Spyra (since 29 July 2002) 

Honorary Consul: Mario Suwalsky

Consul ate of the Repub lic of Poland in Concepc ion O’Hi gg ins 
O’Hi gg ins 630 of. 605
Phone: (0 056 41) 23 62 90
msuwalsk@udec.cl

Honor ary Consul: Jaime Pozo Cistern as

Consul ate of the Repub lic of Poland in La Serena
Las Anan ucas 1060
Raúl Bitran Nachary s/n
Phone: (0 056 51) 20 44 39; fax: (0 056 51) 20 43 10
j.pozo@userena.cl

Honor ary Consul: Gaston Krauss Piera 

Consul ate of the Repub lic of Poland in Puerto Montt 
Anton io Varas 678
Phone: (0 056 65) 25 41 20; Phone/fax: (0 056 65) 15 88 53
asomb roso@telsur.cl 
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Honor ary Consul: David Dahma Bertel et 

Consul ate of the Repub lic of Poland in Viña del Mar 
Tonic ia 5, Renaca Viña del Mar, Chile
Phone: (0 056 32) 83 23 91; fax: (0 056 32) 79 75 11
david.dahma@usm.cl

China

Embassy of the Repub lic of Poland in Beiji ng 
1 Ri Tan Lu, Jian Guo Men Wai 
100600 Beiji ng (Pekin), PR of China 
Phone: (0 086 10) 6532 12 35-37; fax: (0 086 10) 6532 17 45 
www.polandm eba ssyc hina.net; polska@public2.bta.net.cn;
polamba@public.bta.net.cn

Ambass ador: Krzysz tof Szum ski (since 1 Septemb er 2005)

Consul Gener al: Ryszard Potocki
Couns elor: Piotr S³awiñs ki (as of 15 June 2006)

Consul ate Gener al of the Repub lic of Poland in Hong Kong
Suite 2006, Two Pacif ic Place, 88 Queensw ay, Central Hong Kong
Phone: (0 085 2) 284 007 79, 284 008 04; fax: (0 085 2) 291 891 09
kgrphk@netvig ator.com 

Consul Gener al: Piotr S³awiñs ki

Consul ate Gener al of the Repub lic of Poland in Guangzhou
63 Sham ian Main ST., 510130 Guangzhou
Guagd ong Prov. PR of China
Phone: (0 086 20) 812 199 93, 812 199 94; fax: (0 086 20) 812 19 95
plco geca@pub.guangzhou.gd.cn

Consul Gener al: Sylwes ter Szafarz

Consul ate Gener al of the Repub lic of Poland in Shang hai
Jian guo Xilu 618, Shang hai
Phone: (0 086 21) 643 392 88; fax: (0 086 21) 643 304 17 
www.polandsh angh ai.org
cgpl@polandsh angh ai.org, commoff@unin et.com.cn

Colombia

Embassy of the Repub lic of Poland in Bogota
de Bogota, D.C., Columb ia 
Apart ado Aereo 101363 Unic entro 
Calle 104a, No 23–48, Bogota, Repub lica de Colomb ia 
Phone: (0 057 1) 214 04 00, 214 29 31; fax: (0 057 1) 214 08 54 
www.embaj ada dep olo nia.com; polemb.cable@net.co 

Ambass ador: Henryk Kobier owski (since 29 July 2002)

Honorary Consul: Gabriel Restrepo Santa Maria

Consul ate of the Repub lic of Poland in Medell in 
Parcel aci on Hacienda Los Arraya nes, Lote 19 
Envig ado, Antioquia, Colomb ia 
Phone: (0 057 4) 386 09 36, 386 09 37, 386 09 38; fax: (0 057 4) 386 07 46 
grestrepo@interp la.net.co 
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Honor ary Consul: Luis Fernando Acos ta Osio

Consul ate of the Repub lic of Poland in Barran quil la
Carrera 57 No 72–44 Barran quil la
Phone: (0 057 5) 345 26 30, 345 93 61, 368 80 58; fax: (0 057 5) 356 27 34
lacos ta@edt.net.co 

Honor ary Consul: Benja min Schu st er Bejman

Consul ate of the Repub lic of Poland in Cartag ena de Indias
Carrera 3 No 8 – 129 apto. 1501 Cartag ena de Indias
Phone: (0 057 5) 665 29 80, 665 29 90; fax: (0 057 5) 665 29 86 
benja min@euros ist emas.co 

Congo (Democratic Republic of the)

Embassy of the Repub lic of Poland in Kinshasa
Ambass ade de la Repub lique de Polong ne
63, Avenue de la Justice
Kinshasa Gombe
Phone/fax: (00243) 817 006 327; fax: (00871) 762 198 049
Emerg ency phone: (00243) 817 006 326
kinpol amb@yahoo.com

Ambass ador: Bogus³aw Nowak owski (since 30 August 2004), also accredi ted to Chad,
Gabon, Repub lic of Congo, Central Afric an Repub lic

Costarica

Embassy of the Repub lic of Poland in San José
Avenida 9, Calle 33 No 3307, Barrio Esca lante
San Jose Costa Rica 
664–2010 Correos Zapote 
Phone: (0 0506) 234 74 11, 234 60 24, 849 60 39; fax: (0 0506) 234 79 00 
www.polon ia-emb-cr.com; embajp olo nia1@racsa.co.cr 

Ambass ador: Andrzej Braiter (since 16 Februa ry 2005), also accredi ted to Belize, 
Guat ema la, Hondur as, Nicar agua, Salvad or

Côte d’Ivoire

Honor ary Consul: Tomasz Witold Iwanków 

Consul ate of the Repub lic of Poland in Abidj an
Rivie ra 2 Carref our Sainte Famille, rue “i 53”
Corres ponde nce address: 04 BP 308 Abidj an 04 Côte d’Ivoi re
Phone/fax: (0 0 225) 22 49 03 54, mobile (0 0 225) 08 05 50 50
Consul ate-abidj an@afnet.net 

Croatia

Embassy of the Repub lic of Poland in Zagreb
Krležin Gvozd 3, 10000 Zagreb
Phone: (0 0385 1) 489 94 44; fax: (0 0385 1) 483 45 77
www.ambas ada pol jska.hr; ambas ada-polska@zg.htnet.hr 

Ambass ador: Kazim ierz Kopyra (since 14 May 2003)
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Cuba

Embassy of the Repub lic of Poland in Hava na
Calle G No 452 esq. 19, Veda do 
Ciudad de la Habana apart ado 6650, La Habana Cuba 
Zona Postal: 6 
Phone: (0 053 7) 66 24 39–40; fax: (0 053 7) 66 24 42 
www.embaj ada pol onia.cu; ambhavpl@ceniai.inf.cu

Ambass ador: Tomasz Turows ki (since 1 Septemb er 2001)
Chargé d’affaires: Daniel Gromann (as of 15 June 2006)

Cyprus

Embassy of the Repub lic of Poland in Nicos ia
12–14 Kennedy Ave., Office 302, 1087 Nicos ia or P.O. Box 22743, 1523 Nicos ia
Phone: (0 0357 22) 753784, 753517; fax: (0 0357 22) 751981
sekret ari at@polamb.org.cy

Ambass ador: Zbigniew Szymañski (since 31 July 2004) 

Honorary Consul General: Loukis Papaphilippou

Consul ate Gener al of the Repub lic of Poland in Limass ol
42, Ayias Fylaxeos Stre et, 3rd Floor
3025 Limass ol, Cypr
Phone: (0 0357 25) 34 34 48; fax: (0 0357 25) 35 91 08, 
papap hili ppou@lawcy.com

Czech Republic

Embassy of the Repub lic of Poland in Prague
Valdšt ejnská 8, 118 01 Praha 1, Malá Stra na
Phone: (0 0420 2) 57 099 500; fax: (0 0420 2) 57 530 399
www.ambpol.cz; amrpc zechy@mbox.vol.cz 

Ambass ador: Andrzej Za³ucki (from 8 July 2005 to 1 April 2006)
Chargé d’affaires: Stanis³aw Borek (as of 15 June 2006)

Consul General: Antoni Sadowski

Consul ate Gener al of the Repub lic of Poland in Ostrava
Blahoslavová 4, 70100 Ostrava
Phone: (0 0420) 596 118 074-76; fax: (0 0420) 596 118 073 
http://konsul atrp.filus.edu.pl; konsul atrp.ostrawa@iol.cz 

Honor ary Consul: Petr Mrkývka

Consul ate of the Repub lic of Poland in Brno, Kolištì 13, 602 00 Brno
Phone:/fax: (0 0420) 545 534 268 
konsul atbrno@wp.pl

Denmark

Embassy of the Repub lic of Poland in Copenh agen
Richel ieu Allé 12, 2900 Heller up, Kobenh avn
Phone: (0 045) 39 46 77 00; fax: (0 045) 39 46 77 66 
www.ambpol.dk; mail@ambpol.dk 

Ambass ador: Jakub Wolski (from 25 July 2005 to 1 April 2006)
Chargé d’affaires: Robert Filipczak (as of 15 June 2006)
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Honor ary Consul: Ole Lykke Ravns bo

Consul ate of the Repub lic of Poland in Aarhus
Stran dvej en 94, 8100 Aarhus C
Phone: (0 045) 87 34 34 34; fax: (0 045) 87 34 34 00 
office@interl ex.dk

Honor ary Consul: Peter Tærø Niels en

Consul ate of the Repub lic of Poland in Kolding
Birkem ose Alle 41
6000 Kolding
Phone: (0 045) 76 34 48 00; fax: (0 045) 76 34 48 01
consul ate@thn.dk

Honor ary Consul: Roar Bendt sen Scho du

Consul ate of the Repub lic of Poland in Roenne
Sandem ansv ej 6
3700 Roenne
Phone: (0 045) 56 95 25 22; fax: (0 045) 56 95 25 23 
rb.schou@beck-liner.com

Honor ary Consul: Jan Kros steig

Consul ate of the Repub lic of Poland in Svend borg
Sankt Nicol aig ade 11
5700 Svend borg
Phone: (0 045) 62 21 67 88; fax: (0 045) 62 21 67 00 
polen@mail.dk

Djibouti

Honor ary Consul: Moham ed Abdou rahm an Boreh

Consul ate of the Repub lic of Poland in Djibo uti
Avenue Mahm oud Boreh, Haram ous
P.O. Box 25, Djibo uti, Repub lic of Djibo uti
Phone: (0 0253) 358 565, 358 568; fax: (0 0253) 353 545 
boreh@intnet.dj

Dominican Republic

Honor ary Consul: José Radham es Miniño Rodríg uez

Consul ate of the Repub lic of Poland in Santo Domingo
Las Ceibas No. 8, Ens. Bella Vista, Santo Domingo, Repúbl ica Domin ica na
Phone: (0 01809) 532 54 13, 532 78 98; fax: (0 01809) 533 21 100 
jose.minino@codet el.net.do

Ecuador

Honor ary Consul: Fran cis co Pablo Rizzo Pastor

Consul ate of the Repub lic of Poland in Guaya quil
Av. Quito 806 y 9 de Octu bre, Edif. Indua uto
Piso 16, Ofic ina 1601 
Guaya quil – Ekwad or 
P.O. Box: 09–01–5965 
Phone: (0 0593 4) 2295 000, 2283 751, 2291 297, 2294 695 
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fax: (0 0593 4) 2284 552, 2280 153
friz zo@andin ave.com

Honor ary Consul: Tomasz Moraws ki

Consul ate of the Repub lic of Poland in Quito
Leonid as Plaza 1157, Quito, Ecua dor
Corres ponde nce address: Casilla 9461, Quito
Phone: (0 0593 2) 2229 293; fax: (0 0593 2) 2566 787 
moraws ki@uio.satnet.net

Egypt

Embassy of the Repub lic of Poland in Cairo
5 El Aziz Osman St., Zamal ek, Cairo, Arab Repub lic of Egypt 
Phone: (0 020 2) 736 74 56, 735 95 83; fax: (0 020 2) 735 54 27
www.bolanda.org; sahafa@bolanda.org

Ambass ador: Jan Natkañ ski (since 20 Janua ry 2004), also accredi ted to Sudan

Honorary Consul: Samy Aly El Rashidi

Consul ate of the Repub lic of Poland in Alexand ria
25, Talaat Harb St., Alexand ria
Phone: (0 020 3) 487 04 07; fax: (0 020 3) 486 95 17
aeb@globaln et.con.eg

Honor ary Consul: Moham ed Ahmed Aly

Consul ate of the Repub lic of Poland in Port Said
23 July / Abu El Feda Str., Port Said P.O. Box 335, Code 42511
Phone: (0 02 66) 32 48 79, 32 27 49; fax: (0 02 66) 32 49 93
consul ate Pol and@Domin io-Egypt.com

Eritrea

Honor ary Consul: Belay Tewelde Tesfe Mariam

Consul ate of the Repub lic of Poland in Asmara
Consul ate of the Repub lic of Poland (REMATCO Co.), Asmara, Eritr ea P.O. Box 5631
Phone: (0 0291 1) 119077; fax: (0 0291 1) 125711
rematco@eol.comer

Estonia

Embassy of the Repub lic of Poland in Tallinn
Pärnu Mnt 8, 10503 Tallinn
Phone: (0 0372) 627 82 06; fax: (0 0372) 644 52 21 
poola.info@mail.ee

Ambass ador: Tomasz Ch³oñ (since 25 July 2005) 

Ethiopia

Embassy of the Repub lic of Poland in Addis Ababa
Bole Sub City, Kebele 03, House No. 2111 
P.O. Box 27207/1000, Addis Ababa
Phone: (0 0251 1) 18 54 01, 63 76 35; fax: (0 0251 1) 61 00 00
polemb@ethion et.et 

Ambass ador: Mariusz WoŸniak (since 8 July 2005)
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Finland

Embassy of the Repub lic of Poland in Helsinki 
Armas Lind gren in tie 21, F-00570 Helsinki, Suomi/Finland 
Phone: (0 0358 9) 618 280; fax: (0 0358 9) 6847 477
www.embass yofpola nd.fi; amb.poland@helsinki.inet.fi 

Ambass ador: Andrzej Szyn ka (since 8 July 2005)

Consul ar section 
address—see above 
Phone/fax: (0 0358 9) 622 58 85, 618 28 220 

Honor ary Consul: Stefan Widoms ki

Consul ate of the Repub lic of Poland in Espoo
c/o Nokia Group, Keilal ahd en tie 4, 02150 Espoo
Phone: (0 0358) 71807 34 420; fax: (0 0358) 7180 38 306
stefan.widoms ki@nokia.com

Honor ary Consul: Jorma Olavi Lukkari

Consul ate of the Repub lic of Poland in Oulu
Rautar uuk ki Oy, Teknol ogi antie 2, 90-570 Oulu, Finland ia
Phone: (0 0358) 020 59 24 593; fax: (0 0358) 020 59 23 333
jorma.lukkari@ruuki.com

Honor ary Consul: Timo Ensio Antila

Consul ate of the Repub lic of Poland in Tampere
Ison ieme nkatu 49, 33–400 Tampere, Finland
Phone: (0 0358 3) 346 29 84 
antil ati mo@kolumb us.fi

Honor ary Consul: Jari Alfred Rastas

Consul ate of the Repub lic of Poland in Turku
WTC, Veistämönaukio 1–3, 20–100 Turku, Finland ia
Phone: (0 0358 2) 281 31 86; fax: (0 0358 2) 281 31 90
etac om@kolumb us.fi

France

Embassy of the Repub lic of Poland in Paris 
1, rue de Talleyr and, 75007 Paris, Fran ce 
Phone: (0 033 14) 31 73 400; fax: (0 033 14) 31 73 407 
www.ambass ade.polog ne.net; info@ambass ade.polog ne-org.net 

Ambass ador: Jan Tombiñ ski (since 9 April 2001), also accredi ted to Monaco

Consul General: Wanda Krystyna Kaliñska

Consul ate Gener al of the Repub lic of Poland in Lille
42 Boulevard Carnot, 59800 Lille
Phone: (0 033 3) 2 01 44 180; in emerg ency (0 033) 60 72 20 069
fax: (0 033 3) 2 01 44 650
www.nordp asdeca lais.fr/consul ats/polog ne.htm; consupl.lille@wanad oo.fr 

Consul Gener al: Piotr Adamiuk

Consul ate Gener al of the Repub lic of Poland in Lyon
79 rue Cril lon, 69006 LYON, Cédex 06, Fran ce 
Phone: (0 033 4) 78 931 485, fax: (0 033 4) 37 511 236
www.lyon.consul at.polog ne.net; lyon@consul at-polog ne.org.net 
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Consul Gener al: Tomasz Wasil ewski

Consul ate Gener al of the Repub lic of Poland in Paris
5 rue de Talleyr and, 757007 Paris
Phone: (0 033 14) 31 73 422,  31 73 474; fax: (0 033 14) 31 73 434 
www.consul at-polog ne-paris.com.fr; info@consul at-polog ne-paris.com.fr 

Consul Gener al: Piotr Szyman owski

Consul ate Gener al of the Repub lic of Poland in Stras bou rg
2 rue Geiler, 67000 Stras bou rg, Fran ce 
Phone: (0 033 388) 372 320; fax: (0 033 388) 372 330 
www.consul at-polog ne-stras bou rg.org; krps@consul at-polog ne-stras bou rg.org

Honor ary Consul: Bertrand de Bent zmann

Consul ate of the Repub lic of Poland in Bordea ux
Beraud-Sudr eau S.A., 2, Place de la Bourse
33076 Bordea ux Cedex
Phone: (0 033 556) 794 444; fax: (0 033 556) 795 265 

Honor ary Consul: Eugene Horoux-Horszows ki

Consul ate of the Repub lic of Poland in Nice
57, boulevard Victor-Hugo, 06200 Nice 
Phone: (0 033 4 93) 823 972; fax: (0 033 4 93) 824 549 
consulhon ora ire@aol.com 

Honor ary Consul: Michel Dorin

Consul ate of the Repub lic of Poland in Rennes
Dories Consult ants, 4 H Avenue des Peupliers
35510 Cesson Sevi gne 
Phone: (0 033 2 99) 83 81 82; fax: (0 033 2 99) 839 195 
dories@dories.com

Honor ary Consul: Longin Fourd ri nier

Consul ate of the Repub lic of Poland in Toulo use
21, rue Volta, 31000 Toulo use
Phone/fax: (0 033 561) 638 168 
l.fourd ri nier@magcos.com 

Gabon

Honor ary Consul: Andrzej W³adys³aw Dêbski

Consul ate of the Repub lic of Poland in Libreville
Libreville – Gabon BP.3278
Phone: (0 0241) 73 19 95; fax: (0 0241) 73 60 97
cabin etde bski@inet.ga 

Georgia

Embassy of the Repub lic of Poland in Tbilisi
19 Zubal ashvili Stre et, 0108 Tbilisi 
Phone: (0 0995 32) 92 03 98; fax: (0 0995 32) 92 03 97 
ambpolg ruzja@access.sanet.ge 

Ambass ador: Jacek Multan owski (since 23 Decemb er 2004)

Consul ar section
19 Zubal ashvili Stre et, 0108 Tbilisi
Phone: (0 0995 32) 93 62 36; fax: (0 0995 32) 93 62 31 
konspolg ruzja@intern et.ge
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Germany

Embassy of the Repub lic of Poland in Berlin
Lassenstr. 19-21, 14193 Berlin 
Phone: (0 049 30) 223 13 0; fax: (0 049 30) 223 13 155 
www.botschaft-polen.de, info@botschaft-polen.de 

Ambass ador: Andrzej Byrt (since 25 Novem ber 2002)

Consul ar section 
Richard-Strauss-Straße. 11. 14193 Berlin-Grunew ald
Phone: (0 049 30) 223 13 0; fax: (0 049 30) 223 13 212 
www.botschaft-polen.de; konsul at.berlin@botschaft-polen.de 

Consul Gener al: El¿bi eta Sobótka
Consul General: Andrzej Kaczorowski (as of 15 June 2006)

Consul ate Gener al of the Repub lic of Poland in Colog ne 
Linden allee 7, 50968 Köln 
Phone: (0 049 221) 937 300, 387 013-17; fax: (0 049 221) 343 089 
konsul at.koeln@botschaft-polen.de 

Consul Gener al: Ryszard Król

Consul ate Gener al of the Repub lic of Poland in Leipzig 
Trufanowstraße 25; 04105 Leipzig 
Phone: (0 049 341) 562 33 00, 562 33 10; fax: (0 049 341) 562 33 33 
konsul at.leipzig@botschaft-polen.de 

Consul Gener al: Jan Granat

Consul ate Gener al of the Repub lic of Poland in Hamburg
Gründgensstraße 20, 22309 Hamburg 
Phone: (0 049 40) 611 87 0, 611 87 101, 611 87 140; fax: (0 049 40) 632 50 30 
konsul at.hamburg@botschaft polen.de

Consul Gener al: Wac³aw Oleksy
Consul General: El¿bieta Sobótka (as of 15 June 2006)

Consul ate Gener al of the Repub lic of Poland in Munich
81679 München, Röntgenstraße 5
Phone: (0 049 89) 418 60 80, 470 92 16; fax: (0 049 89) 471 318 
konsul at.muenc hen@botschaft-polen.de

Honor ary Consul: Karl Gerhard Schmidt

Consul ate of the Repub lic of Poland in Nuremb erg 
Lorenz er Platz 29, 90402 Nürnbe rg 
Phone: (0 049 911) 202 81 98; fax: (0 049 911) 202 81 80 

Honor ary Consul: Bernd Kobarg 

Consul ate of the Repub lic of Poland in Stut tg art
Am Wall grab en 115, 70565 Stut tg art 
Phone: (0 049 711) 782 11 40; fax: (0 049 711) 782 11 44

Ghana

Honor ary Consul: Enchill Kofi Asare

Accra, East Legon, Shiash ie Road no. C625/26, P.O. Box C231 
Phone: (0 0233 21) 502 829; fax: (0 0233 21) 512 111
kofias are 77@hotmail.com
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Greece

Embassy of the Repub lic of Poland in Athens
22 Chry sant hemon Stre et, 152-54 Paleo Psychico, Athens
Phone: (0 030 210) 679 7700; fax: (0 030 210) 679 7711 
www.poland-embassy.gr; aten yamb@intern et.gr

Ambass ador: Maciej Górski (from 8 July 2005 to 1 April 2006)
Chargé d’affaires: Maciej Lang (as of 15 June 2006)

Consul ar section 
Kamel ion 21, 154-52 Paleo Psychico, Athens, Greece 
Phone: (0 030 210) 679 7700, 679 7735, 679 7737; fax: (0 030 210) 679 7722
konsul at@oten et.gr 

Honor ary Consul: Stelios Golem is

Consul ate of the Repub lic of Poland in Herak lion
Ethn ikis Antis tase os 87, 713-06 Herak lion, Greece
Phone/fax: (0 030 2810) 221 786
her-goldair@her.forthn et.gr 

Honor ary Consul: Alexand er Panag opu los

Consul ate of the Repub lic of Poland in Patra
Otho nos Amal ias 12, 262-23 Patra, Greece 
Phone: (0 030 2610) 634 019; fax: (0 030 2610) 634 080
konsul atpl patra@ferryc enter.gr 

Honor ary Consul: Michail D. Kokkin is

Consul ate of the Repub lic of Poland in Pirae us
Akti Miaouli 59, 185 36 Pirae us, Greece
Phone: (0 030 210) 429 50 00; fax: (0 030 210) 429 23 45

Honor ary Consul: Minos X. Kiriak ou

Consul ate of the Repub lic of Poland in Thessa lon ica
78 Tsimis ki Stre et, 546-22 Thessa lon ica, Greece
Phone: (0 030 2310) 288 205; fax: (0 030 2310) 234 153
tsimis ki@spark.net.gr

Grenada

Honor ary Consul: Andrew Bierzyns ki

Consul ate of the Repub lic of Poland in Saint Georg e’s
Renwick Thomp son Build ing, Caren age, St. Georg e’s, Grenada
Phone: (0 0473) 440 21 98, 440 43 86; fax: (0 0473) 440 27 77
renthom@caribs urf.com

Guatemala

Honor ary Consul: René Lizardo Marroquin Ramazzini 

Consul ate of the Repub lic of Poland in Guat ema la
12 Calle 1–25, Zona 10, Edif icio Gemin is, Torre Norte, Ofic ina 1802, Guat ema la
Phone: (0 0502 2) 335 35 11; fax: (0 0502 2) 338 23 39
lmar ro@guate.net
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Guinea

Honor ary Consul: Sadou Bailo Barry

Consul ate of the Repub lic of Poland in Conak ry
BP 4023 Conak ry, Guinea
Phone/fax: (0 0224) 46 44 53
consulsb arry@yahoo.fr

Haiti

Honor ary Consul: Salim Antoi ne Succar

Consul ate of the Repub lic of Poland in Port-au-Prin ce
8, rue Louis sant, Bourd on Port-au-Prin ce, Haiti H5 6111
Phone: (0 0509) 245 49 80; fax: (0 0509) 245 99 58
ssucc ar@lissad elaw.com

Holy See (Vatican)

Embassy of the Repub lic of Poland to the Holy See in Vatic an 
Via dei Delfini 16 int. 3 00186 Roma 
Phone: (0 039 06) 699 09 58, 699 19 68; fax: (0 039 06) 699 09 78
polamb.wat@agora.it 

Ambass ador: Hanna Suchocka (since 22 Octo ber 2001)

Honduras

Honor ary Consul: Roberto Larios Silva

Consul ate of the Repub lic of Poland in San Pedro Sula
Colon ia Trejo calle 11, avenida 26, casa 116
San Pedro Sula, Hondur as, Apart ado Postal 611
Phone: (0 0504) 556 83 64; fax: (0 0504) 557 28 44
rlarios@sigman et.hn

Honor ary Consul: Epam ino ndas Marin akys Zelaya

Consul ate of the Repub lic of Poland in Tegucig alpa
Boulevard Sullapa, Fren te Emis oras Unid as
Tegucig alpa, Hondur as, Apart ado Postal 1208
Phone: (0 0504) 239 98 80, 239 97 70; fax: (0 0504) 235 98 71
avis hond uras@itsnet works.net

Hungary

Embassy of the Repub lic of Poland in Budap est
Varoslig eti Fasor 16, H-1068 Budap est 
Phone: (0 036 1) 413 82 00, 413 82 28; fax: (0 036 1) 351 17 23 
www.lengye lorsz ag.hu; central@polishemb.hu 

Ambass ador: Joanna Stemp iñska (since 17 August 2005)

Consul ar section 
address: see above 
Phone: (0 036 1) 413 82 14; fax: (0 036 1) 351 17 25 
consul ate@polishemb.hu
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Iceland

Honor ary Consul: Fridr ik Gunnarss on

Consul ate of the Repub lic of Poland in Reykjavik 
Ánanaust 1, 121 Reykjavik, Icel and 
Phone: (0 0354) 580 53 00; fax: (0 0354) 580 53 01
fridr ikgunn@simnet.is 

India

Embassy of the Repub lic of Poland in New Delhi
50-M Shanti Path, Chanak yap uri, New Delhi 110021
Phone: (0 091 11) 514 96 900, 514 96 901; fax: (0 091 11) 268 71 914
polemb@toucht eli ndia.net; www.poland emba ssy.in

Ambass ador: Krzysz tof Majka (since 14 Septemb er 2001), also accredi ted to Banglad esh,
Nepal, Sri Lanka and Maldives

Honor ary Consul: Radhe Shyam Goenka

Consul ate of the Repub lic of Poland in Calcutta
18, R.N. Mukh erjee Road, 3rd Floor, Kolkata-700 001 
West Bengal, India
Phone: (0 091 33) 22 48 50 27; fax: (0 091 33) 22 48 27 73
pol_com_kom@emam igr oup.com

Consul Gener al: Marek Moroñ

Consul ate Gener al of the Repub lic of Poland in Mumbai 
Manavi Apartm ents, 2nd Floor, 
36, B.G. Kher Marg, 
Malab ar Hill, Mumbai-400 006, India 
Phone: (0 091 22) 2363 3863, 2363 3864, 2363 4678
fax: (0 091 22) 2363 3376, 2363 4601
www.polishcons ula te.com; poland@vsnl.com

Indonesia

Embassy of the Repub lic of Poland in Jakarta
Jl. HR Rasuna Said Kav. X Blok IV/3 
Kuning an Jakarta Seltan
12950 Jakarta Selat an, Indon esia 
Phone: (0 062 21) 25 25 938-40; in emerg ency: (0 062) 08129142911
fax: (0 062 21) 25 25 958 
www.jakarta.polemb.net; media@poland embj ak.org 

Ambass ador: Tomasz £ukas zuk (since 16 Februa ry 2005)

Honorary Consul: Maria Jolanta Paw³owska-Budiman

Honorary Consul ate in Bandung – consul ar district Western Java
40 198 Bandung, Jalan Bukit Pakar Utara 75
Phone: (0 062 22) 250 37 65, 420 39 38; fax: (0 062 22) 250 79 98
mariola@bdg.cenr tin.net.id
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Iran

Embassy of the Repub lic of Poland in Tehran
Africa Expressway, Pirouz Str. 1/3, P.O. Box 11365–3489, 19–174 Tehran 
Phone: (0 098 21) 8787 262–4; fax: (0 098 21) 8788 774 
www.embpolt ehran.com; info@embpolt ehran.com 

Ambass ador: Witold Œmidows ki (since 29 August 2002)

Iraq

Embassy of the Repub lic of Poland in Baghdad
Baghd ad, Hay Al-Wahda, Mahalla 904, Zukak 60, House 20/24
Phone: (0 0964 1) 7901 909506, Phone: (sat): 00873 762 05 3413
fax: (sat): 00873 762 05 3415
ambas pol@tlen.pl

Ambass ador: Ryszard Krystos ik (since 29 Septemb er 2004)

Ireland

Embassy of the Repub lic of Poland in Dublin ie
5, Ailesb ury Road, Ballsbrid ge, Dublin 4, Irel and 
Phone: (0 0353) 2830 855; fax: (0 0353) 2698 309 
www.polishemb assy.ie; polemb as@iol.ie 

Ambass ador: Witold Sobków (since 23 August 2002)

Israel

Embassy of the Repub lic of Poland in Tel-Aviv 
16, Soutine Stre et, Phone-Aviv 64–684, Israel 
Phone: (0 0972 3) 5240 186–8, 5240 191; fax: (0 0972 3) 5237 806
www.polemb.org; embpol@netvis ion.net.il 

Ambass ador: Jan Wojciech Piekars ki (from 22 Septemb er 2003 to 1 April 2006) 
Ambassador: Agnieszka Magdziak-Miszewska (since 29 May 2006)

Consul ar section 
address: see above
Phone: (0 0972 3) 5276 664; in emerg ency: (0 0972 3) 52 40 186–8
fax: (0 0972 3) 5274 726 

Honor ary Consul: Jan Robins ohn

Consul ate of the Repub lic of Poland in Haifa 
3, Shmar yahu Levin Stre et, 33101 Haifa 
Phone/fax: (0 0972 04) 8627 278 

Honor ary Consul: Zeev Baran

Consul ate of the Repub lic of Poland in Jerus alem
27, Jabot insky Stre et, Jerus alem 92 141
Phone: (0 0972 02) 5665 845; fax: (0 0972 02) 5665 790
zbaran@power.co.il 

Consul ate of the Repub lic of Poland in Tel-Aviv 
16, Soutine Stre et 64-684 
Phone: (0 0972 3) 5276 664; in emerg ency:(0 0972 3) 524 018 678
fax: (0 0972 3) 5274 726
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Honor ary Consul: Jack Fliderb aum

Consul ate of the Repub lic of Poland in Beer Shevie
14, Shen kar Stre et, Nolton House
Herz liya Pitua ch 46–725, Israel
Phone: (0 0972 9) 957 99 97; fax: (0 0972 9) 950 70 61
jack@beldor.com

Italy

Embassy of the Repub lic of Poland in Rome
via P.P. Rubens 20, Monti Parioli 00197, Roma, Ital ia 
Phone: (0 039 06) 362 04 200, 362 04 204, 362 04 231; fax: (0 039 06) 32 17 895
www.ambas ciata pol onia.it; polish.embassy@agora.stm.it 

Ambass ador: Micha³ Radl icki (since 1 Janua ry 2002), also accredi ted to Malta and San
Marino

Consul ar section 
Phone: (0 039 06) 362 04 300, 362 04 302

Consul Gener al: Adam Szym czyk

Consul ate Gener al of the Repub lic of Poland in Milan
Corso Vercelli, 56, 20145 Milano 
Phone: (0 039 02) 480 18 978, 480 19 084, 480 19 312; fax: (0 039 02) 480 20 345 
www.milan okg.it; milan okg@iol.it

Honor ary Consul: Domen ico Centrone

Consul ate of the Repub lic of Poland in Bari
Via Edmon do Caccuri,7 70100 Bari
Phone/fax: (0 039 80) 561 67 86; phone: (0 039 80) 495 41 25 
domen ico cen trone@libero.it

Honor ary Consul: Corrado Salus tro

Consul ate of the Repub lic of Poland in Bolog na
Via S. Stefano 63, 40100 Bolog na, Ital ia
Phone: (0 039 51) 683 59 68; fax: (0 039 51) 22 72 38
consol ato pol acco.bo@libero.it

Honor ary Consul: Giuseppe Taró

Consul ate of the Repub lic of Poland in Genoa
Piazza Tommas eo 4/5, 16129 Genova, Ital ia
Phone: (0 039 10) 310 62 75; fax: (0 039 10) 36 64 89
conpol oni age@libero.it 

Honor ary Consul: Aniello Tuorto

Consul ate of the Repub lic of Poland in Naples
Via Duomo 214, 80138 Napoli
Phone: (0 039 081) 760 72 06; fax: (0 039 081) 760 72 07

Honor ary Consul: Ugo Zovat to 

Consul ate of the Repub lic of Poland in Padua
Via Temanza 1/A – Scala A/26 – Padova, Ital ia
Phone: (0 039 49) 876 63 66; fax: (0 039 49) 821 93 67
info@consol ato dip olo nia.it
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Honor ary Consul: Anton io Giglio

Consul ate of the Repub lic of Poland in Regg io Calab ria 
via Trevi so 25, 89 125 Regg io Calab ria, Ital ia
Phone: (0 039 96) 5895118

Jamaica

Honor ary Consul: Irena Cous ins 

Consul ate of the Repub lic of Poland in King ston 
35 Mill bor ough Crescent, King ston 6, Jamai ca, W.I. 
Phone: (0 01876) 927 63 06; fax: (0 01876) 978 92 13 
kmrlmc@cwja majca.com 

Japan

Embassy of the Repub lic of Poland in Tokyo 
2–13–5 Mita, Meguro-ku, Tokyo 153-0062 
Phone: (0 081 3) 5794 7020, 5794 7040; fax: (0 081 3) 5794 7024 (from Japan) 
www.poland.or.jp; polamb@poland.or.jp 

Ambass ador: Marcin Rybicki (since 14 May 2003)

Honorary Consul General: Kazuko Takashima

Consul ate of the Repub lic of Poland in Osaka 
3–1–1, Nakam iya Ohike, Hirak ata, Osaka 573–0004
Phone: (0 0817) 2849 2218; fax: (0 0817) 2848 5315

Jordan

Embassy of the Repub lic of Poland in Amman
No 3 Mahm oud Seif Al-Din Al-Irani St., P.O. Box 942050, Amman 11194 
Phone: (0 0962 6) 551 25 93, 551 25 94, 551 25 96; fax: (0 0962 6) 551 25 95 
polemb@nol.com.jo 

Ambass ador: Andrzej Biera (since 4 Novem ber 2003)

Kazakhstan

Embassy of the Repub lic of Poland in Almaty
Djar kents kaya 9-11, 480099 Almaty, Kazak hst an
Phone: (0 07 3272) 581 551, 581 617; fax: (0 07 3272) 581 550 
www.poland.kz; ambpol@mail.kz 

Ambass ador: W³adys³aw Jan Soko³owski (since 31 July 2004), also accredi ted to Kyrgyzstan

Consul ar section 
Phone: (0 07 3272) 533 587, 533 768, 534 179; in emerg ency: (007 300) 3371814
fax: (0 07 3272) 581 552 
polkons ulat@mail.kz 

Kenya

Embassy of the Repub lic of Poland in Nairobi
Kabarn et Road, Nairobi, P.O. Box 30086 Kenya 
Phone: (0 0254 2) 572 811, 572 812; fax: (0 0254 2) 574 572, 572 814
www.nairobi.polemb.net; ambnai ro@kenya web.com 

Ambass ador: Wojciech Jasiñski (since 31 July 2002), also accredi ted to Burundi, 
Madag ascar, Maurit ius, Rwan da, Uganda and Seychell es
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Honorary Consul: Mohamed Reshadi Noor 

Consul ate of the Repub lic of Poland in Mombassa 
P.O. Box 84385 
80100 Mombassa
Phone: (0 0254 41) 228 916, 227 127; in emerg ency:(0 0254) 722 411 991
fax: (0 0254 41) 229 095
reshadi@sea-bulk.co.ke 

Korea (Democ ratic Peop le’s Repub lic of)

Embassy of the Repub lic of Poland in Pyong yang 
Tedong gang – Munsu dong, Pyong yang, D.P.R.K. 
Phone: (0 0850 2) 381 73 25, 381 73 28, 381 73 31; fax: (0 0850 2) 381 76 34
Phone/fax: (0 0850 2) 381 76 37
www.phenian.polemb.net;

Ambass ador: Roman Iwaszk iewi cz (since 17 August 2005)

Korea (Republic of)

Embassy of the Repub lic of Poland in Seoul
70, Sangan-dong, Jongno-Gu, 110-190 Seoul 
Repub lic of Korea
Phone: (0 082 2) 723 9681; fax: (0 082 2) 723 9680
www.polands eoul.org; embassy@polands eoul.org 

Ambass ador: Andrzej Derlatka (from 5 August 2005 to 1 May 2006)
Chargé d’affaires: Urszula Raznowiecka (as of 15 June 2006)

Kuwait

Embassy of the Repub lic of Poland in Kuwait
Al -Jabriya, Area No. 8, Stre et No. 20, House No. 377, Kuwait 
Corres ponde nce address: 
Embassy of the Repub lic of Poland 
P.O. Box 5066, Safat, 13501 Kuwait 
Phone: (0 0965) 5311 571–2; fax: (0 0965) 5311 576–8 
www.polamb akuw.gov.kw; polamba@qualit ynet.net 

Ambass ador: Kazim ierz Romañ ski (since 30 May 2005), also accredi ted to Bahrain

Laos

Embassy of the Repub lic of Poland in Vien tiane
263 Thadeua Rd., km. 3, P.O. Box 1106 Vien tiane, Lao P.D.R. 
Phone: (0 0856 21) 312 940; fax: (0 0856 21) 312 085 
polembv@yahoo.com

Chargé d’affai res: Tomasz Gerlach (as of 15 June 2006)

Latvia

Embassy of the Repub lic of Poland in Riga
Mednieku iela 6B, LV-1010 Riga, Latvija
Phone: (0 0371) 703 15 00, 703 15 09 (twen ty-four hour); fax: (0 0371) 703 15 49 
www.ambpolr iga.lv; ambpol@apollo.lv 

Ambass ador: Maciej Klim czak (since 22 Septemb er 2005)
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Lebanon

Embassy of the Repub lic of Poland in Beirut
Av. Presid ent Sulei man Fran gieh 52 Raymong Khalife Bldg 
Baabda – P.O. Box 40–215 
Phone: (0 0961 1 05) 924 881, 468 951; fax: (0 0961 1 05) 468 591 exten sion 117, 924 882
www.polamb eir ut.com; polamb@cyber ia.net.lb 

Ambass ador: Waldem ar Markiew icz (from 1 Octo ber 2002 to 1 May 2006)
Chargé d’affaires: Micha³ Murkociñski (as of 15 June 2006)

Libya

Embassy of the Repub lic of Poland in Tripoli
61 Shar ia Ben Ashour Str. 
Garden City Tripoli – Libya, P.O. Box 519 
Phone: (0 0218 21) 360 85 69, 361 59 72; fax: (0 0218 21) 361 51 99
http://ambrp.trypol is.w.inter ia.pl; amrp.trypol is@inter ia.pl

Ambass ador: Józef Osas (since 17 Septemb er 2004)

Consul General: Krzysztof Smyk

Consul ate Gener al of the Repub lic of Poland in Benghazi 
Wadi Hatita, House No. 8, Western Fway hat, Benghazi, P.O. Box 93–24 
Phone/fax: (0 0218 61) 222 87 92, 223 58 92; fax: (0 0218 61) 223 89 20 
kgbeng hazi@inter ia.pl 

Lithuania

Embassy of the Repub lic of Poland in Vilnius
Smelio g. 20A, 2055 Vilnius 
Phone: (0 0370 5) 270 90 01 do 3; fax: (0 0370 5) 270 90 07 
www.poland emba ssy.lt; ambpol@tdd.lt

Ambass ador: Janusz Skolim owski (since 21 Februa ry 2005)

Consul General: Stanis³aw Cygnarowski

Consul ate Gener al of the Repub lic of Poland in Vilnius 
Smelio g-ve 22A, LT–10323, Vilnius 
Phone: (0 0370 5) 270 90 04–05; fax: (0 0370 5) 270 90 09 
kgpl@tdd.lt 

Honor ary Consul: Tadeu sz Macio³

Consul ate of the Repub lic of Poland in Klaj peda
Kalvos g.4, 5800 Klaipeda
Phone: (0 0370 46) 31 01 83, 30 03 63; fax: (0 0370 46) 30 03 64
polkons ulat@takas.lt 

Luxembourg

Embassy of the Repub lic of Poland in Luxemb ourg
2, rue de Pulverm uhle
L–2356 Luxemb ourg
Phone: (0 0352) 26 00 32; fax: (0 0352) 266 87 574
ambap ol@pt.lu

Ambass ador: Barbara Labuda (since 1 Septemb er 2005)
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Honorary Consul: Tom Krieps 

Consul ate of the Repub lic of Poland in Luxemb ourg
9, rue Pier re d’Aspelt 
L–1142 Luxemb ourg 
Phone: (0 0352) 453 045; fax: (0 0352) 250 095 
tomkrieps@hotmail.com

Macedonia

Embassy of the Repub lic of Poland in Skopje
Djuro Djakoviæ 50, 1000 Skopje 
Phone: (0 0389 2) 3119 744, 3112 647 
www.ambpol.org.mk; ambpol@unet.com.mk

Ambass ador: Andrzej Dobrzyñski (since 19 August 2003)

Madagascar

Honor ary Consul: Zbigniew Kasprzyk

Consul ate of the Repub lic of Poland in Antan ana rivo
Consul ar district: Madag ascar, Seychell es, Maurit ius
LOT II M 47 DA Anal ama hit sy, Antan eti lava 
B.P. 3528 Antan ana rivo 101, Madag ascar 
Phone/fax: (0 0261 202) 242 806
ocec onsu lt@wanad oo.mg 

Malaysia

Embassy of the Repub lic of Poland in Kuala Lumpur
No 495, 4 1/2 Jalan Ampang, 68000 Ampang, Selang or
P.O. Box 10052, 50704 Kuala Lumpur, Malays ia 
Phone: (0 060 3) 425 76 733, 425 76 719; fax: (0 060 3) 425 70 123 
www.ambas ada.com.my; polamba@tm.net.my

Ambass ador: Eugen iusz Sawicki (since 22 Octo ber 2003)

Honor ary Consul: Raziah Mahmud Geneid 

Consul ate of the Repub lic of Poland in Kuching
Lot 154–156 2nd floor, Jalan Sungai Padung an
93100 Kuching, Saraw ak
Phone: (0 060 82) 413 877; fax: (0 060 82) 244 406

Malta

Honor ary Consul: Stephen Parnis England 

Consul ate of the Repub lic of Poland in La Valletta
60, South Stre et 
Valetta VLT 11, Malta
Phone: (0 0356 2) 12 44 306; fax: (0 0356 2) 12 33 093

Mauritania

Honor ary Consul: El Khalil Ould Oumar

Consul ate of the Repub lic of Poland in Nouakchott
Ilot V, N° 33 Sud
B.P. 6589, Nouakchott, Maurit ania
Phone: (0 0222) 524 11 09, 524 11 10; fax: (0 0222) 524 11 08
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Mauritius

Consul ate of the Repub lic of Poland in Maurit ius
33, Royal Road, Florea, Maurit ius
Phone: (0 0230) 750 52 31, 769 59 70; fax: (0 0230) 696 56 19
ewa@abel ak.com 

Mexico

Embassy of the Repub lic of Poland in Mexi co
Calle Cracovia 40, Colon ia San Angel, 01000 México D.F. 
Apart ado Postal 20383 
Phone: (0 052 55) 55 50 47 00, 55 50 48 78; fax: (0 0 52 55) 56 16 08 22 
www.polon ia.org.mx; embaj ada dep olo nia@prodigy.net.mx 

Ambass ador: Wojciech Tomas zewski (since 31 July 2004), also accredi ted to Haiti 
and Saint Lucia

Honorary Consul: Luis M. Camara Patron

Consul ate of the Repub lic of Poland in Cancún 
Av. Nader 40, Edif icio Marrue cos Local 4, P.B. Superm anza na 2–A , 77500 Cancún, Quint ana Roo 
Phone: (01 998) 884 70 20; fax: (01 998) 887 33 99 

Honor ary Consul: José Manuel Gomez Vazquez Aldana

Consul ate of the Repub lic of Poland in Guadal aja ra 
Aurel io Ortega No.764, Col. Seatt le, C.P. 45150, Guadal aja ra 
Zapop an, Jalis co, México 
Phone: (01 33) 36 56 56 19, 36 56 47 27; fax: (01 33) 36 56 54 91 
corpor ate@gva.com.mx 

Honor ary Consul: Edua rdo Macias Santos

Consul ate of the Repub lic of Poland in Monterr ey 
Condom ino Acero, Zarag oza 1000 Sur, 3r piso, despac ho 306 
Col. Centro, C.P. 64000, Monterr ey, Nuevo León, México 
Phone: (01 81) 83 40 28 54; fax: (01 81) 83 40 28 54 
ems@dicoms amty.com.mx 

Honor ary Consul: Alberto Stebels ki-Orlow ski

Consul ate of the Repub lic of Poland in Tulanc ingo 
Ofic ina: 21 de Marzo, 124 Sur, 43600 Tulanc ingo, Hgo 
Phone/fax: (01 775) 755 24 64; phone: (55) 52 50 97 11; fax: (55) 52 54 34 65 
wste bels ki1@hotmail.com

Honor ary Consul: Hector Edua rdo Webb Cruces

Consul ate of the Repub lic of Poland in Guanaj uato
Paseo de la Presa #39, C.P. 36000 Guanaj uato, Gto. 
Phone: (0 052 473) 731 08 52; fax: (0 052 473) 731 08 53 
hector webb@hotmail.com

Moldova

Embassy of the Repub lic of Poland in Chisin au
Str. Plamad eala 3 
MD-2009 Chisin au, Moldova 
Phone: (0 0373 22) 23 85 51, 23 85 52; fax: (0 0373 22) 23 85 53 
www.polon ia.md; ambpolsk@ch.mold pac.md 

Ambass ador: Krzysz tof Suprow icz (since 6 June 2005)
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Consul ar section 
Str. Vasile Alec sa ndri 101, MD–2012 Chisin au, Moldova 
Phone: (0 0373 22) 22 38 50–51; fax: (0 0373 22) 22 38 52 

Mongolia

Embassy of the Repub lic of Poland in Ulan Bator 
Diplom at 95 Ajlyn Oron Suuc VI ORC, P.O. BOX–1049, Ulaa nba atar-13 
Phone: (0 0976 11) 320 641, 321 926; fax: (0 0976 11) 322 926, 320 576 
polkons ulat@magicn et.mn 

Ambass ador: Zbigniew Kulak (since 11 July 2005) 

Morocco

Embassy of the Repub lic of Poland in Rabat
23, rue Oqbah, B.P. 425 Rabat, Maroc. 
Phone: (0 0212 37) 77 11 73, 77 17 91; fax: (0 0212 37) 77 53 20 
www.ambpol ogne.ma; apol ogne@menara.ma 

Ambass ador: Joanna Wronecka (since 27 April 2005), also accredi ted to Maurit ania

Consul General: W³odzimierz Leszczyñski

Consul ate of the Repub lic of Poland in Casab lanca, 9, rue d’Alg er, Casab lanca, Maroc. 
Phone: (0 0212 22) 27 91 38, 29 60 31; in emerg ency: (0 0212) 61 09 82 42 
fax: (0 0212 22) 27 91 39 
www.consul atpl.net; conspl@iam.net.ma 

Honor ary Consul: Krzysz tof Albert

Consul ate of the Repub lic of Poland in Agad ir
Rue 210 Appart eme nt 9, Q.I. AGADIR
Phone/fax: (0 0212 48) 84 31 20
albert_krzysz tof_veto@yahoo.fr 

Mozambique

Honor ary Consul: Alberto Tipsalo Mabj aia

Consul ate of the Repub lic of Poland in Maputo
Rua Las Flores 42/2, P.O. Box 4478 Maputo
Phone: (0 02581) 42 76 66; fax: (0 02581) 46 51 34
atmab ja ia@teled ata.mz

Nepal

Honor ary Consul Gener al: Hulas Chand Golchha

Consul ate Gener al of the Repub lic of Poland in Katmandu
Golchha House, Ganab ahal, P.O. Box 363, Kathm andu, Nepal
Phone: (0 09771) 424 91 14; fax: (0 09771) 424 97 23
hcg@golchha.com

Netherlands

Embassy of the Repub lic of Poland in The Hague 
Alexand erst raat 25, 2514 JM Den Haag 
Phone: (0 031 70) 799 01 00, 799 01 02; in emerg ency:(0 031) 650 27 11 67
fax: (0 031 70) 799 01 37
www.polamb.nl; ambhaga@polamb.nl

Ambass ador: Jan Micha³owski (since 15 Octo ber 2002)
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Consul ar section 
address and phone: see  above
konsul@polamb.nl

Honor ary Consul: Willem Freder ik Dutilh

Consul ate of the Repub lic of Poland in Amsterd am
De Ruyterk ade 5, 1013 AA Amsterd am
Phone: (0 031 20) 305 38 50; fax: (0 031 20) 305 38 52
w.f.dutilh@freeler.nl

Honor ary Consul: Johann es Gesin us Bax

Consul ate of the Repub lic of Poland in Apeld oorn
Sophia laan 46, P.O. Box 4, 7300 AA – Apeld oorn
Phone: (0 031 55) 527 47 89; fax: (0 031 55) 578 90 53

New Zealand

Embassy of the Repub lic of Poland in Wellingt on
17 Upland Road, Kelburn
Wellingt on 6005, P.O. Box 10211
Phone: (0 064 4) 475 94 53, in emerg ency:(0 064) 021 253 82 30
fax: (0 064 4) 475 94 58
www.poland.org.nz; polishemb assy@xtra.co.nz 

Ambass ador: Lech Mastal erz (since 31 July 2004)

Honor ary Consul: John Roy-Wojciec howski

Consul ate of the Repub lic of Poland in Auckland
51 Gran ger Road, Howick, Auckland 1705 
P.O. Box 39052
Phone: (0 064 9) 534 46 70; fax: (0 064 9) 535 40 68 
www.polishher ita ge.co.nz; polish@ihug.co.nz

Nigeria

Embassy of the Repub lic of Poland in Abuja
16, Ona Crescent, Maitama, Abuja 
Phone: (0 0234 9) 413 82 80-83; fax: (0 0234 9) 413 82 81
www.abuja.polemb.net; poemb abu@link ser ve.com

Ambass ador: Grze gorz Wali ñski (since 18 Decemb er 2001), also accredi ted to Benin, Ghana, 
Equator ial Guinea, Camer oon, Niger and Togo

Consul General: Stanis³aw Pisarski

Consul ate Gener al of the Repub lic of Poland in Lagos 
10 Idejo Stre et, Victo ria Island, Lagos, P.O. Box 410 
Phone: (0 0234 1) 261 46 84, 261 46 86; fax: (0 0234 1) 261 46 85 
poemb@mwebaf rica.com 

Norway

Embassy of the Repub lic of Poland in Oslo
Olav Kyrres plass 1, 0244 Oslo 
Phone: (0 047 24) 11 08 50-52; fax: (0 047 22) 44 48 39
www.poland-embassy-no.com; ambpol@online.no 

Ambass ador: Ryszard Czar ny (since 18 July 2005), also accredi ted to Icel and
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Consul ar section 
address – see above 
Phone: (0 047 24) 11 08 58, 11 08 63, 11 08 65, in emerg ency:(0 047) 913 37 757
fax: (0 047 24) 11 81 53
polcons@online.no 

Honor ary Consul: Fritz Thor kil Rieber

Consul ate of the Repub lic of Poland in Bergen
Kalfarvei en 57A, 5001 Bergen
Phone: (0 047 55) 55 91 00; fax: (0 047 55) 55 91 01
fritz@brg.no

Honor ary Consul: Ulf-Einar Staal esen

Consul ate of the Repub lic of Poland in Stavan ger
Kongsgardbak ken 3, 4000 Stavan ger
Corres ponde nce address: Postb oks 24, 4001 Stavan ger
Phone: (0 047 51) 51 00 70; fax: (0 047 51) 51 00 71
ues@steens trup.no

Honor ary Consul: Harald Johan Lyders en

Consul ate of the Repub lic of Poland in Trond heim
TMV-kaia 23, 7485 Trond hem, Norge
Phone: (0 047 73) 87 69 00; fax: (0 047 73) 87 69 01
harald.lyders en@deloi tte.no

Pakistan

Embassy of the Repub lic of Poland in Islam abad
Diplom atic Enclave II, Stre et 24, G-5/4, Islam abad 
P.O. Box; 1032 
Phone: (0 092 51) 227 94 91-93; fax: (0 092 51) 227 94 98, 282 54 42
www.embass yofpola nd.org.pk; polemb@isb.comsats.net.pk

Ambass ador: Bogdan Marczews ki (since 30 April 2004), also accredi ted to Afghan ist an

Consul General: Ireneusz Makles

Consul ate Gener al of the Repub lic of Poland in Karac hi 
6–D, 1st Gizri Lane, Phase IV 
Defence Offic ers´ Hous ing Author ity, Karac hi 
Phone: (0 092 21) 587 95 93, 587 95 94; fax: (0 092 21) 587 95 92
www.polandc onsu lat eka rac hi.com; consulrp@sat.net.pl

Panama

Embassy of the Repub lic of Poland in Panama 
Embaj ada de Polon ia
Bella Vista, Calle 47, Edif icio “Vista Marina”, piso 2
Corres ponde nce address:
Embaj ada de Polon ia, Zona 5, Apart ado Postal 8782, Panama
Phone: (0 0507) 263 62 54, 263 50 97; fax: (0 0507) 223 37 17 
www.embaj ada dep olo nia.net; polamb@cwpa nama.net 

Ambass ador: Marek Makows ki (since 22 July 2004)
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Honorary Consul: Jose Palermo 

Honor ary Consul ate of the Repub lic of Poland in Colon
Calle 50, Edif icio Discou nt Bank, piso 2
Phone: (0 0507) 278 45 05, 278 45 14, 265 53 90; fax: (0 0507) 278 45 54, 278 46 00
jpal ermot@hotmail.com

Paraguay

Honor ary Consul: Jorge Aníbal Goldenb erg Asril evich

Consul ate of the Repub lic of Poland in Asunción 
Palma 685, Asunción, Parag uay, P.O. Box 276 
Phone: (0 0595 21) 44 85 20, 44 72 66; fax: (0 0595 21) 49 58 07 

Peru

Embassy of the Repub lic of Poland in Lima
Avenida Salaverry 1978, Jesús María 
Lima 11, Peru 
Corres ponde nce address: 
Casilla de coreo 180174, Miraf lores 
Lima 18, Perú 
Phone: (0 051 14) 71 39 20; in emerg ency:(0 051 14) 70 04 24
fax: (0 051 14) 71 39 25, 71 48 13 
www.polon ia.org.pe; consrp lima@amauta.rcp.pe 

Ambass ador: Prze mys³aw Marzec (since 25 July 2005), also accredi ted to Bolivia and Ecua dor

Honorary Consul: Mauricio Chabaneix Belling

Consul ate of the Repub lic of Poland in Arequi pa 
Mariscal Benavid es 307 Selva Aleg re, Arequi pa 
Phone: (0 051 54) 217 676, 222 666, 287 662; fax: (0 051 54) 213 098 
chaban eix@mail.interp lace.com.pe 

Honor ary Consul: Piotr Nawrocki

Consul ate of the Repub lic of Poland in Callao 
Av. San Juan 705 Surco, Lima 
Phone: (0 051 1) 372 16 38, 372 16 39, in emerg ency:(0 051 1) 831 76 30
fax: (0 051 1) 275 49 68 

Honor ary Consul: W³adys³aw Bobrek

Consul ate of the Repub lic of Poland in Trujillo 
Los Granad os 389, Trujillo, Peru 
Phone: (0 051 44) 242 623

Philippines

Honor ary Consul Gener al: Fernando V. Listing

Consul ate Gener al of the Repub lic of Poland in Manila
UPL Build ing, Sta. Clara St., Intram our os, Manila, Philipp ines
Phone: (0 0632) 527 15 82, 527 15 75; fax: (0 0632) 527 16 03
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Portugal

Embassy of the Repub lic of Poland in Lisbon
Avenida das Descob ertas 2, 1400–092 Lisboa, Portug al 
Phone: (0 351 21) 301 23 50, 301 42 00, 304 14 10; fax: (0 351 21) 301 02 02 
www.emb-polon ia.pt; embpol@mail.telep ac.pt, konsul at@mail.telep ac.pt

Ambass ador: Janusz Rydz kows ki (since 11 Februa ry 2004)

Honorary Consul: Rui Miguel Duarte Alegre

Consul ate of the Repub lic of Poland in Porto
Rua da Cortic eira, 34, 4536–902 Mozel os VFR
Phone: (0 0351 22) 747 5875; fax: (0 0351 22) 747 5803

Romania

Embassy of the Repub lic of Poland in Buchar est
Aleea Alexand ru No. 23
Sector 1, Bucureºti
Phone: (0 040 21) 308 2200; fax: (0 040 21) 230 9362 
www.bukar eszt.ro; ambas ada@bukar eszt.ro 

Ambass ador: Krystyn Jacek Palis zewski (since 25 Septemb er 2003)

Consul ar section
address—see above: 
Phone: (0 040 21) 308 22 46; phone/fax: (0 040 21) 230 16 53 
konsul@bukar eszt.ro

Russia

Embassy of the Repub lic of Poland in Moscow
Klimashkina 4, 123557 Moskva 
Phone: (0 07 095) 231 15 00, 231 15 36, 231 15 11; satell ite phone: 234 40 23
fax: (0 07 095) 231 15 15, 231 15 55 
www.poland emb.ru; embassy@poland emb.ru

Chargé d’affai res: Wiktor Ross
Ambassador: Jerzy Bahr (since 19 June 2006)

Consul ar section
address—see above: 
Phone: (0 07 095) 231 15 50; fax: (0 07 095) 231 15 55 
konsul atmo skwa@comail.ru 

Consul Gener al: Jaros³aw Drozd

Consul ate of the Repub lic of Poland in Sankt Petersb urg 
5 Sowiets kaya 12/14, 191036 Sankt Petersb urg 
Phone: (0 07 812) 336 31 40-41; fax: (0 07 812) 274 43 18 
www.konsul atrp.ru; konsgenrp@peterl ink.ru, konsul at@konsul atrp.ru 

Consul Gener al: Jaros³aw Czubi ñski

Consul ate of the Repub lic of Poland in Kalin ingr ad 
Kash tan ova 51, 236000 Kalin ingr ad 
Corres ponde nce address: 
Hozjus za 1, 14–500 Braniewo, skr. poczt. 20
Phone: (0 07 0112) 27 35 77, 95 04 19, 95 65 51; phone/fax: (0 07 0112) 95 54 36 
www.polkon-kalin ingr ad.ru 
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Consulate of the Republic of Poland in Irkutsk
Suche Batora 18 (2nd floor), 664003 Irkutsk 
Phone: (0 07 3952) 288 010; fax: (0 07 3952) 288 012
kgirkuck@sovintelru

Rwanda

Honor ary Consul: Char les Ngar ambe

Consul ate of the Repub lic of Poland in Kigali
B.P. 3246, Kigali, Rwan da
Phone: (0 0250) 513066, 08300340; fax: (0 0250) 577 654
c_ngar abe@hotmail.com 

Salvador

Honor ary Consul: Carlos Enrique Merazzo Pinto

Consul ate of the Repub lic of Poland in San Salvad or 
Bulevard Venez uela, No. 2754
San Salvad or, El Salvad or Apart ado Postal 01–3
Micro tec, Manag ua, Nicar agua
Phone: (0 0503) 223 08 81, 223 92 15; fax: (0 0503) 224 37 15
presid encia@forem ost.com.sv

Saudi Arabia

Embassy of the Repub lic of Poland in Riyadh
Abdull ah Bin Jafar Stre et, House No. 20 
Al-Wooros ince District Riyadh (Riyadh) 
Corres ponde nce address: Embassy of Poland, Riyadh, Saudi Arab ia 
P.O. Box 94016, Riyadh 11693 
Phone: (0 0966 1) 454 92 74, 450 88 89; fax: (0 0966 1) 454 92 10 
www.poland emba ssy.org.sa; rijad amb@shab akah.net.sa 

Consular section
Phone: (0 0966 1) 454 92 74 

Ambass ador: Adam Ku³ach (since 20 Janua ry 2004)

Honorary Consul: Sheik Hassan Omar Saddik Attar

Consul ate of the Repub lic of Poland in Jidd ah
Phone: (0 0966 2) 556 178 55, 648 48 11; fax: (0 0966 2) 648 47 05 
hattar@sbm.net.sa 

Senegal

Embassy of the Repub lic of Poland in Dakar
Avenue des Ambass ade urs, Fann Resid ence, Dakar BP 343, Seneg al 
Phone: (0 0221) 825 24 03, 824 23 54; fax: (0 0221) 824 95 26 
www.ambass ade-polog ne.sn; ambass ade.pl@sentoo.sn 

Ambass ador: Andrzej £upina (since 16 Februa ry 2005), also accredi ted to Burkina Faso,
Gambia, Guinea, Guinea Bissau, Mali, Cape Verde and Sier ra Leone
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Serbia and Montenegro

Embassy of the Repub lic of Poland in Belgrade
Kneza Miloša 38, 11000 Beograd 
Phone: (0 0381 11) 206 53 01, 206 53 18; fax: (0 0381 11) 361 69 39
ambrpf rj@Eunet.yu

Ambass ador: Maciej Szymañski (since 8 July 2005)

Singapore

Embassy of the Repub lic of Poland in Singap ore
435 Orchard Road #17–02/03, Wisma Atria, Singap ore 238877 
Phone: (0 065) 6235 9478 ext.102, 6734 0466, in emerg ency: (0 065) 9155 0059 
fax: (0 065) 6235 9479
htto://singap ore.polemb.pl; ambass ador@pacif ic.net.sg

Ambass ador: Bogus³aw Marcin Majews ki (since 8 Novem ber 2004)

Slovakia

Embassy of the Repub lic of Poland in Bratis la va
Hummel ova 4, 814 91 Bratis la va 
Phone: (0 0421 2) 5441 3174–75, 5441 2142, 5441 3196; fax: (0 0421 2) 5441 3184
www.polskaa mba sada.sk; bratampl@nextra.sk 

Ambass ador: Zenon Kosin iak-Kamysz (since 23 July 2003)

Consul ar section 
address: see above: 
fax: (0 0421 2) 5441 3193 

Honor ary Consul: Tadeu sz Fr¹ckowiak

Consul ate of the Repub lic of Poland in Liptovský Mikuláš
Liptovský Mikuláš 
Nam. oslo bod ite l’ov 1
Phone: (0 042 44) 552 88 10; fax: (0 042 44) 552 88 11
konzul@verex.sk

Slovenia

Embassy of the Repub lic of Poland in Ljubljana 
Bežigrad 10 1000 Ljubljana
Phone: (0 0386 1) 436 47 12; fax: (0 0386 1) 436 25 21
www.poland-embassy.si; ambpol.si@siol.net 

Ambasd or: Janusz Jesion ek (from 28 August 2002 to 1 April 2006)
Chargé d’affaires: Grzegorz Nowacki (as of 15 June 2006)

Honorary Consul: Nedjan Brataševec

Consul ate of the Repub lic of Poland in Nova Gorica
Vipavs ka cesta 13
5000 Nova Gorica, Slove nija
Phone: (0 0386 5) 331 52 45; fax: (0 0386 5) 331 52 36
klm.inwest@siol.nel
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Honor ary Consul: Miloš Kovaèiè 

Consul ate of the Repub lic of Poland in Novo Mesto
Graj ska cesta 1, 8222 Otoè ec
Phone: (0 0386 7) 307 56 99; fax: (0 0386 7) 307 54 99

South Africa

Embassy of the Repub lic of Poland in Pretor ia
14 Amos Stre et, Colbyn 0083, Pretor ia 
P.O. Box 12277 Queensw osi nce 0121 
Phone: (0 027 12) 430 26 21; fax: (0 027 12) 430 26 08 
www.poland.co.za; amb.pol@pixie.co.za

Ambass ador: Romua ld Szuniew icz (since 31 July 2004), also accredi ted to Botswana, 
Lesotho, Mozamb ique, Namib ia and Swazil and

Consul ar section
konsul at@mweb.co.za 

Honor ary Consul: Andrzej Kiepela

Consul ate of the Repub lic of Poland in Durban
3 Chase Place, Westville 3630, P.O. Box 1351
Phone: (0 027 31) 266 97 92–4; fax: (0 027 31) 266 90 55 

Spain

Embassy of the Repub lic of Poland in Madrid
c. Guisando, 23 bis, 28035 Madrid
Phone: (0 034 91) 373 6605, 373 6606, 316 1365; in emerg ency: (0 034 91) 376 9555
fax: (0 034 91) 373 6624 
www.polon ia.es; embaj ada@polon ia.es

Ambass ador: Gra¿yna Bernat owi cz (since 28 March 2002), also accredi ted to Andorra

Consul Gener al: Joanna Koziñ ska-Frybes

Consul ate Gener al of the Repub lic of Poland in Barcel ona
Avda. Diagon al, 593–595, 08014 Barcel ona 
Phone: (0 034 93) 322 72 34; fax: (0 034 93) 322 29 07 
www.kgbar cel ona.org; polon ia@kgbar cel ona.org 

Honor ary Consul: Bogdan Dziekoñski

Consul ate of the Repub lic of Poland in Las Palmas de Gran Canar ia
c/Tirana, 104–5°D
35002 Las Palmas de Gran Canar ia 
Phone: (0 034 928) 366 69 82; fax: (0 034 928) 43 73 64
bogdan@polferro.com

Honor ary Consul: Jorge Matias Zielen iewski Redziej owski

Consul ate of the Repub lic of Poland in Murcia
c. Las Norias 1/2B, 30009 Murcia, Spain
Phone/fax: (0 034 968) 29 89 41

Honor ary Consul: Sylvia Riera Borrego

Consul ate of the Repub lic of Poland in Palma de Mallorca
c. Bartolo mé Sureda i Misser ol, 4A
07011 Palma de Mallorca, Balea res, Hisz pan ia
Phone: (0 034 971) 60 64 55; fax: (0 034 971) 60 94 55
sylvia.riera@nueva-europa.com
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Honor ary Consul: Angel Tellec hea Goyena

Consul ate of the Repub lic of Poland in Pamplona
Avda.Pio XII, 1-5
Edif icio Sungul ar
31002 Pamplona
Phone: (0 034 948) 221 303; fax: (0 034 948) 226 690
tellec hea@gimex.es

Honor ary Consul: Juan M. Veites Baptis ta de Sousa

Consul ate of the Repub lic of Poland in Vigo (Ponteved ra)
Ctra. Coleg io Univers ita rio,16, 36–310 Vigo (Ponteved ra)
Phone: (0 034 98) 646 93 01; fax: (0 034 98) 649 92 69
jvie ites@anfaco.es

Honor ary Consul: Ramón Sentis Duran

Consul ate of the Repub lic of Poland in Valenc ia
Avda. De Las Cortes Valenc ianas, 35–1°–2a, 46015 Valenc ia, Spain
Phone: (0 034 96) 358 00 02; fax: (0 034 96) 358 01 68
consulp olvale ncia@ono.com

Sri Lanka

Honor owy Consul Gener al: Desham anya Kandiah Balend ra 

Consul ate of the Repub lic of Poland in Colombo
c/o Deputy Chairm an’s Office
Phoenix Ventur es Ltd., 2nd Floor, 409 Galle Rd.
Colombo 03 Sri Lanka
Phone: (0 094 112) 565 612, 693 307; fax: (0 094 112) 669 639
CherylD@bran dix.com

Sudan

Honor ary Consul: Hussein Moham ed Hasan

Consul ate of the Repub lic of Poland in Khar toum 
El Hinaya Hospit al, 6 Stre et 41, New Exten sion 
P.O. Box 17 18, Khar toum, Sudan 
Phone: (0 0249 11) 47 18 31; Phone/fax: (0 0249 11) 47 18 30

Surinam

Honor ary Consul: Dennis Kopins ky

Consul ate of the Repub lic of Poland in Param ari bo
Jan Zweers traat 11, Param ari bo, Surin am
Phone: (0 0597) 43 48 33, 49 06 95; fax: (0 0597) 43 48 33
dkkop insky@cq-link.sr

Sweden

Embassy of the Repub lic of Poland in Stoc kh olm
Karl av ägen 35, SE–114 31 Stoc kh olm 
Phone: (0 046 8) 50 57 50 00; fax: (0 046 8) 50 57 50 86 
www.polemb.se; info.polen@tele2.se 

Ambass ador: Micha³ Czy¿ (since 20 Septemb er 2005)
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Consul General: Wies³aw Scholz

Consul ate Gener al of the Repub lic of Poland in Stoc kh olm
Präs tg ardsgatan 5, SE 172 32 Sund byb erg, Stoc kh olm 
Phone: (0 046 8) 56 48 29 00; fax: (0 046 8) 56 48 29 10 
www.polskag ene ral kons ulat et.se; info@polskag ene ral kons ulat et.se 

Consul Gener al: Marek Bykows ki

Consul General: Gerard Pokruszyñski (as of 15 June 2006)

Consul ate Gener al of the Repub lic of Poland in Malmö
Adolf Fredr iksg atan 13, SE 217 74 Malmö
Corres ponde nce address:
Box 20512, SE-200 74 Malmö
Phone: (0 046 40) 26 74 16, 26 87 86; fax: (0 046 40) 91 43 39
www.polkons-malmo.com; info@polkons-malmo.com

Honor ary Consul: Magdal ena Kurczews ka-Svens son

Consul ate of the Repub lic of Poland in Karl skrona 
Östra Köpm ansga tan 2A, SE-371 33 Karl skrona 
Corres ponde nce address: 
Bran thalla Pl. 543C, SE-373 00 Jämjö 
Phone: (0 046 455) 561 15; fax: (0 046 455) 561 60
e mail: magdal ena.svens son@comtech-data.se

Honor ary Consul: Elis abe th Harlevi Lars son

Consul ate of the Repub lic of Poland in Visby
Österväg 3A, SE-621 45 Visby
Phone: (0 046 498) 20 33 00; fax: (0 046 498) 20 33 90
inger.harlev@gtsab.se

Honor ary Consul: Bo Ulf Roland Chro nier

Consul ate of the Repub lic of Poland in Halm stad
Brogat an 42, Box 111
301 04 Halm stad
Phone/fax: (0 046 35) 21 09 55 
www.konsul ate tet.se; polska@konsul atet.se

Honor ary Consul: Ann-Catherine Haglund

Consul ate of the Repub lic of Poland in Uppsala
Stro gat an 28A, 750 03 Uppsala
Phone: (0 0468) 18 172 450; fax: (0 0468) 18 172 469
info@folkess onre vision.se

Switzerland

Embassy of the Repub lic of Poland in Bern
Elfenstraße 20a, 3000 Bern 15 
Phone: (0 041 31) 358 02 02, 358 02 40; fax: (0 041 31) 358 02 16
www.pol-amb.ch; polishemb@dial.eunet.ch 

Ambass ador: Janusz Niesyto (since 7 June 2005), also accredi ted to Lich tens tein

Consul ar section 
address—see above 
Phone: (0 041 31) 358 02 12, 358 02 08, in emerg ency: (0 041) 796 69 25 18
fax: (0 041 31) 358 02 21 
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Syria

Embassy of the Repub lic of Poland in Damas cus
Abou Ruman eh, Baha Eddin Aita Stre et, Damas cus P.O. 501 
Phone: (0 0963 11) 333 30 10, 333 60 10; fax: (0 0963 11) 331 53 18 
www.msz.gov.pl/amb/damas zek; damap ol@scs-net.org

Ambass ador: Jacek Chodor owi cz (since 12 Octo ber 2001)

Honorary Consul: Ahmad Azzam Zeitouni 

Consul ate of the Repub lic of Poland in Aleppo
Cappuc cini Jmm. Kaliou ndji, Al Muhaf aza, Aleppo, Syria,
P.O. Box: 615 Aleppo, Syria
Phone: (0 0963 21) 268 88 38-9, 268 86 38, 268 86 39, 266 09 35, 
fax: (0 0963 21) 268 86 57
arab ian5@scs-net.prg

Tanzania

Embassy of the Repub lic of Poland in Dar es Salaam 
63 Aly Khan Road, Upanga, Dar es Salaam, Tanzan ia, P.O. Box 2188 
Phone: (0 0255 22) 211 52 71, 266 75 01; in emerg ency: (0 0255) 744 78 79 78
Phone/fax: (0 0255 22) 211 58 12, 266 83 09
polamb@wingrou ptz.com 

Ambass ador accredi ted also to Comor os, Somal ia and Zambia
Chargé d’affaires: Ryszard Malik

Thailand

Embassy of the Repub lic of Poland in Bang kok
Sri-Yukh on Build ing, 8 A, Soi 5, Sukhum vit Road,10110 Bang kok 
Phone: (0 066 2) 251 88 91, 251 88 92; in emerg ency: (0 066 2) 936 4618
fax: (0 066 2) 251 88 95 
www.polemb.or.th; ampolbkk@asiaa cce ss.net.th

Ambass ador: Bogdan Góralczyk (since 15 Octo ber 2003), also accredi ted to Myan m ar and
the Philipp ines

Consul ar section
Phone: (0 066 2) 251 88 91-2, 251 88 96; fax: (0 066 2) 251 88 95
polemb@loxin fo.co.th

Togo

Honor ary Consul: Soumou Tcha mdja

Consul ate of the Repub lic of Poland in Lomé 
Lomé, 93 Bld. Du Mono, B.P. 7710 
Phone: (0 0228) 222 22 47; fax: (0 0228) 22 23 29 
istdce@cafe.tg, este@netcom.tg 

Tunisia

Embassy of the Repub lic of Poland in Tunis
5, Impasse No 1, Rue de Cordoue, 2092 El Manar I, Tunis 
Phone: (0 0216 71) 873 837, 874 843; fax: (0 0216 71) 872 987 
www.polog ne.intl.tn; amb-polog ne@wanad oo.tn 

Ambass ador: Zdzis³aw Raczyñ ski (since 15 July 2004)
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Turkey

Embassy of the Repub lic of Poland in Ankara
Atatü rk Bulvari 241 
Kava klid ere PK 20, 06650 Ankara 
Phone: (0 090 312) 457 20 00-01, 467 56 19, 467 33 65 
fax: (0 090 312) 467 89 63 
www.polon ya.org.tr; polamb@super onli ne.com

Ambass ador: Grze gorz Michals ki (since 16 Februa ry 2005)

Consul General: Marcin Wilczek

Consul ate of the Repub lic of Poland in Istanb ul
Giz 2000 Plaza, Ayaz aga Köyü Yolu No.7, Kat 5, Maslak Istanb ul 
Phone: (0 090 212) 290 66 30–31; fax: (0 090 212) 290 66 32 
www.polon yak ons.org.tr; polcons ul@super onli ne.com 

Honor ary Consul: Talha Görgülü

Consul ate of the Repub lic of Poland in Antal ya
Çaðlayan Mahall esi, 2053 Sok. No 41, Barin akl ar, Antal ya
Phone: (0 090 242) 323 59 32; fax: (0 090 242) 323 59 33

Honor ary Consul: Jan Taºçci

Consul ate of the Repub lic of Poland in Mersin 
Ismet Inonu Bulvari uysal, apt.4 d.7., 33100 Mersin, Turkey 
Phone: (0 090 324) 232 46 18, 233 39 10; fax: (0 090 324) 231 45 31

Uganda

Honor ary Consul: Ephraim Kamuntu

Consul ate of the Repub lic of Poland in Kampala 
Kampala, Parliam enta ry Avenue, Uganda 
P.O. Box 15 69
Phone: (0 0256) 778 28 734, 412 67 545; fax: (0 0256) 412 67 545
ekam untu@parliam ent.go.ug 

Ukraine

Embassy of the Repub lic of Poland in Kiev
Yaroslaviv Val 12, 01034 Kyiv–34 
Phone: (0 0380 44) 230 0700; fax: (0 0380 44) 270 63 36
www.polska.com.ua; ambas ada@polska.com.ua 

Ambass ador: Jacek Klucz kows ki (since 22 July 2005)

Consul General: Sylwester Szostak

Consul ate Gener al of the Repub lic of Poland in Kiev 
B. Chmel nits kiego 60, 01034 Kyiv
Phone: (0 0380 44) 234 92 36, 234 66 78, 234 51 84; fax: (0 0380 44) 234 99 89
www.polska.com.ua; konsul at@polska.com.ua 

Consul Gener al: Wies³aw Osuc howski

Consul ate Gener al of the Repub lic of Poland in Lviv 
I. Fran ko 110, 79011 Lviv
Phone: (0 038 32) 297 08 61-64
fax: (0 038 32) 276 09 74
www.konsul at.lviv.ua; konsul at@mail.lviv.ua
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Consul Gener al: Jaros³aw Ksi¹¿ek

Consul ate Gener al of the Repub lic of Poland in Khar kiv 
Artioma 16, 61002 Khar kiv 
Phone: (0 038 57) 757 88 01; fax: (0 038 57) 757 88 04
www.kgrp.khar kov.ua; kgrp@khar kov.ukrtel.net

Consul Gener al: Wojciech Ga³¹zka

Consul ate Gener al of the Repub lic of Poland in Lutsk
Kated ralna 7, 43–016 Lutsk
Phone: (0 038 332) 77 06 10, 77 06 13; fax: (0 038 332) 77 06 15 
www.konsul at.lutsk.ua; konsul at@konsul at.lutsk.ua

Consulate of the Republic of Poland in Odessa
Uspienska 2/1, 65–014 Odessa
Phone: (0 038 48) 729 39 36; fax: (0 038 48) 729 43 88

First secret ary: Anetta Sondej

United Arab Emirates

Embassy of the Repub lic of Poland in Abu Dhabi
Abu Dhabi, Delma Stre et, Corner with Karama Stre et 
P.O. Box 2334, ABU DHABI, Unit ed Arab Emir ates 
Phone: (0 0971 2) 446 52 00; fax: (0 0971 2) 446 29 67
www.plem bassy.gov.ae; polemb@emir ates.net.ae 

Ambass ador: Roman Cha³aczkiew icz (since 25 July 2005), also accredi ted to Qatar

United Kingdom and Northern Ireland

Embassy of the Repub lic of Poland in London
47 Portl and Place, London W1B 1JH 
Phone: (0 044) 87 07 74 27 00, 87 07 74 27 02; fax: (0 044) 20 73 23 40 18
www.polishemb assy.org.uk, polishemb assy@polishemb assy.org.uk 

Ambass ador: Zbigniew Matus zewski (from 1 August 2004 to 1 April 2006)
Chargé d’affaires: Cezary Król

Consul General: Janusz Wach

Consul ate Gener al of the Repub lic of Poland in London 
73 New Caven dish Stre et, London W1W 6LS 
Phone: (0 044) 20 87 07 74 28 00, 87 07 74 28 02; fax: (0 044) 20 73 23 23 20 
www.polishcons ula te.co.uk; konsul at@polishcons ula te.co.uk 

Consul Gener al: Aleks ander Diet kow

Consul ate Gener al of the Repub lic of Poland in Edinb urgh 
2 Kinnear Road, Edinb urgh EH3 5PE 
Phone: (0 044 131) 552 03 01; Phone/fax: (0 044 131) 552 10 86 
www.polishcons ula te.org; edinb urgh@polishcons ula te.org 

Honor ary Consul: Iren eusz G. Pesz yñs ki

Consul ate of the Repub lic of Poland in Bristol 
132 Henlea ze Road, Henlea ze, Bristol BS9 4LB 
Phone/fax: (0 044 117) 962 10 86 
www.polishcons ulbr istol.co.uk; peszyns ki@polishcons ul.co.uk
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Honor ary Consul: Anthony Julius Lombard

Consul ate of the Repub lic of Poland in Gibralt ar 
35, Gover nor´s Parade, Gibralt ar 
Phone: (0 0350) 745 93; fax: (0 0350) 794 91 

Honor ary Consul: Joseph Carby-Hall

Consul ate of the Repub lic of Poland in Hull 
41, North Bar Without, Bever ley, East Yorks hi re, HU17 7 AG 
Phone: (0 044 1482) 46 57 99; fax: (0 044 1482) 46 62 08
j.r.carby-hall@law.hull.ac.uk 

Honor ary Consul: Michael Maciek George Obor ski

Consul ate of the Repub lic of Poland in Kidderm inst er 
6, Osborne Close, Kidderm inst er, Worcs DY10 3YY 
Phone: (0 044 1562) 63 05 23; fax: (0 044 1562) 86 11 45 
polcon@btint ernet.com

Honor ary Consul: Graham Edwin White

Consul ate of the Repub lic of Poland in Shef field 
4 Palmers ton Road, Shef field S10 2TE 
Phone: (0 044 114) 276 65 13 

Honor ary Consul: Rodney Hodges

Consul ate of the Repub lic of Poland in Jersey 
3rd Floor, 38 Esplan ade
St. Helier, Jersey, Chan nel Islands, JE4 8QL
Phone: (0 044 1534) 50 47 00; fax: (0 044 1534) 50 47 01

United States of America

Embassy of the Repub lic of Poland in Washingt on
2640 16th Stre et, N.W., Washingt on, D.C. 20009, USA
Phone: (0 01 202) 234 38 00; fax: (0 01 202) 328 62 71 
www.poland emba ssy.org; polemb.info@eart hlink.net 

Ambass ador: Janusz Reiter (since 20 Septemb er 2005), also accredi ted to Puerto Rico

Consul ar section 
2224 Wyom ing Ave., N.W., Washingt on, D.C. 20008–3992, USA
Phone: (0 01 202) 234 38 00; fax: (0 01 202) 328 21 52

Consul Gener al: Krzysz tof Kasprzyk

Consul ate Gener al of the Repub lic of Poland in New York 
233 Madis on Ave., New York, N.Y. 10016, USA
Phone: (0 01 646) 237 21 00, 237 21 49; fax: (0 01 646) 237 21 05 
www.polishcons ula teny.org; kgrp ny@aol.com

Consul Gener al: Jaros³aw  £asiñs ki

Consul ate Gener al of the Repub lic of Poland in Chicago 
1530 North Lake Shore Drive, Chicago, Illin ois 60610–1695, USA 
Phone: (0 01 312) 337 81 66; fax: (0 01 312) 337 78 41 
www.polishcons ula tec hic ago.org; polcon@inter acce ss.com 

Consul Gener al: Krystyna Tokars ka-Bier nac ik

Consul ate Gener al of the Repub lic of Poland in Los Angel es 
12400 Wils hire Blvd., Suite 555, Los Angel es, Calif ornia 90025, USA 
Phone: (0 01 310) 442 85 00; fax: (0 01 310) 442 85 15 
www.polishcons ula tela.com; consulp lla@consulp lla.org 
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Honor ary Consul: Stanis³aw Borucki

Consul ate of the Repub lic of Poland in Anchor age
7550 Old Seward Hwy, Suite 101
Anchor age, AK 99518, USA
Phone: (0 01 907) 344 47 22; fax: (0 01 907) 344 75 25
stanb@kirbya laska.com

Honor ary Consul: Marek Leœniewski-Laas

Consul ate of the Repub lic of Poland in Boston
22 Pratt Court, Cohass et
Massac huse tts 02025, USA 
Phone: (0 01 617) 357 19 80; fax: (0 01 617) 383 88 77
polishcons ul@comcast.net

Honor ary Consul: Tomasz Skot nicki

Consul ate of the Repub lic of Poland in Color ado
1916 Andrew Alden Stre et
Longmont, CO 80504
Phone: (0 01 303) 485 84 05; fax: (0 01 303) 517 12 78
tskot nicki@ad.com

Honor ary Consul: Bo¿ena Jarnot

Consul ate of the Repub lic of Poland in Honol ulu
2825 South King St., suite 2701 Honol ulu, HI 96826, USA
Phone: (0 01 808) 955 44 88; fax: (0 01 808) 942 57 26
bozena@aloha.net

Honor ary Consul: Zbigniew J. Wojciec howski

Consul ate of the Repub lic of Poland in Hous ton
35 Harbor Drive
Sugar Land, TX 77479, USA
Phone: (0 01 281) 565 04 99; fax: (0 01 281) 565 15 07
polishcons ul@hous ton.rr.com 

Honor ary Consul: Blan ka A. Rosens tiel
Honor ary Vice-consul: Beata Paszyc

Consul ate of the Repub lic of Poland in Miami
1440 79th Stre et Causeway, Suite 117, Miami FL 33141, USA
Phone: (0 01 305) 866 00 77; fax: (0 01 305) 865 51 50
blan kar ose nsti el@usa.net; info@ampol inst itute.org 

Honor ary Consul: Marek Dollár

Consul ate of the Repub lic of Poland in Oxford, Ohio
Bonham House, 2nd floor, Miami Univers ity
Oxford, OH 45056
Phone: (0 01 513) 529 40 41; fax: (0 01 513) 529 40 40

Honor ary Consul: Thaddeus R. Winnows ki

Consul ate of the Repub lic of Poland in Portl and
11333 S. W. Northgate Ave.
Portl and, OR 97219, USA
Phone: (0 01 503) 943 71 56; fax: (0 01 503) 943 74 01
winnear@eart hlink.net
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Honor ary Consul: Robert Ogrodn ik

Consul ate of the Repub lic of Poland in Saint Louis
121 Meram ec, Suite 1140, St. Louis, Missou ri 63105, USA
Phone: (0 01 314) 822 62 66, 553 15 70; fax: (0 01 314) 965 37 28, 553 33 67
krpsl@eart hlink.net 

Honor ary Consul: Bohdan Chester Hryniew icz

Consul ate of the Repub lic of Poland in San Juan, Puerto Rico
Hotel “Pier re,” Suite 103, 105 de Diego Rico 0 0911
Phone: (0 01 809) 724 41 80; fax: (0 01 809) 721 04 95
hryn@world net.att.net

Honor ary Consul: Chri stopher Keros ky

Consul ate of the Repub lic of Poland in San Fran cis co
Humboldt Bank Build ing
785 Market Stre et, 15th Floor
San Fran cis co, CA 94103, USA
Phone: (0 01 415) 777 44 45; fax: (0 01 415) 778 81 23
consul@youradwo kat.com

Uruguay

Embassy of the Repub lic of Poland in Montevid eo
Jorge Canning 2389, C.P. 11600 Montevid eo 
P.O. Box 1538 
Phone: (0 0598 2) 480 11 51, 480 13 13; fax: (0 0598 2) 487 33 89 
www.embaj ada pol oni aur uguay.com; ambmonte@netgate.com.uy 

Ambass ador: Lech Kubiak (since 20 Novem ber 2003)

Uzbekistan

Embassy of the Repub lic of Poland in Tashkent
Firdavs iy 66, Yunasa bad skiy Rayon 
700084 Tashkent, Uzbek ist an 
Phone: (0 0998 71) 120 86 50; fax: (0 0998 71) 120 86 51 
www.poland.uz; ambas ada@bcc.com.uz 

Ambass ador also accredi ted to Tajiki stan 
Chafge d’affai res: Marian Orlik owski

Consul ar section 
Phone: (0 0998 71) 120 86 52; fax: (0 0998 71) 120 86 51

Venezuela

Embassy of the Repub lic of Poland in Carac as
Av. Nicol as Copern ico, Qta. “Ambar” 
Valle Arriba, Sector Los Naranj os, Carac as 
Corres ponde nce address: 
Apart ado 62293, Chacao, Carac as 1060–A 
Phone: (0 058 212) 991 61 67, 991 14 61; fax: (0 058 212) 992 21 64 
www.ambas ada.org.ve; ambcar ac@ambas ada.org.ve, konsul@ambas ada.org.ve

Ambass ador: Adam Skry bant (since 1 Octo ber 2002), also accredi ted to Antig ua
and Barbuda, Barbad os, the Domin ican Repub lic, Guyana, Grenada, Jamai ca, St. Vincent
and the Grenad ines and to Surin am
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Honorary Consul: Wojciech Ga³¹zka

Consul ate of the Repub lic of Poland in Marac aibo
Calle 15 A, csa 15 D 55, Urb. Lago Mar Beach, Marac aibo, Wenez uela
Phone: (0 058 261) 748 03 18

Vietnam

Embassy of the Repub lic of Poland in Hanoi
3 Chua Mot Cot, Hanoi, SRV 
Phone: (0 084 4) 845 20 27, 845 37 28; fax: (0 084 4) 823 69 14 
polamb@hn.vnn.vn 

Ambass ador: Miros³aw Gajews ki (since 10 Decemb er 2003)

Consul General: Przemys³aw Jenke

Consul ate of the Repub lic of Poland in Ho Chi Minh 
Saigon Centre, 65 Le Loi Blvd.
Ho Chi Minh
Phone: (0 084 8) 914 28 83; fax: (0 084 8) 914 28 84
kgrphcm@hcm.vnn.vn

Yemen

Embassy of the Repub lic of Poland in Sana
Fajj Attan Area, Sana’a, Yemen 
P.O. Box 16168 
Phone: (0 0967 1) 413 523, 413 524, 412 243; fax: (0 0967 1) 413 647 
www.y.net.ye/polemb; polemb@y.net.ye 

Ambass ador: Tadeu sz Strojw¹s (since 14 July 2003), also accredi ted to Djibo uti and Eritr ea

Honorary Consul: Abdul Karim Ahmed Alsheibani 

Consul ate of the Repub lic of Poland in Aden
Sheibani Build ing Al.-Aqaba Roundb out, Mualla, Aden
P.O. Box 4333, Mualla, Aden
Phone: (0 0967 2) 242 222, 240 677; fax: (0 0967 2) 244 616
shbni50@y.net.ye

Zambia

Honor ary Consul Gener al: Maria Rosal ia Ogon owska-Wiœn iews ka

Consul ate of the Repub lic of Poland in Lusaka
Protea House, Cha cha cha Rd., Lusaka, Zambia, P.O. Box 30529 
Phone/fax: (0 0260 1) 27 46 48 

Zimbabwe

Embassy of the Repub lic of Poland in Harare
16 Cork Road, Belgravia, Harare, P.O. Box 3932, Zimbabwe 
Phone: (0 0263 4) 25 34 42-3; fax: (0 0263 4) 25 37 10 
polamb@afric aon line.co.zw 

Ambass ador: Jan Wieliñ ski (since 27 April 2005), also accredi ted to Malawi
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III. International Organisations

Council of Europe

Perman ent Repres enta tion of the Repub lic of Poland to the Counc il of Europe 
2, rue Geiler, 67000 Stras bou rg, Fran ce 
Phone: (0 033) 388 372 300, in emerg ency: (0 033) 680 418 764 
fax: (0 033) 388 372 310
sp.rp.strash@wanad oo.fr

Ambas ador—Head of the Mission: Piotr Œwitals ki (since 20 Septemb er 2005)

European Union

Perman ent Repres enta tion of the Repub lic of Poland to the Europ ean Union
282–284, Avenue de Tervue ren, B–1150 Bruxell es, Belgium
Phone: (0 032 2) 77 77 200, 77 77 224; fax: (0 032 2) 77 77 297, 77 77 298 
101642.2616@compus erve.com

Ambas ador—Head of the Mission: Marek Grela (since 21 March 2002)

NATO and WEU

Perman ent Repres enta tion of the Repub lic of Poland to NATO and WEU
Bld Léopold III, B–1110 Bruxell es, Belgium
Phone: (0 032 2) 707 13 88, 707 11 17; fax: (0 032 2) 707 13 89 

Ambass ador—Head of the Mission: Jerzy Maria Nowak (since 21 Februa ry 2002)

OSCE

Mission of the Repub lic of Poland to OSCE in Vien na
Hiet zing er Haupt strasse 42 C, 1130 Wien
Phone: (0 043 1) 870 15 804; fax: (0 043 1) 870 15 331

Ambass ador—Head of the Mission: Jacek Bylica (since 1 August 2004)

OECD

Perman ent Repres enta tion of the Repub lic of Poland to OECD in Paris
136, rue de Long champ, 75116 Paris, Fran ce
Phone: (0 033) 156 285 760; fax: (0 033) 156 289 466
www.oecd.polog ne.net; pol.deleg@oecd.polog ne-org.net, info@oecd.polog ne.net

Ambas ador—Perman ent Repres enta tive: Jan Woron iecki (since 27 June 2005)

Unit ed Nations

New York

Perman ent Repres enta tion of the Repub lic of Poland to UN in New York
9 East 66th Stre et, New York, N.Y.10021
Phone: (0 01 212) 744 25 06, 744 25 09; fax: (0 01 212) 517 67 71 
www.poland un.org; gener al.mailb ox@poland un.org 

Ambas ador—Perman ent Repres enta tive: Andrzej Towpik (since 31 July 2004)

Geneva

Perman ent Mission of the Repub lic of Poland to UN Office in Geneva
15 Chemin de l’Anc ienne Route,1218 Grand Saçon nex, Geneve
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Phone: (0 041 22) 710 97 97 fax: (0 041 22) 710 97 99 
www.mission-polska.org; mission.poland@ties.itu.int, mission,pmsz@ties.itu.int

Ambass ador Extra ord ina ry and Plenip ote ntia ry, Perman ent Repres enta tive: 
Zdzis³aw Rapacki (since 30 April 2004)

Vienna

Perman ent Repres enta tion of the Repub lic of Poland to Unit ed Nations in Vien na
Hiet zing er Haupt strasse 42c, 1130 Wien, Austria
Phone: (0 043 1) 870 15 816; fax: (0 043 1) 870 15 331 
oscepl@Botschaf tRP.at

Ambas ador—Perman ent Repres enta tive: Jacek Bylica (since 1 August 2004)

UNESCO

Perman ent Repres enta tion of the Repub lic of Poland to UNESCO in Paris
1, rue Miol lis, 75015 Paris
Phone: (003314) 568 29 97; fax: (003314) 566 59 56

Ambas ador—Perman ent Deleg ate of the Repub lic of Poland to UNESCO: 
Maria Wodzyñska-Walicka.

Compil ed by Sylwia Kozieñ
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Rocz nik Polskiej Poli ty ki Zagra nicz nej 2004

WEKTORY

Informacja rz¹du na temat polskiej polityki zagranicznej w 2003 roku
(przedstawiona przez ministra spraw zagranicznych 
W³odzimierza Cimoszewicza)

Zaanga¿owanie Polski w wojnê i stabilizacjê Iraku
(Jaros³aw Bratkiewicz)

Polska polityka bezpieczeñstwa w dobie kryzysu stosunków 
transatlantyckich (Robert Kupiecki)

Polityka zagraniczna w debacie publicznej (Barbara Wizimirska)

POLSKA A UNIA EUROPEJSKA

Unia Europejska a Polska – próba oceny (Micha³ Czy¿)

Polityka rozszerzonej Unii Europejskiej 
wobec wschodnich s¹siadów – wk³ad Polski (Andrzej Cieszkowski)

PROBLEMY

Polska w stosunkach transatlantyckich (Jadwiga Stachura)

Strategia polskiej wspó³pracy na rzecz rozwoju (Pawe³ Bagiñski)

Polska w ONZ. Inicjatywa Nowego Aktu Politycznego 
(Sergiusz Sidorowicz)

Stosunki gospodarcze Polski z zagranic¹ (Mariusz Gaszto³)

STOSUNKI DWUSTRONNE I WIELOSTRONNE

Stosunki Polski ze Stanami Zjednoczonymi (Dariusz Wiœniewski)

Stosunki Polski z Niemcami (Stanis³aw Micha³owski)

Stosunki Polski z Francj¹ (Stanis³aw Parzymies, Sylwia Kanarek)

Stosunki Polski z pañstwami Azji i Pacyfiku (Tomasz Koz³owski)

Wspó³praca wyszehradzka (Jacek Gajewski)

ANEKSY

Stosun ki trak ta to we Polski (Agata Stachu ra)

 Cena 30 z³. Zamówienia prosimy nadsy³aæ pod adresem:

Polski Instytut Spraw Miêdzynarodowych

00-950 Warszawa, ul. Warecka 1a, tel. (22) 556 80 00, faks (22) 556 80 99

e-mail: publikacje@pism.pl



Rocz nik Polskiej Poli ty ki Zagra nicz nej 2005

WEKTORY

Informacja rz¹du na temat polskiej polityki zagranicznej w 2004 roku
(przedstawiona przez ministra spraw zagranicznych 
W³odzimierza Cimoszewicza)

Œrodowisko miêdzynarodowe Polski A.D. 2004, czyli geopolityczna 
rewolucja w regionie (Roman KuŸniar)

Polska w Unii Europejskiej (Pawe³ Œwieboda)

Polityka bezpieczeñstwa Polski (Robert Kupiecki)

STOSUNKI DWUSTRONNE

Stosunki Polski ze Stanami Zjednoczonymi (Artur Michalski)

Stosunki Polski z Niemcami (Irena Lipowicz)

Stosunki Polski z Rosj¹ (Grzegorz Czerwiñski)

Stosunki Polski z Francj¹ (Adam Halamski, Tomasz Majchrowski)

Stosunki Polski z Ukrain¹ (Wojciech Zaj¹czkowski)

Polityka Polski wobec regionu œrodkowoeuropejskiego (Jacek Gajewski)

WYBRANE PROBLEMY POLSKIEJ POLITYKI ZAGRANICZNEJ

Zaanga¿owanie Polski w stabilizacjê Iraku (£ukasz Kulesa)

Stosunki gospodarcze Polski z zagranic¹ (Krzysztof Marczewski)

Polska polityka zagraniczna w œwietle Strategii RP w odniesieniu 
do pozaeuropejskich krajów rozwijaj¹cych siê  (Katarzyna Kacperczyk)

Polska wobec konstytucji mórz i oceanów (Janusz Symonides)

AKTYWNOŒÆ POLSKI W INSTYTUCJACH WIELOSTRONNYCH

Udzia³ Polski w reformie ONZ i polityczna aktywnoœæ na forum 
Organizacji (Tomasz Ch³oñ)

Aktywnoœæ Polski w ONZ w zakresie spraw spo³eczno-ekonomicznych 
(Ryszard Rysiñski)

Polska w OBWE w latach 2003–2004 (Aleksandra Pi¹tkowska)

Rada Europy – III szczyt w Warszawie (Micha³ Klinger)

BILANS POLSKIEJ POLITYKI ZAGRANICZNEJ. DEBATA

ANEKSY

Stosunki traktatowe Polski (Agata Stachura-Œwie¿awska)

Cena 36 z³. Zamówienia prosimy nadsy³aæ pod adresem:

Polski Instytut Spraw Miêdzynarodowych

00-950 Warszawa, ul. Warecka 1a, tel. (22) 556 80 00, faks (22) 556 80 99

e-mail: publikacje@pism.pl




